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THESTRUCTUREOFTHEBOOK 

Reference Part 

This part follows the structure of a typical school-leaving exam 
at B2 level and includes: 
• information about typical exam task types, 
• exam tips and strategies for each type of exam task, 
• exercises giving students an opportunity to put the exam tips 

into practice, 
• lists of useful phrases for the written and spoken parts of the 

exam, 
• model texts of the most typical tasks used in the written part 

of the exam. 
A distinguishing feature of the Reference Part is its active 
approach to the exam tips: linking them to typical exam tasks 
allows students to see how the tips work in practice. The Task 
Analysis exercises allow for an in-depth analysis of the exam 
task, which will help students avoid making mistakes in the 
future. 
The Reference Part is closely linked to the Thematic Part, 
which makes it easy for the teacher and students to refer 
to it at any point when discussing particular topics from 
the Thematic Part. 

Lexical-grammatical Part 

The Lexical-grammatical Part offers extensive practice of the 
Use of English part of the exam. It covers structures that are 
typically tested in this part of the exam. 

Thematic Part 

The Thematic Part consists of twelve units focusing on typical 
exam topics. It enables learners to: 
• revise and review key vocabulary from each exam topic 

(the vocabulary section at the beginning of each unit, the 
lead-in exercises in each lesson, the exercises accompanying 
the reading and listening texts, the word banks), 

• apply and activate exam strategies to complete various types 
of exam tasks (~.~~~."!?~~?!-l.~ exercises), 

• practise various types of exam tasks in an authentic exam-like 
context (~.~~~.~A.S.~ exercises), 

• prepare well for the exam as well as take part in interesting 
and diverse lessons, 

• learn interesting facts about various cultural aspects of life in 
English-speaking countries (the English and the Arts section 
and the l"'d?i"·'ri'~ti"'i"iij boxes). 

THE STRUCTURE OF THE BOOK VERSUS THE STRUCTURE OF THE EXAM 

EXAM 

REFERENCE PART 

Listening 

Reading 

PAGES 12-19 

LONGMAN EXAM ACCELERATOR 

LEXICAL-GRAMMATICAL 
PART 

Most of the lexical and 
grammar revision exercises 
are presented in the form 
of typical exam tasks. 
This part of the book 
also includes the lists of 
structures most commonly 
tested in the exam. 

THEMATIC PART 

rlli"lllI~ 
12 SECTIONS 

12 SECTIONS 

Use of English 
I e:t!!:!."A'Jj'~ 

~=======~ 
Writing 

I1 PAG:' '4-33 
~----------------~ 

I 0;""";0" 

Talking about photos 

I Rol. play 

Speaking on a set topic 

4 

A wide variety of lexical 
and grammar exercises aim 
to increase the students' 
knowledge of English 
structures, collocations, 
phrasal verbs and other 
phrases which they might 
find useful during the oral 
exam. 

12 SECTIONS 
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PARTICULAR PARTS OF THE BOOK ARE RELATED TO EACH OTHER· UNIT 1 PEOPLE 

REFERENCE PART 
LEXICAL-GRAMMATICAL 

PART 
THEMATIC PART· UNIT 1 - PEOPLE 

U SE OF ENGLISH 

BUILDING'" 22 

O RA L EXAM 

G ON A SET TOPIC'" 36 

WORD BVILDING ... 52 

VOCABULARY EX. ~. PAGE 59 

~.~~~.~?~~«?~~ EX. 0 •• 0 PAGE 62 

~.~~~:~.S.K. EX. 0 PAGE 62 

~~~~.~~~~«?~~ EX • • PAGE60 

~.~~~:~.S.K. EX. 0 PAGE 60 

~.~~~.~?~~«?~~ EX. 0 •• 00 PAGE 63 

~.~~~.r.A.Sf<. EX • • PAGE 63 

ION OF A PERSON'" 26 

The vocabulary reviewed in the 
Word Building section (adjectives 
of personality) is useful for 
writing a description of a person. 

~.~~~.~?~~«?~~ EX. 0 •• PAGE 63 

~~~~:~.S.~ EX. 0 PAGE 63 

G WITH THE BOOK 

- e book can be used depends on the needs of 
:" aT gro up of students. It is the teacher's decision as to 

- :::L~ of t he book should be taught from in class and 
Id be assigned as homework. This decision should 

--e n the basis of the students' familiarity with the exam 
~i3 and th e format of the exam. The students' ability to 
=-= larious types of writing tasks and their knowledge 

---:> shou ld also be taken into account. Undoubtedly, 
~ m e book is the Thematic Part, as its coursebook 

~ - cs teachers to use it in class. The Reference Part 
=-_::=5 exam strategies and language functions which are 

.?G ro the ~.~~!!l.~?~~?!-!~ and ~.~~!!l,l;.A.S.~ exercises in 
- 'c Part. This enables both the teacher and students 

- _ . me practical aspects of the language as well as to 

eloping exam strategies. 

r hand, whenever there is a need to refer to the 
r -e :>ook containing theory, it can be easily done due to 

being marked with specific colour and reference 
~ --e references to the Lexical-grammatical Part allow 

. ion of exam task types as well as lexical and 
crures typically tested in the Use of English part 

THE NUMBER OF CONTACT HOURS 

The number of contact hours provided by the book depends 
on the way the material is used. If you would like to discuss all 
the contents of the book in class, you would need 90+ contact 
hours. If you would like to cover only the Thematic Part in class, 
that would take about 60+ contact hours. 

However, if you do not have so much time at your disposal but 
would still like your students to revise all the available material 
before the exam, you could treat large parts of the book as 
self-learning material and assign the Reference Part as well as 
Writing and Vocabulary sections as homework. 

CHECKING STUDENTS' PROGRESS 

Short vocabulary and grammar tests (provided as 
photocopiable material in the Teacher's Book) could be given 
to students after each unit has been covered. 

5 
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STATE SCHOOL-LEAVING EXAMS IN ENGLISH AT B2 LEVEL 

Most state school-leaving exams in a modern foreign 
language are compulsory for all the students wishing to 
graduate from high school. They are typically provided 
at two levels of proficiency: the 'lower' level, which 
corresponds to the A2/B 1 levels of the Common European 
Framework of Reference scale, and the 'higher' level, whose 
level is usually described as B2. 
The 'higher' level of the exam typically comprises two parts: 
the written and the oral exam. 

WRITTEN EXAM 

The typical set-up of the written exam includes: 

listening Comprehension 
In this part of the exam, students will usually listen to 
3-4 authentic or semi-authentic recordings. Each of 
the recordings will be played twice. The recorded text 
types might include conversations, lectures, discussions, 
narratives, announcements, instructions or media broadcast. 
There will usually be one task for the candidates to do 
for each of the recordings. The typical task types include: 
true/false/no information, various types of matching and 
multiple choice tasks and short answers to questions. 

Reading Comprehension 
In this part of the exam, students will usually read 3-4 
authentic or adapted texts. The text types might include 
newspaper articles, short stories, letters, emails or 
informative texts of various kinds. There will be one task 
for each of the texts for the candidates to do. The typical 
task types include: various types of matching and multiple 
choice tasks, true/false/no information and gap filling. 

Use of English 
This part usually requires reading 1-4 adapted texts. The 
text types are similar to the ones found in the Reading 
Comprehension paper but they are usually shorter. Typical 
tasks include: multiple choice, open cloze, word building 
and error correction. There is also one more type of task that 
is often found in the Use of English part of the exam that is 
not based on a continuous text: sentence transformations. 
This task focuses on rewriting single sentences according to 
the instructions given by the exam task. 

Writing 
In this part of the exam, the candidates are usually supposed 
to produce one or two texts. The exam rubrics will state the 
communicative aim and the context of the writing task as 
well as the word limit that the candidates should adhere to. 
Depending on the task type, the candidates might also be 
given the title that they should use for their composition, 
or the beginning or finishing sentence. Apart from using 
correct grammar structures, appropriate language register 
and a wide range of vocabulary, the candidates will need 
to make sure that their text is logical and coherent and 
that it achieves the communicative aim outlined by the 
exam task. Typical task types include various types of 
formal and informal letters, various types of essays, a story, 
a description, a review and an article. 
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ORAL EXAM 

The oral exam might include some or all of the following 
components: 

Discussion 
In this task, the candidate is supposed to have 
a conversation with another candidate or with the examiner. 
Usually, the candidates are required to discuss their views on 
a statement supplied by the exam task. Proper turn-taking is 
important, so the candidates should respond appropriately 
to what their partner says and speak in a polite and 
respectful manner. 

Talking about photos 
In this part of the exam the candidates are supposed to talk 
about a set of pictures. Quite often, they will be asked to 
start by describing one of the pictures, and then compare 
and contrast it with the other one(s). However, the task 
itself is not so much a detailed description of the pictures, 
but more a reflection on the problem that is shown in 
them. Thus, the candidates should not limit themselves to 
describing the picture(s) in great detail, but should try and 
develop their speech by speculating about the scenes shown 
in them. 

Role play 
In this task, the students (or the student and the examiner) 
are supposed to assume roles outlined by the exam task 
and have a guided conversation together. The task will give 
the context for the conversation, and will often include 
a list of issues that the speakers should talk about in their 
conversation. The speakers must say things consistent with 
the role they are playing, as well as use correct grammar 
structures, language register and vocabulary. 

Speaking on a Set Topic 
During this part of the oral exam, the candidates are asked 
to give a short speech about a topic or to present their 
opinion in response to a statement. They might also be 
asked to narrate an event or to describe something. It is 
important that the candidate's speech has a clear and 
logical structure, and it must also include all the information 
required in the exam task. 

Various factors are taken into account when evaluating the 
student's performance in the spoken exam. It is useful to 
remember that achieving the communicative aim of the 
task is as important as the range of vocabulary, fluency and 
language accuracy. Additional points are often awarded for 
correct pronunciation and intonation. 
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The types of tasks used in this section of school-leaving 
exams may include: matching, a multip le-choice test, 
a true/false/no information task, a task which requires 
you to select ei ther one or two correct answers and a task 
in which you give short answers to questions. 
Recordings can include announcements, instructions, 
rad io programmes, interviews, reports. The recordings are 
usually played twice. 
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GENERAL TIPS 

1 Take advantage of the time before the recording 
starts. 
• Read the instructions carefully. You will find out 

what kind of text you are going to hear, who is 
going to speak and what they will speak about. 
Try to imagine what they might say. 

• Read the questions and the available answers in 
order to find out what kind of information you 
need to extract from the recording. 

• Think about specific words which might appear 
in the recording, e.g. synonyms of the words or 
phrases used in the questions. 

2 The same content will be expressed in the 
recording and in the question using different 
words. This may be done by using synonyms, e.g.: 
He works for the army. = He's employed by the 
military. 
I managed to persuade her. = I succeeded in 
convincing her. 

or through the use of antonyms, e.g.: 
They were narrow-minded. = They were not very 
tolerant. 

Grammatical paraphrases may also appear, e.g.: 
They haven't met for ten years. = The last time they 
met was ten years ago. 

3 If the same word or phrase appears in both the 
recording and the question, it could be a trap. In 
these situations, ask yourself, 'Is the meaning of the 
whole sentence really the same in the question and 
in the recording?' 

4 The questions are always about the content of the 
recording. If a statement makes sense according to 
your general knowledge or experience, that does 
not necessarily mean it is the correct answer in 
the exam task. Remember that the correct answer 
is the one which agrees with the content of the 
recording. 

TRUE I FALSE I NO INFORMATION 
The recording in th is task is often an informative text and 
the questions are generally about the facts given in the 
recording. 

EXAM TIPS 

1 The order of the sentences corresponds to the 
order in which the information necessary to 
answer them appears in the recording. 

2 A statement is false when the statement and the 
recording contradict each other: they cannot both 
be true at the same time. We can say there is no 
information when the statement could be true, but 
the recording does not say so. 

examTASK 

o 13 .h.}") You are going to hear a short radio 
programme about a cultural event. Are the 
statements true (T), false (F) or is there no 
information (NI)? 

1 The Multicultural Festival is the town's main 
attraction. 

2 University students came up with the idea 
of the festival because they felt enriched by 
contact with foreign students. 

3 Steve mentions an event at which participants 
will be able to learn to make traditional 
costumes. 

4 There will be a lecture on multiculturalism in 
England during the festival. 

5 The festival is partly financed by the local 
government. 

6 Steve asks people to contact him with ideas 
because he's worried there won't be enough 
events. 

TASK ANALYSIS 

• Read the tapescript on page 164. In the statements 
you marked/alse, underline the words which also 
appear in the recording. Change the statements so 
that they are true according to the recording. 

• Read the tapescript on page 164. Next to the 
statements you marked true, write down the 
words which are used to communicate the same 
information in the recording. 

o look at the statements you marked no information. 
Match them to the following explanations. 

a His motives are not explained. 
b The exact topics are not given. 
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MATCHING 

The audio material in this type of task usually consists 
of four or five separate recordings on a similar topic. 
The exam task will require you to match the recordings 
to sentences summarising their content or to headings. 
There will be at least one extra heading or sentence which 
doesn't match any recording. 

EXAM TIPS 

The essence of this task is identifying the gist of 
each recording, or the element which makes it 
different from the others. 

2 Always listen to each recording to the end before 
matching it to an answer. 

3 When you listen for the first time, note down the 
answers you are relatively sure of. When you listen 
for the second time, check those answers and 
complete the remaining ones. 

examTASK 

o 13-51oE' You are going to hear four students 
talking about living abroad as part of the Erasmus 
programme. Match speakers 1-4 to statements 
A-E. There is one extra statement that you do 
not need. 

1 
2 

3 
4 

A I've found it difficult to adapt to certain cultural 
differences. 

B I've managed to turn one disadvantage into an 
advantage. 

C I've made many lifelong friends. 
D I've only encountered one difficulty, and I've 

received help with it. 
E I disagree with the stereotyped view of the 

Erasmus experience. 

TASK ANALYSIS 

o Answer the following questions on individual 
sentences in the exam task. 

A What cultural differences does the speaker mention? 
B What was the disadvantage? How was it turned 

into an advantage? 
C Who are the friends? How does the speaker express 

the belief that they'll be lifelong friends? 
D What was the difficulty? What help was available? 
E What's the stereotype? In what way does the 

speaker disagree with it? 

MULTIPLE CHOICE - SHORT 

RECORDINGS 

In this type of task, you will hear several short recordings 
(conversations or monologues). For each recording, there 
will be one question about specific information, usually 
with three options to choose from. 

EXAM TIP 

The recording may contain words which appear in 
the incorrect options. Hearing an individual word is 
not enough to choose the correct answer. Listen for 
words and phrases associated with the answer you 
choose, and think about why the remaining options 
are wrong. 

examTASK 

o 13-51·&1 You are going to hear people talking in five 
different situations. Choose the correct answers. 

1 You are going to hear a couple discussing their 
travel arrangements. How are they going to 
travel? 
A by car 
B by plane 
C by train 

2 You are going to hear a man talking about how 
he accepted a job in a distant country. Why did 
he do it? 
A He was offered a higher salary. 
B He preferred to live in a warm climate. 
C He wanted a change. 

3 You are going to hear a woman who works in the 
film industry talking about her friend's job. What 
does he do? 
A He is a make-up artist. 
B He is a cameraman. 
C He is an actor. 

4 You are going to hear a man leaving a message 
on voice mail. What is the purpose of his call? 
A to confirm a meeting 
B to cancel a meeting 
C to change the date of a meeting 

5 You are going to hear a conversation between 
two friends. Where are they? 
A in a museum 
B in a library 
C in a bookshop 

TASK ANALYSIS 

• Read the tapescript on page 164. Underline the 
words and phrases that helped you choose the 
correct answers . 

• Find words in the tapescript which appear in the 
incorrect options. Identify the difference between 
the incorrect option and what the speaker says. 
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MATCHING 

The audio material in this type of task usually consists 
of four or five separate recordings on a similar topic. 
The exam task will require you to match the recordings 
to sentences summarising their content or to headings. 
There will be at least one extra heading or sentence which 
doesn't match any recording. 

EXAM TIPS 

The essence of this task is identifying the gist of 
each recording, or the element which makes it 
different from the others. 

2 Always listen to each recording to the end before 
matching it to an answer. 

3 When you listen for the first time, note down the 
answers you are relatively sure of. When you listen 
for the second time, check those answers and 
complete the remaining ones. 

examTASK 

o 13-51oE' You are going to hear four students 
talking about living abroad as part of the Erasmus 
programme. Match speakers 1-4 to statements 
A-E. There is one extra statement that you do 
not need. 

1 
2 

3 
4 

A I've found it difficult to adapt to certain cultural 
differences. 

B I've managed to turn one disadvantage into an 
advantage. 

C I've made many lifelong friends. 
D I've only encountered one difficulty, and I've 

received help with it. 
E I disagree with the stereotyped view of the 

Erasmus experience. 

TASK ANALYSIS 

o Answer the following questions on individual 
sentences in the exam task. 

A What cultural differences does the speaker mention? 
B What was the disadvantage? How was it turned 

into an advantage? 
C Who are the friends? How does the speaker express 

the belief that they'll be lifelong friends? 
D What was the difficulty? What help was available? 
E What's the stereotype? In what way does the 

speaker disagree with it? 

MULTIPLE CHOICE - SHORT 

RECORDINGS 

In this type of task, you will hear several short recordings 
(conversations or monologues). For each recording, there 
will be one question about specific information, usually 
with three options to choose from. 

EXAM TIP 

The recording may contain words which appear in 
the incorrect options. Hearing an individual word is 
not enough to choose the correct answer. Listen for 
words and phrases associated with the answer you 
choose, and think about why the remaining options 
are wrong. 

examTASK 

o 13-51·&1 You are going to hear people talking in five 
different situations. Choose the correct answers. 

1 You are going to hear a couple discussing their 
travel arrangements. How are they going to 
travel? 
A by car 
B by plane 
C by train 

2 You are going to hear a man talking about how 
he accepted a job in a distant country. Why did 
he do it? 
A He was offered a higher salary. 
B He preferred to live in a warm climate. 
C He wanted a change. 

3 You are going to hear a woman who works in the 
film industry talking about her friend's job. What 
does he do? 
A He is a make-up artist. 
B He is a cameraman. 
C He is an actor. 

4 You are going to hear a man leaving a message 
on voice mail. What is the purpose of his call? 
A to confirm a meeting 
B to cancel a meeting 
C to change the date of a meeting 

5 You are going to hear a conversation between 
two friends. Where are they? 
A in a museum 
B in a library 
C in a bookshop 

TASK ANALYSIS 

• Read the tapescript on page 164. Underline the 
words and phrases that helped you choose the 
correct answers . 

• Find words in the tapescript which appear in the 
incorrect options. Identify the difference between 
the incorrect option and what the speaker says. 

9 
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MULTIPLE CHOICE 
This type of exam task requires you to select the correct 
answer out of fou r options. 

EXAM TIPS 

1 The order of the sentences is the same as the order 
in which the relevant information appears in the 
recording. 

2 Every question requires you to eliminate incorrect 
answers. These are in some way similar to the 
content of the recording, so you have to notice 
what it is that makes them false, for example: 
a the option is too general and suggests that 

something 'always' happens, while the recording 
says that it happens 'often' or 'frequently'; 

b the answer contains one of several points 
mentioned in the recording, but not the most 
important one, while the question requires you 
to find the 'main' or 'most important' point; 

c there is a similar statement in the recording, but 
it refers to something or somebody else; 

d the answer seems correct according to your 
experience or general knowledge, but it does 
not agree with the content of the recording. 

examTASK 

o 13·n+j You are going to hear an interview with 
a young person who is hitch-hiking. Choose the 
correct answers. 

10 

Chris broke a record when he hitchhiked 
A between two cities. 
B 25,000 kilometres. 
C to the Middle East. 
D around the world. 

2 With regard to safety, Chris says that 
A he feels quite safe everywhere. 
B reckless drivers are a constant problem. 
C a male hitchhiker has less to fear if he's with a girl. 
D you have to decide if you trust people enough. 

3 According to Chris, one advantage of hitching 
at a petrol station is that 
A you can spend the night there. 
B there's food and shelter. 
C you can go to the bathroom. 
D you're safer because of the lights. 

4 The thing Chris enjoys most about hitchhiking 
is that 
A unexpected things always happen. 
B you encounter unusual people. 
C you can get really far. 
D it's free. 

S The Turkish man 
A had another fifty miles to drive. 
B was looking for an underground station. 
C had a sense of moral obligation. 
D was keen to get to Paris before nightfall. 

• r.tj',i~f.i ,it, tJ 
• Listen to the recording again and read the 

tapescript on page 164: 

a Write down the words used in the recording 
which helped you choose the correct answers. 

QUESTION WORDS USED IN THE RECORDING 

1 

2 

3 
4 
5 

b Match the incorrect answers below to the types 
of mistakes given in the exam tips. 

ANSWER TYPE OF MISTAKE 

lD 
2A 

3C 
4D 
58 

A. .. 8 ... C ... D... PLEASE. L.E.T 
THERE SE: MORE OPTIONS 
TO CHOOSE FI<OM~ 
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ONE OR TWO CORRECT ANSWERS 

This type of exam task requires you to select either one or 
both answers. 

EXAM TIP 

In this kind of task, either one or both answers to 
a question may be correct. This may seem d ifficult, 
as choosing one option does not eliminate the other. 
However, if you consider each answer separately 
and decide whether it is true or false, it is no more 
difficult than a series of 'true/false' statements. 

examTASK 

o 13·,,+, You are going to hear an interview with 
the organiser of an exhibition of butterflies. Circle 
the correct answers: A, B or both. 

1 The exhibition is open 
A from June 3rd until June 17th. 
B from 10.00 to 18.00 every day. 

2 The largest butterflies can be 
A about thirteen centimetres. 
B a hundred times larger than the sma llest ones. 

3 The Common Birdwing 
A looks like a bird. 
B has a wingspan of 18 cent imetres. 

4 The chrysalises shown in the exhibition 
A have been transported to the museum from 

tropical countries. 
B turn into butterflies in front of visitors' eyes. 

5 The Great Monarch 
A travels great distances. 
B lives in two places with large bodies of water. 

6 The butterfly Dryas lulia 
A damages caimans' eyes. 
B drinks tears. 

7 A proboscis is 
A a butterfly'S mouth. 
B a butterfly'S nose. 

8 Butterflies can 
A taste with their feet. 
B see more colours than other animals can. 

TASK ANALYSIS 

look again at the answers you did not choose in 
Exercise 1. Change the statements so that they are 
t rue. You can listen again or use the tapescript on 
page 164 to help you. 

SHORT ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS 

In this kind of task you need to give short answers to a set 
of questions about the recording. 

EXAM TIPS 

1 The questions are about facts from the recording. 
Some of the answers are likely to be numbers. 

2 You do not need to write full sentences. 

examTASK 

o 13·,,·0 You are going to hear a man talking 
about the education of a young woman he knows. 
Give short answers to the questions below. 

1 How old was Mandy when she started nursery 
school? 

2 What was Mandy's behaviour towards other 
children in nursery school like? (name two 
qualities) 

3 What was Mandy's favourite subject in primary 
school? 

4 What did Mandy use to create? 

5 Which two subjects did Mandy do less well in 
when she was in secondary school? 

6 What was the subject of the course wh ich Tina 
took? 

7 How many A levels did Mandy get? 

8 Where did Mandy go to university? 

9 How long has it been since Mandy left university? 

10 What has Mandy been offered after completing 
her M.Se? 

11 How does Mandy earn a living now? 

TASK ANALYSIS 

• Check your answers with the tapescript on 
page 165. Underline the parts ofthe recording 
that contain the right answers and answer the 
questions below. 

1 Why is 'mature' not the correct answer to 
question 2? 

2 What phrasal verb is used in the tapescript instead 
of 'create' in question 4? 

3 Why is 'a job in advertising' not the correct answer 
to question 10? 



All too often our encounters with 
art are very superficial- no more 
than a civilised way of spending an 
afternoon. This week we ask four 
people from the world of academia 
and the arts to describe cultural 
experiences which were different: 
relevant, thought-provoking 
and memorable. 

A William Norton, historian 
I remember hearing Adrian Mitchell 
read his poem 'Tell Me Lies About 
Vietnam' at a huge anti-war protest 
in Trafalgar Square in 1964. I was 
a twenty-year-old student at the time, 
angry, radical, outraged by the war. 
Mitchell was an Oxford graduate with 
a posh accent I didn't like, but his poem 
moved me very much. I can still hear his 
voice saying the refrain, which is also the 
title. By the time he'd finished, some of 
the demonstrators were already scuffiing 
with the police. 

Nearly forty years later, in 2003, 
Mitchell read a new version of the poem 
in public just before the invasion ofIraq. 
He called it the '21 st century rem ix' . 
Those public readings are now part of 
literary history, and I was there at the 
first one. And I still believe that's what 
poetry should be like: involved. 

B Elisabeth Green, 
freelance writer 

Among my innumerable visits to mu
seums and art galleries, I remember the 
Sensation exhibition at the Royal Acade
my of Arts in 1997, a show of the group 
known as Young British Artists, many of 
whom are now famous and command 
astronomical prices for their work. 
I went because it was hugely controver
sial. It contained works like Damien 
Hirst's dead animals in glass cases, an in
stallation by Tracey Emin titled Everyone 

I Have Ever Slept With, or a sculpture in 
frozen blood. The greatest controversy 
surrounded Marcus Harvey's Myra, 
a portrait of the child murderer Myra 
Hindley. Finally, someone threw ink at 
it and it had to be removed. 

Frankly, I disliked most of the pieces 
in that show. But it made me ask my-
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self some important questions. Does art 
have to be beautiful? What is the pur
pose of showing disturbing and shock
ing things? Can offending people's feel
ings be justified? More than ten years on, 
I still haven't answered those questions. 

C Gladys Keenan, 
university lecturer 

I'm a classical music enthusiast and 
regularly go to concerts in concert 
halls, churches and opera houses. But 
my most unusual musical experience 
happened at my workplace, Glasgow 
University. We had a young Polish man, 
Aleksander, working as a cleaner. One 
day he asked if he might play the piano 
in the university chapel after work. 
The chaplain was not very keen, as the 
instrument is old and valuable, but it 
seemed unkind to refuse ... Aleksander 
started playing Chopin and soon half 
the faculty had stopped working and 
were listening. It was a concert-standard 
performance. Our cleaner turned out 
to be a professional pianist, educated 
at the music college in his home town 
of Katowice. He later gave a concert at 
the Glasgow West End Festival. Now 
he gives music lessons and performs 
occasionally. There is a long way though 

CULTURE 

from being talented and skilful ,
becoming a commercial success in rh~ 
world of the arts. I hope he makes it. 

D Chris Zaleski, 
independent filmmaker 

In the spring of 2001 Roman Polarisk. 
came to Warsaw, my home town, t
shoot scenes for The Pianist. He needec 
extras for scenes set in the Warsa 
ghetto. I was seventeen and it was m~ 
first time on a film set. I was impressec 
by how carefully it had been designed. 
even handwritten adverts on the walls 
much too small for future viewers t 
read, were reproductions of authenti~ 

notices from the 1940s. Another thing 
that struck me was Polariski's behavioLL 
which was quiet and gentle. He treatec 
every member of the cast and crew wici: 
consideration. One of the extras wa: 
cold and he brought her a tiny, hand
held device that actors use to keer 
themselves warm. 

Obviously, I also remember the 
scene they were shooting: Nazi soldier 
forcing old and disabled Jews to dance 
in the street and laughing at them. It'_ 
now a classic, and I was there when i: 
was made. 

The Young British Artists (or YBAs), a group of conceptual artists who dominated 
the British art scene in the 1990s, are known for their shocking themes and use of 
unconventional materials. Leading artists of the group are Damien Hirst and Tracey 
Emin. 
Adrian Mitchell (1932-2008) was an English poet, novelist and playwright 
known for his left-wing and anti-war views. His poems were often read or sung at 
demonstrations and rallies. Among the best-known are To Whom It May Concern 
and Human Beings. He also wrote poetry for children. 



This part of the exam usually consists of two or three 
reading texts followed by comprehension questions. The 
types of texts may include magazine articles and extracts 
from fiction. 

GENERAL TIPS 

1 First of all, always read the whole text to get 
a general idea of its content and structure. If 
you do this you will avoid errors caused by 
concentrating on individual words or sentences 
and overlooking the broader context. 

2 There may be words in the text that you do not 
know. Think about whether the unknown word is 
necessary to understand the text. If not, you can 
ignore it. If you see that the answer to a question 
depends on the meaning of the unknown word, 
try to work it out from the context, e.g.: 

Matt came in, wearing a perfectly cut taupe 
suit and displaying his usual brilliant smile. 
Shelley knew he was as unscrupulous as he 
was charming. He was out to get what he 
wanted, and to hell with everyone else. 

1 Mattwas 
A well-dressed and sociable. 

@ attractive but immoral. 
C good-looking and friendly. 

You probably don't know the word taupe (which 
is a greyish-brown colour) and you do not need 
to know it to answer the question. On the other 
hand, the meaning of the key word unscrupulous 
can be worked out by noticing that it describes 
the same person as the sentence He was out to get 
what he wanted, and to hell with everyone else. 

3 Never leave a question unanswered. Even if you are 
not sure, select the answer that seems the most 
likely to you. 
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MATCHING 

EXAM TIPS 

1 First read the whole text and the removed 
sentences. 

2 Each of the removed sentences is linked to the 
place it was removed from by meaning, and often 
also by structure. Carefully read the sentences for 
insertion as well as the sentences directly before 
and after the gaps. Pay attention to the following 
clues: 

a the sentence usually deals with the same aspect 
of the topic as the paragraph it has been taken 
from; 

b if the sentence mentions a cause, then before or 
after it there will probably be a sentence about 
the effect, e.g.: 

I To the dismay of oil companies and the 
i of environmentalists, petrol sal~IYitaifL 
i..k!l by as much as twenty per cent in 2008. 
I Analysts agree ihis ~Ils main~ dUJU.Q..a shqUl. 
1 ~a~frice. ~ 

cCllA..Se 
C personal pronouns, possessives and 

demonstrative pronouns: she, his, this, ete. 
probably refer to people or th ings mentioned 
earlier in the text, e.g.: 

The discovery might prove sensational, says 
~ Ha!1fQ<;.~, leader of the team of 
archeologists. In he.£. opinion, the artefacts may 
be more than eight thousand years old. 

d sentences next to each other may refer to the 
same person, thing or event using different 
words, e.g. 

New pieces of wreckage from ibtlitQn.if were 
recovered from the sea bed in 2005. The study 
of those fragments suggests ~IJ!JdJ.I1?L 
sank much faster than previously believed. 

e time expressions such as after that, eventually, 
finally, give information on the order of the 
events. 

3 When you finish the task, read the whole text with 
the inserted sentences to be sure that it sounds 
coherent and logical. 

4 Read the sentenc'r-You have not used one more 
time. Consider whether it does not fit in one of the 
gaps. 
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examTASK 

There are five sentences missing from the following text. Read the text and complete gaps 1-5 with sentences 
A-F. There is one extra. sentence that you do not need. 

SONGS TO DETER ILLEGAL IMMIGRANTS 

The 3,000-kilometre US-Mexico border is the most 
frequently crossed international land border in the 

world, with about 250 million crossings a year, some of 
th em legal , some not. Every year approximately a million 
Mexicans seek to improve their fortunes by migrating 
illegally to the USA ~ and every year several hundred lose 
their lives in the attempt. 1_ People smugglers, known as 
'coyotes', demand high fees and then abandon the migrants 
in the wilderness at the first sign of danger. In some cases, 
being found and arrested by the US Border Patrol may be 
a blessing. 

Recently, the US government have come up with an 
innovative weapon against illegal migration: poignant 
ba llads with Spanish lyrics, describing the dangers of trying 
to cross the border. 2_ They belong to the traditional and 
hi ghly popular Mexican genre of 'corridos', narrative ballads 
whose lyrics may be love stories or legends of famous 
heroes and criminals. The 'migracorridos' tell tragic tales of 
immigrants meeting with abuse and death on the dangerous 
jou rney. The message it's not worth it. 

A A CD of such songs has been distributed free to 

radio stations in northern Mexico. 
B Because of the length of the border and the 

inhospitable nature of the terrain, illegal migration 
is extremely difficult to stop. 

C Official statistics show a drop in both arrests and 
deaths on the US-Mexican border in 2008. 

D Some die of thirst and exhaustion in the desert, 
some drown in the Rio Grande or are killed in car 
accidents. 

E After many hours of futile wandering, they lie 
down to rest. 

F This fact has not been publicised, and sometimes 
radio DJs who play the songs are not aware of their 
origin. 

In one of the ballads, a singer called Abelardo sets out 
to cross the border with his cousin Rafael. They manage to 
reach US territory, but are lost in the desert without water. 

Later Abelardo wakes up to find his cousin dead by his 
side. In another song, a group of friends are abandoned by 
a human trafficker, locked inside the trailer in which they 
were being transported , where they slowly suffocate to death. 

The US Border Patrol commissioned the migracorridos 
CD from a Hispanic advertising agency based in 
Washington. 4_ The ballads appear to be popular, with 
listeners phoning in to ask for more and wishing to find out 
about the singers. 

The decrease could be due to a number of factors, 
such as more patrols, better technology and fewer people 
trying to cross the border as a result of the economic 
crisis in the USA. It is too early to estimate the impact of 
the migracorridos. However, the creators of the campaign 
believe that if they've managed to get at least some people 
to think twice before throwing themselves into the deadly 
risk, that 's already a success. 

TASK ANALYSIS 

• look at the exam task you have just done and find 
examples of context and grammar links listed in 
the exam tips (2 a-e). Write them in the table 
below. Underline the words and phrases in the 
text which show these links. 

GAPS CONTEXT AND GRAMMAR LINKS 

1 a,d 

2 

3 

4 

5 
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MULTIPLE CHOICE 

EXAM TIPS 

1 First read the whole text. 
2 The order of the sentences corresponds to the 

order in which the information necessary to 
answer them appears in the text. 

3 At the end of the exam task there may be 
a question about the main idea of the text or the 
author's (or narrator's) opinion. When choosing 
the answer, bear in mind the whole text, not just 
the final paragraph. 

4 The correct answers generally paraphrase 
content from the text, using different words. The 
paraphrase may rely on using synonyms, but it 
could also be more complex and involve a longer 
passage, e.g.: 

I remembered how Li~sed t9_~g.illLbgL 
secrets wh~e wer~.1i9w thac~~,s_ 
AiIQ..ver,~nd I was hurt by her reticence. 

1 The narrator was sad because 
@Lily no longer confided in her. 
B she was no longer young. 

5 The information important to the exam 
question is not always stated directly in the text. 
Sometimes you have to work it out based on other 
information, e.g.: 

When joe told me what had happened, he was 
E-el~andhis hC!.nds w~~rnbUng. I ~n't 
~thL!ILtQ.relqx. and he was ~!lU.9..gQ. 
back and show me the place. The incident had 
Obviously ~hak~!l..himl>ad.ly.. 

1 When recounting the incident, 
Joe was still 
A relaxed. 

®frightened. 
C tired. 

~---~,--~~-~---=.~~--~--

6 Incorrect answers sometimes contain words or 
phrases used in the text, e.g. in the example in tip 5 
relaxed in answer A and get him to relax in the text. 

7 The questions are always about the content of the 
text. If an answer seems correct to you according 
to your own knowledge or experience, it does not 
necessarily mean it is the correct answer in the 
exam task. The correct answer is the one which 
agrees with the content of the text. 
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examTASK 

• Read the text. Choose the correct answers. 

1 On hearing Shana's statement about the stars, 
the listeners are 
A pleased. 
B surprised. 
C suspicious. 
D uncertain. 

2 In the second paragraph Shana describes 
A canyons. 
B ships. 
C computers. 
D aeroplanes. 

3 In the third paragraph Shana describes the land 
she has seen as a place 
A where everyone is powerful. 
B of great contrasts. 
C full of happiness. 
D where the old do not respect the young. 

4 Konti refuses to believe Shana because 
A she describes many strange modern inventions. 
B he thinks she mentioned a yellow sky and blue 

sun. 
C he doesn't believe a solid can turn into a liquid. 
D the way ice melts seems improbable to him. 

5 The main theme of the story is that 
A green land is something peculiar. 
B land in Africa is affected by desertification. 
C it's difficult to believe things that lie outside our 

experience. 
D people from primitive societies don't 

understand technology. 

TASK ANALYSIS 

o Analyse the answers in the exam task you have just 
finished. 

a Underline the sections in the text which refer to 
the correct answers. 

b Find at least three examples of wrong answers 
which have phrases in them which are also in the 
text. 
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A STRANGE GREEN LAND 

'Look! Shana's back!' shouted a child. 
'She must be leaving if we can look at her back' laughed Konti. 
The child ignored him and ran off to spread the news that the tribe's favourite daughter had returned 

at last. 

The feast over, they sat around the fire enjoying the soft breeze blowing from the plains, anticipating 
the tale to be told. Shana gestured at the vast sky and spoke. 

'Our stars shine brighter than the stars in the land I visited: 
A murmur of approval ran around the group. 
'But there they have houses as high as mountains and in the windows at night shine lights so bright 

that the stars disappear from the sky. They make the lights come just by moving a hand: 
She told them of mysteries and magic: vast canyons of stone where people rush to and fro; flat stones 

that let you speak with friends far away; moving pictures that talk and make music; wheeled boxes that 
run in herds at unimaginable speeds; and huge trained birds that roar in anger as they carry people in 
their bellies around the world. 

'The women wear shoes that make them taller. The men wear ropes around their necks: 
'Like donkeys!' said a girl and they all laughed. 
'Yes, but these ropes give them power and prestige. It is a land of riddles: a land of great ingenuity but 

little wisdom; a land with many possessions, but little happiness; a land of unspeakable wealth amidst 
desperate poverty. The air they breathe is harsh and bitter: it hurts your throat, stings your eyes and 
makes you ill. And yet it is a land where the old outnumber the young: 

At last, she paused to drink and a child shouted out a question. 
'What colour is the land?' 
'Green: 
There was a shocked silence. Green land? 
Konti sneered. 
'I suppose the sky is yellow and the sun is blue: 
Someone giggled and the people began to wonder if Shana's tale was true. 
'It's green because it rains a lot: 
Shana frowned. Her tribe lived in a dry brown land, where water was scarce. A land of scorching heat 

and months of drought punctuated just twice a year by torrential rains and flash floods. The climate there 
was so different. 

'They have all sorts of rain: storms like ours, but also 'drizzle: fine rain you hardly feel but which soaks 
you all the same. The weather is always changing. In one part of the year the sun is tired and weak and 
can barely climb above the horizon. It hides behind overcast skies and then it's cold and the rain falls like 
pearls that they call 'hailstones' or like tiny round feathers they call 'snowflakes: They're beautiful but in 
a breath they vanish: 

And so she told them of ice. 
'It's water that's hard and cold. When you touch it, it flows like water again: 
'So one moment it's solid, and the next it's water?' muttered Konti. 
'Yes: said Shana. 
'I don't believe you!' he shouted, standing up, furious. 'If you heat gold, it changes slowly from solid 

to liquid, first it's thick, then it becomes thinner. That is how things change. I've had enough of your fairy 
stories: He strode away and one by one the others followed him. Nobody dared look Shana in the eyes. 

But one child remained: the boy who had first seen her arrive. 
'Tell me more: he said, 'I believe you.' 
Shana spoke again, and the people turned towards her, the light of the fire flickering in their eyes. 
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SHORT TEXTS WITH MULTIPLE CHOICE Q.UESTIONS 

In this type of task you will read several short texts, each accompanied by one multiple-choice question. The questions 
may concern the main idea of the passage or a specific piece of information. 

EXAM TIPS 

1 The passages may look challenging. They may be poems or technical texts. Remember you do not have to 

understand all the words to grasp the overall meaning. 
2 Look in the text itself and the accompanying illustrations (if any) for clues to the meaning of unknown words. 

examTASK 

o You are going to read several short texts. Choose the correct answers. 
I Text 1 I 1 What is the main theme of 

D.H. Lawrence's poem? 
A Playing the piano. 
B The poet's child. 
C A relationship with 

a woman. 
D Memories. 

2 Which letter in the 
drawing represents 
the bevel gears as 
described in the text? 
A The letter A 
B The letter B 
C The letter C 
D The letter D 
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Piano 
by D.H. Lawrence 

Softly, in the dusk, a woman is singing to me; 

Taking me back down the vista of years, till I see 

A child sitting under the piano, in the boom of the tingling springs, 

And pressing the small, poised feet of a mother who smiles as she sings. 

In spite of myself, the insidious mastery of song 

Betrays me back, till the heart of me weeps to belong 

To the old Sunday evenings at home, with winter outside 

And hymns in the cosy parlour, the tinkling piano our guide. 

So now it is vain for the singer to burst into clamour 

With the great black piano appassionato. The glamour 

Of childish days is upon me, my manhood is cast 

Down in the flood of remembrance, I weep like a child for the past. 

When the wind blows, it drives the sails 
around. A pair of toothed wheels called bevel 

gears change the turning movement from 
horizontal to vertical, causing the vertical shaft 
to rotate. The vertical shaft has a heavy, circular 
grindstone fixed to the bottom of it; when the 
shaft rotates, so does the grindstone. Below 
is another grindstone that does not rotate; it 
is fixed to the windmill base. Grains of wheat 
or other cereals are inserted into the space 
between the grindstones; the action of the 
top grindstone rotating over the bottom fixed 

grindstone grinds them into flour. 

Based on The workings of a windmill, The Sustainable Energy Authority of Ireland 

Text 2 
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3 This is an extract from a speech made in 1917 by 
the American women's activist Carrie Chapman 
Catt. What is the aim of Catt's speech? 
A To demand better education for women. 
B To oppose discrimination against immigrants. 
C To protest against high taxes. 
D To demand the right to vote for women. 

How can our nation escape the logic it has never failed 
:0 follow, when its last unenfranchised class calls for 
the vote? Behold our Uncle Sam floating the banner 
T\i th one hand, "Taxation without representation is 
'0Tanny;' and with the other seizing the billions of 
dollars paid in taxes by women to whom he refuses 
-representation': Behold him again, welcoming the 
':Joys of twenty-one and the newly made immigrant 
.:itizen to "a voice in their own government" while 
~e denies that fundamental right of democracy to 
:"'Iousands of women school teachers, from whom 
;nany of these men learn all they know of citizenship 
m d patriotism. Is there a Single man who can justify 
such inequality of treatment, such outrageous 
5scrimination? 

TASK ANALYSIS 

4 You will read an extract from the review of an 
exhibition. Why can't you normally see all the 
Book of the Dead texts owned by the British 
Museum? 
A They are too delicate to be put on show. 
B They are written on the inside of coffins. 
C They are on loan to other museums. 
D There are too many. 

London? 
British Museum 

I Text ,4 ~ 

Ancient Egyptian Book of the Dead at the 
British Museum 
The be lief in the afterlife was centra l to ancient 
Egyptian cu lture . The Egyptians equipped their 
dead with spe lls intended to provide guidance 
and protection in the underworld . These were 
initially carved on th e wal ls of pyramids or pa inted 
inside coffins, but from the seventeenth century 
BeE onwards they were wri tten on papyrus 
scrol ls, known to us co llectively as the Book of 
the Dead. The exhibition offers a rare opportun ity 
to see prec io us papyri fro m th e British M useum's 
collection which are not normal ly on display 
because of their extreme fragility. A number of 
museums around the world have also generously 
agreed to lend items from their collections. 

• In Text 1 underline the words and phrases that refer to what you believe is the main theme of the poem. 

o In Text 2 match the following parts of a windmill to the remaining letters in the picture: 
• sails 
• vertical shaft 
• grindstone 

o For Text 3 answer the following questions. 

A What does Catt say about the role of women in education? 
B Who according to the speech suffers discrimination? 
C Why does Catt mention the "billions of dollars paid in taxes by women"? 

In one of the options for Text 4 find words which correspond to the words 'extreme fragility' and 
'on display' in the text. 
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TRUE / FALSE / No INFORMATION 

EXAM TIP 

A statement is false when the statement and the text contradict each other: they cannot both be true at the same 
time. We can say there is no information when the statement could be true, but the text does not say so. 

exam TASK TASK ANALYSIS 

o Read the story. Are the statements below true (T), 
false (F) or is there no information (NI)? 

• Change the statements that you marked false so 
that they are true according to the text. 
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1 At the beginning of the story, Nathan's 
grandmother tells him how to fry a steak. 

2 Nathan's family used to think the idea of 
eating meat becoming illegal was unrealistic. 

3 The Fundies are an extreme right-wing political 
party. 

4 Nathan feels worried as he's cooking. 
5 Nathan does not like the smell of the steak. 
6 Nathan eats up the whole steak. 
7 At the end of the story, Nathan is arrested 

for eating meat. 

o Next to the statements you marked true write 
down the words which are used to communicate 
the same information in the text. 

o Look at the statements you marked no 
information. Match them to the following 
explanations. 

a We do not know if he manages to finish it. 
b It is likely, but we do not know for sure that it 

happens. 
c Their political orientation is not specified. 

THE LAST MEAT EATER 

'Put some oil in a pan: just a little. You mustn't use too much: 
After all those years, Nathan could still hear the echo of his grandmother's voice. 
'Wait until it's hot, sizzling hot: 
Nathan adjusted the knob on the cooker and watched the electric ring go bright red. Then he took 

the packet from the table and opened it. There was one steak, one large juicy red beefsteak. It looked 
delicious. His hands shook as he sprinkled a little salt and pepper on it. 

'Hold a wooden spoon in the oil and when you see bubbles, you know it's hot enough.' 
Nathan checked. There were lots of tiny bubbles rising up from the bottom of the pan. 
He looked nervously round the kitchen. Suddenly, he had a flashback. He was six years old; his 

grandmother was cutting a steak into bite-sized pieces for him to eat. His grandfather said, 'Eat your 
meat before they make it illegal! ' And then he'd laughed, they'd all laughed. But he wasn't laughing now. 
Nobody was. It wasn't illegal to laugh; not yet, at least. But so many other things were; so much had been 
forbidden since the 'Fundies' had come to power twenty years ago. And eating meat was one of them. 

, He thought he heard a noise, but when he glanced outside, there was nobody there, just fields and 
trees. There was no reason for the police to suspect him. But still he felt anxious . .. and guilty. 

'Just a few seconds on each side; don't burn it.' 
The oil spat and jumped when he put the meat in the pan. He held it down with the wooden spoon 

and counted to ten, then he flipped it over and pressed down again. The smell was incredible: it made his 
mouth water; his stomach turned and twisted in excitement. 

The meat was so tender the knife went through it as if it were butter. It was brown on the outside and 
pink on the inside and when he cut it, a little blood ran underneath the green lettuce on the white plate. 

He speared a piece of meat with his fork and held it in front of him. Was he really going to eat meat 
for the first time in two decades? Did he dare break the law? The penalties were severe. Was it worth the 
risk? 

He put the meat in his mouth and began to chew slowly. 
He heard a voice in his head; another memory, another echo from the past. 'Eat it up. It'll make you 

big and strong.' 
A tear trickled down his cheek. He knew it was wrong, but it tasted so good. 
He heard the vehicle rumble to a stop in front of the house. He heard the heavy footsteps 

approaching. He heard the door fly open. But he didn't care anymore. 
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GAP"FILLlNG 

EXAM TIPS 

1 The order of the sentences reflects the order in 
which the information necessary to answer them 
appears in the text. 

2 The words required to fill in the gaps may include: 
a names 
b numbers 

c a word related to a word in the text (for 
example a verb instead of a noun) 

d the same word(s) as used in the text, but in 
a differently structured sentence 

e a word or words which are not present in 
the text, but which are used to rephrase 
information from the text. 

.! you visit the British Museum, don't miss the Parthenon 
arbles. The sculptures and reliefs from that most 

· .... mous of ancient Athenian temples are a defining 
onument of classic Attic style. 

G enerations of scholars have praised their harmony, the 
:'3fect proportions they present of the human body and the 
,:;'x e of their representation of movement. 

Yet from the very beginning the sculptures have also 
: =en a source of disharmony. if we are to believe the Greek 
- s-orian Plutarch, even as the work on the Parthenon was 
: =' '1g carried out in the 5 th century, it was accompanied by 
: ::::usations of embezzlement and the waste of public money 
:::ent on 'dressing the city up as a vain woman who covers 
- ='self in jewels'. 

Twenty-three centuries later Greece was part of Turkey's 
: -oman empire. The Parthenon stood neglected and was 
= -:::d ually falling into ruin . In 1801 Lord Thomas Elgin, 
~ . 'sh Ambassador to Sulton Selim Ill, obtained permission 
:: remove 'pieces of stone' from the temple. He had a large 
- _ 'Tlber of sculptures removed, causing some damage to the 
::_. ding itself, and he shipped them to London at his own 
= :Jense. The whole operation took ten years. 

In London the removal of the marbles caused immediate 
-::'ltroversy: while some believed Lord Elgin to have rescued 
-3 precious relics, others, including the poet Byron, saw 
-3 act as vandalism and looting. A debate took place in 

=::1iament before the British government decided to buy the 
: ::_ ptures for about half the sum Lord Elgin had spent on 
-:: sporting them . (It should be noted to Elgin's credit that 
= 'lever expected to make a profit out of the operation and 
::: al ready refused much higher offers from foreign buyers.) 

j may have been fortunate that Elgin moved the Parthenon 
-::'Oles at that particular time, since they wou ld probably 
:: e suffered during the Greek War of Independence 
':21 -1833L when the Acropolis saw some heavy fighting . 

~_- .. hat should happen to the sculptures now? 
- ne Greek government would like to see them brought 

::::.< to Athens, where the Parthenon has now been carefu lly 
=:-:>red and objects from it housed in the state-of-the-art 

examTASK 

o Read the article and sentences 1-8. Complete 
the gaps with one or two words according to the 
information in the text. 

1 At the t ime the Parthenon sculptures were 
made, some Athenians believed money was 
_____________________ onthem. 

2 Lord Elgin used money 
to have the marbles sh ipped to London. 

3 One of the people who were critical of removing 
the sculptures from the Parthenon was 

4 Foreign collectors offered to pay 
__________ for the marbles than 
the British Government did. 

5 The sculptures were transported to London 
__________ the Greek War of 

Independence. 
6 The Greek government believes the new 

_____________________ is the best place to 
display the sculptures . 

7 One advantage of keeping the sculptures in 
London is t hat admission to the Brit ish Museum is 

8 According to a survey, __________________ ___ 

of British people believe the Parthenon sculptures 
should go back to Athens. 

TASK ANALYSIS 

• Match the sentences in the exam task to the points 
a-e in the exam tip 2. 

Acropolis Museum that was opened in 2009 . There the 
marbles would be presented in their original historical 
environment, reunited wi th other Parthenon sculptures 
and displayed in a custom-built gallery illuminated by the 
natural sunlight in which those works were meant to be 
seen. 

The British Museum, on the other hand, believes the 
sculptures should remain in London. In a special statement 
the Trustees of the Museum declared that the marbles 'are 
part of everyone's shared heritage' . In London they are 
presented as part of 'the story of cultural achievement 
throughout the world, from the dawn of human history 
until the present day' in a museum where millions of 
people every year can see them free of charge. In addition , 
there seems to be little point in moving the relics from 
one museum to another, and they cannot be placed back 
on the Parthenon itselt where they wou ld be exposed to 
damaging pollution . 

In an opinion poll carried out in 2002 by the market 
research company Ipsos MORi, 40% of adult Britons 
voted in favour of returning the marbles to Greece, with 
only 15% supporting keeping them in Lo ndon . So the 
Parthenon sculptures continue to spark controversy and 
conflict, as they have done from the moment they were 
commissioned two and half thousand years ago. 
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MULTIPLE CHOICE 

LEXICAL-GRAMMATICAL SECTION ~ 40 

1 Start by reading the whole text for general 
understanding. 

2 When analysing the possible answers, ask yourself 
two questions: 
a Does the answer form a correct grammatical 

structure and/or collocation with the words 
before and after the gap? 

b After inserting that answer, does the whole 
sentence make sense? Does it make sense in the 
context of the whole text? 

3 When you finish the exercise, read the whole text 
again to make sure it sounds coherent and logical. 

examTASK 

o Read the following text and choose the correct 
answers. 

H ave you ever seen a woman in a restaurant go to the 

bathroom, then come back and put her handbag on 

the tablecloth beside her? Most probably, that handbag 

has been on the toilet floor seconds before. It's not 

only insufficiently fresh food that can '_ you ill after 

a restaurant visit. 

Most women carry their handbags everywhere. 

During an average day, a bag will have been in the 

office, in a supermarket trolley, on car or bus floors, 

and in several public toilets. Yet after coming home, 

many women will place their bag on the kitchen table or 

counter where food 2_. You might as well take off your 

shoes and put them on the table! 
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1 A cause 
B make 
Cget 
D have 

2 A prepares 
B prepare 
C is prepared 
D has been prepared 

3 A that 
B many of whom 
C some of them 
D some of which 

TASK ANALYSIS 

• Look at the answers in the exam task and 
answer the following questions. Their numbers 
correspond to the question numbers in the exam 
task. 

1 How would you need to change the sentence in 
the text to make answer A (cause) correct? 

2 How would you need to change the sentence in 
the text to make answer B (prepare) correct? 

3 Which punctuation mark helps you to quickly 
notice that answer A (that) is incorrect? How 
would you have to change the punctuation so that 
answer C (some of them) would be correct? 

4 Leather and plastic bags used to be cleaner is 
a grammatically correct sentence. Why is answer 
A incorrect? 

5 What verb which sounds similar to answer C 
(contriving) forms a collocation with the word 
disease and could be used in this sentence? 

6 Why is answer B (the) incorrect? How would you 
need to change the sentence to make answer D 
(all) correct? 

A number of women's handbags were recently 

tested for germs at Nelson Laboratories in Salt Lake 

City. A variety of bacteria were found, 3_ could cause 

dangerous infectious diseases. 

Not all handbags were the same. Leather and plastic 

bags 4_ to be cleaner than those made of cloth. Also, 

people with children seem to have dirtier bags than others. 

So what should you do to avoid '_ a dangerous 

disease from your bag? In 6_ public toilet, always hang 

your bag on a hook, or, if there isn't one, on the door 

handle. Never put it on tables where food is prepared or 

eaten. Wash a cloth handbag in the washing machine, 

and clean a leather one with a mild detergent. 

4 A used 
B tended 
Cwere 
D had 

5 A catching 
B acquiring 
C contriving 
D obtaining 

6 Aa 
B the 
Csome 
Dall 
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OPEN CLOZE 

LEXICAl-CRAMMATlCAl SECTION ~ 48 

EXAM TIPS 

1 Start by reading the whole text for general understanding. 
2 Remember that you can put only one word in each gap. 
3 When filling a gap, ask yourself two questions: 

a Does the word you want to put in form a correct grammatical structure and/or collocation with the words 
before and after the gap? 

b After inserting the word, does the whole sentence make sense? Does it make sense in the context of the whole 
text? 

4 The missing words often belong to typical grammatical categories, e.g.: articles, auxiliary verbs, prepositions. There is 
a list of the structures commonly tested in this kind of task in the Lexical-grammatical Part. 

S Pay attention to correct spelling. 
6 Do not leave any gaps empty; if you are not sure of the answer, make an educated guess. 
7 When you finish, read the whole text once more to make sure it sounds coherent and logical. 

examTASK 

Complete the text below with one word in each gap. 

PRISONER MAILS HIMSELF OUT OF JAIL 
A convicted drug dealer escaped from prison in Germany by mailing himself out in a cardboard box. 

The man, who had been serving 
_____ seven -year sentence 

for drug trafficking, had been 
employed in making st(l1ionery 
together with other prisoners. The 
stationery was packed in large 
cardboard boxes and despatched 
to shops by courier. 

At the end of a working day, the 
prisoner climbed into one of the 
boxes. When the courier arrived 

collect the goods, 
the box containing the inmate was 
loaded onto the truck along with 
the rest of the batch. 

_-\s 3 as the vehicle was outside the prison gates and out of Sight, the convict got out of the box and 
.iumped off. It is believed that he was immediately picked up by his accomplices. The driver alerted the police after 
he noticed the cover on the back of the truck had been cut. 

Other inmates are suspected to 4 known of the planned escape, but they are unlikely to testify, as 
aiding a prison escape is a criminal offence in Germany. The police are on the hunt for the fugitive, but are at 
present unaware 5 his whereabouts. 

11£1 if·V'·'·"'" 
Here are some incorrect answers for the exam task in Exercise 1. Match each one to the exam tip which, 
if foll owed, would help you to avoid that error. 

1 - (no answer given) 3 long 5 off 
2 in order to 4 had 
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11 WORD BUILDING 

LEXICAL-GRAMMATICAL SECTION ~ 52 

EXAM TIPS 

1 Start by reading the whole text for general 
u nderstandi ng. 

2 At every gap think what part of speech needs to be 
inserted and how it is formed. 

3 Remember that it is often possible to form more 
than one noun, adjective ete. from a given root, 
and that those words can have different meanings, 
for example the adjectives economic/economical or 
the nouns economy/economics. Think about what 
the meaning of the inserted word should be for 
the whole passage to make sense. 

4 Remember about negative prefixes (un-, in-, im-, 
il-, dis-, mis-). Consider whether the gap requires 
the word you intend to insert into it or perhaps its 
opposite. 

5 Pay attention to spelling. 
6 When you finish, read the whole text once more to 

make sure it sounds coherent and logical. 

examTASK 

• Complete gaps 1-5 with words formed from the 
words in capital letters. 

Tiredness can kill- take a break 
We all realise the harmful effects of drinking, smoking 
and a bad diet. But we pay far too little attention to 
the consequences of not getting enough sleep. Take 
this example: It is socially 1 (ACCEPT) 
to be drunk in the workplace or while driving. On the 
other hand, many people boast that they can function 
2 (EFFECT) when tired. This is a dangerous 
delusion. In Europe, more deaths on roads are now 
caused by tired drivers than by drunken ones. Apart from 
such 3 (TERRIFY) effects, lack of sleep can 
make you irritable and prone to sudden changes of mood. 
It results in poor 4 (PERFORM) at work and 
at school. It may even cause you to put on s ____ _ 
(WEIGH), as it has a negative impact on your metabolism. 
It also increases the risk of contracting a number of 
diseases. So, if you're reading this after midnight, perhaps 
you'd better stop and go to sleep .. . 

TASK ANALYSIS 

• Here are some incorrect answers for the exam 
task in Exercise 1. Match each one to the exam tip 
which, if followed, would help you to avoid that 
error. 

1 acceptable 
2 effective 
3 te rrified 
4 performence 
5 overweig ht 
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SENTENCE TRANSFORMATIONS 

LEXICAL-GRAMMATICAL SECTION ~ 44 

EXAM TIPS 

lOne sentence may test your knowledge of more 
than one structure, e.g.: 

'Please don't say anything to my parents,' the boy 
asked his neighbour. 
The boy asked his neighbour his 
parents anything. 

There are actually two transformations in one here: 
• changing say to tell to match the verb pattern: 

'Don't say anything to my parents.' - 'Don't tell 
my parents anything: 

• transforming indirect speech into direct speech: 
'Don't telf my parents anything' - The boy asked 
his neighbour not to tell ... 

2 You must not change anything in the part of the 
sentence which is given. In the second variety of 
this task, you must not change the form of the 
given word. 

3 Check your answers thoroughly. Correct grammar 
and spelling are essential in this type of task. 

examTASK1 

• Complete the sentences so that the meaning is 
the same as in the original sentences. 

1 I've never heard such nonsense. 
Never such nonsense. 

2 Witnesses report that the criminals are hiding in 
the forest. 
The criminals in the forest. 

3 They made him apologise for the incident. 
He for the incident. 

4 It seems he becomes happier as he grows older. 
The become. 

examTASK2 

• Complete the sentences using the words in capital 
letters so that the meaning is the same as in the 
original sentences. 

1 Lily didn't let anyone else pierce her ears for her. 
She did it herself. (HAVE) 
Lily refused by anyone else. She did it 
herself. 

2 There was so much food at the party that I had 
a stomachache the following day. (LESS) 
If there food at the party, I wouldn't 
have had a stomachache the following day. 

3 We've got no lemons left. (RUN) 
We lemons. 

4 You are too young to go alone. (ENOUGH) 
You to go alone. 

5 I'm sure he saw the car approaching. (MUST) 
He the car approaching. 

TASK ANALYSIS 

-orool< agam at the exam ta5Ks:-lVffiCliSei1fences 
test your knowledge of more than one structure? 
Find one example in each exercise. 
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ERROR CORRECTION: EXTRA WORDS 

EXAM TIPS 
TASK ANALYSIS 

1 Start by reading the whole text for general 
understanding. 

• Match the extra words you found in the text in 
Exercise 1 to the categories listed in exam tip 3. 

2 Some of the lines contain words which should not 
be there. You have to identify the extra words, and 
tick the lines which are correct. 

3 There is never more than one extra word in a line. 
4 The extra words in this kind of task may include: 

a auxiliary verbs 
b articles 
c prepositions 
d personal pronouns (he, she, him ete.) 
e reflexive pronouns (myself, yourself ete.) 
f relative pronouns (who, which, whom) 

5 Sometimes a word forms a correct structure with 
one or two words directly next to it, but in the 
context of the whole sentence it is wrong, either 
gramatically or because of the meaning. Always 
look at the whole sentence before you make your 
final decision. 

examTASK 

WORD CATEGORY 

a auxiliary verbs 

b articles 

c prepositions 

d personal pronouns 

e reflexive pronouns 

f relative pronouns 

o Read the text below. In some of the lines there is a word which should not be there. 
Write the extra words in the space after each line. Tick the correct lines. 

STREET CLEANER RECEIVES 
HONORARY DEGREE 

EXTRA WORDS 

who 

o Thirty years ago Allan Brigham, a young history _.1 _____ _ 

00 graduate, who came to Cambridge on a short _w_h_o _____ _ 

1 visit - and stayed. He had been planned to become 

2 a teacher, but, unable to find a position, decided to 

3 apply for a job sweeping the streets. Keen on a local 

4 history, he enjoyed showing all the interesting places 

5 in Cambridge to tourists and locals alike, and finally 

6 obtained himself a formal qualification as a tour guide. 

7 But he hasn't given it up his cleaning job: he insists 

8 on picking up rubbish in the park in the morning 

9 is still being the most pleasant part of his day. 

10 In 2007 the University of Cambridge has awarded 

11 Allan an honorary MA for services to the city and 

12 to the university. 'I'm told it's for promoting the 

13 Cambridge. I guess I do that in both my jobs: said 

14 Allan. 'As a road sweeper I clear away the rubbish, 

15 as a tour guide I tell to people how beautiful it is.' 
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Typical writing tasks in exams at level B2 include a story, a description of a place, person or event, a review (of a book or 
a film), a 'for and against' essay, an opinion essay, an article, and various types of formal and informal letters. 

GENERAL TIPS: HOW TO WRITE A COOD COMPOSITION IN AN EXAM 

Read the rubric carefully. It will state what kind of text you are supposed to write and may specify the points which 
you have to include in your composition. Depending on the exam task, the rubric may also give you the title, the 
first or the last sentence, or a word limit. Look at the following sample exam task: 

You are planning to go to the cinema with your English friend Mark this weekend. He has sent you links to 
information about three films and would like to know which one you would like to see. 

FAKE EVIDENCE 
A fast-paced thriller set in 
Bangkok. A former spy is falsely 
accused of smuggling drugs and 
forced to run. While he is trying 
to prove his innocence, he meets 
a beautiful customs officer ... 

ACCIDENTAL LOVE 
A romantic comedy with a plot 
which you can actually believe in. 
Jim has an accident skiing and is 
taken to hospital where he meets 
Anne, who is working there as 
a nurse ... 

REPENTANCE 
A powerful psychological drama 
set in Italy during World War II. 
A lieutenant with the German 
army helps rescue civilians from 
a besieged Italian town ... 

Write an email of 120 and 180 words to Mark. Include the following information: 
o say which film you would like to see and explain your choice, 
o ask when it is on, 
o suggest a place where you can meet. 

Begin your emaillike this: Hi Mark, 

The instructions require you to write an email to a friend, so you can use informal language. There are three points 
that you have to include, listed as bullet points. There is a word limit you must not exceed and an opening you have 
to use. You may underline all these elements in the exam task and check if you have included each of them after you 
finish writing. 

2 If you have a choice of topics, choose one which will give you the best chances of success. The following questions 
will help you: 
o Do I know what I would like to write on this topic? 
o Do I know the formal features of this type of text (essay, description, etc.)? 
o Do I know enough vocabulary associated with the topic? 

3 Think about the content of the composition. Read the rubric carefully one more time to make sure you have not 
overlooked any key points. You can note down various ideas and then choose the best ones. 

4 Make a plan of your composition: 
o Have a look at the ideas you have noted down. Choose the ones that best suit your purpose. Think about how 

they are connected. Number them in the order in which you want to put them in your text. Decide how many 
paragraphs there will be. 

o Decide what you are going to write in the introduction and in the conclusion. 
S Think about what style is appropriate for the text you are going to write. 
6 Note down or recall some sophisticated words or phrases, appropriate to the subject and the text type. 
7 Write a rough draft of your text. Try to vary your vocabulary and structures. 
8 Count the words in your draft. If it is a bit too long, look for words you can delete (e.g. uninteresting adjectives). If it 

is much too long, you will need to delete whole sentences; but be careful not to delete content required by the exam 
task. If the text is too short, think about which ideas you can develop further. 

9 Read the whole text carefully; check that the division into paragraphs is logical and that they are of a similar length. 
Correct any grammar, spelling or punctuation mistakes. If you spot any repetition, try to replace the repeated word 
with a synonym. 

10 Write the final version of your coposition. Write legibly. Remember that the division between paragraphs must be 
visible and always marked in the same way (space or indentation, or space and indentation, but not a mix of styles). 

11 While working on the rough draft, keep an eye on the time. If you realise you have too little time to complete it and 
then rewrite it, move on to the final version, so that you do not end up handing in an unfinished text. 
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STORY USEFUL WORDS AND PHRASES ~ 33 

EXAM TIPS 

4 Use different narrative tenses. In most sentences 1 First think of the main points of your story: what 
is going to happen, where, when, and who the 
character(s) will be. 

2 Details make a story come alive. They can be details 
of the scenery, not only visual, but perceived by all 
the senses, e.g. sounds or smells. Or you can add 
details about people, their appearance and their 
behaviour; or about characteristic objects. In such 

you will need the Past Simple to present the events 
in chronological order, but try to use the Past 
Continuous to set up the scene at the beginning, the 
Past Perfect for retrospection, and would+infmitive 
to show that the characters are thinking or talking 
about the future. 

a short story it is not possible to fit in many details, 
but even a few will make it more attractive. 

3 It makes sense to describe the most important 
event in detail. Developments that lead up to the 
main event should be described concisely to avoid 
exceeding the word limit. 

:.xam TASK 

S In the ending you may mention, for example, 
reactions to the event, its consequences, or the 
conclusions that the characters drew from it. 

6 The style of the story may be literary or somewhat 
colloquial, but it should be consistent. 

Write a story about a dangerous accident with a happy ending, entitled 'lucky to be alive'. 

LUCKY TO BE ALIVE 
It was a dark and stormy night in November. It was raining so hard that the 
windscreen wipers were no longer coping. My brother Charlie and I were driving 
down a small country road in Lancashire, trying to get home in time for supper. 

INTRODUCTION: TIME, PLACE, 

CHARACTERS 

:::uddenlya dark shape came into view, just metres ahead of us. Someone had left 
:: rai ler with no lights on the side of the road. Charlie slammed on the brakes and 
swerved. The car skidded on the wet tarmac and soared into the air. 

- couldn't have lasted more than a few seconds, but I remember it as an eternity. 
the car turned over in the air, I thought about our mother waiting for us. In the 

...... orni ng a policeman would come and tell her we were dead. Then the car hit 
-"e soft ground and rolled over. There was a terrible noise of shattering glass and 
::reaking steel, but still no pain. Finally everything was still. I was suspended upside 
:: wn in my seatbelt, uncomfortable but unhurt. I heard Charlie's voice. 
-=-='T'f?' 
--arlie? Are you OK?' 

e lost my glasses: 

~ _ghed with relief. We got out of the car, which was a complete wreck. and walked 
--:: remaining three miles home in the rain. In the morning we would have to go to 
-:: ::olice stat ion and report the accident. But for now, the pu re joy of being a live 

::.:. -;?d us through that November night. 

above sample answer underline: 
- pies of the tenses mentioned in tip 4, 

or three examples of details mentioned in tip 2. 

EVENTS LEADING UP TO 

THE MAIN EVENT 

DETAILED PRESENTATION 

OF THE MAIN EVENT 

CONCLUSION: REACTIONS AND 

CONSEQUENCES 
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DESCRIPTION (OF A PLACE, PERSON OR EVENT) USEFUL WORDS AND PHRASES ~ 33 

EXAM TIPS 

1 The person, place or event you describe can be real or 
imaginary. The advantage of choosing a real subject 

c what the person or place looked like in the past 
and what he/she/it looks like now; 

is that you do not have to imagine it (or him/her). 
The advantage of writing about an imaginary subject 
is that you can give it characteristics which will allow 
you to show off the sophisticated vocabulary you 
know. 

d chronological order in describing an event. 
4 The style of the description should be consistent. 
5 When describing a place it is worth concentrating on 

what is special about it, especially if a specific aspect 
is required by the rubric. 

2 The rubric may tell you to focus on a specific aspect 
of the place, person or event described, e.g.: Describe 
a teacher you admire Jor his or her abilitv to interest 
students in his/her subject and Jor his/her approach 
to young people's problems. Remember to take this 
aspect into account in your description. 

6 When describing a person do not list all the possible 
physical characteristics. It is better to concentrate on 
a few characteristic features, especially those which 
say something about his or her personality, e.g. the 
smile. When describing personality traits, remember 
to ill ustrate each one with an example of the person's 
behaviour. The topic may suggest the characteristics 
you will focus on. 

3 Your description should have a clear structure. This 
might be for example: 
a first a general impression, then the details; 
b a mistaken first impression followed by a revised, 

more accurate view of the person or place; 

7 A description of an event will be livelier and more 
interesting if it contains colours, smells, sounds and 
feelings. 

examTASK 

o Describe a person your negative first impression of whom was wrong. 

I remember how I first saw him. We were gathered in the big hall for some school event, 

and he was taller than everyone there. 'Who's that?' I asked my friend Miriam. 

'Don't you know him? That's Chris, capta in of the foo1;-ball team .' 

He certainly looked like a footballer. Tall, muscular, with close-cropped hair, wearing 

some sort of sports outfit and trainers. Primitive macho, I thought, not my kind of 

person at all. Probably arrogant as well. 

I couldn't have been more wrong, as I soon discovered. He was talking to his friend -

about the latest match, I assumed, until I heard him mention the name of a little-known 

poet whom I was also reading. That's how I found out Chris is intelligent and well-read. 

Not only are his academic results outstanding, but he's also seriously into literature 

and cinema, and his conversation is fascinating . 

Despite all his sporting and intellectual achievements, he's appealingly modest. 

Everything I know about those successes I've learned from other people, because he 

doesn't talk about them. 

Most importantly, he's a gentle, considerate person, always careful not to hurt 

anyone's feelings. Thanks to his tact and mediating skills there are very few conflicts in 

the football team. 

By getting to know Chris better, by talking to him and observing his interactions 

with people I've learned that my first impression of him was entirely mistaken. I'm 

glad I've had the opportunity to realise that and to gain such a wonderful friend. 

= 

TASK ANALYSIS 

• Underline in the text: 
a three characteristics the writer ascribed to Chris based on her first impression, 
b five of Chris's true characteristics backed up with examples, 
c phrases and sentences which refer to the first, false impression . 

• Which of the structures a-d described in tip 3 does the description follow? 
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EVIEW USEFUL WORDS AND PHRASES .. 33 

AM TIPS 

At the beginning, provide the basic information 
about the work you are reviewing, such as the title 
and the author's name, the genre, perhaps the awards 
it has won. 

3 Analyse and evaluate various aspects of the work, 
for example the plot, the characters, the acting, the 
directing, the moral dimension. Notice whether the 
rubric requires you to focus on a particular aspect. 

., A common error in writing a review is to summarise 
the entire plot of a book or film. This has two effects: 
fi rstly, it makes the review boring and secondly, there 
is not enough space to analyse and evaluate the work. 
The plot summary should be concise and should 
never reveal the ending. It should be written in the 
Present Simple tense. 

4 To get high marks, you should use some vocabulary 
appropriate to the art form you are writing about. 
If you do not know any, it may be better to choose 
a different topic. 

S The style of the review may be more or less formal 
depending on the reader you are writing for, but it 
should be consistent. 

:xamTASK 

Write a review of a film which combines interesting action with the presentation of some element of the culture 
of an English-speaking country. 

Inside Man by Spike Lee 

Inside Man is a thriller, which is perhaps surprising from Spike Lee, a director known for 

more serious films depicting the experiences of African Americans. However, this 

first attempt at cinema as entertainment is a great success, and an attentive viewer will 

also discover in it a wealth of cultural background. 

The movie tells the story of a bank robbery. Masked attackers hold up a bank in 

Manhattan, taking all the staff and customers hostage. Detective Keith Frazier, brilliantly 

played by Denzel Washington, negotiates with the robbers, while at the same time 

trying to work out what they are really up to. The director guides us through a maze of 

confusing clues to a surprise ending. 

The film is exciting, with fast action and many unexpected twists and turns. Denzel 

Washington gives a spectacular performance, as do Clive Owen as the leader of the gang 

and all of the supporting cast. 

But in addition to being a first-rate thriller, the movie offers a picture of life in New York. 

A.part from beautiful shots of Manhattan, the viewer sees a gallery of minor characters of 

many races, nationalities and languages. Their interactions, whether marked by prejudice, 

resentment, tolerance, or friendship, give a real sense of both the tensions and the 

richness of life in the most cosmopolitan city on Earth. 

I Sincerely recommend this movie to everyone who likes a good and not necessarily brutal 

thriller, but also to those interested in getting an insight into life in multicultural New York. 

TAsK ANALYSIS 

INTRODUCTION: BASIC fACTS 

ABOUT THE fiLM 

PLOT SUMMARY, WRITTEN IN 

THE PRESENT SIMPLE 

ANALYSIS AND ASSESSMENT 

Of VARIOUS ASPECTS Of THE 

FILM, USING VOCABULARY 

APPROPRIATE TO THIS GENRE 

CULTURAL CONTENT 

CONCLUSION: 

RECOMMENDATION 

Read the sample review and underline the sentences in which the writer refers to the aspects ofthe film 
required by the exam task: a) interesting action, b) an element of the culture of an English-speaking country. 

Underline the phrases used to analyse and assess the following aspects of the film: the plot, the acting, 
t he cinematography, the educational value. 
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'FOR AND AGAINST' ESSAY USEFUL WORDS AND PHRASES ~ 33 

EXAM TIPS 

1 If the exam task requires you to present the 
'advantages and d isadvantages' or 'arguments for 
and against: the introduction should state the topic 
or issue, but not your opinion (keep that for the 
conclusion). The topic can be introduced in the form 
of a question. 

3 The conclusion should not introduce new arguments, 
as th is gives the impression that the text is unfinished. 
It should sum up the discussion and give your 
opinion on the issue in question. 

2 The main body of the essay should consist of two 
paragraphs of approximately the same length: one 
'for' and one 'against'. Which arguments should be 
presented first? Here are two possible solutions: 

4 An essay should be written in a forma l style. Do 
not use colloquial language or contractions (don't, 
haven't, etc.). 

a First the arguments 'for' and then 'against'. 
b Present the arguments you agree with second 

- they will appear stronger as well as providing 
a smooth trans ition to the conclusion, where you 
state your opinion. 

examTASK 

o Many young people start work before finishing their studies. Write an essay presenting the advantages and 
disadvantages of such a step. 

Many young people nowadays do not wait to graduate before they start work. 

They find their first job while still at university. What are the advantages and 

disadvantages of taking such a step? 

The main benefit, of course, is that you have your own income and do not have 

to rely on your parents to cover all your expenses. It is easier for them and 

for you . Moreover, if the job is connected with the area you are studying, you 

can gain valuable skills which may be useful to you in the future. Not only that, 

but when you start applying for full-time jobs after graduating, your CV will 

already show previous experience. 

On the other hand, having ajob while studying has its drawbacks. For one 

thing, it may affect your studies. You have less time to study and you may be 

tired in class. In addition, it leaves you less time for your social life, which is 

such an important part of the student experience. Finally, it may mean you 

have to give up the long holidays and with them the opportunity to travel. 

In conclusion, it seems that working while studying has as many beneflts as 

drawbacks. In my opinion, it is worthwhile if the job is interesting or relevant 

to your future career. Ultimately, however, it is a matter of personal choice . 

. ;~: . 

TASK ANALYSIS 

INTRODUCTION: INTRODUCE 

THE PROBLEM, SIGNAL THAT 

THERE ARE PROS AND CONS 

WITHOUT GIVING AN OPINION 

: ARGUMENTS FOR 

ARGUMENTS AGAINST 

: CONCLUSION: SUM UP THE 

: DISCUSSION AND GIVE YOUR 

: OPINION 

• In the above sample essay, replace the highlighted phrases with others with the same functiqn. 
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~ 33 
OPINION ESSAY USEFUL WORDS AND PHRASES ~ 33 

EXAM TIPS 

If the exam task asks you to present your opinion, in 
the introduction you should state that opinion and in 
the conclusion - repeat it using different words. 

2 The main body should contain arguments to support 
your opinion - one argument per paragraph. It is also 
a good idea to mention one or two arguments for 
the opposing view and explain why you disagree with 
them. 

3 The style should be formal (no colloquial language, 
no contractions), to the point, neutral and 
unaggressive. Even if you have a very strong opinion 
on the issue you are writing about, avoid emotive 
expressions and exclamation marks. 

4 The conclusion should not introduce new arguments, 
as this gives the impression that the text is unfinished. 

exam TAsK 

More and more countries are introducing smoking bans in enclosed public places, including restaurants and 
cafes. Write an essay in which you give your opinion on this topic. 

More and more countries are introducing a ban on smoking in all enclosed public 

spaces, including restaurants, cafes and clubs. In my opinion, this regulation is 

beneficial to society. 

First and foremost, there is the issue of public health. Smoking has been proved to 

cause lung cancer, heart disease and a number of other illnesses. Any measure to 

reduce this dangerous addiction must therefore be regarded as a positive step. 

What is more, the risks are not restricted to smokers themselves. 'Passive 

smoking' - inhaling another person's tobacco smoke - is almost equally dangerous. 

In particular, smoking anywhere where children are present is extremely harmful 

to their health and development, as is exposing a pregnant woman to cigarette 

smoke. 

Finally, with regard to smoking in restaurants, non-smokers find tobacco smoke 

disturbs them while they are eating, as to them its smell is disgusting. 

In some countries, cafe owners have opposed the smoking ban on the grounds that 

it is bad for business. Some people also complain about the crowds of smokers 

gathering on pavements outside cafes and office buildings, forcing all passers-by 

to walk through a cloud of tobacco smoke. However, to my mind these are minor 

problems, which will surely be solved in time, and their importance is incomparable 

with that of the health impact. 

To sum up, I strongly support the smoking ban. It seems to be a move in the right 

direction and I hope it can be extended to even more places that are open to the 

public. 

ANALYSIS 

INTRODUCTION: INTRODUCE 

THE PROBLEM AND YOUR 

OPINION 

ARGUMENT 1 

ARGUMENT 2 

ARGUMENT 3 

OPPOSING ARGUMENT AND 

WHY IT IS WRONG 

CONCLUSION: SUM UP THE 

DISCUSSION AND RESTATE 

YOUR OPINION IN DIFFERENT 

WORDS 

Vrite the introduction to an essay on the same topic but expressing the opposite opinion. 
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FORMAL AND SEMI"FORMAL LETTERS 

EXAM TIPS 

1 The exam rubric sometimes reminds you to write 
your letter 'in an appropriate style'. But what is 'an 
appropriate style' in a letter? In very formal contexts, 
such as a job or university application or a serious 
complaint, use a full formal style: 
• avoid all colloquial and emotional language; 
• do not use contractions (write do not rather than 

don't, he is rather than he's); 
• finish with 'Yours sincerely' or 'Yours faithfully'. 

2 Most correspondence today is written in a semi
formal style. Examples of semi-formal contexts could 
be a letter to a company about a minor issue, such as 
an object you left in a hotel room, or a personal letter 
to an adult you do not know well. 

examTASK 

o Do the exam task. 

USEFUL WORDS AND PHRASES ~ 33 

When writing in such contexts: 
• be polite and friendly; 
• avoid extremes: do not use colloquial expressions, 

but also avoid very official language, which would 
make your letter sound cold and distant; 

• you can use some contractions, but not very many; 
• finish the letter with 'With best wishes' or 'Kindest 

regards'. 

The sample letter below is written in a semi-formal style. 

While on holiday in England, you found an animal. You have looked after it, but you cannot take it home with you. 
Write a letter to an animal welfare organisation called Animal Aid to ask if they can help you find a home for it. 
In your letter: 
• say why you are writing; 
• describe the animal; 
• explain why you cannot keep it; 
• ask for help in ensuring the animal's well-be ing. 
Write your letter in an appropriate style. 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

I am writing to ask your help in finding a good home for a dog I found while 

staying here in Worthing. She is a small black poodle. She was very thin when 
STATE THE PURPOSE OF THE 

LETTER IN THE FIRST SENTENCE 

I found her, but apart from that she seems in good health, and she is also very 

well-behaved. 

I will be returning to my country soon and cannot take her with me. 

Unfortunately, I don't know anyone who could look after her here, and 

I certainly wouldn't like to leave her in an animal shelter. I was wondering if you 

could help me place her with someone who would really care for her. 

fhank you for your help. 

With best wishes, 

Daniel Wagner 

TASK ANALYSIS 

USE VERY POLITE LANGUAGE 

WHEN ASKING A FAVOUR 

INCLUDE A BRIEF BUT FRIENDLY 

..: CONCLUSION 

• Circle and number the parts of the model letter in which the writer includes the information required by each 
bullet point in the rubric . 

• Find three examples of the features of a semi~formal style in the model letter (use the list in exam tip 2). 
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INFORMAL LETTER USEFUL WORDS AND PHRASES ~ 33 

EXAM TIPS 

An informal context can be a letter to a friend, or 2 Use contractions (I 'm, don't etc.). 
a personal letter to someone more or less your own 
age. Write in an informal, fr iendly style; you can use 
colloquial language and slang expressions. 

3 There is a lot of freedom regarding the way you 
fin ish your letter. 'Love' and 'All the best' are popular 
phrases. 

examTAsK 

Do the exam task. 

'ou are going on a short visit to Liverpool, to stay with your English friend Sally. She has sent you links to information 
~out some of the museums you could visit, and wants to know which ones you are interested in. 

The Beatles Story Liverpool 
The award-winning Beatles Story 
experience is an atmospheric 
journey into the life, times and 
music of the Beatles. Join us on 

:\lerseyside Maritime Museum 
Liverpool was once one of the 
greatest ports of Europe. You can 
::ee objects from the Titanic, find 
out about smugglers and how they 
.::re caught, learn about life at sea 
:n past centuries, and admire an 
enormous collection of model ships 
:.::l the museum. 

International Slavery Museum 
The exhibitions tell the harrowing 
story of the transatlantic slave 
trade, of the life of black slaves in 
the Americas and their long road 
to freedom. The museum also 
documents contemporary forms 
of slavery, human trafficking and 
forced labour. 

a magical mystery tour into the 
1960s and see how four young boys 
from Liverpool became the greatest 
band of all time. 

ri te a letter to Sally. Include the following information. 
-ay which museum(s) you would be most interested in. 
Give reasons for your choice. 
:..sk for more information about the museums. 

Dear Sally, 

Thanks a lot for inviting me, and for all the info about the museums. I wish I could 

see them all, but I don't think we'll have enough time. 

There's no sea where I live, so the Maritime Museum seems really interesting, 

exotic and romantic. And of course it'd be fascinating to see real objects from the 

TItanic. Can you tell me more about it? For example, is there a real historic ship 

that you can visit? That'd be brilliant. 

I'm also interested in the Slavery Museum - it sounds like a unique place; I've 

never visited one before. What sort of objects can you see there? It looks as if the 

Beatles may have to wait till my next visit. 

Nhat about you? Which museum would you recommend? It'd be nice to do 

something we both enjoy. 

"'l1anks again, and see you very soon. 

..ove, 

ndrea 

INTRODUCTION: 

REFER TO THE INPUT 

MAIN BODY: 

DISCUSS THE INPUT IN SOME 

DETAil 

INCLUDE A FRIENDLY ENDING 

rcle and number the parts of the model letter in which the writer includes the information required by each 
let point in the rubric. 

d three examples of the features of an informal style in the model letter. 
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1 ARTICLE USEFUL WORDS AND PHRASES ~ 33 

EXAM TIPS 

1 In the introduction, refer to the information from the 
input using your own words. Do not copy the extract. 
Do not present your opinion yet. 

4 A good conclusion may do o ne o r more of the 
following: 
• return to the idea from the introduction; 

2 Develop each of the points required by the rubric in 
one paragraph, giving your opinion as requi red. 

3 Support your opinions with arguments and examples. 

• restate your opinion; 
• suggest so lutions; 
• refer to the future. 

S The style of an article may be more or less forma l, 
depending on the reader it is intended fo r. It should, 
however, be consistent. 

examTASK 

o Do the exam task. 

In response to the growing problem of obesity among children, the UK media regulator Ofcom has decided that all 
advertisements for foods that are high in fat, salt and sugar will be banned in and around TV programmes for children 
up to t he age of 16. 

Write an article of 200-250 words in which you give your opinion. Include the following points: 
• whether you th ink the consumption of unhealthy foods by children is a serious problem; 
• whether a ban on the advertising of such foods is an appropriate solution; 
• what else could be done to stop children becoming obese. 

This is the title of your article: Towards a slimmer society 

TOWARDS A SLIMMER SOCIETY 

OFCOM, the organisation that regulates the media in the UK, has announced its decision 
to ban the advertising of foods high in fat, salt and sugar from children's television in an 
effort to reduce child obesity. 

Clearly, there is a problem. We see more and more overweight, unhealthy-looking 
children around us. And if you're not sure what is causing this obesity epidemic, count the 
number of children you pass in the street who are munching on crisps or chocolate bars. 
Or look into the nearest hamburger place on a Saturday and see how many families are 
having lunch there. 

DEVELOP Advertising is at least partly to blame, as it tempts children to consume snacks whether 
they are hungry or not. But should it be banned? Advertisers don't think so. They cite 
freedom of speech and say children must be educated about healthy eating instead. But 
freedom of speech may be restricted in the public interest. And the impact of education 

EACH POINT : 

IN ONE 

PARAGRAPH 

is weakened when it is constantly undermined by advertising campaigns with budgets far 
greater than that of any government-funded educational project. 

Other steps can be taken to reduce child obesity. In supermarkets sweets should not be 
displayed by the checkout at a child's eye level. Healthier meals should be on offer in schools. 
And perhaps most importantly, children should have more opportunities to do sports. 

But this advertising ban is a sensible move, which other countries might consider 
imitating. Let's hope it helps us bring up slimmer, healthier future generations. 

TASK ANALYSIS 

• Underline the examples used by the writer to show why many children are overweight . 

.... 

• According to the writer, what three steps can be taken to stop children from becoming obese? 

SUGGEST POSSIBLE 

SOLUTIONS 

CONCLUSION: 

RETURN TO THE 

IDEA FROM THE 

INTRODUCTION; 

RESTATE YOUR 

OPINION; REFER TO 

THE FUTURE. 

o Find phrases in the conclusion which serve the following functions: returning to the idea from the introduction, 
restating the writer's opinion, referring to the future. 
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U SEFUL WORDS AND PHRASES 

:ORY 

SEQUENCING EVENTS 

- s soon as . 
'lile I was ... ing ." 

o sooner had we ... than. 
~~ddenly, ... 

All of a sudden, .. 
Immediately, ... 
Within minutes . 

OTHER 

~ ~1I started when I'll never forget. 
- 2-d never imagined I would ... 

~ ESCRIPTION 

- -e fi rst thing you notice about (him I her I the place) is 
-e I she I this place) is special for a number of reasons. 

- = I she is the ki nd of person (who ... ) 
: 5 the kind of place that I where .. . 
- -e place I like best is . 

.... ever forget .. . (a person I an event) 
~ .as an unforgettable (day I event I occasion). 
--e most [unusual) person I've ever met I place I've been to is ... 

EW 

FORMATION ABOUT THE BOOK/FILM AND ITS CONTENT 

: ~ell s the story of ... 
- -e story I the action takes place in ... I is set in ... 
~ , Dased on real events I on a true story I on a book. 
~ -as been made into a film (by .. . I starring .. ) 
-'\.SSESSMENT 

25 impressed by . 
:::uldn't put it down. 

One weakness (of the 
book I film) is that. 

~: 2 classic I a masterpiece. 
-'\.S SESSMENT - ADJECTIVES 

+ 

00 _LlANT PREDICTABLE 
~= = ::TACULAR UNCONVINCING 
:-~ KING FAR-FETCHED 

"'<.ESSIVE DULL 
=::: ','ERFUL BLAND 
:::::: 'VINCING DISAPPOINTING 

o AND AGAINST' ESSAY 

T RODUCTION - FOR AND AGAINST 

+/-

VIOLENT 
SLOW 
SENTIMENTAL 
SERIOUS 

-.::: are the arguments for and against this idea? 
- .::: are the benefits and drawbacks of such a step? 

-- 0 s:ep I idea I solution can be said to have both advantages and 
: :.:::, antages. 
'!TRODUCTION - OPINION 

- ~-s essay, I am going to argue that. 
- ~ / opinion. 
"TRODUCING THE FIRST ARGUMENT 

:: -5: of all, ... One (dis)advantage is that ... 
>,:Iy), . . The main argument in support 
:: -s: and foremost, . of ... is that ... 
=:- one thing, ... On the one hand, ... 
- : ::>egin with, .. . 
, ORE ARGUMENTS 

==::O'ldly, .. 
- - -diy, ... 
- - J:her (dis )advantage is that. 

:;-eover, . 

=INAl ARGUMENT 

:: -2 y, . Last but not least, . 

Furthermore, . 
What is more. 
In addition, . 
Not only that, but ... 

PRESENTING THE OPPOSING OPINION 

On the other hand, . However, ... Nevertheless, ... 
EXPRESSING YOUR OPINION 

In my opinion, ... To my mind, . 
EXPRESSING AN OPINION CAUTIOUSLY 

It seems I appears that .. 
It would seem J appear that .. 
It is believed I recognised that. 
There is little I some I no doubt that. 
SUMMARY 

To sum up, . 
In conclusion, 

All things considered, . 
All in all, ... 

FORMAL AND SEMkFORMAL lETTERS 

On balance, . 
On the whole, . 

Very formal phrases have been marked with an *. 

OPENING PHRASES 

Dear Sir or Madam, Dear Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms Jones, 
INTRODUCTION 

I am writing (in order) to ... 

I am writing in connection with .. 
ASKING FOR INFORMATION 

Could you please let me know ... 
REQUESTS 

I would like to know .. 

I would be (very) grateful if you could ... 
I was wondering if you could ... 
PROBLEMS 

I am afraid ... (the camel'a does not wOl'k pl'Operly) 
CONCLUSION 

*1 look forward to hearing from you. 
Thank you (very much) for your help. 
CLOSING PHRASES 

*Yours faithfully, (if the letter begins Dear Sir or Madam) 
*Yours sincerely, (if the letter begins Dear Mr/Ms ... ) 
(With) best wishes, (semi-fOl'mal) 
(With) kindest/best regards, (semi-fOl'mal) 

INFORMAL LETTERS 

OPENING PHRASES 

Dear Peter, Hi Sue, 
INTRODUCTION 

Thanks for your letter. / It was good to hear from you. 
Sorry I haven't written for so long. 
I hope you're OK. 
CONCLUSION 

I must be going now. 
Write soon. 

Say hello to .. 
Have a nice trip. 
Thanks again. Looking forward to your newsl 

to hearing from you again. See you (soon/ in the summer). 
CLOSING PHRASES 

All the best, Love from ... 
Love, Best, 

ARTICLE 

RHETORICAL QUESTIONS 

Have you ever (wondered why/iLl ? 
What would you do if ... ? 
Should ... (it be forbidden/encouraged)? 
QUOTING OPINIONS 

Cheers, 
Bye for now. 

(The proponents of the idea) believe/say .. 
CONCLUSION: REFERRING TO THE FUTURE 

What will the future of ... be? 
Let's hope .. 
Hopefully, '" 
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Typical speaking tasks in most exams at B2 level include 
a discussion, talking about photos, a role play and 
speaking on a set topic. In some of the tasks you will be 
asked to work with the examiner or with a partner, and 
in some of them you will have to speak on your own. In 
all of them, however, it is important that your speech be 
fluent and grammatically correct, and that you convey all 
the information required by the exam task. 

GENERAL TIPS 

BEFORE THE EXAM 

1 During the exam you may not have extra time to 
prepare your answer or make notes. This is why 
it is very important to practise speaking skills 
throughout the school year as well as to revise 
useful phrases. 

2 On the evening before the exam do not try to 
learn new words in a panic; it can be more effective 
to watch a film or the news in English, to revise 
useful phrases or to work through one or two sets 
of exam tasks (but not through five). It would be 
ideal if you had the opportunity to speak English 
to someone. 

3 Before entering the examination room, have 
a conversation in English with one of your 
schoolmates so that you can switch to thinking in 
English. 

DURING THE EXAM 

4 Look at the examiner and speak clearly. 
5 Give extended answers to the examiner's 

questions. Do not answer in monosylables. 
6 If you have not understood a question, ask the 

examiner to repeat it or explain it. 
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DISCUSSION USEFUL PHRASES ~ 37 

In this part of the exam you will be asked to take part in 
a discussion on a given topic with the examiner or with 
another candidate. 

EXAM TIPS 

1 Be sensitive about turn-taking. Do not talk for too 
long or interrupt your interlocutor. 

2 Listen to the other person and respond to what he 
or she says, rather than just expressing or repeating 
your own ideas. 

3 Invite your interlocutor to speak by asking 
questions such as So what do you think? This 
is especially important if you are working with 
another candidate and he or she is not saying much. 

4 Expressing disagreement politely and respectfully 
is perhaps the most important skill in a discussion. 

examTASK 

o In pairs, discuss your views on the following 
statement. 

'Everybody should try living and working abroad at 
least for some time.' 

o '3a50+' List the main points that came up in your 
discussion. Then listen to a student discussing the 
statement above with the examiner. Which of the 
points you listed do they mention? What other 
points are included in their discussion? 

• Read the tapescript ofthe discussion on page 165. 
Underline useful phrases. 

f'T/"tEY5A.Y IT'S GOOD To SPE.AK ENGUSH 
1"0 SOME:SODY THE DAY BEfORE YOUI<
EXAM. I'M AFRAID YOU'RE THE ONLY ONE 
AROUND TO HEl..PME ... v 



LKING ABOUT PHOTOS USEFUL PHRASES ~ 38 

- _ vi II see two photos linked by a theme. Your task will be to compare and contrast them. The examiner may then ask 
__ some questions. 

XAM TIPS 

J on't spend too much time describing one photo in detail. Comment on the similarities and differences between 
the two photos. 

- You can comment on more general themes related to the two photos, for example: What kind of people would 
prefer the situation in the first/second photo? 

- At the end you can mention your own preferences and opinions. 
- -\nswer questions in full sentences, justifying your opinions. 

Do the exam task. 

__ k at photos A and B. Compare and contrast them. 
- e fo llowing ideas may help you, but you may suggest others as well. 

- e kind of pet 
-"le activities 
- e people's age 
-QW important the pets may be to the people 

ur preferences 

B''''P' Listen to a recording of a student doing the exam task. Look at the list of useful phrases on page 38 
and tick the phrases you hear. 

B.'I"' Answer the questions below. Then listen to the recorded answers and compare them with yours. 

1 What is the emotional role of pets in people's lives? 
2 Do you agree that an animal can be a better friend than a human being? 
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ROLE PLAY USEFUL PHRASES» 38 

In this task you will have to take part in a conversation 
with the examiner in an imaginary situation, in which you 
have to reach agreement or make a decision together. 

EXAM TIPS 

1 Make sure you include all the points required by 
the rubric. 

2 If the task involves making a choice out of several 
suggestions, discuss all of the suggestions, then 
choose the ones you consider to be the best. 

3 Be sensitive about turn-taking. Listen and respond 
to what the examiner says. If you are not sure what 
he or she has said, ask them to repeat or explain. 

examTASK1 

o Do the exam task. 

Your friend's grandfather is going to be seventy-
five years old soon. The family is thinking of ways 
of celebrating that event. The friend asks for your 
opinion. Talk about which events could be the most 
pleasant and memorable. Some ideas are given below 
but you can suggest others as well. Your teacher will 
start the discussion. 

A film of different 
family members talking 

about Granddad 

A home-made book 
with photos and stories 
from Granddad's whole 

A trip to a place he has 
always wanted to visit 

life 

013-'1" listen to a student doing the exam task. 
Which ideas does he choose? What additional idea 
does he suggest? 

examTASK2 

• Do the exam task. 

You agreed to go cycling with a friend on Saturday. 
Something has happened and you cannot go. Phone 
your friend. Apologise and explain why you cannot 
go. Suggest another day when you could meet and 
a different activity you could do together. 

o IS-'IB Listen to a student doing the exam task. 
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Look at the list of useful phrases on page 38. Tick 
the phrases he uses to do the following: 
• introduce himself on the phone 
• say what he is calling about 
• apologise 
• make suggestions 

SPEAKING ON A SET TOPIC 

U SEFUL PHRASES» 38 

PRESENTING YOUR OPINION 

In this part of the oral exam you may be asked to present 
your opinion in response to a statement such as, for 
example, 'The government should encourage people to 
use public transport' or 'The fa mily is t he most important 
un it in society.' 

EXAM TIPS 

1 Your mini-presentation should have a clear 
structure. Th is will help the listener follow 
your train of thought and will create a general 
impression of o rder and clarity. You can structure 
your talk li ke this: 
Introduction: 
• say whether you agree with the statement; 
• say what your main points or arguments are 

going to be 
Main body: 
• first point or argument 
• second point o r argument 
• (third point or argument) 
Conclusion: 
• restate your opinion. 

2 Use examples to support your ideas. You can draw 
examples from your experience, from the news or 
from literature and film . 

3 You can use rhetorical questions, e.g.: So, is it true 
that lies are unacceptable in all stuations? 

examTASK 

o Express and justify your opinion on the following 
statement. 

'People should tell the truth in all circumstances.' 
Do yo u agree? 

o i+'IFl listen to a student doing the exam task 
and compare your answer with his. In what order 
does he do the following? 

Defi ne 'white lies' 
1 State his opinion 

Make a general conclusion about lying and 
the t ruth 
Give examples of 'white lies' 
Give examples of extreme situations 
Say what he's going to talk about 
Introduce the idea of extreme situatio ns 
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ARRATlNG OR DESCRIBING 

" this kind of task you will be given a topic to talk about. 
ou may have to narrate an event or describe something. 

EXAM TIPS 

1 Make sure you include and develop all the points 
listed in the rubric. 

2 The bullet points in the rubric will help you 
structure your talk. 

3 If you are narrating, use a variety of past tenses and 
time expressions. 

examTASK 

o Do the exam task. 

A Memorable Celebration 
Talk for one minute about a celebration you took part in. 
Tal k about: 
• what the occasion was 
• how it was celebrated 
• what made it memorable 

o 13·'IGl listen to a student doing the exam task. 
Take brief notes under the three headings from 
the rubric. 

• what the occasion was: 

• how it was celebrated: 

• what made it memorable: 

USEFUL PHRASES 

DURING THE EXAM 

GREETINGS/INTRODUCING YOURSELF 

· Good morning/afternoon, · ,'m (Andy). 
· Nice to meet you, . My name is." 
ASKING FOR A QUESTION TO BE REPEATED 

· Excuse me/Sorry, could you repeat the question, please7 

· ,'m sorry, , didn't hear/catch that. 
· Pardon 7 

· Could you say that again, please7 

ASKING THE EXAMINER TO EXPLAIN AN UNKNOWN WORD 

OR PHRASE 

· Could you explain this word [0 me7 

• Sorry, what does 'embezzlement' mean7/What's 
'em bezzlement'7 

· ,'m not sure - does it mean .. , 7 
ASKING THE EXAMINER TO EXPLAIN A QUESTION 

· ,'m not sure ' understand, 
· What exactly do you mean? 
· Excuse me, could you explain that? 
· ,'m sorry, , don't quite see what you mean, 
H ESITATING AND PLAYING FOR TIME 

· That's a good question/an interesting question. 
· Let me thi nk. 
· 't's hard [0 say, really, 
· ,'m not quite sure but' believe/think", 
INTERRUPTING THE EXAMINER IN A POLITE WAY 

· Excuse me. 
. Sorry [0 interrupt, but". 
· May' interrupt7 

· May' add something7 

SAYING GOODBYE 

· Goodbye/Bye. 
· 't 's been nice [0 meet you./N ice meeting you. 

DISCUSSION 

EX PRESSING AND JUSTIFYING YOUR OPINION 

" n my opinion, · 'f you ask me"" 
AG REEING 

. / definitely agree. 
· Yes, you're right. 

. , can certainly agree about that. 

. , couldn't agree more. 
· Absolutely. . OK, you've convinced me, 
DISAGREEING 

. , see what you mean, but" . 

. , see your point, but. " 
· ,'m afraid ' can't agree with you on that, because.,. 
AGREEING IN PART 

· [/ agree] you have a point there, but". 
· Yes, but on the other hand ... 
PLAYING FOR TIME 

· That's an interesting question. 
· That's an interesting point. 

• That's a good question. 
' Good point. 

QUESTIONING WHAT YOUR INTERLOCUTOR HAS SAID 

· But what about (fami ly and fr iends)7 
· But do you really th ink",? 
ACKNOWLEDING A HELPFUL QUESTION OR COMMENT 

· ,'m glad you've mentioned that. 
· ,'m glad you asked that (question). 
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TALKING ABOUT PHOTOS 

• Both photos show/have to do with ... 
• One thing these photos have in common is ... 
· In the photo on the left/right ... 
· In contrast, (the man/woman/place in the other photo) .. . 
• He/She seems ... 
• The man/woman/people appear(s) to 
· He/She must/may ... 
· He's probably ... 
• The (person/place) looks like ... 
· It looks as if ... 
• We can imagine ... 
• The atmosphere in the first photo/the second photo/ 
both photos ... 

• Personally ... 

ROLEPLAY 

STARTING THE CONVERSATION 

• We have to discuss ... 
• Can we talk about it now7 

· We need to talk (about. .. ). 
ON THE PHONE 

· Julia speaking. 
. Adam here. 
' I'm calling about ... / It's about ... 
MAKING SUGGESTIONS 

· Why don't we .. . 7 

· How about... 7 

• Why not. .. 7 

• Would you like to ... 7 

· Shallwe ... 7 

• Perhaps we should/could/might. .. 
' If I were you, I would ... 
AGREEING 

• Absolutely./Of course./Right. 
• Perfect./Brilliant. 
• You're right. 
• OK, let's do that. 
• That'd be great. 
• Good/great idea. 
• That's fine with me. 
DISAGREEING 

· I'm afraid I don't agree at all. 
· I'm not sure./convinced. 
· 1 don't think that's the best idea/solution/suggestion. 
· 1 don't think it is .. . (adj.) enough. 
ApOLOGISING AND BAD NEWS 

· I'm really sorry (to have to tell you this). 
' I'm afraid (I can't go). 
· I'm really sorry to let you down. 
• It's not your fault, is it7 

· I'm sorry to hear that. 
ANALYSING DIFFERENT OPTIONS 

· There are several (good) ideas here. 
· I'm think it's better to ... 
· 1 think .. . is the best idea. 
' It depends ... 
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EXPRESSING DOUBT 

• But what if. .. 7 

· Are you sure it's the right thing to do 7 

' I/We don't know (if) ... 
. It's possible that... 
• This might (not) be the best idea. 
• They may not like it. 
FORMULATING PLANS 

· First, we could ... , and then/next... 
• Let's hope it all turns out right. 
ASKING FOR PERMISSION OR APPROVAL 

• Could I/we ... 7 

• Do you think I/we could ... 7 

' May 1. .. 7 

• Would it be OK if I/we (did sth) ... 7 

REACHING A COMPROMISE 

• OK, so we can ... first ... , and then ... 
• Shall do it my/your way, then 7 

• So we've agreed on/to ... 
• OK, if you insist. 

SPEAKING ON A SET TOPIC - PRESENTING YOUR OPINION 

INTRODUCTION 

· 1 agree/disagree/partly agree with the statement . 
· 1 agree that ... 
· 1 think there are a few exceptions. 
• First I'd like to talk about. .. 
· Then (I'm going to mention) ... 
· 1 would like to consider two aspects of this 
question /issue: .... 

ARGUMENTS AND EXAMPLES 

• So, firs tl y, ... Secondly, Thirdly, 
· On the other hand ... 
• Finall y, 
· Why (do people think SO)7 

· So is it true that. .. 7 

· For example, .. . / For instance, ... 
• Here's another example: 
· So should (we/people/schools/governments) .. . 7 

CONCLUSION 

• So, in conclusion, ... 
• To conclude, .. . 
· To sum up, ... 
• On the whole ... 

SPEAKING ON A SET TOPIC - NARRATING OR DESCRIBING 

NARRATING 

· It [alIJ happened (in 200S/when I was twelve). 
· After we (had eaten the chocolates), we (went swimming). 
· Then/Later .. . 
• Suddenly/All of a sudden ... 
· 1 still remember that (day/event) so clearly . 
· It was memorable because ... 
DESCRIBING 

· It is /was/would be situated in .. . 
· The most characteristic thing about him/her/it/the place 
is/was that ... 
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In this type of exam task you need to read a text 
with gaps and choose the correct answer for each 
of the gaps from four possibilities. The answer must be 
grammatically and lexically correct. 

Below, you will find examples of the structures which 
are most commonly tested in this type of exam task. 

... 1<.,,"'.,'" REPORTEDSPEECH, 

I had to clean the flat in the morning because my friends 
A to dinner that night. 

@were coming C would be coming 
B have come D would come 

He claimed that he L a complaint before but I find that 
difficu lt to believe. 

Ahas never had 
B never used to have 

©had never had 
D never had 

MODAL AND AUXILIARY VERBS 

You L me dress. I could have managed myself, my arm 
is much better now. 

A can't have helped 
B might have helped 

@needn't have helped 
D should have helped 

The outbreak of swine flu could have ~ significant 
impact on the aviation industry. 

A many @ a Clots D the 

PREPOSITIONS 

He's been arrested for drink-driving and sentenced L 
20 days in prison. 

A fo r B on @to D with 

LINKING WORDS 

--'2- Joe is very busy today, we've decided to postpone our 
meeting until Tuesday. 

A Due to 
B Because of 

C Owing to 
@Since 

Motorists will be A up to £1,000 for using a mobile 
phone in their cars. 

@fined B punished C penalised D paid 

COLlOCATIONS 

I'm sorry but I can't cancel your reservation at such --'2- . 
A little time C postponed date 
B late warning @short notice 

At first J2..., one might think that the answer to this 
question is obvious. 

A view @sight C opinion D point 

PHRASAL 

There are many reasons why a teenager may ~ crime. 
A go on @turn to C put up D get down 
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~ TEST YOURSELF! 

o Read the text and choose the correct answers. 
Explain why the other options are incorrect. 
Decide which structures are being tested in each 
of the gaps. 

PROBLEMS WITH A TWIN BROTHER 

Recent scientific research into a breed of sheep 
showed that females with male twin siblings were 
less well equipped to survive their first months in 
the world. They were also found to be significantly 
smaller and lighter when compared to those with 
female twin siblings, as well as usually having fewer 
youngl~. 

The results of the research suggest that there is 
fierce competition for minerals and other nutritional 
elements between male and female twins in the 
mother's womb, which the male twin seems to win. 
Moreover, females 2_ by being exposed to their 
male twin's hormones. 

The study was 3_ on a herd of wild sheep 
living on an island off the coast of Britain. 4_, the 
findings suggest that a very similar process might be 
found in humans as well. 

The scientists point out that it has already been 
known for a long time that male and female needs in 
the womb are very different, especially at early stages 
of development. The new findings showed that this 
sibling rivalry might start very early and that females 
might actually lose out 5_ their twin brothers, with 
important consequences later in life. 

1 A in life 
B over their lifetime expression 

(glifelong 
D in life's history 

2 A may also be damaged 
B should have also been damaged 
C will also be damaged 
D would have also been damaged 

3 A carried out 
B taken over 
~ set up 
D put off 

4 A In contrast 
B Even though 
CThough 
D However 

5 A from 
B over 
Cto 
Don 
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T ENSES (GRAMMATICAl; TENSES, REPORTED SPEECH, THE PASSIVE) 

o Complete the sentences with the correct forms of 
the verbs in brackets. 
1 Tom ______ _ (learn) to play the 

trumpet since he was six. 
2 This time next week I expect I _ _ _____ _ 

(sunbathe) on the beach in Majorca. 
3 The novice driver admitted that he ___ __ _ 

(hit) into the other car while reversing. 
4 I'll wait here until the rehearsal 
_______ (finish). 

S I'm afraid it's too late. By the time we get there, the 
film (start) . 

6 He looks at me as though he ___ ____ _ 
(know) me, but I've never seen him before. 

7 I had a nightmare yesterday - I _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
(chase) by a pack of hungry wolves. 

Choose the correct answers. 

I wish I work in a small town and not in London 
when I immigrated to the UK for the first time. 
A had found C found 
B would find o have found 

2 When he got scared, he _ for a long time in the 
wardrobe. 
A would have hidden C was to hide 
B was hiding 0 would hide 

3 Martha her class reunion next week. 
Everything has already been arranged. 
A has C is having 
B wi ll have 0 would have 

4 If 1_ taller, I'd have joined a basketball club. 
A would be C had been 
B used to be o were 

M ODAl; AND AUXIUARY VERBS 

Choose the correct answers. 

1 I'd rather you _ use that kind of language at home. 
A didn't B don't C won't 0 mustn't 

2 It _ have been just a mistake because they kept 
on doing it. 
A mustn't B can't C shouldn't 0 needn't 

3 At least a thousand people _ thought to have 
died in the earthquake. 
A wi ll be B have Care 0 -

4 I'm freezing cold! I _ put my winter coat on as 
my mum had told me. 
A had to C must have 
B should have 0 might have 

S I wish you _ whistle all the time - it does get on 
my nerves quite a bit! 
A won't B wouldn't C hadn't 0 don't 

DHERMINERS AND QUANTIFIERS 

o Complete the sentences with the missing 
determiners and quantifiers. 

1 The woman sitting in front of fireplace is singer 
who can also play the piano quite well. 

2 I can't understand why children are afraid of dogs, 
while others can play with them for hours without 
sign of fear. 

3 We started our tour in Samoens (which is beautiful 
mountain village in the French Alps) and finished 
in Amsterdam, capital city of Netherlands. 

4 Have you got idea how rubbish your family 
produces in a day? 

S There were few people waiting when we got to 
airport, but of them knew why the plane was delayed. 

• Choose the correct answers. 

1 Crime is _ subject on which people have strong 
opinions. 
A the Bone CaD some 

2 'Would you like beer or coke?' 'I don't want _ .' 
A any B either C both 0 none 

3 The most rewarding aspect of _ university job is 
human contact. 
A the B a C some 0 an 

4 There are many different ways of looking at a single 
object, _ of which will give the whole view. 
A neither B both C any 0 none 

PREPOSITIONS 

• Each sentence below contains one preposition 
that is incorrect. Find the mistakes and correct 
them. 

1 I'm afraid Mr Jones is not available at the moment 
- he's for a business trip. 

2 Do you sometimes laugh from practical jokes 
played on other people? 

3 I'm sure you're capable with putting some more 
effort into your work. 

4 A common misconception is that you'll be safe of 
the storm if you shelter under a tree. 

S Please forgive me by not being there for you when 
you really needed my support. 

o Choose the correct answers. 

1 In some countries public housing discriminates 
against young people, giving priority _ 
middle-aged singles or couples. 
A for B to C in 0 over 

2 The patient died _ bronchopneumonia within 
one month of initia l assessment. 
A of B for C by 0 to 

3 A 27-year-old male was charged _ robbery and 
a number of related offences. 
A of B with C aga inst 0 for 

4 Don't lean _ the railings because some of them 
can be quite shaky. 
A by B at C off 0 against 
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LINKING WORDS 

• Match sentence beginnings 1-6 to endings a-f. 
Use the linking words in the box. 

in case despite so that although since due to 

1 The lecture was a it's quite dark. 
postponed 

2 I need to get b it rains. 
a password 

3 Take a raincoat c I've been invited. 
with you 

4 The visibility is d the illness of the 
quite good speaker. 

S Small firms are e the recession. 
thriving 

6 I'll probably go to f I can access the online 
Tom's party periodical databases. 

~ Choose the correct answers. 
1 _ clever he was, he couldn't figure out the 

answer to this question. 
A Although C However 
B Despite 0 In spite of 

2 Their successes are _ their customer approach 
and commitment to service. 
A due to C result from 
B lead to 0 caused 

3 Tom must be in his thirties, _ his brother looks 
about twenty. 
A so B whereas C in spite of 0 as a result 

4 The campsite was dirty and expensive. _, it was 
much further away from the beach than we had 
expected. 
A However C Besides this 
B In contrast o For example 

• Choose the correct answers. 
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1 Mrs Smith was charged after her 14-year-old son 
was _ shoplifting. 
A found B caught C captured 0 noticed 

2 The UN Food and Agriculture Organisation 
_ that around 840 million people are 
undernourished. 
A points C estimates 
B approximates 0 counts 

3 The _ of street children is a growing concern in 
many developing states, particularly in Africa. 
A event C occurrence 
B phenomenon 0 incident 

4 The candidates were given the opportunity to 
show how they can apply their management _ 
and knowledge within an organisational context. 
A skills C talents 
B capabilities o abilities 

COLl,OCATJONS 

$ Choose the correct answers . 

1 In the mid-1980s, some researchers at Cleveland 
State University _ a surprising discovery. 
A found B made C disclosed 0 did 

2 I've decided to look for another job - I'm going to 
hand in my _ when my manager returns to work. 
A notice C dismissal 
B appeal 0 application 

3 Walking is an ideal way to _ fit and healthy. 
A make B go C do 0 keep 

4 I think this piece of jewellery is gorgeous and _ 
with your new outfit. 
A matches B suits C goes 0 fits 

eHRASES AND EXPIt£SSIONS 

• Match the words to make typical phrases and 
expressions. 

1 at all a a doubt 
2 without b rate 
3 out of c tune 
4 at any d costs 
S by e mistake 

• Choose the correct answers. 

1 I would like to say 'good luck' to Anna _ everybody 
who has had the pleasure of working with her. 
A instead of C on behalf of 
B according to 0 as for 

2 I can't possibly pick that last pear - it's out of_. 
A reach B hand C distance 0 stretch 

3 I suppose I enjoyed the party on the _ . 
A whole B average C impression 0 sight 

4 There is a public telephone in the village but it has 
been out of for several months. 
A work Border C function 0 practice 

PHRASAL VERBS 

~ Complete the sentences with the correct forms of 
the phrasal verbs in the box. 

take after get over let down look down on 
make up 

In a recent survey, one in five British workers 
admitted that they had an excuse 
to call in sick. (INVENT) 

2 I've never people who are poor 
through no fault of their own. (SHOW DISRESPECT) 

3 A good general never his troops. 
(DISAPPOINT) 

4 the death of a pet can be very 
difficult and it will take time. (RECOVER) 

5 Martha her father in both looks 
and personality. (RESEMBLE) 
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o Choose the correct answers. 

1 A new report has revealed that young single 
people _ almost ten per cent of all Australians 
living in poverty. 
A take off C come from 
B bring on 0 make up 

2 I'm sorry I haven't _ replying to your messages yet. 
A looked down on C got round to 
B put up with 0 run out of 

3 The thieves _ in a stolen car, which was later 
found abandoned. 
A got away C went out 
B turned down 0 took up 

4 I might be able to _ if you need somewhere to 
stay for the weekend. 
A turn you away 
B calm you down 

.a,.Ydif.\lil 

C take you on 
o put you up 

Read the text and choose the correct answers. 

A PINT OF MILK A DAY CUTS CHANCES 

OF HEART DISEASE AND STROKE 

Researchers found that drinking more than half a 
litre of milk a day - just under a pint - reduces 

your chances of suffering heart attacks and strokes 
by up to a fifth. It also reduces your chances of 
developing diabetes and colon cancer. 

The findings appear to reverse the commonly 1_ 

view that drinking too much milk is bad for you and 
suggest the removal of free milk from schools in the 
1970s 2 a mistake. 

Scientists at 3_ University of Reading and 
University of Cardiff analysed more than 324 studies 
from across the world, 4_ covered health and milk 
consumption in thousands of people. They found 
that those who drank around a pint of milk a day had 
greatly reduced chance of contracting cardiovascular 
disease. 

Professor lan Givens, a nutritionist and co-author of 
the study, said it is believed that proteins in milk help 
reduce blood pressure which 5_ reduces stress on the 
heart and blood vessels. "I think that this shows that the 
bad press milk 6_ is undeserved," he said. 

The study also discovered the incidence of diabetes 
was also reduced by 7_ four and nine per cent and 
colon cancer rates were also lowered. Other cancers, 
such as prostate and bladder showed slight increases. 

The findings published in the Journal of the 
American College of Nutrition do not distinguish 
between low and high fat milk, 8_ ' they do seem 
to suggest that the health benefits of drinking milk 
outweigh any dangers that I ie in its consumption. 

1 A announced C claimed 
B held o admitted 

2 A had to be C could have been 
B should have been o needed to be 

3 Aan C the 
Ba 0-

4 A which C whose 
B that o what 

5 A on behalf C at any rate 
B by chance o in turn 

6 A has been getting C will have got 
B wi ll be getting o had got 

7 A about Cover 
B between o from 

8 A On the contrary C However 
B In addition o What's more 

$ Read the text and choose the correct answers. 

'TELEMEDICINE' HOUSE HELPS OLDER 

PEOPLE STAY SAFE AND INDEPENDENT 

It sounds like a fantasy straight from The Truman 
Show: a house that monitors your every move, 
from bedside to bathroom and from medicine 
cabinet to fridge. The aim, 1_ , is to help the 
elderly to lead safe and independent lives. 

Researchers are working on a 'health house' so 
sophisticated that it 2_ only track everyday habits 
but also check weight and blood pressure and 
predict whether a person is 3_ of a serious fall. 

Britain is one of the largest investors in 
'telemedicine' - using medical technology to 
help chronically ill and older people to be 4_ 

for longer at home rather than in hospitals or 
care homes. 

The system, developed by GE Healthcare 
and Intel, uses sensors 5_ track a person's 
behaviour and send alerts when unexpected 
disruptions or data are 6_ . Similar networks 
7_ by about 3,000 people in care-home settings 
but researchers now hope to introduce a much 
more sophisticated model for private homes. 

1 A therefore 
B although 

2 A is not 
B does not 

3 A at risk 
B under the impression 

4 A taken care 
B cured 

5 A of which 
B that 

6 A turned on 
B picked up 

7 A will have been used 
B have been using 

C however 
o despite 
C has not 
o will not 
C on the verge 
o in the middle 
C treated 
o examined 
C who 
o whose 
C looked into 
o searched for 
C are already being used 
o would be using 
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In this type of exam task you need to rewrite 
sentences keeping the meaning the same as in the 
original sentences. There are two types of this exam 
task: in type 1 you are given the beginning and the 
ending of the new sentence, whereas in type 2 you are 
also given a word or an expression that you have to 
use in your sentence. You are not allowed to change 
this word in any way. 
(1) Nothing matters to me except your health and 

happiness. 
The only thing that matters to me is your health 
and happiness. 

(2) My mother was too worried to concentrate on the 
movie. (THAT) 
My mother was so worried that she could not 
concentrate on the movie. 

Below, you will find examples of the structures which 
are most commonly tested in this type of exam task. 

'Why did you leave your previous job?' asked the 
interviewer. 
The interviewer asked me why I had left my previous job. 

THE PASSIVE AND SOMETHING DONE 

The police are interrogating one suspect in connection 
with the crime. 
One suspect is bein0 interro0ated in connection with 
the crime. 

Your hair needs cutting. 
You ought to have your hair cut. 

f CONDITfONAlS 

'!You didn't succeed because you didn't do your best. 
You would have succeeded if you had done your best. 

TENSES 

My parents' twentieth wedding anniversary is in March 
next year. (FOR) 
By March next year myparents will have been married 
for twenty years. 

lNVERSION 

We had only just taken our seats when they started 
showing trailers. (WHEN) 
Hardly had we taken our seats when they started 

, showing trailers. 

STRUCTURES I WISH AND W ISHES, ADVICE AND 

it's a pity she didn't make any effort to justify her 
decision. (WISH) 
I wish she had made some effort to justify her decision. 

Please don't use my laptop without my permission. 
(RATHER) 
I 'd! would rather you didn't use my laptop without 
my permission. 
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I enjoyed our trip although I felt a bit under the weather. 
Despite feeling a bit under the weather I the fact that 
I felt a bit under the weather I enjoyed our trip. 

MODAL VERBS (REFERRING TO THEPAU) 

It's possible that she didn't receive our wedding 
invitation. (NOT) 
She might! may not have received our wedding 
invitation. 

VERB PATTERNS 

I'd rather stay at home than go to the pub with them. 
I prefer staying at home to going to the pub with them. 

PHRASAL VERBS 

The board meeting has been postponed until next 
Thursday. (PUT) 
The board meeting has been put off until / till next 
Thursday. 

" if1:ST YOURSELF! 

• Rewrite the sentences so that the meaning is the 
same as in the original sentences. Decide which 
structures are being tested in each of them. 

1 I'm sure that tall man was following us all the way 
home. (BEEN) 
That tall man must have been followin0 us all the 
way home. 
modal verb referring to the past 

2 John isn't similar to his father. (AFTER) 
John his father. 

3 I'm sorry I lost your favourite pen. (APOLOGISE) 
I do your favourite 
pen. 

4 You'd better find a way to solve this problem 
quickly. (YOU) 
If I a way to solve 
this problem quickly. 

5 I shouldn't have told her the truth. (ONLY) 
If her the truth. 

6 I will never lend him any money again. 
( CIRCUMSTANCES) 
Under him money 
again. 
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Complete the sentences so that the meaning is the 
same as in the original sentences. 

1 'How much did you spend on your child's first 
birthday party?' she asked us. 
She asked us child's first birthday 
party. 

2 'You've broken my favourite vase!' shouted Kate. 
Kate accused favourite vase. 

3 'Don't leave the classroom without permission!' 
said the teacher to the class. 
The teacher told without permission. 
'I'm so sorry I've stained your new blouse: said Olivia. 
Olivia apologised new blouse. 

~ PASSIVE AND HAVE/GET SOMETHlNG DONE 

Complete the sentences with the correct forms of 
the verbs in brackets. 

People who live below the threshold of absolute 
poverty must (not forget). 

2 Coral reefs (wipe out) by the 
end of the century. 

3 So far no cases of swine flu - - - -----
(report) in this country. 
I hate ____ _ _ _ (tell) what to do by my 
older siblings. 

5 I failed the test because I --------
(teach) how to handle the stress of test taking. 

Complete the sentences so that the meaning is the 
same as in the original sentences. 

1 No one gave us sufficient information about the 
meeting point. 
We about the meeting point. 

2 Many people believe that Hitler committed suicide 
in April 1945. 
Hitler is suicide in April 1945. 

3 Two painters are painting our house tomorrow. 
We painted tomorrow. 

4 The dentist will probably take out Mark's tooth. 
Mark will out. 

CeIIDITIONAlS 

Make conditional sentences using the situations 
below. 

1 Tom hasn't got any money, so he can't give you 
a loan. 

2 My girlfriend is absent-minded, that's why she 
forgot about our date yesterday. 

3 I was late for work because I missed the bus. 

It might rain heavily tomorrow. If so, we probably 
won't go for a walk. 

5 Fiona doesn't have a well-paid job now because 
she dropped out of studies. 

• Complete the sentences using the words given 
so that the meaning is the same as in the original 
sentences. Do not change the words given in any 
way. 

1 The customer wanted to complain about the 
faulty product but he didn't know who to turn to. 
(WOULD) 
If the customer about the 
faulty product. 

2 You won't know how it works if you don't read the 
manual carefully. (UNLESS) 
You won't the manual 
carefully. 

3 Matthew wants to go on a package tour to Spain 
but he hasn't got enough money. (WOULD) 
If Matthew on a package tour 
to Spain. 

4 I think the teacher won't let me off this time because 
I have already missed many classes. (HADN'T) 
If I this time. 

S You will get a high mark for your essay unless you 
make spelling mistakes. (LONG) 
You will get spelling mistakes. 

GRAMMATICAL TENSES 

(I Complete the sentences with the correct forms of 
the verbs in brackets. 

I'm absolutely exhausted because 
I (paint) my room all day. 

2 By the time we get home, the children 
_ _ _ _ _ _ (go) to bed. 

3 Mobile phones (become) 
cheaper and cheaper. 

4 I (do) shopping yesterday, 
when I bumped into an old friend of mine. 

S I'm sure she'll call us as soon as the ship 
_ ___ ___ _ (reach) its destination. 

o Complete the sentences so that the meaning is the 
same as in the original sentences. 

1 I haven't driven on the left side of the road for ages. 
It's ages on the left side of 
the road. 

2 Several thousand tourists visit the Natural History 
Museum in our city every month. 
By the end of the month the 
Natural History Museum in our city. 

3 When did you start learning Chinese? 
How long Chinese? 

4, We ate all the food before other guests arrived. 
By the time all the food. 

S The last time this nation overthrew the 
government was about fifty years ago. 
This nation for about fifty 
years. 

6 Having introduced my girlfriend to my parents, 
I started talking about our engagement plans. 
After I , I started talking about 
our engagement plans. 
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• Complete the sentences using the expressions in 
the box. 

Should On no account Hardly Little Only once 

1 did I watch television the 
whole time I was on holiday. 

2 you need more information, 
don't hesitate to contact us. 

3 did I know that one day my 
brother would be a famous writer. 

4 are you allowed to leave 
the school premises during the day without our 
permission. 

5 had we started our meeting 
when the chairman decided to put it off. 

~ Complete the sentences so that the meaning is the 
same as in the original sentences. 

1 I realised only then that I had left my passport in 
the hotel. 
Only then in the hotel. 

2 The moment I stopped thinking about Dave 
I bumped into him in the town centre. 
No sooner into him in 
the town centre. 

3 Paul wasn't aware at any time that we were going 
to buy him a farewell gift. 
At no we were going to 
buy him a farewell gift. 

4 I seldom speak English. 
Hardly English. 

5 If you'd told me the truth, I wouldn't have blamed her. 
Had blamed her. 

• Make sentences with I wish and If only using 
the situations below. 
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1 I'd like to be tall but I'm not. 

2 Mark talks about himself all the time and I find it 
very annoying. 

3 I ate too much chocolate yesterday and I regret it 
now. 

4 I have to go to work tomorrow and I don't feel 
like it. 

5 I regret that I was very impatient with my daughter 
the other day. 

6 My sister often borrows my clothes without 
permission and it drives me mad. 

7 I don't have enough time to read a newspaper 
every day. 

(f) Complete the sentences so that the meaning is the 
same as in the original sentences. 

1 I regret that I told my parents about our engagement. 
If only about our engagement. 

2 Dorothy asks such stupid questions! It's really 
irritating! 
I wish stupid questions. 

3 I think you should collect your stuff and leave 
the room now. 
It's high time you the room. 

4 I don't want you to wait for me after school. 
I'd sooner after school. 

5 What would you do if you won the lottery? 
Suppose , what would you 
do? 

6 What a pity I didn't keep you company on your 
trip to Italy. 
If only on your trip to Italy. 

7 Sarah thinks it was a mistake not to go in for 
a beauty contest. 
Sarah wishes for a beauty 
contest. 

LINKING WORDS 

~ Complete the sentences using the words given 
so that the meaning is the same as in the original 
sentences. 

1 Although the head teacher takes special measures 
against truancy, there are still many pupils who 
skip classes. (FACT) 
Despite against truancy, there 
are still many pupils who skip classes. 

2 Her eyes were red with lack of sleep. (HADN'T) 
Her eyes sleeping. 

3 We'll start baking a cake after you come home. 
(WON'T) 
We you come home . 

4 In spite of his qualifications and intelligence, Tim 
didn't get the job he applied for. (INTELLIGENT) 
Although , Tim didn't get the 
job he applied for. 

MODAL VERBS (REFERRING TO THE PAST) 

• Choose the correct response. 

1 Do you know why Robert didn't come yesterday? 
a He had to stay at home and look after his sister. 
b He should have stayed at home and looked after 

his sister. 
2 Fiona was not happy when you mentioned her 

boyfriend. 
a I know, I can't have done it. 
b I know, I shouldn't have done it. 

3 Why is your little brother crying? 
a He must have woken up. 
b He should have woken up. 

4 You're home very early today, Kelly. 
a Yes, I didn't have to do the shopping after work. 
b Yes, I needn't have done the shopping after work. 
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Complete the sentences so that the meaning is the 
same as in the original sentences. 

1 I am sure they were following us in the car. 
They in the car. 

2 It wasn't necessary for me to take a sedative after 
t he accident - it didn't calm me down at all. 
I a sedative after the accident. 

3 It 's a shame you didn't anticipate any difficulties 
with this project. 
You ought with this project. 
I'm sure that Tom hasn't been introduced to 
Mr Brown before. 
Tom ________ to Mr Brown before. 

:; Perhaps your mother didn't mean what she said. 
Your mother what she said. 

IlIiEaB PATTERNS 

Complete the sentences using the words given 
so that the meaning is the same as in the original 
sentences. 

1 I think you should apologise to Mr Perkins for your 
d isrespectful comments. (HAD) 
I think you to Mr 
Perkins for your disrespectful comments. 

2 I'm sorry but you have not been shortlisted for this 
post. (REGRET) 
I you have not been 
shortlisted for this post. 

3 I think it would be a good idea to remind them of 
t he meeting. (SUGGEST) 
I of the meeting. 
I don't want to go out tonight. (FANCY) 
I tonight. 

5 Nobody managed to meet the deadline for the 
project. (SUCCEEDED) 
Nobody the 
deadline for the project. 

~ALVERBS 

Complete the sentences using the correct forms 
of t he verbs in the box. 

:lass turn bring look go take give 

1 I tried to learn Chinese but I it up 
after two months. It was too difficult for me. 

2 Could you down the TV, please? 
It's very loud. 

3 out! There's a bee on your shoulder! 
, I don't remember my grandfather - he 
___ __ away when I was three years old. 

S It was boiling hot in the lecture hall, so we all 
_ _ _ __ off our jackets. 

6 Her parents died in a car accident and she was 
_ _ ___ up by her aunt. 

-, I overslept yesterday because my alarm clock 
didn't off. 

• Complete the sentences using the words given 
so that the meaning is the same as in the original 
sentences. 

1 Only twenty people came to our school reun ion. (UP) 
Only twenty people ______ ___ _ 
our school reunion. 

2 I can't tolerate rude behaviour and ignorance. (PUT) 
I rude behaviour 
and ignorance. 

3 We started our journey very early in order to avoid 
traffic. (OFF) 
We in order to 
avoid traffic. 

4 My parents never quarrelled about money. (FALL) 
My parents money. 

$ Complete the sentences using the words given 
so that the meaning is the same as in the original 
sentences. Do not change the words given in 
any way. 

1 Robert and Peter have never had good relations 
with their stepbrothers. (ON) 
Robert and Peter _____ _____ _ 
their stepbrothers. 

2 They gave my father a very warm welcome while 
he was lecturing at Georgetown University. (WAS) 
My father lectures 
at Georgetown University. 

3 We started wh ispering because we didn't want to 
wake up the baby. (ORDER) 
We started whispering ___ ___ ___ _ 
wake up the baby. 

4 I have never driven a car. (FIRST) 
This is a car. 

S Fiona broke up with Robert because he is very 
conceited. (HAVE) 
If Robert with him. 

~ Complete the sentences so that the meaning is the 
same as in the original sentences. 

You shouldn't disclose your password to any third 
parties under any circumstances. 
Under no circumstances your 
password to any third parties. 

2 When I was a child, my parents didn't let me go to 
a sleepover. 
When I was a child, I was to 
a sleepover. 

3 Robert tells stupid jokes all the time. 
I wish all the time. 

4 'It's true that I cheated during the exam,' said )0. 
)0 admitted during the exam. 

S Mary is too old to play with dolls. 
Mary has grown with dolls. 
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In this type of exam task you need to read a text with 
gaps and complete it with one word in each gap. The 
answer must be grammatically and lexically correct. 

Below, you will find examples of the structures which 
are most commonly tested in this type of exam task. 

MODAL AND AUXIUARY VERBS 

Facebook 1 could! will! might soon be helping bridge the 
divide between humans and robots. Researchers 2 ~ 
giving a robot its own Facebook profile page to help 
foster meaningful relationships with people. The page will 
3 ---'zL populated with interactions the robot has with 
people as well as photos of the time it spends in human 
company. 

ARTICLES 

1~ government has published controversial 
proposals to allow universities to charge students top
up fees of up to £3,000 for their studies. Upfront fees of 
£ 1,100 2_ a_ year will be scrapped, and graduates will 
not have to repay 3~ new loans until their earnings 
have reached 4_ a _ certain level. 

The Obama administration today declined to protect 
polar bears from the single greatest threat 1~ their 
survival - the melting of sea ice 2--.lzL global warming. 
The decision brought immediate protests 3 from 
wildlife and environmental groups. 

VARIOUS STRUCTURES 

11 used to enjoy having long hair, but now I hate it! 
Too 2 much hassle in the morning with untangling and 
brushing it. It's decided - I'm going to 3 have it cut 
tomorrow. 

Many pcsnow come with anti-virus installed and 
1 t hough / although an annual subscription can seem 
expensive, it might be cheap when you consider how 
much it could save you 2~ it stops your bank details 
being stolen. 

COllOCATIONS 

With Windows it is also important to 1 keep your 
system up-to-date. Windows XP now regularly nags 
people about upgrades and Microsoft produces security 
patches on a monthly 2 basis . 

Caroline's always had a 1 sweet tooth and would love 
to have her own bakery. I think she'd be good at it - she 
loves baking and it's a 2 piece of cake for her! 
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PHRASES AND IiXlf>IU,SS:,IO~~S 

As a matter of 1 fact , I'm not keen on learning things 
2-.-J2L heart. And I don't like many other things about 
our school. I feel so much out of 3 place there. 

PHRASAL VERBS 

11 get on quite well with my older sister. We may 
sometimes fall 2 out over petty things like clothes or 
housework chores but we 3 make up very quickly. 

TEST YOURSELF! 

o Read the text and match the structures in the box 
to the gaps in which they are being tested. Then 
complete the text with one word in each gap. 

article auxiliary verb collocation expression 
linking word phrasal verb preposition 

JAPANESE 'ROBOT SUIT' TO HELP DISABLED 

A Japanese company has unveiled 1 a robotic 
suit that is designed to help people with weak limbs 
or limited physical range to walk and move like an 
able-bodied person. 

The suit, called HAL - or Hybrid Assistive Limb 
- is the work of Cyberdyne Corporation in Japan, 
and has 2 created to "upgrade the existing 
physical capabilities of the human body". 

HAL, which weighs twenty-three kilograms, is 
comprised 3 robotic 'limbs', and a backpack 
containing the suit's battery and computer system. 
It is strapped to the body and controlled by thought. 
_ _ __ a person attempts to move, nerve signals 

are sent from the brain to the muscles, and very weak 
traces of these signals can be detected on the surface 
of the skin. The HAL suit identifies these signals 
using a sensor attached to the skin of the wearer, and 
a signal is sent to the suit's power unit telling the suit 
to move 5 unison with the wearer's own 
limbs. 

HAL can help the wearer to 6 out a 
variety of everyday tasks, including standing up 
from a chair, walking, climbing up and down stairs, 
and lifting heavy objects. The suit can operate for 
almost five hours before it needs recharging, and 
Cyberdyne Corporation says that it does not feel 
heavy to wear, because the robotic exoskeleton 
7 its own weight. 

1 article 
2 

5 
6 

3 _ _ _ _ _ 7 _ _ _ _ _ 

4 
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I M ODAL AND AUXILIARY VERBS 

Find mistakes in the sentences below and correct 
them. 

I wish I won't have to get up so early tomorrow. 
2 A statue of a Roman god worth tens of thousands 

of pounds has being stolen from a stately home. 
3 No wonder you're lost. You must have followed 

the teacher's instructions. 
4 We would better not believe everything we read in 

the newspapers. 
S If you feel someth ing is right for you, don't let 

anyone persuade you that you ought not do it. 

Complete the sentences with one word in each gap. 

1 I'd rather you drive so fast. This road 
is very narrow and steep. 

2 That possibly be Lucy at the door -
she's still at school. 

3 If I had known the truth about the state of his 
health, I might acted differently. 

4 Natural disasters are becoming more frequent 
and more destructive, and poor countries are 
_____ hit the hardest. 

S I am currently doing a six-month internsh ip, 
which I have fin ished by the end of 
February. 

t't.t.iti 
Choose the correct answers. 

Before - / a / the telephone was invented, 
communication was very expensive and 
time-consuming. 

2 Th is is - / a / the man Sandra's engaged to. 
3 One of her relatives spent three years in - / a / the 

prison for fraud. 
4 Have you ever been to - / a / the wedding in which 

one of the critical parties (bride or groom) didn't 
show up? 

S The possible presence of water on - / a / the Moon 
is a hotly debated topic. 

• Complete the sentences with one word in each gap. 

1 It's never too early to start reading - even if you 
are just nine-month-old baby. 

2 The Tower of London covers area of 
seven hectares. 

3 If you want Robert to buy all _ ___ _ 
ingredients, make a shopping list for him. 

4 There was t ime when the 
only temporary office staff were typists and 
telephonists. 

S Paris on the banks of Seine stretches 
from Saint-Chapelle and the Notre Dame in the 
east to the Eiffel Tower in the west. 

• Choose the correct answers. 
1 Congratulations _ passing your driving test. 

Good job! 
A of B with Con 0 for 

2 Our competitors are very strong, they will never 
withdraw the race. 
A out B from C against 0 over 

3 Mike has many years of experience _ business, 
management and finance. 
A in B about C with 0 on 

4 The man was found guilty _ fals ifying documents 
and given a two-year suspended sentence. 
A of B with C from 0 fo r 

S I know that wasn't an accident. She did it _ purpose. 
A in Bat C for 0 on 

• Complete the sentences with one word in each 
gap. 

1 Studying the connection between women's names 
and corporate hiring one researcher found a 
prejudice certain names. 

2 I prefer quiet evenings at home wild 
parties at my friends' place. 

3 It's better to check all the figures before you refer 
_ _ ___ them in your presentation. 

4 I don't feel like going to a museum - I don't 
want to spend my free time in a dull place filled 
___ __ dusky old objects. 

S Healthcare commission claims it has succeeded 
_ _ ___ improving standards. 

VARIOUS STRUCTURES 

o Correct the mistakes in the sentences below. Write 
the correct word for each crossed-out word. 

Mrs Clark, thctt is a very strict teacher, will never let 
us off homework. 

2 tt wasn't enough t ime to get any decent 
photographs since we stopped only for five 
minutes. 

3 The band didn't have I ,owl ,el e to rehearse, so they 
used my father's garage. 

4 Leaving the campsite, please pick up any litter you 
find, whether it's yot:tr or not. 

S Some venues are already sold out, and many have 
only a tittte seats left. 

• Complete the sentences with one word in each gap. 
1 The research shows that one out of th ree 

teenagers is unhappy with his or her appearance. 
2 Child development workers in Britain say that 

getting children become li brary 
members can improve educational standards. 

3 He worked a teacher in an African 
country with ninety per cent ill iteracy. 

4 Unfortunately, of my grandfather's two 
brothers survived the war. 

S No sooner had he arrived at his destination _ _ _ 
a police car with three officers inside approached him. 
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LtNKING WORDS 

4!P Match sentence beginni~~s 1-5 and endings a-e 
using the correct prepositions. 

1 Peter moved to a bigger city 
2 She refused to marry John 
3 He decided to go sailing 
4 We won't start eating 
5 Robert's keen on judo 

a he proposed several times. 
b his brother prefers karate. 
c he comes back home. 
d he could get a better job. 
e adverse weather conditions. 

• Complete the sentences with one word in each gap. 

1 Why are some people depressed though 
they have everything they need? 

2 We tried to keep our voices low, as not 
to wake up someone sleeping in an adjacent room. 

3 the fact that our clean, safe drinking 
water is available at the turn of a tap, we spend 
millions annually on bottled water. 

4 Please consider the environment - don't print this 
e-mail you really need to! 

5 I regret to inform you that we will not be taking 
your application further on this occasion. 
____ , we may contact you in the future 
regarding other appropriate positions available. 

COLLOCATIONS 

$ Match the phrases 1-5 and a-e to make 
collocations. 

1 complete the project a from a distance 
2 walk b at a steady pace 

3 vanish c without question 
4 speak about the problem d ahead of schedule 

5 observe the birds e by chance 
6 change f at length 
7 discover the truth g without trace 
8 obey parents h for the better 

~ Complete the sentences with one word in each gap. 
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1 I think our government should an effort 
to restrain inflation. 

2 On hearing the news about the accident, she burst 
into immediately. 

3 The news of their wedding as a bit of 
a surprise for everyone. 

4 We spent an hour discussing the situation only to 
reach the that nothing further could be 
done. 

5 My work-life balance is moving in the right 
direction: I get to spend quality time with my 
family and I a good living, working with 
a great team. 

~ Complete the idioms below using the verbs in the 
box. 

fall get call keep break cut 
............................................................................ 

1 To a long story short, I'll come straight 
to the point and tell you exactly what happened. 

2 Just remember to be prepared and be yourself. and 
the rest is going to into place. 

3 One of the easiest ways to the ice with 
someone is to make them laugh. 

4 I'm exhausted. Let's it a day and go home. 
5 Tell me what's bothering you. Come on! ___ _ 

it off your chest and you'll feel a whole lot better. 
6 Good luck! I'll my fingers crossed for you . 

• Complete the sentences with one word in each 
gap. 

1 We were stuck in the traffic for an hour but we got 
to the airport in the nick of ___ _ 

2 Finding accommodation does take time and is a 
in the neck but don't be disheartened. ----

3 I was the moon when I won my place 
on the team. 

4 A burglar was red-handed by the owner 
of a second-hand furniture shop. 

5 One day I put my foot and refused to 
work overtime every day. 

PHRASES AND EXPRESSIONS 

• Put the words in the correct order to make correct 
phrases and expressions. 

1 Personally, [my / of / from / view / point] 
____ , the close and professional relationship 
with the staff was a definite benefit. 

2 The purchase of this car may be expensive, but 
[long / in / run / the] , it will save you 
a lot of money you spend annually on petrol. 

3 I'd like a job which pays more, but [other / the / 
on / hand] I enjoy the work I'm doing 
at the moment. 

4 We are offering free website to every member; 
[to / up/ it's / you] if you want to use 
your current website or use this free website. 

5 My decision to stay in London longer was made 
[spur / the / moment / on / of / the] ___ _ 
completely without plan. 

$ Complete the sentences with one word in each gap. 

1 Some people believe society creates criminals, 
others think the prison system is fault. 

2 As as I am concerned, the matter is 
closed. 

3 I was playing a game online when of 
a sudden my computer crashed. 

4 Many people object to genetic modification 
environmental and ethical grounds. ----

5 I fell in love with him at first ___ _ 
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PHRASAL VERBS 

~ Match phrasal verbs 1-8 to their meanings a-h. 

1 look up to a refuse an offer 
2 make up for b find by chance 
3 come across c cancel 
4 turn down d respect and admire 
S break down e start a hobby 
6 take up f stop working 
7 put aside g compensate for 
8 call off h save 

~ Complete the sentences with one word in each gap. 

1 Fiona's new boyfriend is so nice that all her friends 
took him immediately. 

2 Sometimes parents do not have the skills to bring 
____ children appropriately. 

3 I can stay longer because my mother-in-law is 
___ _ after our children. 

4 She will definitely win a seat in parliament as long 
as nothing unexpected up. 

S The milk has gone because it's been left 
in the sun. 

o Complete the text with one word in each gap. 

I t has proven to be a great source of inspiration 
for all kinds of artists, and it is probably safe 

to say that there are many works of art that 
wouldn't exist if their creators had not been avid 
coffee drinkers. However, only recently has coffee 
been used as a medium for artists to work with. 
The Mona Lisa, the world famous painting by 
Da Vinci, has been reconstructed with 3,604 cups 
of coffee and 564 pints of milk. 

The different shades of The Mona Lisa were 
obtained by adding no, 1 or lots of milk 
to regular cups filled with black coffee. The eight 
artists 2 three hours to recreate the 
painting, which was 6 metres high and almost 
-± metres wide. The event took place at The Rocks 

1¥3·'h,,·\3fiJ 
• Complete the text with one word in each gap. 

SUN PROTECTION 

THE BURNING QUESTION ON THE BEACHES 

It's no longer cool to have a suntan, but is 
there a healthy balance between exposure and 
protection? 

_ _ _ _ upon a time, a suntan was a tangible 
indication that you could afford to go on 
foreign holidays, while your pallid pals only got 
as 2 as Brighton. Then cheap flights 
and fake tan 3 along and suddenly 
anyone could get brown. 

Gradually, evidence amassed that not only 
4 sun exposure trigger a range of 
skin cancers but it also gave you skin like an old 
handbag. This week's news that sunbeds are 
now 5 as carcinogenic as cigarettes 
will only heighten concerns. 

Meanwhile, the use of sun screens has 
become something of a fetish in the cosmetics 
industry, where 6 from body lotion to 
hairspray can now be found with added SPFs 
(sun protection factors) . So, 7 this a 
sensible step forward, or will we, in years to 
come, wonder why we shopped around for 
organic food 8 covering the largest 
organ of our bodies in a cocktail of chemicals? 

Aroma Festival in Sydney, Australia, and was 
____ by an audience of 130,000. 

Both the organisers and the visitors were 
delighted 4 the outcome. The 
performance showcased the artists' talent 
and precision, as they needed to add varying 
_ _ __ of milk to the coffee cups in order 

to create the different shades of The Mona 
Lisa. The whole performance turned out to be 
extremely engaging and 6 public loved 
watching the 7 iconic work of art in 
history recreated from such an unexpected 
material. The result was outstanding and, as 
far as we 8 , no one had ever done it 
before. 
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In this type of exam task you need to fill in the gaps 
in a text using words that you make from the words 
provided. The answers must be grammatically and 
lexically correct. 

Below, you will find examples of the structures which 
are most commonly tested in this type of exam task. 

PREFIXES 

• Prefixes that make words (a verb or an adjective) 
opposite (un~, d;s~, ;r~, iI~, ;m~, ;n~), e.g.: 
I always use a Sat Nav or a map when I'm driving in 
an unfamiliar (FAMILIAR) place. 

• Prefixes that change the meaning of words (an 
adjective, a verb or a noun), e.g.: 
After I get my university degree I'd like to take 
a -p-ostgraduate (GRADUATE) course in 
Environmental Science and Technology. 

Examples of prefixes that change the meaning of words: 

anti~ (=against), e.g. anti-war 
pro- (=for, in favour of), e.g. pro-British 
counter- (=in the opposite direction), e.g. counterattack 
co~ ( =with, together), e.g. cooperate 
over~ (=too much), e.g. overcharge 
under~ (=not enough), e.g. underpaid 
post~ (=after), e.g. postcolonialism 
inter~ (=between), e.g. intercontinental 
pre- (=before), e.g. prehistoric 
semi~ (=half), e.g. semicircle 
uni~ (=one), e.g. unisex 
mono~ (=one), e.g. monosyllables 
bi- (=two), e.g. bilingual 
tri~ (=three), e.g. tricycle 
multi~ (=many), e.g. multiracial 
non- (=not), e.g. non-stop 
re- (=again), e.g. rewrite 
ex- (=former, before), e.g. ex-husband 
trans- (=across), e.g. transatlantic 
super~ (=above, more than), e.g. supernatural 
sub~ (=under), e.g. subway 
de~ (=acting against), e.g. deforestation 

SUFflXES: 

• Suffixes that change verbs into nouns for people 
(-er, -or, -ar, -ee), e.g.: 
My History teacher (TEACH) is very knowledgeable. 

• Suffixes that change nouns into nouns for people 
(~;st, -;an), e.g.: 
Three terrorists (TERROR) threatened to kill all 
the hostages on a high-jacked plane. 

• Suffixes that change verbs into abstract nouns 
(-ence, -ance, -aI, -age, -ment, -s;on, -(a)t;on, ~;on, -y, 
-s;s, ~ure), e.g.: 
A police investigation (INVESTIGATE) is 
uncovering more details about the possible crime. 
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• Suffixes that change adjectives into abstract nouns 
(-ence, -ance, -;ty, ~ty, -y, -cy, -(i)ness,-;on, -ment), e.g.: 
Being afraid of darkness (DARK) is nothing to 
be ashamed of. 

• Suffixes that change nouns into abstract nouns 
(-hood, ~dom), e.g.: 
Concepts of Christian martyrdom (MARTYR) 
changed greatly in England from the late Middle Ages 
through the early modern era. 

• Suffixes that change nouns into adjectives (~y, -yly, 
,ous, -ic, -ica/) or verbs into adjectives (-able, -;ve, 
-ed, -;ng), e.g.: 
Astronomers have discovered a mysterious 
(MYSTERY) giant object that existed when the universe 
was only 800 million years old. 

• Suffixes that change adjectives into verbs (-en, 
-(i)fy), e.g.: 
Education authorities should do more to widen 
(WIDE) access to higher education. 

TEST YOURSELF! 

o Decide what part of speech (a noun, a verb, 
an adjective or a pronoun) should be used to 
complete each of the gaps. Then complete the 
gaps with words formed from the words in capital 
letters. 

1 They have a rich variety (VARY) of shoes in 
different colours and sizes. noun 

2 My sister has got an (EXCEPT) 
gift for languages. 

3 Not even the snow will _ ____ _ 
(COURAGE) us from going out tonight. 

4 I just couldn't refuse when she gave me one of 
those (RESIST) smiles. 

5 The blouse you're wearing looks _____ _ 
(SUSPECT) like the one I bought the other day. 

6 More and more young people seem to be engaging 
in violence simply out of (BORE). 

• Complete the gaps with words formed from the 
words in capital letters. Then write three more 
words formed using the same suffixes and prefixes. 
1 Some experts expect rapid economic _ _ _ _ 

(DEVELOP) in most of the Far East countries. 
development; encouragement, improvement, 
entertainment 

2 My father hoped that sending me to Africa might 
_ ___ (BROAD) my outlook on life. 

3 She is a good teacher but sometimes a little bit too 
_ ___ (PATIENCE) with slow learners. 

4 Income taxes, taxes on (INHERIT) and 
capital gains are all very common forms of taxation. 

5 Children benefit from having a (MEAN) 
relationship with both parents. 

6 They danced so (GRACE) that 
everybody clapped and sang along. 
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PREFIXES THAT MAKE WORDS OPPOSITE 

Make the phrases below opposite using 
appropriate prefixes (un-, dis-, ir-, it-, im-, in-). 

a logical argument - a(n) argument 
2 regular bus service - a(n) bus service 
3 to load a t ruck - to a truck 
4 to approve of new government - to of 

new government 
S a comfortable chair - a(n) chair 
6 a secure place - a(n) place 
7 an honest person - a(n) person 

Complete the gaps with words formed from the 
words in capital letters. 

1 Sue is addicted to shopping. She seems _ __ _ 
(CAPABLE) of walking past a boutique without 
going in and buying another piece of clothing. 

2 It was so hot that I decided to _ __ _ 
(BUTTON) my jacket and loosen my tie. 

3 We got lost because the area was completely 
___ (FAMILIAR) to us. 

4 The soldier who (OBEY) the order was 
sentenced to twenty years imprisonment. 

S An excellent paved pathway is an _ _ _ _ 
(RESIST) temptation to anyone desiring a leisure 
walk or jogging. 

I'aEFIXES THAT CHANGE THE MEANING OF WORDS 

Match the prefixes 1-8 to their meanings a-h. 

1 pro- a half 
2 multi- b too much 
3 semi- c with, together 
4 over- d across 
5 ex- e in favour of 
6 trans- f again 
7 re- g many 
8 co- h former, before 

Complete the gaps with words formed from the 
words in capital letters. 

1 The charity organisation he works for raises money 
for the (PRIVILEGE). 

2 This school is _______ _ 
(EDUCATIONAL) - for both boys and girls. 

3 The employees went on strike because they 
felt (WORK) and severely 
underpaid. 

4 It is now possible to (PLANT) 
tissue from one animal to another. 

5 A (DETACH) house is a house 
that is joined to another house on one side by 
a shared wall. 

6 They divorced five years ago but he is still on very 
good terms with his (WIFE). 

SUFFIXES (-ER, -OR, -AR, -EE, -1ST, -'AN 

• Change the verbs in the box into nouns for people. 
Use appropriate suffixes and write the words 
in the table. Make all necessary changes in the 
spelling. 

train murder swim visit collect manage lie 
employ sail interview burgle compete act 
beg supply 

-ER -OR -AR -EE 

trainer trainee 

o Change the nouns given into nouns for people 
using appropriate suffixes (-ist or -ian). Make all 
necessary changes in the spelling. 
1 music - _ _ _ _ _ __ _ 
2 journal - _______ _ 
3 electricity - ___ ____ _ 
4 communism - _______ _ 
5 library - _ _ _ _ ___ _ 
6 Italy - _ _ _ _ __ _ 
7 ecology - _ _ _ _ __ _ 
8 art - _ ___ ___ _ 

• Complete the gaps with words formed from 
the words in capital letters. 

1 (POLITICS) usually start to 
prepare for an election far in advance. 

2 My favourite (COMEDY) is 
Jim Carrey. 

3 The (PAY) is the person into 
whose bank account the money goes. 

4 Bethany has received flowers from one of her many 
secret (ADMIRE). 

5 Many (SURVIVE) of the 
earthquake in central Italy have found themselves 
homeless. 

6 This is an absolutely amazing book written by the 
most famous (HISTORY) of 
ancient Egypt. 

7 British (SCIENCE) have found 
a gene that can help explain why some of us put 
on weight more easily than others. 

8 Thanks to eye-witness accounts, the bank 
_ ___ _ _ _ (ROB) was caught almost 
immediately. 
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SUFFIXES (-ENCE, -ANCE, -AL, -AGE, -MENT, -S/ON, -TION, -ION, 
-ATION, -v, -515, -URE; -ITV, -IT, -v, -CV, -NESS, -INESS, -HOOD) 

~ Change the verbs in the box into abstract nouns. 
Use appropriate suffixes and write the words 
in the table. Make all necessary changes in the 
spelling. 

arrange marry arrive diagnose deliver 
conclude injure educate differ revise 
encourage accuse analyse approve exist pass 

-ENCE -AL -AGE -MENT 

arrangement 

• Change the adjectives given into abstract nouns 
using appropriate suffixes. Then write three more 
abstract nouns that are formed using the same 
suffix. Make all necessary changes in the spelling. 

1 happy - ha~iness ; laziness, loneliness, ug liness 
2 child - ______ _ _______ _ 

3 silent- --- --- -----------
4 vacant- _______________ ___ 
S kind - ______________ _ 
6 equal- ___________________________ ___ 

• Complete the gaps with words formed from the 
words in capital letters. 
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1 The (ABBREVIATE) for 
millimetre is 'mm', 

2 The final full dress ______ _ 
(REHEARSE) for the Olympics opening ceremony 
is being held tonight, 

3 Our website is currently under construction, We're 
sorry for any (lNCOVENIENT) 
this may cause you, 

4 Some say (MOTHER) is the 
hardest job in the world. 

S I hope you all fully understand the 
_ ______ (SERIOUS) of this situation. 

6 The fast-paced city life offers more 
_______ (ENTERTAIN) and career 
opportunities than a slow, more relaxed country 
life. 

7 Always remember to check the 
_______ (EXPIRE) date when you 
purchase any medications. 

SUFFIXES (-v, -¥LY, -ous, -IC, -teAL; -ABLE, -IVE, -EO, -/NG) 

• Write the noun or the verb which was used to 
form the adjectives below. 

1 friendly - friend 
2 climatic - ________ _ 
3 adjustable - _______ _ 
4 courageous -
S annoying -
6 protective -
7 salty -
S psychological -

• Some of the adjectives in the sentences below are 
incorrect. Find them and correct them. 

tiring 
1 Although working in the desert was very tired, 

it was a very enjoyable experience. 
2 I get frustrated when things don't work the way 

they should. - correct 
3 It is a common misconception that you must be 

an interested person to get people to like you. 
4 Overall, it was a hugely disappointing experience. 
S At first I was confusing by the story but it made 

sense towards the end. 
6 We were disgusting by the rubbish left at 

campsites. 
7 I would have found the situation amused if it had 

not been so serious at the time. 

• Complete the gaps with words formed from the 
words in capital letters . 

1 The Lady is widely respected as England's oldest 
_________ (WEEK) magazine for women, 

2 Drinks can be taken from the bar to the downstairs 
seated area; however, _______ _ 
(ALCOHOL) drinks are not allowed upstairs. 

3 Malaria is a (CURE) disease 
if diagnosed promptly and adequately treated. 

4 Robert was sincerely _______ _ 
(APPRECIATE) of his parents' support. 

S Many reports warn of _______ _ 
(DISASTER) consequences of delaying climate 
change action. 

6 Our English teacher asked us to put all the words 
we learnt into (ALPHABET) 
order. 

7 Customs officials became _______ _ 
(SUSPICION) when the man couldn't answer 
simple questions about what was in his truck. 

S Since museum hours may change, it is 
_______ (ADVISE) to call the museum 
before you go. 

9 (CREATE) writing is anything 
where the purpose is to express thoughts, feelings 
and emo~l:ons rather than to simply convey 
informat n. 

== 
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I'SuFFlxES THAT CHANGE ADJECTIVES INTO VERBS (-EN, -(t)FY) 

Complete the gaps with words formed from the 
words in capital letters. 

1 Emerging infectious diseases pose a global threat 
to human health, and the problem is likely to 
______ (WORSE). 

2 Knowing how to (PURE) 
water on a hiking trip is an important skill for any 
serious hiker. 

3 The music was loud enough to 
_______ (DEAF) most people. 

4 Is it true that drinking coffee before a workout can 
_______ (LESS) the pain of exercise? 

5 Here's a small gift to ______ _ 

(BRIGHT) up your day. 
6 Agriculture export competition will 
_______ (INTENSE), with rising share 
of trade by developing countries. 

7 These figs (RIPE) in the 
autumn and make up the main crop. 

S First we need to (CLEAR) 
the difference between a blogger and a citizen 
journalist. 

Complete the gaps in the text with words formed 
from the words in capital letters. 

1$:'.'$'f.\111 
~ Complete the gaps in the text with words formed 

from the words in capital letters. 

INDIAN WOMEN 
get on their scooters 

BOllYWOOd 1 (ACT) 
Preity Zinta is on her way to university 

when a group of young men whistle at her as 
she drives past on a pink scooter. But when 
they arrive at class, they find that Zinta is 
the professor. "Never 2 ______ _ 

(ESTIMATION) the power of pink," she 
says, as she looks at the camera in the TVS 
Scooty 3 . (ADVERTISE). 
The scooter has become a vehicle of female 
4 (LIBERATE) in India. 
TVS Scooty, Hero Honda and Kinetic Motors, 
the major Indian scooter makers, are using 
expensive advertising, female-only showrooms 
and a range of scooters as 5 ______ _ 

(COLOUR) as any lipstick collection to 
attract women 6 (BUY). 
In the early 1990s, an Indian woman on a 
scooter was so rare that she was known as a 
"scooter walli madam," says Monocle. But 
that's changed. India's scooter business -like 
the country - is experiencing a revolution. 

MAl!:(~S l-r ~N'iJ .-r~ W:-E.J?R,INJitt; . _s/r;s'~~ 
_ ~ _~ - ~ - _ ~ ~ ~ ~ _ - _ _::;- -, "Z':,z: -

_ hn Lewis said that a Nintendo Wii, the best-selling games console, has for the first time made it into the top 20 most popular items to 
:Jpear on young couples' wedding lists. Where once the dilemma for couples was whether it was rude to send out a wedding list along with 
:~ 1 (INVITE) for the big day, now the decision appears to be whether to include an iPod, a Wii or a fiat-screen 
~~ evision. Many couples have co-habited for a long time and already 2 (JOIN) own crockery, cooking eqUipment 

:ld linen. As a result, both the value of the items and the type of gifts requested has changed a lot in recent years. John Lewis said sound docks 
::r MP3 digital music players - a type of speaker - were 3 (INCREASE) popular, while high-definition televisions 

ere also making an 4 (APPEAR) on wedding lists for the first time. Two years ago, the top 20 products on the Gift 
_'st were exclusively 5 (TRADITION) items from linens, kitchenware, china and glass but, in the second half of last 
2ar, the Wii sports pack made it to the top 20. Silver photo frames, once one of the most popular gifts, have been 6 _______ _ 

-AKE) by digital photo frames, which allow the owner to show a revolving selection of their digital snaps. 
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The most common prefixes Suffixes that change words into nouns 

PREFIX EXAMPLE SUFFIX EXAMPLE I 
anti- (=against) anti-war, anti-government -ment government, employment I 
bi- (=two) bilingual, bilateral 

co- (=with, together) cooperate, coordinate 

counter- (=in the counterattack, counteract 
opposite d irection) 

-ion/ -tion/ -si on discussion/proportion/ 

I permission 

. -ation/-ition invitation/ defi n ition I 
-ence/ -ance persistence/ d istance I 

de- (=acting against) deforestation, deactivate -ty/-ity certainty / security I 
ex- (=former, before) ex-husband, ex-wife -ness willingness, sweetness I 
inter- (=between) intercontinental, -ing building, ~nderstanding I 

interdisciplinary 

mini- (=small) m inicomputer, minibar I 
I SUFFIX EXAMPLE 

mis- (=wrongly) mishear, misplace -er/-or writer / editor I 
mono- (=one) monosyllables, monogamy -ist typist I 
multi- (=many) multiracial, multicultural -ant/-ent assistan t /student I 
non- (=not) non-stop, non-alcoholic -an/-ian Republican/electrician ~ 
over- (=too much) overcharge, overestimate -ee employee ~ 
post- (=after) post colonialism, post-war 

pre- (=before) prehistoric, prenatal Suffixes that change words into verbs 

pro- (=for, in favour of) pro-British, pro-li fe SUFFIX EXAMPLE 

re- (=again) rewrite, retake 

semi- (=half) semicircle, semi-detached 

sub- (=under) subway, subordinate 

-ise/-ize (American revolutionise/privatise 

I English) 

-en widen, brighten f 

super- (=above, more supernatural, superstore 
than) 

Suffixes that change words into adjectives 

trans- (=across) transatlantic, transm ission 
SUFFIX EXAMPLE 

tri- (=three) tricycle, triceps 
-al professional 

under- (=not enough) underpaid, underestimate 
-ic scientific r 

uni- (=one) unisex, unilateral 
-ive exclusive 

-ful successful I 
Prefixes that make words opposite -less hopeless 

PREFIX EXAMPLE 
-ous luxurious 

I 
I 

dis- disadvantage, disappear, -y rocky 

dishonest -Iy costly 

il- (+ I) illegal, illogical -able/ -ible comfortable/comprehensible 

im-(+morp) improper, impolite 

in- indirect, inconvenient 
Suffixes that change words into adverbs 

ir- (+ r) irresponsible, irregular SUFFIX EXAMPLE 

non- non-alcoholic, non-stop -Iy nervously, suddenly, recently 

un- unconventional, uncertain 
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1Y1tin tS th.e on® tintWLtit th.tit lAush.es. Or needs to.' 
MARK TWAIN (AMERICAN WRITER, 1835 - 1910) 

o Match the descriptions to the pictures. 
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Identify Mickey (M), Detective Hernandez (H) 
and Detective Dalton (D). 

A Detective Dalton comes into the room. 
Detective Hernandez whispers something in 
his ear. Detective Dalton frowns. 

B Mickey the Cormorant is leaning back in 
his chair with his legs crossed. Detective 
Hernandez is staring at him across the desk, his 
arms folded across his chest. 

C Detective Dalton bangs his fist on the desk. 
'You have one last chance to answer this 
question! Where were you on the evening of 
April the 17t h?' he yells. Mickey trembles and 
shakes his head in denial. 'I didn't ... 1 wasn't ... 
1 wasn 't where you think 1 was,' he stutters. 

D Detective Hernandez asks, 'Mickey, why don't 
you tell me what you did on the evening of 
April the 17th ?, Mickey shrugs his shoulders: 
'Sorry, can't remember.' 

PERSONALITY 

• Choose the correct word. 

1 Nigel's unbearably conceited / conscientious. He has: 
an absurdly high opinion of himself. 

2 Michelle will believe anything you tell her. 
She's terribly gullible I vain. 

3 Graham's very self-conscious / self-centred. 
He's always worried about making a fool of himse = 
and about what people think. 

4 Mr jones is an unscrupulous / impartial judge. 
You can rely on his fairness. 

5 Martha's very absent-minded / narrow-minded. Sh: 
forgets appointments and loses things all the ti m~ 

• Write similar sentences to illustrate the other 
word in each pair in Exercise 2. 
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PERSONALITY: BEING TACTFUL 

Rewrite sentences (1-4) as in the examples so that 
they sound less negative. 

a She is ugly. She isn't very pretty, but ... (she's got 
a lovely warm smile). 

b } le is impatient alld ClggI essil)e. He is not always 
patient and he can be a bit aggressive sometimes. 

Oan is unintelligent. 

2 Claire is immature. 

3 Annie is badly-organised and unreliable. 

4 Nick is conceited. 

lii#·I~tdj 

Match the emotions with their extreme equivalents. 

1 frightened a astonished, amazed 
2 happy b bewildered 
3 excited c elated 
4 unhappy d exhausted 
5 tired e furious 
6 surprised f heartbroken, devastated 
7 confused g terrified, petrified 
8 angry h thrilled 

Recall a situation when you experienced extreme 
emotions. Tell a partner about it. 

; was absolutely thrilled when my parents told me 
',lie were going to New York. 

Complete the first sentence in each pair with 
a verb from the box in the correct form, and the 
second one with a noun based on that verb. 
.. .................................................. ......................... 
assume imagine perceive realise recollect 
.. .... .................................................................... .. 

___ _ a change in her behaviour, but when 
I told her about it she said: 'Reality and your 
____ of reality are two different things!' 

2 'Can you _ ___ life without computers?' 
'No, my isn't powerful enough!' 

3 I'm sorry, I can't what happened. I have 
absolutely no of the incident. 

4 We can the economic situation will 
remain stable for the next six months. It's a safe 

5 After a while I they were cheating me, 
but by the time I'd come to that I was 
broke! 

USEFUL PHRASES: THE MIND o Complete each phrase with the word mind or head. 

1 She's left me! I just can't get my around it! 
2 I'm trying to think of a good example, but nothing 

comes to ___ _ 

3 You should make up your what you 
want to do in life. 

4 I was so frightened I just lost my and 
started shouting hysterically. 

5 This morning I thought I saw a ghost. Do you think 
I'm losing my ? 

6 She's got a good for maths. 
7 I can't forget him. He's on my all the 

time. 
8 I think success has gone to her _ _ _ _ . She's 

become very arrogant. 

ATTITUDES AND BELIEFS 

• Complete the phrases with prepositions. 

1 Sally's a passionate believer __ astrology, while 
her boyfriend Max dismisses it __ complete 
nonsense. 

2 Angela takes a keen interest __ social issues, 
especially the situation of children. 

3 Robert disapproves _ _ people who smoke in 
public. He regards them _ _ little better than 
murderers. 

4 Michael has an excellent taste clothes. 
5 Miss Fitzwilliam approves _ _ single-sex schools. 
6 Karen always insists __ paying her share when 

she eats out with a man. 
7 Rebecca's very keen __ modern art. 
8 Ken is convinced his own intellectual 

superiority. 
9 Uncle John takes pride __ his cooking. 

10 I'm content __ what I've got - I don't need 
more . 

11 Brian is entirely focused __ his career. 
12 Gavin seems completely indifferent _ _ money 

- do you think that's possible? 

WORD BUILDINC: NECATIVE PREFIXES 

~ Form the antonyms of the following adjectives. 

literate logical loyal mature obedient perfect 
rational reliable responsible sensitive sincere 

• Complete the sentences with an adjective with or 
without a negative prefix. 

1 Be (REASON)! We can't work for six 
hours without a break! 

2 It's (REASON) to expect everyone will 
accept your plan without any objections. 

3 I'm afraid he may be late. He's rather _ _ _ _ 
(RELY). 

4 She's a very (RELY) friend. She's never let 
me down. 

5 I used to be a very (OBEY) child, a real 
teacher's pet, 

6 Fifty years ago it was still widely believed that 
(OBEY) children should be beaten. 
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MATCHING ~ 12 

• Do you ever have problems managing everything 
you have to do? Why? Discuss in small groups. 

o Look up the words in bold and match the halves of 
sentences. 

1 Disorganised people 
2 People who are easily distracted 
3 Procrastinators 
4 Perfectionists 
5 Efficient people 

a are able to multi-task. 
b set themselves high standards. 
c often lose th ings. 
d put things off. 
e may get sidetracked before they finish a job. 

examWORKOUT 

Grammar connections: pronouns 

• Read the text below and match sentences (A-C) 
to gaps (1-3). Underline the words in the text to 
which the highlighted pronouns refer. 

A Well, to be honest, I hate to see him going out for 
a leisurely run when I'm working around the clock. 

B Now that I think about it, perhaps I'm desperate 
enough to get one too. 

C All too often I spend them frantically completing 
work that was due months earlier. 

" o .. 
Cl 
(I) 
• 
E 
~ 

The last two weeks of term are seldom a happy 
time for me. 1_ I always promise myself not 

to make that mistake again, but in vain . 

The end of term is also the only time when 
I don't get on with my friend Joe. Why? 2_ 

He always does everything in good time and 

then talks about getting a good night's sleep 

before the exams. 

Joe is frighteningly well-organised. He's 

actually got a planner on his desk! 3_ And 

I might read that article he recommended, 

Things To Do. 

add a comment 

".i~ia"·'ai~ CULTURE 

Douglas Adams (1952- 2001) - English science fiction 
author best known for The Hitchiker's Guide to the Galaxy 
and its sequels e.g.: The Restaurant at the End of the Universe 
and Life, the Universe and Everything. 
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examTASK 

o Five sentences have been removed from the text 
on page 61. Read the text and complete gaps 1-5 
with sentences A-F to make a logical and coherent 
text. There is one extra sentence that you do not 
need to use. 

A After all, nobody's perfect, not even the 
perfectionists. 

B Then at the first opportunity, you absent-mindedly 
wash them off. 

C However, you never get round to actually writing 
one. 

D It 's because you're over-ambitious. 
E It's time to make up your mind what to do. 
F What's more, you're horrendously unpunctual. 

o In pairs, discuss the following questions. 

• Do you belong to any of the types described in the 
article? Do you agree with the description? 

• Which of the tips at the end do you find the most 
useful? Why? 

• Do you disagree with any of the advice in the article? 
Why? 

• Look at the highlighted words in the text on 
page 61. Work out their meaning from context. 
Circle the correct meaning below. 

1 overwhelmed 
a feeling that you can't cope 
b feeling that you've solved a problem 

2 glance 
a look steadily for a long time 
b look quickly 

3 wretched 
a cheerful 
b miserable 

4 fall apart 
a collapse mentally 
b work harder 

5 gloomy 
a proud 
b sad, depressed 

6 flaws 
a achievements 
b weaknesses, faults 



t 

0 0 you find it difficult to carry out your 

plans and achieve your ambitions? 

Does your list ofthings to do just keep 

getting longer and longer? Do you feel 
overwhelmed by life? If so, it may be 

because you belong to one of these 

personality types. 

You're disorganised. You never 

manage to do what you want because 

ou keep forgetting what it is. You draw 

JP a list of things to do, but then you 

can't remember where you put it. With 

sreat excitement, you write vital notes 

~o yourself on the palm of your hand. 

You can never find the 

::locument you want on your computer 

::>ecause your idea of a filing system is 

LIst to dump everything together in one 

::>ig folder called 'stuff' . 

You're easily distracted. You have no 

::Jroblems starting off, it's just you get 

,,'detracked before the end. In the middle 

oi a job, you find yourself daydreaming 

::bout your girlfriend, reminiscing about 

our childhood, watching a silly video on 

ou Tube or wondering what it's like to be 

3. ily. As a result you seldom get things done. 

_ __ You glance at a newspaper just 

::s vou're going out and then suddenly half 

;: hour has gone by and you're behind 

ochedule again. Your friends say you'll be 

ate for your own funeral. 

You're a procrastinator. Your maxim 

is: never do today what you can put 

off till tomorrow. You know it's a good 

idea to compile a list of things to 

do. 3 'I'll write that essay 

tomorrow,' you think to yourself. 'I work 

better under pressure.' But deep down 

you know tomorrow never comes. 

You're the wretched soul running 

around the 24-hour-store last thing on 

Christmas Eve desperately looking for 

presents. Author Douglas Adams said : 

'I love deadlines. I like the whooshing 

sound they make as they fly by.' But 

deadlines just make you fall apart. 

You're plagued by perfectionism. 

On the rare occasions you actually 

complete something, it's perfect. The 

only problem is you hardly ever finish 

anything you start. Anyone else would 

be proud of that sketch you're drawing, 

but you just crumple it up and toss it 

in the bin. You set yourself such high 

standards that almost nothing is good 

enough. The result is that you end up 

doing almost nothing. 

You're energetic and efficient and 

you can multi-task. Your friends watch 

in awe as you touch-type an essay, 

hold a conversation, play the recorder 

and text a message - all at the same 

time ! So how can it be that your list of 

;, 

1 .... lf. 
things to do just gets longer and longer? 
____ You try to do so much, you 

end up feeling totally stressed out, 

longing for an eight-day week that will, 

of course, never come. 

You shouldn't feel too gloomy if you 

have any of these flaws . 5 But 

nor should you just shrug your shoulders 

and mutter, 'that's the way I am'. No, 

what you should do is turn over a new 

leaf and follow my advice. 

• Make a realistic list of things to do 

and give each one a deadline. 

• Check your list every day at the same 

time: make it a routine. 

• Prioritise: do the most urgent and 

important things first. 

• Use those empty moments: you can 
get a lot done when the adverts are on 

or when you're waiting for someone. 

• Learn to multi-task, but don't 

overstretch you rself. 

• Whenever you tick something off, 
give yourself a prize - an ice-cream, 

a session on a computer game or 

a walk in the park. 

And finally, don't let fear of failure 

stop you from having a go . Remember, 

it's better to have tried and failed than 

never to have tried at all. 

., 
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· · LI S TEN I N G ·USE OF ENGLISH S 

MULTIPLE CHOICE .. 10 

o What is emotional intelligence? In pairs, try to 
write a definition. Discuss examples of emotionally 
intelligent behaviour. Share ideas as a class. 

examTASK 

OI3.'llOj You're going to hear an interview with 
a psychologist about emotional intelligence. 
Choose the correct answers. 

1 Being aware of your moods can help you to 
A carry out unpleasant tasks. 
B choose the right time to do things. 
C perceive other people's emotions. 
D make better life choices. 

2 The young man responded aggressively to the 
neighbour because 
A he didn't care about other people. 
B the neighbour was obviously crazy. 
C he felt himself under attack. 
D he was fed up with constant comments about 

his age. 

3 The psychologist praised the young man's 
A driving skills. 
B car. 
C choice of music. 
D attitude to other people. 

4 At the end of the conversation the young man 
A talked about music. 
B gained the psychologist's confidence. 
C agreed to do what he was asked to do. 
D offered a compromise. 

S The story of the young man is used as an 
example of 
A judging your moods. 
B understanding other people's feelings. 
C lack of respect. 
D the importance of music to some people. 

• Complete the questions with the verbs from the 
box in the correct form. Then ask and answer in 
pairs. 

compliment gain perceive rub 

1 Can you recall a situation when you ____ _ 
someone up the wrong way? 

2 Are you good at other people's 
emotions? 

3 When did you last someone on 
something? On what? 

4 What can you do to another 
person's confidence? 
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· 
WORD BUILDING .. 22 

examWORKOUT 

Which part of speech? 

o Form nouns from the following adjectives, using 
the suffixes -ty/-ity, -ance/-ence and -ness. Write 
them down in your notebook in groups. 

arrogant confident honest kind loyal mature 
polite rude sensitive sincere sociable 

o The same suffix can be used to form adjectives 
from all of the following verbs. What is it? Write 
the adjectives. 

VERB ADJECTIVE 

IMAGINE 

COMPETE 

MEDITATE 

SUPPORT 

ARGUE 

DISMISS 

• What part of speech do you need in the gap in each 
of the following sentences - an adjective or a noun? 

1 a We don't get on very well. We have a lot 
of 

1 b He's difficult to get on with. He's very __ . 
2a Children are often more than adults. 
2b She's a very interesting person 

with a lively __ . 

3a You seem to be in a _ _ mood today. 
3b I use to relax. 

o Now complete the gaps in Exercise 3 with words 
formed from (1) ARGUE, (2) IMAGINE and 
(3) MEDITATE. 

examTASK 

o Read the text below and complete gaps 1-6 with 
words formed from the words in capital letters . 

My friend Peter is the most misunderstood 
person I know. He's spontaneous and 1 ___ _ 

(IMAGINE), which to my mind makes him great 
fun to be with. However, many people see that as 
a sign of being 2 (MATURE). When 
we were children, it was even worse: as a result of 
his lively behaviour he was treated as 3 ___ _ 

(OBEy) and was often punished at school. 
Another quality of Peter's for which I have great 
respect is his 4 (SINCERE). I agree with 

him that telling the truth is really vital. But all too 
often such openness is perceived as 5 ___ _ 

(RUDE) and 6 (ARROGANT). I do 

wish people would show a bit more tolerance and 
understanding. 

Sp 

e~ 

Plc 
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SPEAKING ON A SET TOPIC ~36 

exam WORKOUT 

Planning your talk 

Read the following statement. In pairs discuss to 
what extent you agree with it. Use examples. 

First impressions oJ people are often wrong. 
Do you agree? 

Here are some notes taken by a student who 
agrees with the statement above. Number them 
1-5 to make a plan of his mini-presentation. 

What happens as we get to know people better 
I agree 
What first impressions are based on 
Conclusion: the importance of staying open
minded 
Exceptions - situations when a first impression 
can be right 

o Use the plan from Exercise 2 or change it to reflect 
your opinion. For each point, think of an example 
from real life, literature, film or the media. 

For example, in the novel Pride and Prejud ice, 
Elisabeth Bennet forms an unfavourable first 
impression of Mr Darcy. Because he speaks very 
little, she thinks he's proud and arrogant, 

o Complete the sentences with the words from the 
box. There is one extra word. 

abstract open-m inded prejudices superficia l 

1 First impressions can be very ___ _ 
2 As you get to know people better, you forget your 

3 It's important to remain ____ despite your 
first impression. 

o Deliver a talk on the exam topic in Exercise 1. 

examTASK 

. Prepare to speak on the following topics. 

STUDENT A 

It is easier to love humanity as a whole than to love 
one's neighbour. Do you agree? 

STUDENT B 

Most people are as happy as they make up their 
minds to be. Do you agree? 

Take turns to deliver your talks. 

DESCRIPTION OF A PERSON ~ 26 

examWORKOUT 

A description of a person is more than a list of features 

o Read the exam task and the extract from 
a description. What is wrong with it? Identify two 
major problems. 

Describe a childhood friend who you will always 
remember as a great playmate. 

My friend Anna was average height for our age, 

average build, she had shoulder-length light brown 

hair and brown eyes. On the day I met her she was 

wearing a striped T-shirt with a navy blue jumper 

over it, black shorts, blue socks and black trainers. 

As far as her personality is concerned, I remember 

her as being friendly, affectionate, cheerful, 

imaginative, daring and full of energy. 

• The following two sentences describe selected 
aspects of Anna's appearance. What else do they 
tell the reader about her? 

a One of the most noticeable things about her 
was that her shiny brown eyes always seemed 
to be smi ling or even laughing, 

b The fi rst thing I noticed when I met her was 
that she was dressed, according to our primary 
school standards, 'like a boy', 

• Match each personality trait (a-c) with an 
appropriate example (1-3). 

a She was very affectionate. 
b She was very imaginative. 
c She was quite daring. 

1 She would invent games in which we played the 
roles of elves, fa iries and monsters, depending on 
our mood. 

2 We used to climb trees and scramble over fences 
to get into places where we were not supposed to 
be, and it was usually Anna's initiative. 

3 I liked the way she a lways greeted me with a smile 
and a hug. 

o Write a description in response to one of the exam 
tasks on this page. 

examTASK 

Write a description of a person about whom you could 
say The world would be a better place if there were more 
people like him/her. 
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GENERAL 

beauty spot/mole I'bju:ti spot/ 
dimple I'dlmp::Jl! 
freckles I'fieklz! 
scar !ska:! 
wrinkles I'nfjklz/ 

BUILD 

build !blld/ 
muscular I'mAskj::Jl::J! 
obese Idu'bi:s! 
overweight 1"lUv::J'welt! 
petite !pg'ti:t! 
plump IplAmp/ 
skinny /'skmi/ 
slender I'slendg/ 
stocky I'stokil 

HAIR 

dyed Idmd! 
fringe Ifrmd3! 
frizzy I'fnzi! 
highlights I'hallalts/ 
plait(s) !pla:t(s)1 
ponytail I'pguniteIl/ 
shoulder-length I'Sguld::J le!)8! 
spiky I'spmkil 
streaky I'stri:ki/ 
(tied) in a bun /tmd m g 'bAn! 

WAYS OF LOOKING 

glance !gla:ns! 
glare Iglegl 
glimpse Iglrmps! 
peer IpIg/ 
stare Iste;')! 

WAYS OF SPEAKING 

mutter !'mAt::J! 
shout /Jaut! 
stutter i'st".t;')/ 
whisper (in sb's ear) I'WISP;,) m ,sAmbodiz 

'I;')! 
yell Ijel/ 

POSTURE AND GESTURES 

bang your fist Iba:!) j" 'fIst! 
cross your legs Ikms j" 'legzl 
fold your arms (across your chest) !tbold j;') 

'a:mz ",kros j::J 'tJestl 
frown !fraun! 
gesture I'd3est.f;')! 
lean back /li:n 'b,ekl 
posture I'postl;')1 
purse your lips /p3:S j::J 'lIpsl 
raise your eyebrows !relz jg 'albrauzl 
shake your head /.fe!k j;') 'hedl 
sh rug your shoulders IlrAg jg 'l::Juld;')zl 
tremble I'tremb;')ll 
wink IWI!)kl 

Cun'H£S AND FASHION 

STYLE AND LOOK 

scruffy i'ShAH/ 
shabby I'la:bil 
smart fsma:tI 
sporty !'sp:):til 
trendy !'trendil 

CLOTHES 

baggy I'ba:gil 
casual !'ka:3U;')l/ 
checked Itl ektl 
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creased Ikri:st/ 
faded Iferdrd! 
flora l I'thr"li 
fold !f"old! 
(in)formal !(m)'b:m<lll 
loose !lu:s! 
shrink ISrI!)kl 
stretch I stretJI 
striped Istralpt! 
tight Italtl 
undo (the buttons) !Ao,du: 6;') 'bAtnz! 
untie (the shoes) /Al1,ta! O<l 'Ju:zl 

absent-minded !,a:bS<ll1t 'mamd<ld! 
argumentative I,a:gjo'ment<ltlv! 
arrogance I'a:r<lg<los/ 
arrogant I'a:r<lg<lntl 
bossy I'bDSi! 
careless I'ke<llgs! 
caring I'ke;m!]! 
cheerful i'Ul<lf<ll/ 
competitive /bm'petltIvl 
conceited Ibn'si:t<ldl 
confidence I'kDnfld<losl 
conscientious l,kDl1li'enS;')sl 
(dis)honest I( dls)'Dn<lstl 
(dis)loyal I( dIS)' bl;')11 
(dis)organ ised I( dlS )':):g<lomzdl 
dull IctA1I 
efficient Il'frlcll1ti 
egotistical I,i:g;)'t"stlbll 
flaw 1fI::J:! 
generous I'd3en<lr<ls! 
gullible I'gAbb<lll 
honesty I'on;')sti! 
imaginative it'ma:d3m<ltlvl 
(im)mature !(, I)m,,'tSo<l1 
(im)patient 1(Il11)'pell<ll1t! 
(im)polite l(,rm)p<l ']altl 
(in)sensitive l(m)'sens;')tlvl 
(in)sincere ICm)sm'sl;')j 
impartia l IIm'pa:J<ll! 
(ir)responsible 1(,I)n'sp0l1S<lb;Jl! 
kindness I'kamdn<lsl 
loyalty /'L)];)ltil 
maturity /m<l'tjugntil 
mean Imi:nl 
meditative i'medllgtIV! 
messy /'mesil 
modest I'mod;')st/ 
narrow-minded I,na:r;')o 'mamd;')dl 
over-ambitious /,gUV;J a:m'brS;)s/ 
partial I'pa:Sgll 
perfectionism !p;)'fekJ;)nIzgm! 
perfectionist /p::J'fekJ::Jn::Jstl 
politeness Ip::J'lmtn<ls/ 
procrastination Ipr",kra:stCl'l1erl;m! 
procrastinator Ipr::J'kra:stInertg! 
rebellious Irr'beljgs! 
reliable 1n'lmgbClI! 
reserved In'Z3:vdl 
rudeness I'ru:dogs/ 
self-centred Is elf 'sentgd/ 
self-confident Iself 'konf';:,dgnt/ 
self-conscious Iself 'konJgsl 
sensible /'sel1sgbClI/ 
sensitivity l,sensl'tlvrtil 
sincerity !sm'sentil 
sociability /,sgul,,'bIlgtil 
strict Istnktl 
stubborn I'stAbgn/ 
sympathetic /,slll1p;)'8etlkl 

talkative I't:J:btrv/ 
unreliable I,Anrr'lal"b"l/ 
(un)reasonable I(An)'ri:zgngbll 
unscrupulous 1 An'skru:pjCljCls/ 
vain Ivem/ 

li44ilNRi 
adore 1;)'dCl:1 
amazed h'meIZdl 
anxiety Ia:l)'zalgtil 
anxious /'a:l)kj';)sl 
apprehensive /,a:pn'henslvl 
ashamed 1;)'Je1111dl 
astonished !;)'stDmltl 
be fed up with sb/sth Ibi fed 'AP WIO 

,sAmbDdi, ,sAm81l)/ 
bewildered IbliWrldgd/ 
confused Ibn'fju:zd/ 
content with I'kDntent WIN 
depressed !dr'prestl 
devastated i'dev::Jsteltgd/ 
distracted Idr'stra:kt;)d/ 
elated iI'lertgd/ 
embarrassed irm'ba:rClstl 
emotional intelligence /I,mguJClngl 

rn'teICld3;ms/ 
excited Irk'smtgd/ 
exhausted Irg'zCl:stgdl 
frightened I'fi'mtnd/ 
frustrated IfrA'strertgdl 
furious I'fjugrigs/ 
gloomy !'glu:mil 
heartbroken I'ha:t, brClubnl 
indifferent (to) Im'dlfClmnt tClI 
in the mood (for sth) fm Og 'mn:d (f. 

,sAm8r!)1 
jealous !' d3e1;)S/ 
long for sb/sth I'lo!) fg ,sAmbodi, ,s.\1 
lose your temper Ilu:z jg 'temp;)! 
miserable /'mlzClr;)b;)l! 
moved /mu:vd! 
overwhelmed I,guvg'welmdl 
rub sb up the wrong way IrAb ,SAmbl 

6;) ril!] well 
stressed out Istrest 'autl 
terrified/petrified l'terClfard, 'petrgfaI 
thrilled /8nldl 
wretched /'retJ;)dl 

li:ljt~Ji~hi 

assume /Cl'sjU:rnI 
assumption Ig'SAmpl,,111 
be on sb's mind Ibi Dn ,sAmbDdiz 'ma 
change your mind Itlemd3 jg 'mamd 
come to a realisation /kAm tg Cl 

,nglm'zerJ::Jnl 
come to mind IkAm t;') 'mamd/ 
compliment (sb on sth) I'kompl"mClI 
confront /kgn'frAntl 
deal (with sth) I'di:l WIO ,sAm8!!)/ 
gain sb's confidence Igem ,sAmbDdiz 

'kOl1f;)d;ms/ 
get sidetracked Iget 'sardtra:ktl 
get your head around (sth) Iget jg 'b. 

g,raund ,sAm8Il)! 
go to one's head Ig::Ju t;) WAnz 'hed 
have a good head for sth Iha:v g gud 

f;) ,sAm8]!]! 
have no recollection (of sth) Iha:v n~ 

,rekg'lekJgn gV ,sA1l181l)/ 
(il)literate 1(1)'lltgrgt/ 
imagination h,ma:d3g'neIlClnl 
imagine iI'ma:d3::Jn! 
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use your head Ilu:z jg 'hedl 
-ose your mind Ilu:z jg 'mamdl 

e up your mind ImcJlc Ap jg 'mamdi 
ulti-task l,tllAltl 'ta:sk/ 

:>eI"ceive /p;;> 'si:vl 
:lefception /pg'sepj':m! 
-e:aJisation l,nglm'zcIj'gnl 
-ealise I'ng[mz! 
-ecollect l,rcb'Jcktl 
"?Co llection /,rcb'lckSgnl 
-:gard (5th) as In'ga:d ,SAtll811) gz/ 

AnITUDE!> AND BEliEFS 

:admire /gd'mmg/ 
,,-"prove (of 5th) Ig'pru:v gV ,sAm8n)! 
:achieve sb's ambitions /;;>,tSi:v ,sAmbodiz <em'blSgnz/ 
:uti tude /'<etltju:d/ 
.J~lief ibl'li:ii 
;:antent with I'kontcnt WIO/ 
;:anvinced of /bn'vrnst gv/ 

- approve (of) /,dISg'pru:v gv/ 
- - miss (an idea) Idrs,mrs gn m'dIgl 
.:.ismissive /dl'smrslv/ 
'OCused on /'fgubst Dn/ 

ve a go (at 5th) /h<ev g 'g;:)O Clt ,sAm81l]/ 
" ve excellent taste /h<ev ,eksg];)nt 'tcrst/ 

d ifferentto /m'drfgr:mt tg/ 
'7lSist on /m'slst on! 
:la5sionate believer (in 5th) / ,p<ej'Clngt bg'li:vg Ill/ 
--egard sb as /n'ga:d ,sAmbodi gzl 
xt (yourself) high standards /sct j::J:,self hm 'st<endgdz/ 
.supportive /Sg'P::J:tIV/ 
:::ake a keen interest in sth /telk g ki:n 'mtrgst In ,sAtn81l]/ 
:::ake pride (in 5th) /teIk 'prald Il1 ,sAm8I!)/ 

PHRASAl. VERBS 

carry out (a task) Ik<eri ,aut g 'w:sk/ 
draw up (a list) /dr;;>: ,AP g 'list! 
<all apart /h] g'pa:tI 

ok down on sb Iluk 'daun Dn ,sAmbDdil 
ook up to sb Iluk 'AP tg ,sAmbDdil 

:nake up one's mind /mcIk Ap WAllZ 'mamdl 
m rt off /sto:t 'Df/ 
tick 5th off /trk ,SAIl181l] 'oii 

ear out /weg 'aut/ 

QUICK REVISION 

o Complete the table with antonyms. 

AofE<ll'UVe'. ~~- ~~T"T : T-" T~T~;;- rOPPOSfTEAOJE~]nYJ ::" =-_ 

1 reliable 

2 sincere 

3 responsible 

4 mature 

5 literate 

6 loyal 

• Answer the questions and complete the sentences . 

1 What can you do with your shoulders? 
a stutter b shrug c stare 

2 If people are afraid or cold, they 
a tremble. b frown. c lean back. 

3 People with a speech defect may 
a whisper. byel\' c stutter. 

4 If you can multi-task, you are 
a efficient. b gullible. c impartial. 

5 Which two adjectives can be made into nouns 
using the suffix -ity? 
a mature b honest c sensitive 

6 Which two of these mean' unhappy'? 
a wretched belated c gloomy 

7 Which two of these mean 'very frightened'? 
a petrified b terrified c thrilled 

8 What word completes all three sentences? 

He's got a good for science. 
I can't get my around it. 
The praise has gone to his _ _ _ _ 

9 Which preposition fits all four sentences? 

They complimented me my work. 
She's focused her studies. 
He insisted __ going with us. 
She's my mind all the time. 

10 What verb fits both sentences? 

She _ _ __ an interest in her children's 
sporting achievements. 
He pride in his work. 
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T M tt wonderful housekeeper. 
Ever!.:) tiMe I divorce tt Mttn, I keep his house.' 
ZSA ZSA GABOR (HUNGARIAN-AMERICAN FILM ACTRESS, B. 1917) 

TYPES OF flOUSES AND FLATS fURNITURE ANO FURNISHINGS o Complete the gaps with the words from the box. o .~~~~!.!~~.~~~~~!.~.~~.~~.~~~.~.i.~!.~.~~.~ ........................ _ 
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bungalow converted home mansion penthouse 
pre-war studio 

1 Tony lives in a loft. He's done it up really 
nicely, and the slanted ceiling gives the bedroom 
a cosy look. 

2 They have a flat in London and a holiday 
____ in the countryside, where they spend 
every summer. 

3 Miriam lives in a building, which is very 
stylish, but costs a lot to maintain. 

4 I'd love to live in a , high above the city. 
5 Personally, I wouldn't like to live in a ___ _ 

I'd like to have an upstairs and a downstairs. 
6 Alii can afford is this little flat, but it's 

mine and I like it. 
7 The glossy magazines described all the details of 

the star's new twenty-million-dollar ___ _ 

swivel chair windowsill desk rocking chair 
radiator chest of drawers bunk beds stool 
fireplace Venetian blinds knick-knacks roller blinc 
framed photograph glass-fronted bookcase 

BEDROOM L,V,NG ROOM 

1 1 
2 2 
3 3 
4 4 
5 5 
6 6 
7 7 

• Match the words to form collocations. 

1 display a clock 
2 upholstered b photographs 
3 grandfather c cabinet 
4 framed drug 
5 Persian e chairs 



Use the words from Exercise 3 to complete 
the description below. 

Valking into that room was like stepping back 
n time. It was rather dark and so cluttered it was 

difficult to walk without upsetting anything. There 
" ere two sofas, several 1 • and I don't know 
1 0 W many little tables and glass-fronted 2 ___ _ 

crammed with innumerable ornaments. There were 
::>riceless 3 on the floor, 4 and 
::>o rtraits on the walls, and a 5 in one corner. 
Yo u could have described it as cosy and quaint if it 
, asn't so overwhelming. 

A DJECTIVES TO DESCRIBE"'NTERJORS 

Complete the description with adjectives formed 
from the words in brackets. 

most I (IMPRESS) home I've visited recently 

gs to Richard, one of my brother's artistic friends. It was 

?ed by a well-known architect. It's very 2 (SPACE) 

- - j (AIR), not only because of its size, but also because 

=remely sparsely furnished. The decor is ultra-modern and 

_ _ _ (MINIMAL): there are bare wooden floors, white walls, 

m aments, just a few carefully chosen, 5 (STYLE) 

of furniture. Richard hates 6 (CLUTTER) interiors. 

I~I # ['" :. :t.lil;J : (.t.]·tJ 
Complete the sentences with the words from the 
box. 

downtown estate outskirts residential suburb 

Martin has an apartment in New York. 
He can see Central Park from his windows. 

2 The house is located in a quiet area. 
3 Tony lives in a grey tower block on a run-down 

housing _ __ _ 
4 The Johnsons live in a quiet, leafy where 

the children can play outdors safely. 
5 We've got a house on the of the city. 

The air is very clean, but the journey to the centre, 
where we work, takes forever. 

I;) jt] icit];!" i r.]~i 

Complete the text with the verbs from the box in 
the correct form. 

t ile replace repair redecorate paper install 

I'm 1 my flat! I've already 
____ the walls of my bedroom 

(they're a lovely cream colour now) 
and 3 the ugly old carpet 
with a lovely new one. Father has 
shown me how to 4 the 
leaking taps. There are two things 
I can't do myself, though. I'm going . 
to have a new radiator 5 ___ _ 

and next week a man is coming to 
____ the bathroom. I hope 

he's reliable. 

REAl: ESTATE o Match the words with the explanations. 

1 A mortgage is 
2 You are a tenant 
3 You are a landlord or landlady 
4 A house or flat can be repossessed 
S Tenants can be evicted 
6 Property is 
7 An estate agent is 

a someone who buys and sells houses and flats. 
b a formal word for a house, flat or plot of land. 
c a bank loan against which your house or flat is the 

security. 
d if you're renti ng a flat from someone. 
e if the owner doesn't pay the mortgage. 
f if you're letti ng a flat out to someone. 
g if they don't pay the rent for a long time. 

HRASAt: VERBS 

• Complete the phrasal verbs with the prepositions 
from the box. 

in (x2) off on out (x2) up (x2) 

We've just bought a flat. The previous owners left it in 
a total mess when they moved 1-----1 so first of all we 
had to clean 2 _ _ the mess. We must have thrown 
3 _ _ several tons of rubbish. The electricity had been 
switched 4-----1 because they hadn't paid the bills. 
We had to pay everything and then it was switched 
5 _ _ again. The flat also needed doing 6 __ • We 
painted the walls and put 7 __ new bathroom 
fittings. Then we were finally able to move 8 __ • 

HOUSE ANO HOME 

(U> Complete each idiom with the word house or home. 

1 My aunt and uncle keep an open __ . Their 
friends are always dropping in for a coffee and a chat. 

2 They were very hospitable and made me feel at 
_ _ very quickly. 

3 Dave and Ellen have set up _ _ together and are 
thinking of getting married. 

4 Helen keeps __ for her elderly father. 
S It was a wonderful, warm, cosy place, a real __ _ 

from 
6 Please take off your jacket and make yourself at 

WORD BUILDING 

• Complete the sentences with words formed from 
the words in brackets. 

1 We must measure the (LONG) and 
_ ___ (WIDE) of the living room. 

2 We also need to know the (HIGH) of 
the attic. 

3 I'm a bit worried about the (STRONG) 
of the ceiling. Will it be able to support the 
_ ___ (WEIGH) of this huge water heater? 

4 This house will need a lot of ___ _ 
(MAINTAIN) work. 

S The new hotel is still under (CONSTRUCT). 
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examWORKOUT 

Eliminating wrong answers 

o Read the following extract and answer 
the multiple-choice question. 

Cynthia stto!!ed absent-minded!y foom tl1e /1a!! into 
the living 'lOom. She wiped an invisible speck of dust 
foom tl1e windowsi!!. She ~ea~tanged the o~naments on 

the mantelpiece jo'l the thi'ld time. She picked two hai'ls 

oJ! the ca'lpet. She noticed the plants needed wate'ling 
and made a mental note to do it late'l. 'Jhe sound of the 

phone 'linging made het jump. fie'l P'lst instinct was to 
'lush out of the house. but she stopped he'lse{f and 'leached 

jot the 'leceive'l. 
~~~~~-~~'~~~'"~0~"~G .. 

Patio furniture, he thought as he pulled up under 
a streetlamp on the quiet suburban avenue. Mustn't forget 

to pick up the patio furniture on the way home. The forecast 
was good for the weekend, so the barbecue was definitely on, 
but they were desperately short of garden chairs. He switched 
off the ignition, opened the car door and smelt the delightful 
fragrance of the flowers bordering the lawn behind the thick 
privet hedge. It was quiet. The wealthy suburbs always were. 
He got out of the car and shut the door behind him. Above 
him he could hear the rush of wind through the trees and the 
joyful sound of bird song. Life was good. 

The evening sun shone brightly on the red tiles on the roof 
of the house: a Victorian mansion with a double garage at 
one side and a huge conservatory at the other. Good. No nosy 
neighbours. The house was as isolated as a lonely farmhouse 
or country cottage. 

He strolled up the drive towards the front door, his shoes 
sinking into the thick gravel, and then he frowned. There 
was something else he had to remember, he was sure of it. 
But what was it? He bit his lip in frustration. He could hear 
himself saying, 'Don't worry, darling. I won't forget: But he 
had; he had forgotten. 

Glancing up, he saw someone moving in a window 
upstairs. Excellent, the householder was in. He hated it when 
he had to stand there pointlessly ringing the doorbell of an 
empty house. Early evening was definitely the best time to 
call: people were home from work but hadn't yet settled into 
the comfort of their armchairs and sofas and game shows and 
series. Automatically, he wiped his feet on the doormat. There 
was no bell, so he lifted the flap on the letter box and let it 
fall heavily three times. After a moment, he heard footsteps 
coming down the stairs and then a key turning in the lock. 
The door swung open and a middle-aged woman stood there 
in the hall, smiling at him. 
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When the phone rang, Cynthia was 
A doing the cleaning. 
B watering the plants. 
C wandering around the house. 
D preparing to rush out. 

o All the options in the multiple-choice question 
refer to something in the extract. Find 
a connection between each option and the text 
and explain in what ways the wrong answers diffl 
from the text. 

He greeted the woman by name, opened his briefcase 
and pulled out an envelope. Before she could realise what 
was happening, he handed over the letter and then gave 
the short speech he'd delivered so many times before to his 
unsuspecting victims. The phrases came mechanically froIl 
his tight, thin lips: 'due to non -payment of the mortgage', 't 
bank finds itself in the unhappy situation; 'forced to reposs 
the property; 'in a period of no more than one month: The 
phrases seemed to physically hurt the woman. She flinche( 
her smile disappeared, she seemed to shrink and her eyes 
glistened. By the time he had finished and wished her a go 
evening, she was crying and her face was white with shod 

As he was walking back to the car, he remembered with 
a little smirk of relief what had been hiding in his memoT) 
Suntan lotion. He had to buy some suntan lotion. 



iffer 

:xamTASK 

Read the text and choose the correct answers. 

As he stops in front of the house, the main 
character 
A admires the patio furniture. 
B allows his thoughts to wander. 
( picks up some items. 
D switches off the car radio. 

2 The character is pleased with the house because 
A he is impressed by its wealth. 
B he finds the style attractive. 
( it is located in the countryside. 
D it's not very close to other houses. 

3 The character realises there's someone in the 
house after he 
A looks in through a window. 
B rings the doorbell. 
( hears the sound of a game show on TV. 
D lifts the flap of the letter box. 

4 The main character is 
A an estate agent. 
B a person who delivers official documents. 
( a door-to-door salesman. 
D a postman. 

5 At the end of the story, the main character 
A is moved by the woman's tears. 
B is in a state of shock. 
( returns to his earlier thoughts. 
D feels relieved that the job has been done. 

In pairs discuss the following questions. 
Then compare ideas as a class. 

• Did you find the ending surprising? (an you think of 
a different ending to this story? 

• What is your impression of the main character? 
Think of three adjectives or phrases you could use 
to describe him. 

• What do you think happened to the woman later? 

Read again the description ofthe house and its 
surroundings in paragraphs 1 and 2. Underline all 
the vocabulary used to describe the place. 

Write a similar short description of a house from 
the point of view of a person approaching it for 
the first time. Use the wordlist on page 72 to help 
you. 

" 
" 
"liSTEN I N G 
" 

TRUE/FALSE/NO INFORMATION .. 8 

o Match the phrasal verbs and the words that go 
with them. 

1 let out a a window 
2 clean up b with your tenant 
3 tear out c a plan 
4 make off d a house to tenants 
5 get on e with stolen items 
6 think up f the mess 

• You are going to listen to a radio news item 
about a malicious trick involving a house. 
The expressions from Exercise 1 appear in the 
recording. In pairs, make some guesses about what 
happened. 

Someone must have made a mess in the house if 
they had to clean it up. 

examTASK 

o '3-' l'iI You will hear a radio news item about 
a house that was vandalised. Are the statements 
below true (T), false (F) or is there no information 
(NI)? 

1 The house was vandalised by the tenants who 
were living in it at the time. 

2 The police officer who took Laura's report 
connected it with an advertisement. 

3 The ad on the website said there were th ings 
for sale in the house. 

4 It took the vandals a couple of hours to steal 
everything from the house. 

S The neighbours didn't notice anything 
suspicious. 

6 The ad may have been posted by Laura's sister. 

o In pairs, discuss the following questions. 

• Do you believe the story? 
• Is it possible to catch the person who did it? 
• What punishment do you consider appropriate for 

that person? 
• In what ways can people protect their homes from 

thieves and vandals? 

o Think of a 'horror story' which happened 
to someone you know in connection with 
a house, for example a burglary, or building or 
redecoration work that went very badly etc. 
Tell another student about it. Use the following 
prompts and the wordlist on page 72. 

• When and to whom did it happen? 
• What happened? 
• What was the person's or people's reaction? 
• What were the long-term effects of the incident? 
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ROLE PLAY .. 36 

examWORKOUT 

Refer to all the items in the task 

o Read the exam task below. In pairs, discuss which 
criteria would be the most important to you and 
briefly explain why. 

You are planning to rent a flat with a friend. 
Discuss what criteria are most important to you in 
choosing a flat. Some ideas are given below but you 
can suggest others as well. Your teacher will start 
the discussion. 

013.510 Listen to a student doing the exam task. 
What is the problem with her answer? 

.'3.511:1 Listen to another version of the same 
conversation. Why is it better? 

o Look at the tapescript of the conversation on 
page 167 and underline some phrases that the 
student and the examiner use to do the following: 

• agree 
• disagree/partly agree 
• ask the other person's opinion 
• suggest an additional option 
• confirm what has been agreed 

o In pairs, do the following exam task. 
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Imagine the following situation. You have rented an 
unfurnished flat with a friend. You have a limited 
amount of money to spend on furniture. Discuss 
how you are going to spend it. 
Talk about which things you most need. Some ideas 
are given below but you can suggest others as well. 

a fridge a sofa for the living room 

a washing machine a TV set 

beds or mattresses 

· 
SPEAKING ON A SET TOPIC .. 36 

examWORKOUT 

Include all the points required by the task 

o Read the exam task below. For each bullet point 
write down at least three words or phrases from 
the word list on page 72 that you could use. 

My Ideal Home 
Talk for one minute about the house or flat you 
would like to live in. 
Talk about: 
• what kind of house or flat you would like to have; 
• where it would be located; 
• how you would furnish it. 

The kind of house or flat you would like to have: 

Location: 

Furniture and furnishings: 

0'+'141 Listen to a student doing the exam task. 
Note down a few words or phrases that she uses 
in connection with each bullet point in Exercise 1. 
Compare your notes in pairs. 

• Based on your notes from Exercise 2, discuss wha 
is wrong with the student's response to the exam 
task. 

examTASK 

• In pairs, take turns to do the exam task from 
Exercise 1. 



It 

n 

It 

ENCE TRANSFORMATIONS ... 22 

WORKOUT 

- passive and the structure have something done 

Build sentences from the prompts below, using 
the verbs in italics in the correct form: active, 
passive or causative. 

1 The walls / not paper / properly. The paper is 
coming off. 

2 John / paint / the ceiling of his room / purple / last 
week. 

3 Sylvia is phoning the plumber. She / planning to / 
install / new radiator. 

Read the sentences in the exam task below. Match 
each of them to the structure you need to use. Use 
t he appropriate sections of the grammar part to 
help you do the task. 

1 a causative 'have' 
2 b passive voice 
3 c phrasal verb 
4 d reported speech 
5 e verb + preposition + gerund 

:xamTASK 

Complete the sentences using the words given 
so that the meaning is the same as in the original 
sentences. Do not change the words given in any 
way. 

1 'Was your house built last year?' Emily asked 
Mr jones. (IF) 

Emily asked Mr jones _________ _ 
____ year. 

2 An excellent team of workers are redecorating our 
flat. (BY) 

Ourflat ____________ an 

excellent team of workers. 
3 Perhaps we'd like to buy new blinds for the living 

room. (OF) 

We're ____________ new blinds 
for the living room. 

4 We must get someone to repair the roof. (HAVE) 

We must repaired. 
5 This flat needs redecorating very badly. (UP) 

This flat ___________ really 

badly. 

DESCRIPTION OF A PLACE ... 26 

examWORKOUT 

A description of a place is more than a list of objects 

o Read the exam task and the extracts from two 
students' responses to the task. Which one is 
better and why? 

Describe an interior (a room, flat, house) which 
relaxes you and puts you in a good mood. 

1 The VVlOSt relttx-ire5 ireterior I kMW is O/;lr 
livire5 roOVVl . There is tt loi5 softt ire it, three 
ttrVVlchttirs, tt coffee tttlole, tt 1oi5 TV tt sO/;lred 
s!:JsteVVl, tt Ioookcttse, tt rettv!:J Iol/;le cttrpet ttred 
white Iolireds. There ttre fO/;lr C/;lshiores Orc the 
soft<. The reVVlote coretrol for the TV lies ore the 
coffee tttlole There Me ttlso SOVVle potted plttrcts. 

2 The VlA-ost yeLClx~v\'g ~V\,tey~oy I ~v\'ow ~s OUy 
L~v~v\'g Y"OOVlA- . FLYSt of ClLL, title fUYV\,Ltuye LS 
woV\,c;;{erfuLLtj COVlA-fortClI:lLe. If tj0U'ye SLtt~v\'g 
dv\, title LClyge, soft sofCl, su-p-portec;;{ dv\, title 
cUSItlLOV\,S, tjou w~LL fi..v\'c;;{ tltleye's Cl LClVlA--p ~V\, 
title -perfect -pos~t~ov\' fOY yeClc;;{LV\,g, Cl coffee 
tClI:lLe WLtltl~V\, eClstj yeClcltl (to ltloLc;;{ tj0UY coffee 
ClV\,c;;{ title yeVlA-ote coV\,tyoL fovtltle Itluge TV), 
ClV\,c;;{ title s~x S-peCl~eyS of title souv\,c;;{ stjsteVlA-
Cl ye -P0sLtLoV\,ec;;{ ~c;;{eClLLtj ClYOUV\,c;;{ tj0U, so 
tjou ~Clv\' ~VlA-VlA-eyse tj0uyseLf co VlA--p LeteLtj LV\, 
VlA-US~C . 

• In extract 2, underline the parts that tell you why 
the interior is relaxing. 

• Read the exam task below and think of the 
interior you'd like to describe. What are the most 
important things that make it annoying? Choose 
from this list and add your own ideas. For each 
important element, add some details. 

• the colour scheme • the things you do there 
• the style and decoration • the people (or pets?) 
• specific pieces of furniture you share it with 
• the sounds • memories associated 
• the view from the with the place 

window ... ? 

o Number the points you selected in the order in 
which you want to put them. 

examTASK 

Describe an interior (a room, flat, house) which irritates 
you and puts you in a bad mood. 
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basement flat /'belsm;mt fl<etl 
bedsit I, bed'sltI 
bungalow !'bAl]9;lbu/ 
chalet I'S <elell 
converted loft Ibn,vs:tId '10ft! 
cottage /'kotld31 
country house I,Mntri 'hausl 
detached house /dr,t<etSt 'haus/ 
farmhouse I'fa:mhausl 
holiday home I'hobdi hgoml 
mansion i'm<enSgn/ 
manor l'm<en,,1 
penthouse /'penthausl 
pre-war building /pri: ,WJ: 'bddIl]1 
semi-detached house i,semi dl,t<etSt 'haus! 
skyscraper I'skal,skrelp,,1 
stately home I,steltli 'h"oml 
studio flat i'stju:di;lU fl<et/ 
terraced house I,ter"st 'hausl 
two-storey building Itu: ,st::l:ri 'blldll)1 
town house I'taunhausi 

OQ1'510E THE HOQS£ 

conservatory Ibn's3:V;)tgri/ 
double garage l,dAb::lj '9<end3! 
driveway /'drarvwcII 
fac;ade Ifg'sa:dl 
garden chairs /,ga:dn 'tJCgz/ 
gravel I' gr<ev;)l/ 
hedge /hcd3/ 
lawn /b:nl 
letter box l'Iet" boksl 
patio furniture I,p<eti;m 'f3:nrtS;)! 
plot of land /pJot;)V 'J<end/ 
porch Ip::l:tJl 
roof tiles I'ru:f tarlzl 
sprinkler /'spnl]klg/ 
streetlamp I'stri:tl<empl 
railing I'rerlII]! 
shutters I'JAt;)zl 
skyl ight I' skaI lart! 

FURNITUREANP FURNISHINGS 

banister I'b<en;)st;)/ 
bathroom tiles l'ba:8rum tarlzl 
bedding I'bedll)/ 
built-in wardrobe I,br]t 111 'w::l:drgubl 
bunk beds /bAl)k 'bedzl 
chest of drawers ItJcst;)V 'dr::l:zl 
cushion l'kuS;)nI 
desk Idcskl 
display cabinet Idl'spJel ,k<eb;)l1;)t/ 
doorbell I'd::l:bell 
doormat I'd::l:m<etl 
fireplace l'fal;)plcJsl 
framed photograph I,frelmd 'f;)ut;)gra:fl 
fully-fitted I,fuli 'frt;)d/ 
glass-fronted bookcase 1,9Ia:5 ,fi-Antrd 'bukkels! 
grandfather clock i'gr<end,fa:o;) klDk/ 
hot water heater /hDt 'W::l:t;) ,hi:t::ll 
household appliances I,haushguld ;)'plm::lnSIZI 
kitchen sink l,krtS;)n 'sll)kl 
knick-knack I'lllk l1<ek/ 
light fixtures lIar! ,flkstJ;lZ/ 
made to order Imerd t;) '::l:d;)/ 
mantelpiece I'm<entlpi:s! 
ornament 1'::l:n;)ID;')ntl 
parquet I'pa:keII 
Persian rug I,P3:S;)11 'rAg! 
plumbing /'pIAIDII)I 
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potted plant I,pot;)d 'phntl 
radiator i'rerdiert;)/ 
receiver In's i:V;l1 
rocking chair I'rnkll) tSe;)1 
roller blinds /'r;)ui;) blamdzl 
running water l,fAnIl) 'W::l:t;)! 
stool Istu:li 
swivel chair I'swrv;ll tSeg/ 
upholstered chairs /Ap,h;lulst;)d 'tSC;lZ/ 
Venetian blinds IV;),ni:S::m 'blamdz! 
wallpaper /'w::l:l,peJp;l/ 
windowsill l'wmd;lU,sIlI 
wooden floor /,wudn 'fb:/ 

ADJEC1'JVJlS :to'DE5CRI8E INTERIORS 

airy/spacious I'e;lri, 'sperS"sl 
bare /beg/ 
cluttered l'klAt"dl 
cosy I'bozil 
decor l'deJb:! 
designed by Idl'zamd ball 
dilapidated Id,,'l<ep::ldertgdl 
dingy l'dmd3il 
draughty I'dra:ftil 
impressive IIm'preslv/ 
minimalist ('mmIl1lghst! 
neat and tidy Ini:t:ll1 'taIdil 
quaint !kwcmt/ 
shabby I'S<ebil 
soundproof I'saundpru:fl 
sparsely decorated/furnished /,spa:sli 'dcbrcItld, 'f3:l1lStl 
stylish I'staIhJl 
texture l'tckstSg! 
ultra-modern /,Altrg 'modnl 
(un)furnished I(Al1)'f3:mStl 

NEIGH80QRHOODS 

city dwellers i'srti ;dwelnl 
(conveniently/pleasantly) located Ibn,vi:ni;)ntl, ,plcz;)ntli 

J;)u'kertrd! 
cost of living ikDst;)V 'lIVIl)/ 
downtown (n) /,daun'taun/ 
downtown (adj) I,daun'taun! 
downtown (adv) I,daun'taunl 
housing estate l 'hauzTl] l,steIt/ 
inhabitant/resident hn'h<eb;)t;)nt, 'rez;ld;)nt/ 
isolated j'ars;)Jert;)d/ 
nosy neighbours 1,J1;)uzi 'nelbnl 
outskirts I'autsks:tsl 
pedestrian precinct Ip;),destri;)n 'pri:sll]ktl 
residential area l,rezg,denS;)J 'e;)ri;)/ 
suburb /'sAb3:bl 
suburban Is;)'b3:b;ml 
within easy reach (of sth) /WIO,f11 ,i:zi 'ri:tS gV ,sAm8n]l 

REDECORATION/RENOVATION 

connect electricity Ib,nekt r1ek'tns;)ti/ 
dismantle Iclrs'm<entl! 
dust the furniture IdAst 0;) 'f3:mtJ;)1 
fasten sth (to sth) I'fa:s:m ,SAmerr] t;) ,SAmell)/ 
fix Ifrksl 
install Im'st::l:!! 
interior iIn'tr;)rigl 
length/height/width /lcI)8, hart, wldel 
maintenance I'memt;)nJIls/ 
mend the dripping tap Imend O;l ,drIP!!] 't<epl 
mow the lawn Itmu 0;) 'hnl 
oil the hinges hI! 0;) 'hmd3lz/ 
paint sth (black) Ipemt ,SAmOI!] 'bl<ekl 
paper the walls i,pelp;l 0;) 'w::J:!zl 
redecorate Iri:'dek;lrertl 



Koration/refurbishment /ri:,dekg'rerj'gn, ,ri:'f3:blj'mgut/ 
rr'pegl 

'Ice rr'plersl 
gth /streQ81 
rt the weight (of the roof) Isg,]):):t 6g 'wert gV 6g 'ru:fl 

=p/ vacuum the floor Iswi:p, ,veekjugm 68 'fb:! 
.:. ~n the screw I,tartn 6g 'skru:! 

- ~ ;:lll 
~ oI t the door I(AU,)bgult 6J 'dJ:I 
- r construction I,Andg bn'strAkj'8nl 

ew /An"skru:! 
(a speck of dust) Iwarp g spek gV 'dASt! 

} "fS,.'·j 
- - rdable) housing /g,fJ:dgbl 'hauznJ! 

sit Idr'pozgtl 
=re agent II'steJt ,erd3gnt! 

" J'vrkt! 
"on /r'vlkJgn/ 
holder I'haus,hguldg/ 

lord/landlady /'leendb:d, 'leend,leldil 
ge I'mJ:gld3/ 

_ payment of the mortgage Innn ,pem1gnt gV 6g 'm:J:gId3! 
. the rent Iper 6g 'rent/ 

- estate/property /'rmj r,stert, 'propgtiJ 
_ ssess l,ri:pg'zesl 

ncy i' tengnsi/ 
;ant /' tengnt! 
et tg 'Jet! 

:IIoUSE AND HOME 

i. real) home from home /g rIgl hgum fr;lm 'hguml 
_ at home Ift:1 gt 'hguml 
~ homesick lfi:! 'hgum,srk/ 
2€J' an open house Iki:p gn ,;lUpgn 'haDs/ 
--ep house Iki:p 'haDsI 

- e yourself at home /merk jJ:,self Jt 'hJum/ 
- y e house /mu:v 'h,ws/ 

up house/home Iset ,lIP 'haDs, 'hgDml 
- ere is no place like home! 10eJr iz ngD pIers lark 'hguml 

PtiaASAL VERBS' 

:lean up (the mess) Ikli:n ,AP OJ 'mesl 
- up a flat /du: ,AP g 'fleet/ 
-rop in (on sb) Idrop 'm nn ,sAmbDdil 

out (a flat) /Iet ,aut g 'fleet! 
~ove in/out Imu:v 'm, 'aut! 
_ t in (bathroom fittings) Iput ,m 'ba:8rum ,fltll]zl 
~ "t ch on/off Iswltj' 'nn, 'nfl 
-" e out a bank loan Iterk ,aut g 'beel]k ]gD111 

row out (rubbish) /erJu ,aut 'rAbrJi 

QUICK REVISION 

o Complete the table with nouns. 

2 wide 

3 high 

4 stro 

• Match the words to form compound nouns. 

1 holiday a cabinet 
2 swivel b beds 

3 Venetian c home 
4 display d chair 

5 bunk e blinds 

• Answer the questions . 

1 Where should you live if you like being in the 
centre of the city? 
a in the suburbs 
b on the outskirts 
c downtown 

2 Who lets out a flat? 
a the landlord 
b the tenant 
c the estate agent 

3 If someone has a mortgage to pay, have they got 
their own flat? 

4 Are you higher up when you live in a bungalow 
or in a penthouse? 

5 If tenants don't pay the rent, will they be evicted 
or repossessed? 

6 Which two things would you do with 
a bathroom? 
a paper 
b redecorate 
c tile 

7 What word completes both sentences? 

Make yourself at __ . 
It's a real from 

8 Which preposition fits both sentences? 

My room needs doing _ . 
We have to clean the mess. 

9 Which preposition fits both sentences? 

We have to put _ _ new taps in the bathroom. 
They've got a new flat and they're moving _ 
next week. 
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1'Vhat we want tS to see the chtld tn pursutt of knowledge, 
and not knowledge tn pursutt of the chtld.' 
GEORGE BERNARD SHAW (IRISH PLAYWRIGHT, 1856-1950) 

TYPES OF SCHOOLS o Complete the sentences with appropriate words. 
The first letter has been given. 

1 My granddad was sent to a b __ school at the 
age of nine. He hated leaving home. 

2 My little brother's just four years old. He goes to 
n school. 

3 Joe's parents have decided to send him to 
an i __ school as they are critical of state 
education. Now they have to pay school fees. 

4 If you want to tra in to be a mechanic, go to 
av __ school. 

5 In some systems, there's a m __ or j __ 
h __ school between primary and high school. 

THE EDUCATION SYSTEM 

4) Match the sentence beginnings and endings. 
1 Education is compulsory 

74 

2 The school year 
3 There's a syllabus for every subject 
4 Some subjects are optional. 
5 In most schools 
6 At the end of secondary school 

a is divided into terms. 
b students take external exams and receive 

a certificate. 
c there are also extra-curricular activities. 
d until the age of eighteen. 
e which means you don't have to take them. 
f which says what teachers are supposed to teach. 

SCHOOL SUBJECTS AND SCHOOL WORK 

• Match the subjects to the homework set in each 
of them. 
1 Economics 
2 English Literature 
3 History 
4 Maths 
5 Science 

a Write up today's experiment. 
b Read the source texts related to the Industrial 

Revolution. 
c Solve equations 1-5 from page 43. 
d Write an essay on colour symbolism in the novel 

The Great Gatsby. 
e Analyse the graph showing real estate prices 

in the USA from 2007 to 2010. 

SCHOOL OWBJECTS o Label the objects in the picture. 

fo lder file notepad ruler set sq uare compasses 
pencil sharpener highlighter paperclip stapler 
hole punch rubber 
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ASSESSMENT AND E)(WINATIONS 

Choose the two words which can complete each 
sentence. 

Robert took / passed / did the driving test last 
week, but he failed it. 

2 How many points did you score / get / achieve in 
the French test? 

3 Julia failed the history exam, so she'll have to 
repeat / retake / resit it next month. 

4 Exam results will come out / be announced / 
appear next week. 

S Matura is a(n) external/internal / school-leaving 
exam. 

Complete the sentences with the words from 
the box. 

entrance flunked mark mock papers past set 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

We're going to have 1 exams soon 

to check how well we're prepared for the 

real ones. We've been going over a lot of 
_ _ __ papers this week to practice. 

Everyone remembers how last year our 

History teacher 3 an exam which 

was so difficult that 75 per cent of the class 

4 it. Mind you, the teachers are 

going to have a hard time too: they'll have 
to 5 dozens of exam 6 _ __ _ 

Personally, I don't like exams. And I 

really hate the thought of having to take 

exams to college. 

add a comment 

AT UNJV£RSJTY 

In what order do these things happen? The first 
and last one have been numbered for you. 

How To BECOME A DISTINGUISHED ACADEMIC 

A At the end of the first term, you write a brilliant 
term paper and get outstanding grades. 

10 B You become a university lecturer and continue 
publishing research papers. 

C At the end of the first academic year, you have 
the highest grade-point average in your year. 
You get a scholarship. 

o You continue your research and do a PhD. 
E You decide to do a postgraduate course. 
F You get a place at university. You are now an 

undergraduate. A rich uncle agrees to pay 
your university fees. 

G You get an MA or MSc. 
H You graduate. You get your first degree. 

You are now a BA or BSc. 
1 You apply to a university. 

Your PhD thesis gets published in an academic 
journal. 

PHRASAl.; VERBS o Complete the text with the correct prepositions. 

Dear Grace, 

I'm in so much trouble! I always used to do 

reasonably well at school. My reports generally 

said 'well done, keep 1 the good 

work' . .. until last term I was 2 school 

for two months because of a serious illness. When 

I returned, I tried to catch 3 with the 

rest of the class, but I had fallen 4 __ _ 

so badly that it was really difficult. I felt 

discouraged and often couldn't get 5 ___ _ 

to work in the evening. I started handing 

homework late or not at all. I've also ----

got concentration problems: I find it difficult 

to pay attention and note 7 what the 

teachers are saying in class. And, if truth be 

told, I started to skip lessons because I feel so bad 

at school. I'm terrified. I don't want to be one 

of those kids who drop 8 of school at 

fifteen and never get an education! Please help 

me - what should I do? 

Chioe 

'VI') ;) ., :iiJ I "] I~· t?l 

• Complete the text with words formed from the 
words in brackets. 

When I was eight years old, my primary 
school teacher to ld my parents I had learning 
1 (DIFFICULT). My reading was slow 
and I found it hard to 2 (MEMORY) 
things. My mum took me to an educational 
3 (PSYCHOLOGY). That woman 
changed my life. She gave me a lot of tests to 
measure my 4 (ABLE) in different 
areas. She showed me pictures and played music 
to me. Then she told my mother I was slightly 
5 (DYSLEXIA). She said I might not achieve 
outstanding 6 (ACADEMY) results, but 
I was 7 (GIFT) and talented in other 
ways. She said I couldn't do standard tests and the 
school should use other, pupil-friendly forms of 
8 (ASSESS). Finally, she suggested sending 
me to dance and drama classes to let me develop 
_ ___ (ARTISTIC). Now I'm twenty-five and I'm 

a professional dancer. I always think with gratitude 
of the specialist who believed 10 (CREATE) 
was no less important than literacy. 
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MATCHING ... 9 

o Do you know any stories of famous people who 
did badly at school or at college? Tell them to the 
class. 

4) You are going to hear people talking about famous 
individuals who did badly at school and in exams. 
What do you think they might say about the 
following? 

• the syllabus • report cards 
• exams • dyslexia 
• dropping out of college • class sizes 

examTASK 

013."4.' You're going to hear a radio programme 
about famous people who got poor exam results. 
Match speakers 1-4 to statements A-E. There is 
one extra statement that you do not need. 

A People with certain learning difficulties find certain 
types of exam tasks difficult. 

B Talented people may not be interested in what is 
taught at school. 

C Teachers do not give personal attention to unusual 
students. 

D Pupils with problems could be helped more 
effectively if classes were not so large. 

E Original thinking does not help you to do well 
in exams. 

2 3 4 

<) How far do you agree with the following ideas 
expressed by the speakers? Discuss your views in 
pairs or small groups. 
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Gifted people get poor exam results because 
they're bored by what's in the syllabus. 

Most exams only measure the ability to memorise 
and repeat information and they don't suit people 
with original ideas. 

In order to give students more personal attention, 
we need smaller class sizes. 

Some exams are unfair to dyslexics. 

e. 

o You are going to read about an unusual school. 
The following ideas come from the text. In pairs, 
try to guess what role they might play in the 
school. 

• trapped in a cloud of bubbles 
• flying off 
• creating school buildings 
• a Japanese Zen garden 
• experiments with giant pendulums 

examTASK 

4) Read the text and complete gaps 1-6 with 
sentences A-G. There is one extra sentence that 
you do not need to use. 

A and learn how to build their confidence by leadinf 
discussions 

B whenever you want 
C before introducing them to the real world 
D in which more than five million players worldwide 

create a virtual society 
E what they are trying out in the virtual world toda, 
F when you don't have facial expressions to help yo 
G without waiting for permission 

o Would you like to take part in the Schome project" 
Which elements appeal to you? Which don't? 
Why? I Why not? 

<) Complete these questions with verbs from the ter. 
in the correct form. Then discuss them in pairs. 

1 Do you think it's important to the 
established rules? Why / Why not? 

2 What sort of experiences and activities can 
_ _ _ _ your confidence? 

3 What was the most impressive experiment YOU'VE 

ever in a science lesson? 
4 For you, what is the most comfortable 

environment in which you can throug~ 

problems? 

LANGUAGE • • CULTURE 

The Open University is a distance learning university 
funded and run by the UK government. Its aim is to provide 
access to higher education to people who cannot attend 
a traditional university. About seventy per cent of the 
students are adults in full employment; others include 
people who are disabled, in prison, abroad or looking after 
family members. The OU follows an open entry policy, 
which means no previous academic achievements are 
required for entry to most undergraduate courses. Since its 
foundation in 1969 (the first students enrolled in 1971), ove' 
three million students have taken OU courses. 
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SECOND LOOK AT SCHOOL LIFE 
-HE FIRST DAY AT A NEW SCHOOL IS NEVER EASY. 

~~u're wearing new clothes but you're not sure if the 
-.:-Lronaut helmet matches your kilt. Your teacher 
-oYers above the floor, waiting for the final stragglers 
: 0 arrive. A missing classmate eventually turns up 
:-,-enty minutes late: she'd been trapped in a cloud of 
~ubbles. Welcome to school life - in Second Life. 

Second Life - the online 3D computer game 1_ 

- is being used to teach teenage pupils as part of 
--chome': a project set up by Peter Twining, director of 
:he centre for curriculum and teaching studies at the 
8pen University. The main aims of Schome (School 
- Home) are to overcome the problems within the 
.:urrent education system and to develop a better way 
af learning for the 21 si century. 

Initially, Dr Twining and his colleagues spent six 
months trying to get young people to suggest creative 
ideas for new education systems, but the results were 
disappointing. Then they realised that the virtual 
world of Second Life offers a better way to test new 
designs and ideas 2_. In a traditional classroom, 
everyone knows what the rules are, what the teachers 
and pupils are supposed to do. But in a school in 
a virtual world you can challenge the established 
rules, and students can control what they do in a way 
that would be too expensive or difficult in reality. 

Schome Park is a private island in Teen Second 
Life, which is restricted to those under the age of 
eighteen. In a conventional workshop the kids turn 
up and wait to be told what to do; but in workshops 
in Schome Park, the kids might come in, stay for 
a while to see if they're interested in the subject, and 
if not, fly off 3_ . They're not just skipping lessons, 
they're busy: creating school buildings and scripting 
scenarios for other workshops and activities. As 
a result, the classes are quite unusual: Archaeology 
classes which take place on a recreation of Hadrian's 
Wall*, Physics experiments to calculate the value of 
gravity within Second Life, and Philosophy seminars 
set in a Japanese Zen garden . 

In Schome Park nobody knows who you really are. 
You can change the appearance of your avatar - the 
character you play in the world - 4_. This anonymity 
means that the students are less worried about making 
mistakes and so feel free to be more creative, and this, 
in turn, builds their confidence. 'I have never met 
any of these children in real life; says Dr Twining. 
'All I know is their avatar. My guess is those children 
are projecting themselves as something they're really 
not. And that's very liberating: 

Reaction from the pupils has been overwhelmingly 
positive. They have discovered that learning isn't just 
a teacher talking at a class; that clear communication 
is vital 5_; and that teamwork is essential. They 
can also run experiments that in real life would be 
impossible, for example with giant pendulums. One 
SParker wrote 'Everyone has their own ideas and 
contributions and Schome Park allows everyone to 
make these contributions with confidence. Scripting 
and building both encourage you to think through 
problems and to try new ways of doing things: 

And that is just what Schome is: a new way of 
testing ideas for a new type of education. And 6_ 

may well be what we'll all be doing in the real world 
tomorrow. 

* Hadrian's Wall is a 117 -kilometre fortification built by the 
Romans in what is now the north of England. 
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USE OF ENGLISH 

MULTIPLE CHOICE ~20 

examWORKOUT 

Structures with the infinitive and the gerund 

• Have you ever heard of homeschooling or home 
education? In small groups try to recall everything 
you know about it. Then read the text in the exam 
task below. Does the idea appeal to you? o Match the sentence beginnings and endings. 

A 
1 I spend most of my money ... 
2 I spend most of my time ... 
3 I need a lot of time ... 

examTASK 

• Read the text below and choose the correct 
answers. 

a to design new computer software. 
b on computer components. 1 A reading 

B on reading 
C to read 

4 A were able to 

B were capable to 
C were capable of 
D could 

c working on my computer. 

B 

1 She carried on .. . a talk. 
D while reading 

2 She attempted .. . 
3 We let her .. , 

b talking. 
c to talk. 

2 A design 
B to design 
C designing 
D the design 

5 A will a homeschooler study 
B a homeschooler will stud} 
C a homeschooler does stud 
D does a homeschooler stuG 

C 

1 He's able '" 
2 He's capable ... 
3 He can ... 

a of solving quadratic equations. 
b solve quadratic equations. 
c to solve quadratic equations. 

3 A not send 
B not sending 
C of not sending 
o not to send 

6 A opportunity 
B necessity 
C ability 
o way 

A day in the life of a homeschooler 
ON A FARM IN WEST VIRGINIA 
ABIGAIL, 13, and her brother Ethan, 
15, have just got up. They're feeding 
their horses. After breakfast they'll 
go bird-watching. They'll then 
write down their observations in 
their journals and spend the rest of 
the morning 1 the books 
they've chosen this month: Macbeth 

(Abigail) and Catch 22 (Ethan). After 
lunch, Abigail is going to work on 
her painting of Lady Macbeth and 
Ethan will carry on 2 a new 
web site for their riding club. 

Abigail and Ethan aren't on holiday. 
They belong to the steadily growing 
group of children and teenagers 
who are being educated at home, or 
homeschooled. Their mother recalls 
how their family made the decision 

the children to school: - ---
'After checking out the schools in 

our area, my husband and I became 
convinced that we 4 --- -
teaching Abby and Ethan better than 

, -

any of them. We believed that with 
an individual approach, our children 
would have a chance to excel at their 
best subjects and receive enough help 
in the weaker areas. Once we tried, 
we discovered it was even better than 
wen expected. It's thrilling to be able 
to witness and guide your child's 
development: 

Who decides what 5 ? 
Some families follow the same 
curriculum as a school would, 
and use the same books. Others 

choose materials that fit their needs 
from the wide range provided by 
homeschooling organisations. Some 
create their own curriculum. 

Many homeschooling families 
join together in 'homeschool co-ops' 
They organise some lessons together 
especially those which require 
expensive resources; but most 
importantly, co-ops give children 
the 6 to socialise and make 
friends. 
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SSION ... 34 

WORKOUT 

'ng arguments for and against 

ead the following statement. In pairs list at least 
ree arguments for and three arguments against it. 

=ducation would be more effective if it was optional. 
:>0 you agree? 

ead the arguments below and mark them 
FOR' or 'AGAINST'. Are they the same as your 

arguments? 

:any people wouldn't go to school and wouldn't be 
34!1Cated. We would have a poorly educated society. 

Only people who want to learn would go to school, 
so they'd be motivated to study harder. 

=st young people don't know what's good for them. They 
= _Id realise too late that they needed an education. 

~~========================~ 
Fewer people might be educated, but they'd be 
better educated. 

:"=-ole who are not interested in academic 
3~'ects could learn a usefuljob that they enjoy 
~-.:2 would be happy doing it. 

Z~====================~--~ 
Children from homes where education is not 
considered important might not be sent to school. 
Their parents would make the wrong decision for them. 

:xamTASK 

Discuss the statement in Exercise 1. 

STUDENT A 

You are the candidate. Present your opinion. 

STUDENT B 

You are the examiner. Challenge/Oppose Student 
A's opinion to give him/her an opportunity to 
defend it. 

Change roles and discuss the topic below. 

Creative subjects, such as art, music, drama and 
dance should be given more importance at school. 
Do you agree? 

STUDENT B 

You are the candidate. Present your opinion. 

STUDENT A 

You are the examiner. Challenge/Oppose Student 
B's opinion to give him/her an opportunity to 
defend it. 

• 

• 

'FOR AND AGAINST' ESSAY ... 28 

examWORKOUT 

Introduction to a Jor and against' essay 

o Read the exam task below and two students' 
introductions to this essay. Which one is 
appropriate? What is wrong with the other one? 

In some schools students address their teachers by 
their first names. Write an essay giving the pros and 
cons of this situation. 

a In some schools students address teachers by 
their first names. I believe this is a good way of 
creating a friendly, stress-free atmosphere. 

b Some schools have introduced the practice 
of students addressing teachers by their 
first names. What are the advantages and 
disadvantages of this idea'? 

• Put the following jumbled sentences in order. 
1 drawbacks / such / what / taking / are / and / the / 

of / benefits / a / step? 
2 said / advantages / be / both / this / can / custom / 

have / to / disadvantages / and. 
3 and / what / this / are / arguments / the / for / 

against / solution? 

• Match the phrases (a-e) to their functions (1-5). 

a On the other hand ... 
b On the whole ... 
c The main benefit of such informal 

relations is .. . 
d To my mind .. . 
e What is more .. . 

1 Introducing the first argument for 
2 Adding another argument (any side) 
3 Introducing the opposing set of arguments 
4 Introducing your own opinion 
5 Summingup 

o Read the exam task below and plan your essay. 
a Jot down two or three benefits of homeschooling. 
b Jot down two or three drawbacks of homeschooling. 
c Decide in what order you are going to present the 

pros and cons. 

• Write: (a) an introduction that refers to the 
existence of advantages and disadvantages and 
does not express your opinion; (b) a conclusion 
that includes your opinion. 

examTASK 

More and more families are deciding to homeschool 
their children. Write an essay giving the pros and cons 
of this situation. 
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TYPES oncHOols 

boarding school /'b::>:dIT) sku:lI 
independent school i,mdg,pend;mt 'sku:l! 
middle school (BrE)!junior high school (AmE) /'mldl sku:l, ,d3u:nig 

'ha! sku:Jj 
nursery school/kindergarten I'ns:sgri sku:J, 'kmdgga:tn/ 
primary school I'prarmgri sku:l/ 
secondary school/high school (AmE) 

/'sebnd;)ri sku:l, 'hal sku:l1 
state school (BrE)/public school (AmE) 

Istelt 'sku:l, ,pAbhk 'sku:ll 
vocational school Ivgu'keIJgngl sku:l! 

THE EDUCATION SYSTEM 

compulsory Ibm'pAlsgri/ 
deputy head (BrE)/assistant principal (Am E) /,depjgti 'hed, g,Sl5t;)nt 

'prms;)p;)l/ 
enrol on a course Im,rgul on g 'ke>:sl 
extra-curricular activities I,ekstm kJ,nkjgb rek'trvrtizl 
follow the curriculum l,fo]gu Og k;)'nkjg]gml 
form teacher /'b:m ,ti:tSg/ 
head teacher/principal (AmE)/headmaster/headmistress Ihed 

'ti:t5g, 'pnnsgpgl, ,hed'ma:stg, ,hed'mlstmsl 
optional /'op5gng1/ 
school fees ('sku:l fi:zl 
school year I'sku:l jIg/ 
state education !stelt ,edju'keIS;)nJ 
syllabus/curriculum I'srlgbgs, b'nkjg!gm/ 
term /t3:mJ 

SCHOOl: OBJECTS 

backpack /'brekprek/ 
compass/compasses /'kAmpgS, 'kAmpgSlz/ 
file IfarJ/ 
folder /'fgu]dg/ 
fountain pen /'fauntgn pen! 
highlighter /'haJlaltg/ 
hole punch I'hgu! pAntS! 
notepad l'llgutpredl 
paperclip I'pelpgklrpl 
pencil sharpener ('pensg\ ,sa:p;mg/ 
rubber I'rAbg/ 
ruler /'ru:b/ 
set square /'set skweg/ 
stapler I'sterplg/ 
whiteboard /'wartbe>:d/ 
whiteboard marker /'waltbe>:d ,ma:kg! 

'SCHOOL Si.JB1ECTS AND SCftOot WORK 

analyse (a graph) /,renglaIz g 'gra:fl' 
Economics /,ekg'nDmlks/ 
English Literature /,Il]gIIS 'IItgrgtSg/ 
essay /' eseI/ 
Science I'sargns/ 
solve equations Isolv l'kwe13gnz/ 
source texts /se>:s 'teksts/ 
write up an experiment /rart ,AP ;m lk'spemmgnti 

ASSESSMl:NTAND EXAMINATiONS 

A-levels (BrE) l'eJ ,levlzl 
announce exam results /g,nauns 19'zrem Il,ZAltS/ 
assessment /g'sesm;)nt/ 
certificate Isg'tJflbtl 
entrance exam I'entrgns Ig,zreml 
exam paper /rg'z<em ,peIp;:)l 
exam results IIg'z<em fI,zAltS/ 
external/internal exam Irk,st3:nl, m,t3:nllg'z<eml 
flunk an exam IflAlJk g11 Ig'z<em/ 
GCSEs l,d3i:si:es'i:zl 
grade IgreJd/ 
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grade point average /'greld pe>rnt ,<eV;md3/ 
mark (n) Ima:kl 
mark (v) Ima:kI 
mock exam hnnk rg'z<eml 
pass with flying colours /pa:5 WIO ,fialIl)'kAln/ 
pass/fail a test/an exam /pa:s, ferl g 'test, g11 19'z<emj 
past papers Ipa:st 'perpgzl 
resit/retake an exam Iri:,srt, ri:,terk ;)n rg'z<eml 
(school) report j'sku:l n,pe>:!1 
school-leaving exam /'sku:lli:vllJ 19,z<em/ 
score/get 100 points Isb:, get g ,hA11drgd 'pe>rntsl 
set an exam Iset;)n 19'z<eml 
sit/take an exam ISlt, telk ;m Ig'z<eml 
take a test Itelk g 'test/ 
take the register/attendance Itelk 0;) 'red3;)stg, g'tend;)lls/ 

AT I.fNiVE:RStTY 

academic I,<ekg'demlkl 
academic journal lreb,demrk 'd33:nll 
academic year l<eb,dermk 'j 1;)1 

apply to a university h,plar t;) g ju:n;)'v3:s;)til 
attend lectures jg,tend 'lektS::lZ1 
BA (Bachelor of Arts)/BSc (Bachelor of Science) j,bi: 'el, ,bretSgl;) g\~ 

'a:t5, ,bi: es 'si:, ,bretS;)\g ;)V 'saJ;)ns/ 
campus l'k<emp;)sl 
dean /di:n! 
degree /dJ'gri:1 
dissertation l,dIS;)'teISgn! 
dorm/halls IdJ:ml 
get a scholarship/grant !get;) 'skol;)j'IP, 'gra:nt! 
graduate (n) I'gr<ed3Ugtl 
graduate (v) j'grred3ueltl 
lecturer 1'lektJ;)n/ 
MA (Master of Arts)fMSc (Master of Science) /,cm 'Cl, ,ma:stg ;)\~ 

'a:ts, ,em es 'si:, ,illa:stg ;)v 'sar;:ms/ 
MA/BA/PhD thesis /,em 'el, ,bi: 'er, ,pi: eltS 'di: ,8i:sgs! 
PhD /,pi: eltS 'di:/ 
postgraduate course /,pgust'gr<edju;)t b:sl 
research paper In's3:tJ ,pelpgl 
sabbatical (leave) /s;),b<enbl'li:vl 
seminar I'semgna:/ 
term paper I't3:m ,pelp;)1 
tuition/university fees /tju'lJ;m, ju:ng'v3:s;)ti fi:zl 
tutorial Itju:'tCl:ri;)11 
undergraduate I,Andg'gr<ed3Ugtl 
workshop /'w3:k5opl 

FACULTIES 
Economics I,ekg'nomrksl 
faculty I'f<ebltil 
Psychology Isar'kol;)d3i1 
Social Sciences 1,5gUJg\ 'sar;)nslzl 
Sociology l,sgusi'olgd3ii 
linguistics ilrlJ'gwlstrksl 
law (hi 
Humanities Ihju:'m<en;)tizl 
Science I'salgnsl 

PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS 

abilities/skills I;)'blhtiz, skrlzl 
ADHD (Attention-Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder) I,el di: ertS c~ 

;),tenj'gn ,defgsgt ,harpgr<ek'trvgti dIS,Cl:d;)! 
average 1'<eV;)nd3/ 
be off school Ibi Df'sku:11 
build sb's confidence IbIld ,sAmbodiz 'konfgd;:lllsl 
challenge the established rules /,tSrel;)nd3 oi l,st<eblrSt 'ru:lzl 
cheat ItSi:tl 
crib notes/cheat notes Iknb, tSi:t nauts/ 
do well/badly at school/in exams /du: ,wel, ,baodJi gt 'sku:l, 

111 rg'za:mzl 
dyslexia Idrs'leksi;)/ 
dyslexic Idl'slekslkl 



- psychologist ledju,keIS;lI1;:,l sal'kol;:,d3;:'St/ 
=r-om school) Irk,spel,sAmbodi fr;:lm 'sku:lI 

·sptJS;:,nf 
·eve sth IfeIl t;:, ;:,'tSi:v ,sAmeu}1 
~i;e 

time Ih<ev ;:l ha:d 'tarm/ 
at (Maths) l,b:;lUpl;:,s;:,t 'm<eesl 

;ed3;:lb;:,]1 
- : [rt;er;:,t/ 

_~ __ "=..o approach imd;:),vrd3u;:)1 ;:)'pr;:)()tSl 
~ difi culties 1'13:111l) ,drfrk;:)ltizl 

_·Pf:lSi! 
-e problems l;:)uv;:),kAm 'prob];:)mzl 
:ducated society I,p:l:li ,edjukelt;:)d s;:)'saI;:)til 

- - classes In,mi:di:l! 'kla:slzl 
. e lessons/classes/school Iskrp 'Iesnz, 'k]U:SIZ, sku:1! 

- roucational needs l,speS;:,1 edju,keIS;:,n;:)] 'ni:dzl 
-rough problems /eI!}k eru: 'probl;:)mzl 

areas I, wi:k;:) 'e:lri:lzl 

ic results l<eb,delTIJk n'ZAltsl 
~ic standards l<eb,demlk 'st<end;:)dzl 

_..:nd development I:J:I ,raund dI've!;:)pm:lnt/ 
. orm f' bukw3:ml 
- orm l'bremst:l:rn1 
.. ry I,kri:er'tlv;:,til 

. = p artistically Idl,vel;:)p a:'trstIklil 
- guished Idl'stlggWISt! 

-~ at sth lik'sel;:,t ,sAme!!}1 
glfi;:,d/ 

~ feedback (on homework) IgIV ,fi:db<ek on'h;:)Ul11W3:kl 
- eschooling /h;:)um 'sku:ln}l 

sth inside out !n;:)u ,SAme!!} m,sard 'aut! 
:; ·it·all i'n;:)ult:J:lI 
- e progress Imelk 'pr;:lugresl 
;;'11 orise l'mel11;:)l"aIzl 

nding grades laut ,st<endll) 'greldzl 
-. attention (to sb) Iper ;:l'tenS;:)l1 t:l ,si\l11bodil 

, carry out experiments IrAl1, k<eri aut Ik'sper:ll11;:)ntsl 
.et ta rgets Is et 'ta:glts! 
-:' o t swotl 
- cher's pet /,ti:tS;:lz 'pet/ 

= work I'ti:mw3:k! 

IiHRASAL VERBS 

:;e off school /bi ,Df 'sku:l! 
sh up (on sth) IbrAS 'AP on ,Si\l11elJ}/ 

catch up on (school work) lk<etS ,AP on 'sku:l W3:k! 
catch up with (the rest of the class) Ik<etS ,AP WIO 0;:' 'rest ~v 0;:) 

!Ja:sl 
copy (from sb) I'kopi fr:ll11 ,sAIUbodil 
drop out of school Idrop ,aut ;:)v 'sku:lI 
fa ll behind with If;):! bl'hamd wIol 
get down to work Iget ,daun t~ 'w3:k! 

and in (homework/an essay) Ih<end ,Ill 'h;:lUmw3:k, :In 'esell 
jot/note down !d3Dt, n;:)ut 'daun/ 
Keep up the good work! Iki:p 'AP 0;:) gud 'w3:k!1 
tu rn up late It3:n ,AP 'lert/ 

QUICK REVISION 

o Complete the table with adjectives. 

NOUN I ADJECTIVE 

1 gift a child 

2 academy results 

3 dyslexia a student 

4 art ability 

· O ln what order does a student become the 
following? Number the words and abbreviations 
in chronological order. 

• 

• 

postgraduate 
PhD 

1 undergraduate 
MA 
BA 

• Answer the questions. 

1 The kind of school students live in is called 
a school. 
a nursery b boarding c vocational 

2 An official document which states what students 
should be studying is called the 
a certificate. b programme. c syllabus. 

3 A subject you must study is 
a compulsory. 
b optional. 
c extra-curricular. 

4 Which of these is made of paper? 
a paperclip b highlighter c notepad 

5 Which two of these do you need in a geometry 
lesson? 
a set square b compasses c stapler 

6 Which two of these are used to keep papers inside? 
a hole punch b folder c file 

7 What can you do with an experiment? Choose 
two answers. 
a run b write up c solve 

8 What noun fits all three collocations? 

to set 
to resit a(n) ___ _ 
to mark 

9 Which preposition fits both phrases? 

Keep ____ the good work. 
to catch with the rest of the class 

10 To check how well you're prepared for a major • 
exam you may take a(n) _ exam. 

a internal b mock c entrance 

11 Which preposition fits both phrases? 

to get __ to work 
to note something _ 
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!jou WLti-!j f)et to foe ti- fooss ti-Yld work twetve Vtours ti- dtA.!j.' 
ROBERT FROST (AMERICAN POET, 1874-1963) 

\'"f"l-tE INNOCENCE: OF MY 
CLIC"NT IS ESTA 8 '-ISHED 8y. .. " 

··we LL. You CAN 

.see WHY \TS 
DRIPPING, 
C.AN!.r You? 

0 _ _ ___ _ e _ _ ___ _ 
e __________ _ 

Q "gUY 500 f'RoSfEC,.A OIL- SHAReS NoW." 
\' So How DID YOv FE:EL WI-4EN 
yov~ Morl-le~ SAID Tl-tA-r?" 

~ 0 
~ ------------

"WE'LL APPLY -rHIS ReVITALISING 

.N\ASI< NOW." 

0 ____ _ _ 

mIlD 

G _ _ ___ _ 

"1"tlEYVc pu-r (l.OT"f"EiN "'''I..£S I", TIiE 

M''>CED flEcYt::I..ABLES B'", AGAIN!" 

e ------------------

o label the pictures with the names of jobs from 
the box. 

barrister beautician counsellor dustman plumber 
priest stockbroker undertaker 

"If' you opr FOR CREIV\AT/ON. 

we'v,; GOT A seLEcTIoN 

OF eLeGANr \J~NS. " 

0 ___ _ _ _ _ 

• Match the words to make names of jobs. 

1 civil a collector 
2 museum b coach 
3 refuse c agent 

<) look at the jobs in Exercises 1-3. Which ones 
would you like to do? Which ones would you not 
like to do? Tell another student. 

4 insurance d servant 
5 fitness e worker 
6 construction f curator 
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DEPARTMENTS IN A COMPANY 

atch the departments to what they do. 

Accounts 
~ Marketing 

3 Personnel (Human Resources) 
." Research and Development 
:; Customer Service 
, Sales 

- Public Relations 

a They design new products. 
They organise the sale of the products. 

c They plan advertising campaigns. 
d They keep the books. 
e They deal with complaints from customers. 
! They prepare contracts for employees. 
g They are responsible for contacts with the media. 

Complete the text with the right words. 
The first letter is given . 

In my lifetime, I've had the following sources 
of 1 i : as a student I worked in 
a cafe where the 2 w were poor 
but the 3 t were good; my starting 
~ s in my first job was not very high, 
but soon I got a pay 5 r and an 
annual 6 b . My wife's small firm also 
made a considerable 7 p . Those were 
good times. I hoped that when we retired, 
we'd be able to live comfortably. Now I receive 
a ridiculously low 8 p . If my children 
didn't help me, I don't know what I'd do ... 

EMPLOYMENT AND THE JOB MARKET 

Here are some questions that are often asked at 
job interviews. Complete them with prepositions, 
then ask and answer in pairs. 

1 Are you good at dealing ____ people? 
2 Do you work well ____ pressure? 
3 Can you work deadlines? 
4 Do you prefer working ____ a team or 

____ your own? 
5 Why are you interested in a career ____ this 

field? 

Which two phrases can complete each sentence? 
Match. 

a out of work 
b odd jobs 
c self-employed 
d a lot of freelance work 

Patricia runs ... 
2 Ray is ... 
3 Alison works ... 
4 Dean does ... 

e her own business 
f for a publishing house 
g from home 
h a courier service 

4> Complete the phrases with the words from the 
box. Then decide which three factors would be 
most important to you when choosing a job. 
Discuss your choices in pairs. Give reasons. 

benefits flexible job (x2) maternity pay 
promotion sick 

What affects your choice of career? 
1 prospects of_ 
2 _security 
3 _pay 
4 _ working hours (flexi-time) 
5 fringe _ or perks 
6 satisfaction 
7 holiday_ 
S _ or paternity leave 

~ Complete the gapped words. 

1 It's difficult for young graduates to find 
e _ _ __ _ _ _ _ t these days. 

2 I do freelance work. It suits me better than 
a n _ _ e-to-_ _ __ job. 

3 Joanna's goal is a c _ _ _ _ r in politics. 
4 I'd like to apply for the p _ _ ____ n of personal 

assistant to the CEO. 
5 Danny's finally found his true v _ _ _ _ _ _ n in life. 

He works now as a fashion designer. 
6 The company moved its production plants to 

China to take advantage of cheap 1 _ __ _ r. 

ORD BUII.DING 

• Complete the sentences with words formed from 
the word EMPLOY. 

1 During the crisis, there were 50,000 in 
this town. 

2 The presidential candidate is promising full 

3 The car factory is the largest in this area. 
4 During his time with our firm, Mr Green has been 

a reliable, conscientious ___ _ 
5 The government is worried about the rise in 

~ Complete the sentences with words formed from 
the words in brackets. 

1 Laura's training to be a ____ (BEAUTY). 
2 A crew of fifty (TECHNICAL) worked on 

the film set. 
3 The age of (RETIRE) in this country is 

sixty-five. 
4 Ann is studying finance because she wants to be 

an (ACCOUNT). 
5 My work in the factory was very ___ _ 

(REPEAT). 
6 I'd like to have a more ____ (CHALLENGE) 

job. 
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TRUE/FALSE/NO INFORMATION +418 

o Have you ever heard adults complaining about 
their jobs or their bosses? What were their main 
complaints? Share ideas in groups. 

• Do you agree with the idea that 'If anything can go 
wrong, it will'? Can you think of any examples? 

There are three laws, or to be more 

precise, two laws and one principle 

that anyone who has ever worked 

in a large company or government 

department must have experienced: 

Parkinson's law, Murphy's law and 

the Peter Principle. But where do they 

come from, and what do they mean? 

In 1944, at the height of the Second 

World War, on a British army base some

where in England, Major C. Northcote 

Parkinson was feeling overwhelmed by 

the amount of paperwork senior officers 

insisted on sending him. And then, 

disaster struck! The chief of the base 

went on leave; his deputy fell sick; and a 

third officer departed on urgent business. 

Parkinson was left to soldier on alone, 

desperately worrying that he would be 

unable to cope with all the work. 

But then, much to his surprise - and 

delight - nothing happened at all! Al

though the flood of paperwork stopped, 

the war carried on quite happily without 

it. As he later concluded, 'There had never 

been anything to do. We'd just been mak

ing work for each other: And so in an 

article in 1955 he composed Parkinson's 

law, which states 'work expands to fill the 

time available for its completion: 

What Parkinson had realised was that 

in any bureaucratic organisation the 

people in charge need to have people 

working below them. However, the more 

employees they have, the more work the 

bosses must find for them to do: and so 

unnecessary work is created just to keep 

everyone busy. 

'I never had a slice of bread, 

Particularly large and wide, 

That did not fall upon the floor 

And always on the buttered side: 

This simple verse, published in New 

York Monthly Magazine in 1835, sums up 

Murphy's law: 'If anything can go wrong, 

it will: 

One possible explanation of the law's 

origin comes from 1949. Captain Edward 

Murphy was an engineer working on 

Project MX981 for the US Air Force. One 

day, he criticised a technician saying, 'If 

there is any way to do it wrong, he'll find 

it: This became known as 'Murphy's law: 

The law, in fact, is much older than its 

name. In Britain, it has traditionally been 

known as 'Sod's law' and it is likely that 

people have been complaining about 

the negative things in life since we first 

developed the power of speech. 

However, the law, far from being a 

sterile complaint about life's hardships, 

can actually be a useful tool to prevent 

mistakes at work. The excellent safety 

record of Project MX981 was said to be 

due to the fact that thanks to Murphy's 

law everyone involved was aware of the 

permanent potential for disaster. 

The Peter Principle was conceived by 

Dr. Laurence J. Peter and Raymond Hull 

and described in their 1968 book The 

Peter Principle. It states that 'in a hierarchy 

every employee tends to rise to his level 

of incompetence: The idea is that in any 

organisation employees are promoted as 

long as they are able to work efficiently. 

Eventually, they reach their limit, or 

their 'level of incompetence': a post in 

which they are no longer efficient, and 

in which they will stay, unable to obtain 

further promotions, for the rest of their 

careers. Logically, this means that 'in 

time, every post tends to be occupied 

by an employee who is incompetent 

to carry out his duties' and that the real 

work in any organisation is actually done 

by employees - often lower down the 

ladder - who are still to reach their level 

of incompetence. 

So according to Messrs Parkinson, 

Murphy and Peter, you may well end up 

working for an incompetent boss who 

makes you do unnecessary work and 

who invariably finds the way to make 

things go terribly wrong. However, don't 

panic. Fortunately, there are plenty of 

exceptions to these gentlemen's laws. 
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ead the article. Are the statements true (T), 
fal se (F) or is there no information (N!)? 

1 CN. Parkinson was a British officer during 
World War 2. 

2. When Parkinson's three superiors were absent, 
he was unable to cope with all the work. 

3 Parkinson's interpretation of what he observed 
was that if people have more time, they work 
more slowly. 
Parkinson wrote several texts presenting 
his law. 

S Murphy's law was first invented in 1949. 
6 Captain Murphy was in conflict with 

a technician. 
7 Murphy's law has its constructive uses. 
8 According to the Peter Principle, useful work 

is carried out by people in junior positions. 
9 The writer concludes that the laws described 

are not without exceptions. 

In pairs, discuss the following questions. 

o Which of the three laws do you find most and least 
convincing? Why? 

o Have you ever had unnecessary work created for 
you? In what circumstances? 

o 'Murphy's law can actually be a useful tool to 

prevent mistakes.' How do you understand this 
statement? Think of examples of situations when 
it has been true. 

o Have YOLLever witnessed a situation in which 
a person in a superior position was less competent 
than those lower down the ladder? 

Complete these phrases with prepositions from 
the text. 

He was overwhelmed 
paperwork. 

2 He went leave. 

the amount 

3 He went away __ business. 
4 The people _ _ charge need to have people _ _ 

them. 
5 He is incompetent to carry __ his duties. 

. In pairs tell each other about the following 
situations. Put in the missing prepositions using 
the sentences in Exercise 5. 

o a situation when you felt overwhelmed __ 
the amount __ work you had to do 

o a time when one of your parents went __ 
on business 

o a situation when you didn't know how to carry 
a task. 

: I 
"L 1ST E NI N G i 
" j 

ONE OR TWO CORRECT ANSWERS ... 11 

o Think of at least two examples of jobs that were! 
are common: 
o in the 19th century ___ ____ _ 
o in the 20th century ____ ___ _ 
" in the 21 st century _ _ _____ _ 

• What jobs do you think will be popular in the 
future? Compare your ideas in pairs. 

• Which of the jobs you listed in Exercises 1 and 2 are 

o white-collar jobs? • part of the 
o blue-collar jobs? information economy? 
o industrial! 0 creative? 

manufacturing jobs? 0 caring jobs? 

examTASK 

013."11 You're going to hear a lecture about the 
future of the labour market. Circle the answers 
which are correct according to the recording: A, B, 
or both. 

1 The speaker describes the transition 
A from an agriculture-based economy to an 

industrial economy. 
B from an industrial economy to today's 

information economy. 

2 Technology has caused people to become 
redundant 
A in industry. 
B in office jobs. 

3 Fashion designers, actors and inventors 
A have a creative element to their work. 
B can also be replaced by machines. 

4 Hairdressers are mentioned as an example of 
A a creative job. 
B a job requiring interpersonal skills. 

5 In the future, it may be necessary to 
A adapt to changing circumstances. 
B learn new jobs several t imes during your life. 

o In pairs or small groups discuss the following 
questions. 

o Do you know anyone who works or used to work in 
agriculture or manufacturing? What do you know 
about their work? 

o Do you know anyone who retrained for a new job? 
What did they do before? What dothey do now? 
Why did they make the change? 

o It is said that most of the top-paying jobs of 2050 do 
not exist yet. Which of the skills you've learned or 
are learning do you think will continue to be useful? 
What personal qual ities can help you function in 
a rapidly changing job market? 

• Do you think it's true that creative jobs can never 
be done by robots or computers? Why? / Why not? 
How about caring jobs? 
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TALKING ABOUT PHOTOS ~ 35 

examWORKOUT 

Structure in talking about photos 

o Look at the exam tasks on this page and page 160. 
Number the points below in the order in which 
you would talk about them. 

Say what the people are doing 
Say whether you would like to do either of the 
jobs and why 
Compare the various aspects of the jobs listed 
in the rubric 
Say what jobs are shown in the photos 

examTASK 

look at the photos. which show people working 
in different caring professions. Compare and 
contrast them. Include the following points. 
• the qualifications needed 
• the personal qualities needed 
• what may be difficult about the job 
• what may be enjoyable about the job 
• your preferences 

o Work in pairs. 

86 

STUDENT A Do the exam task on this page. 

STUDENT B Do the exam task on page 160. 

• Student A, prepare to do the exam task on this 
page. Student S, prepare to do the exam task on 
page 160. Choose at least six words and phrases 
you want to use. Some of the words can go with 
both tasks. 

badly paid 
determination 
shoot fi lms 
hours of practice 
knowledgeable 
patient 
satisfaction 
well -paid 

cinematographer 
experienced 
friendly bedside manner 
intense concentration 
nursery school teacher 
physical strain 
uncertainty 
work with people 
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OR CORRECTION ... 23 

::xamWORKOUT 

. ; ative clauses 

Choose the correct answers. 

Teaching is a job that/who requires a lot of patience. 
2 My job is fine except for the holidays, which/that 

are too short. 
3 The woman which/who interviewed me for the job 

seemed to like my answers. 
4 Denmark and Norway are among the countries 

which/where ordinary workers earn high salaries. 
5 The person -/which I sent my CV to is on leave at 

present. 
6 Nick was fired without being given a clear reason, 

which/what upset him very much. 
7 It's important to do something what/- you like 

in life. 

::xamTASK 

Read the text below. In some of the lines there is 
a word which should not be there. Write the extra 
words in the space after each line. Tick the correct 
lines. 

CHOOSING THE RIGHT JOB 

...:..:ly young people are being convinced the most being 

--;:-ortant thing about a job is your salary. It seems ~ 

=.;.sonable: you work in order to make any money, and 

:.lI' real life starts after the work. Right? Wrong. In 

:".:Jl-time job, you spend eight hours a day at work. 

-- '1'5 a lot of time, and if you spend it doing a job what 

.! hate, it is likely to make you miserable. So rather 

-.ill pick up a university course that is supposed to lead __ 

a. well-paid job, look for something that interests you 

...=.:. that you consider worth of doing. My friend Claire, 

• ,ociology graduate, who got a job with a large 

':::i'rnational corporation right after leaving university. 

-'::i're was a fierce competition among employees and 

-':'25 figures were all of that mattered. After two horrible __ 

"a.rs she was left and started working for a research 

~titute which studies the involvement of young people 

;:.. politics. Her salary is lower, but it's OK, and she 

--=lleves in what she is been doing. She's also working 

-::h people which she likes and respects. It's an ideal 
::-Jation. 

OPINION ESSAY ... 29 

examWORKOUT 

Introduction and conclusion for an opinion essay 

o Read the exam task and the four introductions to 
the essay. Two of them are faulty. Which ones and 
why? In what way are the other two better? 

'There is no such thing as female and male 
professions; all professions should be equally 
accessible for women and men.' Write an essay in 
which you express your opinion on the topic. 

a Even in the 21 st century you can still find people 
who are sufficiently backward to believe in the 
existence of Jobs for men' and Jobs for women'. 
What makes them think so'? 

b Despite the efforts of European governments to 
grant equal rights to men and women, the idea 
of'men'sjobs' and 'women'sjobs' still has its 
adherents. In my opinion, it is a harmful myth. 
Alljobs should be available to both sexes on fully 
equal terms. 

c Nowadays, many people believe that Jobs for men' 
and Jobs for women' are a myth and alljobs should 
be available to men and women on equal terms. What 
are the arguments for and against such a view'? 

d It is now a generally accepted idea that Jobs 
for men' and Jobs for women' are a myth. While 
I believe that all jobs should be equally available 
to men and women, and no person should be 
barred from a profession on account of their 
sex, I also think the sexes have distinct innate 
qualities which may predispose them towards 
different occupations. 

4) Read the following conclusions to the essay. Which 
one is faulty and why? Match the other two to the 
two good introductions in Exercise 1. 

To conclude, I hope the myth of Jobs for men' 
and Jobs for women' will soon be discarded 
entirely, enabling the two sexes to enjoy 
the fully equal rights they both deserve . 

2 All things considered, I believe men and 
women should enjoy exactly the same rights 
in employment, but there is no need to 
pretend that their talents are identical. 

3 In conclusion, I think it is not a good idea 
for women to be soldiers, whatever the 
politically correct media tell you about it. 

examTASK 

Is it possible to maintain a balance between your 
private life and your work life nowadays? Write an essay 
in which you express your opinion on the topic. 
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accountant Ig'kaunt;mt! 
administrative staff Igd,mIllgstrgtlv 'sta:fl 
bank cashier j'brel)k kre,JIgl 
barrister /'brergstgl 
beautician/beauty therapist IbjU: 'tIJgn, 'bju:ti ,8ergpgst! 
civil servant l ,slvg! 's3:Vgnt! 
construction worker Ikgn'strAkJgn ,w3:kgl 
counsellor I'kaunsgbl 
customer service advisor I'kAstgmg ,S3:VgS gd,valzgl 
dustman/refuse collector l 'dAstmgn, n'fju:z kg,lektgl 
fashion designer i'freJgn dl,ZaIllgl 
fitness coach/instructor I'fltn~s k~utJ, Ill'strAkt~1 
games designer I'gelmz dI,zaIll~1 
graphic designer I,grreflk dJ'zam~1 
insurance agent IIll'Ju~r~ns ,eld3~nt! 
interior designer Im,tJ~ri~ dl'zamgl 
interpreter Im 't3:prgtg i 

museum curator Imju:'zbm kju,reItgl 
plumber I'plAm~1 
priest Ipri:st! 
sales rep/representative l 'seIlz rep, repn,zentgtIVI 
software designer I' softwe~ dr,zamgl 
stockbroker I'stok,br~ukgl 
technician Itek'nrJgn! 
undertaker I'Alld~telbl 
web/website designer Iweb, 'websmt dI,zam~/ 

ADJECTIVES TO DESCRIBE JOBS 

badly-paid I,bredli 'perd! 
blue-collar Iblu:'kol;)1 
bureaucratic l,bju;)dkrretJkl 
caring l'ke;)rIlJI 
challenging I'tJrel;)l1d3rlJl 
creative Ikri'ertlvl 
dead end I 'ded end! 
demanding IdI'ma:ndllJI 
fulfilling Iful'frlrlJI 
full-time Iful 'tamll 
high-powered Ihm'pau;)dl 
industrial/manufacturing Im'dAstrigl, ,mrenjg'frektJ;)f1lJl 
lucrative l' !u:krgtrvl 
manual I'l11renju;)11 
menial 1'l11i:l1igl/ 
office I'of;)sl 
part-time Ipa:t 'tann! 
permanent I'p3:m;)l1~nt! 
repetitive In'pet;)tlvl 
responsible Irr'sponsgbgl/ 
rewarding irI'W:J:dIlJI 
temporary I'tempgrgril 
well-paid Iwel 'perdl 
white-collar Iwart 'kolgl 

DEPARTMENTS IN A COMPANY 

Accounts Ig'kauntsl 
Customer Service I'kAstgm;) ,s3:vgsl 
Marketing I'ma:btIlJI 
Personnel/Human Resources l,p3:s;) 'nel, ,hju:mgn n'z:J:slz! 
Public Relations l ,pAblrk n'lerJ::mz! 
Research & Development In,s3:tJ gn dl'Vel~pmgnt! 
Sales IseIlzl 

FUNCTIONS 

advertising campaign I'redv~talZIl) krem,peml 
deal with j'di:l wlol 
hire/dissmiss employees Iha!g, dIS,111!S r111'pbli:zl 
keep the books /ki:p Og 'buksl 
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WORK AND MONEY 

bonus I'b;)un;)sl 
child benefit ItJaIld 'bengfrtl 
commission Ikg'mrJgnl 
cut costs !kAt 'kostsl 
earn a good salary 13:n g gud 'srelgril 
get a pay rise Iget ;) 'per rmzl 
interest I'mtrgst! 
on the dole Ion Og 'd;)ul/ 
pay Ipell 
pension l 'penJ;)nl 
savings I'SeIVII)z! 
shares IJegzl 
source of income IS:J:s;)v 'IlJkAml 
(starting) salary l 'sta:tllJ ,srelgril 
tip ItIp! 
unemployment benefit/dole I,AI1II11'pl:HI11gl1t ,bengflt, d;)ul/ 
wage Iw erd31 

EMPLOYMENT AND THE JOB MARKET 

agriculture-based economy l, regnkAltJg beIst I'kongmil 
apply for the position of ... Ig,plm f;) 0;) p;)'zrJ;)n gv .. .! 
be in charge Ibi III 'tJa:d31 
be made redundant Ibi meld n 'dAlldgnt! 
be out of work Ibi aut ;)V 'w3:ki 
be promoted Ibi prg 'mgutrdl 
be self-employed Ibi self rm'pbrd! 
be your own boss IbI j;)f gun 'bosl 
career in Ik;)'n;) ml 
career prospects Ib 'ng ,prnspektsl 
carry out duties I,kreri ,aut 'dju:tizl 
cheap labour ItJi:p 'lerbgl 
choice of career ItJ:JIS ;)V b'n;)1 
cope with I'bup wrol 
(do) freelance work Idu: ,fri:lu:ns 'w3:ki 
do odd jobs Idu: od 'd30bz! 
employ Irm'pbrl 
employee Inn'pbri:1 
employer Irm'pblgl 
employment hm'pbmlgl1t! 
employment agency Irl11'pbnngl1t ,eld3gnsi/ 
flexible working hours/flexi-time l,fieksgbgl,w3:kilJ 'au;)z, 

'fieksitalml 
fringe benefits/perks Ifrmd3 'bemfrts, p3:ksl 
go away on business Ig;lU ;) ,Wel on 'bIZn;)sl 
go bankrupt/out of business Ig::lU 'brelJkrApt, aut gV 'brzngsl 
(go on) leave Iggu on 'li:vl 
go on strike Ig;)u on 'strmkl 
holiday pay I'holgdi per! 

white-collar job 



-;:nnation economy I,JJlf;)'meIS<lil I,kon;)mi! 
• sat isfaction I'd30b sret;)s,frekS;)n/ 
• security l 'd30b sI,kjugr;)til 

r market l 'lclb;) ,ma:k;)tl 
ID off I leI ,sAI11bodi 'nfl 

on the job /b:n on 6;) 'd30b/ 
-erni ty/paternity leave Im;)'t3:n;)ti, p;;,'t3:n;)ti li:vl 

e-to-five job Inam t;) 'faIv d30bl 
eq ual terms Ion ,i:kw;)1 't3:mzl 

ErWork 1,;)UV;)'W3:k! 
_ -tion Ip;;,'zIJ;)nl 
:-:l5pects of promotion I,pmspekts;)v pdm;)uS;)n/ 
_ - / resign Ikwlt, n 'zarn/ 
__ irements /n'kwal;)m;)ntsl 
_ - e n'taI;)1 
- - ement In 'taJ;)m;)uti 
~in I, ri:'trcln/ 

a service/business irAn;) 'S3:V;)S, 'bIZll;)sl 
~ your own business IrAll j;)r ~un 'blzn~sl 
- sb/give sb the sack/fire sb (informal) I'srek ,sAmbodi, grv 

.mbodi 6;) 'srek, 'faJ;) ,sAmbodil 
up a company Iset ,AP ;) 'kAmp;)uil 

_ - pay l 'slk peII 
-=..e a day off IteIk ~ del 'of I 
-= e on (employees) Itelk ,on nu'pbri:zl 
-, e over from sb Iterk ';)uv~ fr;)m ,sAmbodil 
-e job/work involves .. . 16;) d30b, w3:k m'volvzl 
-e unemployed /0;) ,AllIm'pl:JId! 
~employment I,Anrm'pbII11;:)nti 
"cancy I'verk;:)nsi! 
ocation Iv~u'kcIS~n/ 

rk from home IW3:k fh:llu 'h~um/ 
rk for (a company) IW3:k f~r ~ 'kAmp;mil 
rk in a team/on your own IW3:k rn ;:) 'ti:m, on j~ '~unl 

ork to deadlines IW3:k t;) 'dedlaJllzl 
rk/do overtime IW3:k, du: '~uv~taII111 

SInus AND QUAlITI£S 

:om mitted 1k;:J 'mIt;:)d! 
:ommunication skills /k;),mju:n-;:,'kcIJ-;:,n skIlzI 

perience in a related field hk,spI;:)ri;:)us m;) fI,ieIt;)d 'fi:ld! 
~I -oriented I'g~ui ,J:ricnt~dl 
' -ghly motivated /,hadi 'm~ut;:)vclt;:)d/ 
-ghly skilled l ,haIli 'SkIld! 

)competent I(m)'komp;)t~ntl 
. )efficient l (rn);:)'fIS;)ntl 

-,eet deadlines Imi:t 'dedlamzl 
ell-t rained Iwel'trcmd! 
ork under pressure IW3:k ,And;:) 'preS;:)1 

blue-collar job 

QUICK REVISION 

o Complete the table with names of professions. 

I PROFESSION ':. ~r,:-;ilt~ "t \\J{~'0: 

1 account 

2 beauty 

3 technical 

4 counsel 

• Match the words to form compound nouns. 

1 civil a resources 
2 web b leave 
3 human c servant 
4 maternity d benefits 
5 fringe e designer 

o Choose the best answer. 

1 A man who buys and sells shares is called a 
a barrister. b stockbroker. c undertaker. 

2 Regular monthly pay for skilled work is called 
a a pension. b wages. c a salary. 

3 A satisfied customer leaves a for the waiter. 
a bonus b tip c profit 

4 If you want to make a complaint, you need to 
contact the __ department. 
a Customer Service 
b Accounts 
c Public Relations 

5 Big companies are constantly on the lookout for 
cheap 

a labour. b work. c employment. 

o Answer the questions. 

1 What word completes all three phrases? 

____ security 
____ satisfaction 
a nine-to-five ___ _ 

2 What word completes all three phrases? 

holiday ___ _ 
sick ___ _ 
____ rise 

3 Which preposition completes both phrases? 

carry ____ your duties 
_ _ __ ofwork 

4 Which preposition completes both phrases? 

to go ____ leave 
to go away business 

5 Which preposition completes both phrases? 

to be ____ charge 
a career finance 
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'£ver,~wne vJtl-nt5 to 5t1-ve the etl-rth. 
'Ylo one vJtl-nt5 to help moVll\. dr!j the dl5he5.' 
P.J. O'ROURKE (AMERICAN JOURNALIST ANO SAT IRIST, B. 1947) 

o Match the people and the definitions. 

1 great-aunt 7 in-laws 
2 siblings 8 wife-to-be 
3 spouse 9 half-brother 
4 offspring 10 stepmother 
5 nephew 11 godfather 
6 niece 

a a formal word for brothers and sisters 
b a formal word for one's children 
c a formal word for your wife or husband 
d an important person at your baptism 
e a brother who is the son of only one of your 

parents 
f the woman you're going to marry 
g your dad's new wife 
h your grandma's or granddad's sister 

your husband's or wife's family, especially their 
parents 

j your sister's or brother's daughter 
k your sister's or brother's son 

It"~IID;4!g:J;f.S;t·)~tj 

• Complete the following description with 
the correct words. The first letter is given. 

l:jl;ii:tj·1~i,jiiNI;;f.i'j 

• Put the words and phrases from the box into the 
two categories below. 

bury cot expectant mother nappy grave 
baptism mourning hearse cremation labour 
maternity clothes maternity ward coffin 
headstone midwife urn 

BIRTHS FUNERALS 

I 

AMIty ARRANGEMENTS o Read these quotations from a discussion about 
raising children. Complete the missing words, 
using the wordlist to help you. 

Let's face it. The 1 e _ _ family with lots of 
relatives is a thing of the past. Even the ordinary 
2 n _ __ family, two parents and their children, 
is disappearing. We have to accept the facts. 

I think 3 s _ _ parents should receive more 
help from the state. It's hard to bring up a child 
on your own. 

Being raised by a 4 c _ _ couple is OK. These 
days nobody cares if your parents are married. 

5 A _ _ orf ___ parents can be much 
better than your real biological parents. 

I don't know what I think about 6 same-s _ _ 
couples raising children - do you? 

It's certainly better than the kids growing up 
in a 7 children's h----, isn't it? 

To what extent do you agree or disagree with the 
statements? Discuss your views in pairs. 



e 
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FAMILY AND MONEY 

~atch the sentence beginnings and endings. 

1 After the divorce, he was ordered by the court 
_ If a child lives with one parent, the other parent 
3 I've decided to take out life insurance 
, I have to work hard because 

:5 It would be terrible if she lost her job; 
6 Paying pocket money to five children 

Jack's grandmother left him £5,000 

a I have to support my family. 
is quite a strain on the family budget. 

c pays child maintenance to help towards the 
child's living costs. 

cl she's her family's main breadwinner. 
e to pay alimony to his wife. 
f in her will. 
g to protect my family in case something happens 

to me. 

Choose the correct word. 

Mike has known most of his colleagues / mates 
since primary school. 

2 On behalf of the management of the company, 
I'd like to extend a warm welcome to our new 
colleagues / buddies. 

3 I don't know Tom that well, he's just a(n) 
acquaintance / companion. 

4 Martin is a friend of the family / house. 
S Chris is an excellent travelling mate / companion. 

You can rely on him in any situation. 
6 Amy and Katie are close / near friends. 
7 I know her slightly - she's a(n)friend / acquaintance 

of a friend. 
S Eva has a wide circle / ring of friends. 

LEISURE TIME 

Match the beginnings and endings of the phrases. 

1 put a out 
2 take up b a party 
3 stay up c your feet up 
4 eat d a hobby / a sport 
S throw elate 

Which of the things in Exercise 7 have you done in 
the last two months? Tell another student. 

'·ii:i4 iI3#·# : j i Mi[·]~tj 

Match the names of occasions to the descriptions. 

1 housewarming party 3 stag night / stag party 
2 First Communion 4 hen party / hen night 

a a party for men only on the night before a man's 
wedding 

b a party to celebrate moving into a new house or 
flat 

c a party for women often held just before one 
of them is married 

d in the Catholic religion, the occasion when a child 
first participates fully at Mass 

CULTURE 

The British do not celebrate 'name day'. The word exists, but 
is mostly used to describe the customs of other countries 
- it is not very common and not everyone will know it. 
When talking to a foreigner unfamiliar with your country's 
customs, it is best to explain, for example: 'It is originally 
the day of the saint whose name you bear, but many non
Catholics celebrate it as well: 

~PHRASAL 'VERBS 

(fP Complete the phrasal verbs with the prepositions 
from the box. 

after for (x2) off on (x2) out (x2) up (x2) 

I first asked Jessie 1 the day I met her. 
I fell 2 her instantly. However, I didn't 
get 3 with her family. After a while, 
it occurred to me that Jessie takes 4 ___ _ 

h~r mother. Not only does she look similar, but , . 
she had the same unpleasant habit of telling me . . 
5 when I did something she didn't like. 
We fell 6 several times and didn't speak 
to each other for a couple oEdays, but we always 
made 7 aftera;vhile. I think we really 
cared 8 each oIDer, at least I did. In 
.the enclwesplit,9 ' .,When .Llook back 
10 this relationship, hhiUkwe should 
botl1 hav~ shown '11].ore tolerance. 

• Complete the sentences with the phrases from 
the box. 

a love-hate relationship fond of by sight 
hate the sight of in common looks down looks up 
sick to death 

1 Chris and Mike have a lot _ _ __ ,. They've got 
similar personalities and interests. 

2 He's not a mate of mine, I only know him 

3 Don't invite Jack and George to the same party. 
They each other. There's bound to be a 
fight. 

4 Jane and Jerry have . One day they adore 
each other, they next day they're at each other's 
throats. 

S Alex to his mother. He has great respect 
for her honesty and wisdom. 

6 Tom admires Amy, but she on him. 
I don't know why she should consider herself 
better! 

7 I'm quite my younger sister; she can 
be really sweet; but I'm of the way she 
gossips with her friends about everyone in the class. 

$ Have you got relationships like those described 
above? Describe some of them to a partner. 

I have a lot in common with ... 
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MATCHING ... 12 

ADVENTURE ART CRAFT CRIMINALS COOKING GARDENING GOLF 

The Idle Parent by Tom Hodgldnson 

Hamish Hamilton, £14.99, pp.233 

On the face of it, Tom Hodgkinson is a harmless English 
eccentric. The editor of a magazine called 'The Idler; he is 
a passionate critic of the frenetic pace of modern life and 
believes we would be much better off if we spent our days 
living in yurts''', growing our own vegetables and playing 
the ukulele. In person, he is immensely likable. At last 
year's Hay Literary Festival, he hosted a celebrity dinner 
party that ended with him encouraging the guests to 
accompany him in a singsong. I joined in enthusiastically. 

1 

As the father of four young children myself, I can testify 
that much of what Hodgkinson says makes sense. For 
instance, he describes the futility of trying to use your 
"puny authority" to force children to do their chores 
and recommends leading by example. "To escape from 
a master/slave duality is crucial, because kids naturally 
rebel when compelled to do things by authority;' he writes. 

2 

Before long, the dishwasher is joined by the fridge. Rather 
than rely on "big supermarkets" for our food, we should 

92 

take up gardening and get our children to help us. He also 
recommends chucking out the children's toys . "You can 
make your own toys;' he writes. "Buy a saw and a chisel .. :' 
And you can imagine the rest. Inevitably, he wants us 
to discard the television, too. "Throw the telly out of the 
window. It is a great liberation:' By the end of the book it 
is clear that Hodgkinson is an anti-capitalist fanatic who 
wants to ban almost everything, including newspapers, 
magazines, computers, advertising and non-natural fibres. 

3 

As I say, Tom Hodgkinson is a charming fellow and this 
is an original, thought-provoking book. But if I were 
to follow the philosophy he proposes, I would scarcely 
have a moment to myself, what with the washing up, 
the gardening and the toy-making. And without all the 
conveniences of modernity to distract my children -
computers, video games, television - they would be 
constantly tugging at my shirttails, demanding to be 
entertained. So because I'm a genuinely idle parent, I think 
I'll hang on to the dishwasher and the television for the time 
being. 
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You are going to read a review of a book in which 
the author gives advice on how to bring up 
children. What advice would you give to parents 
in connection with the following areas? Compare 
and discuss your ideas in small groups. 

• controlling children • food 
• household chores • television 

examTASK 

• Three paragraphs have been removed from 
the text. Read it and complete gaps 1-3 with 
paragraphs A-D. There is one extra paragraph 
that you do not need to use. 

A How does Hodgkinson suggest we get around? Well, 
ideally, we shouldn't. He recommends holidaying at 
home and if you are unfortunate enough to have to 
work outside your home, then you should strive to 
live as close to your work as possible. Any essential 
journeys should be made on foot or by bicycle -
surprisingly, perhaps, there is no chapter on how to 
make your own bike. Cars, obviously, are a big no-no. 

B Hodgkinson has already written two books urging us 
to drop out - 'How to be Idle' and 'How to be Free' 
and 'The Idle Parent' extends his hippy philosophy to 
family and home. According to him, modern parents 
spend far too much time fussing over their children. 
Instead of constantly poliCing their behaviour, we 
should leave them to their own devices and they will 
quickly develop into independent, self-reliant little 
people. He claims to have experimented with this 
approach on his own three children, aged three, six 
and eight, and they are all thriving. 

C No doubt some of these measures would pay 
dividends. I can imagine my own children being 
much less spoilt if they were never allowed to watch 
television and the only toys they had to play with 
were ones I made myself. But to call this approach to 
parenting "idle" is ever so slightly inaccurate. 

D Unfortunately, not all of Hodgkinson's advice is 
helpful to those who wish to put tfieir feet up and do 
less around the house. The problem is, he wants us to 
get rid of virtually all modern technology. In Chapter 
One, for instance, he suggests throwing out the 
dishwasher and turning washing-up into an activity 
that all the family can enjoy. "One does the washing, 
one does the drying, one does the putting away:' he 
writes enthusiastically. 

Find ffigFilig~ words and phrases in the text 
which mean the same as the following. The 
form of the word in the text may be different 
(e.g. a participle instead of an infinitive). 
1 to force (sb to do sth) - ___ _ 
2 to throw out (2 synonyms) - _______ _ 
3 vital, essential - ___ _ 
4 to relax - ___ _ 

OPEN CLOZE +4 21 

examWORKOUT 

Idioms with take 

o Try to complete these sentences with one word in 
each gap . 

1 I can't go out tonight. I have to take of 
my little brother. 

2 We take doing the washing-up. 
3 Last summer I took in an Italian family 

celebration . 
4 This weekend I'm just going to take it ___ _ 

and relax. 
5 You're taking your girlfriend for . You 

expect her to always be there for you. 
6 We took of the clubs in the town and 

had a great time. 

4) Now look at the box below and complete the task 
in Exercise 1. 

advantage care easy granted part turns 

• Read the text in the exam task below. Which of the 
information do you find a) obvious, b) new but 
not surprising, c) surprising? 

examTASK 

o Complete the text with one word in each gap. 

MAKING TIME FOR THE CHILDREN 
According 1 a recent government study, 
twenty-five per cent of British parents have reduced 
their working life over the last ten years to spend 
more time with their family. Some have gone part
time, others have changed their career path, for 
example by choosing small family-friendly employers. 
Working mothers and fathers often 2 turns 
looking after their children. As a result, even though 
they are spending more time with them, especially 
taking 3 in educational activities, time 
shared by the whole family - both parents and the 
children - is increasingly scarce . Children see less of 
their parents as a couple and this puts a strain on the 
relationships . 

However, even with the pressures of juggling work 
and home life, parents 4 work are more 
likely to stay together, because financial problems 
are one of the worst strains a relationship can 
experience. 

The study also finds that 5 most parents 
now declare they wish to share the workload of child 
rearing, many fail to achieve the ideal. Women still 
shoulder the bulk of the housework. 
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MATCHING ... 9 

exam WORKOUT 

Listening for gist 

o 19·'f}) You will hear three people answering 
the question What is the ideal number of friends 
to have? Listen for the first time and try to 
summarise each person's views in one sentence. 

1 
2 

3 

o 19·'f}) Read sentences (A-D) below. Are they 
similar to the ones you wrote? Listen again and 
match the sentences to the speakers. There is one 
extra sentence. 

A I can divide my friends into several groups 
depending on how close we are, 

B People who say they've got hundreds of friends 
don't understand what friendship is. 

C Really close friends are those you value for their 
personality, 

D I've got a lot of friends, but keeping in touch is 
a challenge. 

123 

o look at the tapescript on page 167. Underline 
words and phrases which express the same ideas 
as the sentences in Exercise 2. 

examTASK 

o 19·'f+' You're going to hear four people talking 
about the optimal number offriends to have. 
Match speakers 1-4 to statements A-E. There is 
one extra statement that you do not need to use. 

A I don't have much confidence in people, 
B I enjoy having a large number of friends, 
C I'm quite sociable, but I don't confide in many people, 
D Remembering all my friends' birthdays is too much 

trouble. 
E True friends are rare. 

1 2 3 4 

o Which ofthe speakers do you agree I disagree 
with? Give reasons. 

• Prepare a one~minute talk presenting your views 
on friendship. Use at least six of the phrases from 
the box. Deliver your talks in pairs and discuss 
your views. 
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a sociable type keep up with keep in touch 
a handful of true friends to stand by someone 
confide in sb rely on sb a wide circle of friends 
be on the same wavelength the inner circle 
the outer circle to dump someone 

DISCUSSION ... 34 

examWORKOUT 

Disagreeing politely 

o In pairs discuss your views on the following 
statement. 

It is better to leave home when you finish school than to 
continue living with your parents. 
Do you agree? 

o You are going to hear two students discussing the 
statement from Exercise 1. One of them believes it 
is best to leave home as soon as you finish school. 
The other asks him the following questions. Before 
you listen, think of possible answers. 

1 But don't you think that if you continue living with 
your parents you can concentrate on your studies 
and achieve better results? 

2 Don't you think perhaps the independence is an 
illusion if you're still supported by your parents 
even though you don't live with them? 

Olg.'fl' Now listen to the two students discussing 
the statement from Exercise 1. Compare his 
answers with your ideas. What is problematic 
about the boy's responses? 

o 13·'f+1 Listen to a different version of the same 
discussion. In what way are the responses better 
this time? 

o 19·'f+1 Listen again and complete gaps 1-6. 
I'm 1 that it's better to start living on 
your own as soon as you can. 

I see 2 , and I 3 if you don't 
have to worry about paying the rent and running 
a house, you can focus more on your studies. ( ... ) 
But 4 that at this stage in life the other 
things I talked about are more important. 

Well, if someone just happily continues living off 
their parents, then 5 , it's not true 
independence. But it 6 that. 

examTASK 

• In pairs discuss your views on the following 
statement . 

Family is more important than friends. 
Do you agree? 
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FORMAL lETTER ~ 31 

:xam WORKOUT 

"Ucturing a letter 

Read the exam task and the jumbled model letter 
below it. Put the paragraphs of the letter in the 
correct order. 

2 3 4 

';hen reading the posts on an Internet forum, you 
=Vu nd this one from someone who is asking for advice 
?Jout a problem. You've decided to respond, as you 
-ave experienced a similar situation. 

My father's got a new job and we've moved to 
a different city, which means I've also changed 
schools. I haven't got any friends at the new school; 
in fact I hardly know anybody. I spend a lot of t ime 
online chatting to myoid friends. I feel very isolated. 
I'm not sure how to go about integrating into my 
new environment. I don't want to appear pushy. Any 
ideas? 
Cheers, 
Adam (age 16) 

Vrite a letter to Adam. Include the following points: 
• ti ps for integrating into a new environment, 
• suggestions on how to start conversations, 
• your experiences of changing schools or moving 

house. 

To: 

• Match the points below to the highlighted phrases 
in Martina's letter. 

• referring to Adam's letter 
• showing the writer understands Adam's 

situation 
• examples from the writer's experience 
• a friendly ending 

examTASK 

• Read the exam task and write a letter. 

When reading the posts on an Internet forum, you 
found this one from someone who is asking for advice 
about a problem. You've decided to respond. 

My best friend is moving to another country. I'm 
really unhappy about it. I'm going to miss her 
awfully; in fact I don't know how I'm going to 
function without her. But when I think I could lose 
touch with her and sort of move on, that seems even 
worse . Finding a new friend to replace her would feel 
like a betrayal. Has anyone been in a similar situation 
and found a solution? 
Laura (age 15) 

Write a letter to Laura. Include the following points: 
• how to keep the friendship up, 
• whether it is OK to find new friends and why, 
• any similar experiences you or your friends have had. 

Subject: ~-'--_ ______________ ___ _ _ _____ _ ___ _______ _____ J 

Dear Adam, 

A The first and most important thing is not to avoid people. 1 You say you don't want to seem pushy, but that doesn't 
mean you have to keep your eyes on the floor. Smile at people, say hi when you enter a room. Offer a pen to someone 
who can't find theirs. Join in a game of football or another activity at break. 

B 2 My loneliness ended the day when I heard two of my classmates talking about early electronic music. I just jOined in. 
When you really share an interest, it's the most natural thing to do. I'm sure there are people there who have things in 
common with you - you just have to find them. 3 Good luck! 

C 4 I know exactly how you feel; my family moved when I was 15 and I also had to go to a new school. I'll tell you some 
of the things I learned from the experience. 

D Perhaps you'd like to start chatting to people, but don't know what about? 5 Here are a few conversation starters that 
have worked for me. You can ask questions about the school and the neighbourhood - most people enjoy giving 
advice. Comments on the school lunch or discussing the answers after a test are always popular topics. And if 
someone does or says something impressive, compliment them on it! Everyone likes being appreciated. 

All the best, 
Martina 
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black sheep of the family !blrek Si:p ~v O~ 'freIO~1i/ 
(distant) relative /,drst~nt 'rel~tIV/ 
godfather /'god,fa:o;;./ 
godmother /'gOd,IOAO;;'/ 
great-aunt /grelt 'a:nt/ 
great-uncle /grelt 'Al)bl/ 
half-brother I'ha:f ,brAo;;'/ 
half-sister /'ha:f ,S[st;;./ 
husband-to-be I'hAzb;;.nd t;;. bi! 
in-laws I'm b:z/ 
nephew I'nefju:1 
next of kin Inekst;;.v 'kml 
niece Ini:sl 
offspring l'of,sPrJl)/ 
only child 1,~ul1li 'tJarldl 
siblings j'sIbhIJz/ 
spoilt child Isp:)]lt 'tSaIldl 
spouse /spaus/ 
stepbrother /'stepbrAo;;.1 
stepfather /'stepfa:o;;./ 
stepmother l'stepillAo~1 
stepsister l 'stepsIst;;./ 
wife-to-be / 'w3[f t;;. bi/ 

FAMILY ARRANGEMENTS 

adolescent I,red;;.'les;;.ntl 
adolescence /,red;;.'les;;.nsl 
adoptive parents /;;',doptIV 'pe~r~nts/ 
biological parents /baI~,IDd31k~I'pe~r~nts/ 
broken home /,br;;.ubn 'h~uml 
children's home I't,fIldr;Jnz h~uml 
cohabiting couple Ibu,hrebrtIl) 'kAp;;.l/ 
compel children (to do sth) Ik;Jm,pel,tSIIdr;;.n t;;. 'du: ,sAm8rl)1 
extended family Irk,stend;;.d 'frem;;.lil 
family-friendly employers I,frem~li ,frendli Iln'pbl~zI 
foster parents I' fust~ ,pe~r;mtsl 
frenetic pace of life Ifr~,netrk peIs ~v 'laIf/ 
household chores I,haush~uld 'tS:J:z/ 
juggle work and home life l,d3A9;;'] w3:k ;;.nd 'h;;,ul11 laIfl 
leave the children to their own devices lli:v 0;;' ,tSIldr;;.n t;;. 6;;. ;;.un 

dl'VaJSIz/ 
loving/dysfunctional family l,iAVIl) , dIs,tAl)kJ;;.n;;.] 'frel11;;.li/ 
nuclear family /,nju:kli~ 'frem~]i1 
police children's behaviour Ip~,li:s ,tSIIdr;;.nz br'helvj::ll 
raise/bring up a child Irerz, brJl) 'AP ~ tJarld! 
rebel In'bel/ 
same-sex couple Iserm ,seks 'kAp~l/ 
single parent /,sIl)g~l 'pe;Jr~ntl 
upbringing i'Ap,bfIIJIl)1 

FAMILY AND MONEY 

a strain on the family budget I;;. strem Dn 6;;. ,frel11;;.li 'bAd3;;.t/ 
alimony I'rel::lm~ni/ 
breadwinner /'bred,wll1::l1 
child maintenance I'tSaJld ,l11el11t::ln~nsl 
life insurance I'lalf I11Ju~r~nsl 
pocket money /'pobt ,mAl1i/ 
provide for one's family Ipr~,vald f;;. WAl1Z 'frem~li/ 
self-reliant Iself rr'la[~ntl 
support one's family /s~,p:J:t WAl1Z 'frem~liJ 
will IWII / 

FAMILY CELEBRATIONS 

WEDDING 

best man !best 'mren/ 
bouquet (of flowers) /b;Ju,ke[ ~v 'flau;Jz/ 
bride !braId! 
bridesmaid /'braldzmeId/ 
church wedding I' tS3:tS ,wedil)/ 
civil wedding /,sIv~l 'wedIl)/ 
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fiance /fi'Dnser! 
fiancee /fi'onserl 
go on honeymoon /g;JU on 'hAnimu:n! 
groom /gru:m/ 
honeymoon I'hAnimu:n! 
newlyweds I'nju:liwedzl 
propose (to sb) /pm'p~uz t;;. ,sAmbodi! 
registrar /,red3~'stra:/ 
registry office I'red3;Jstri ,of~sl 
veil /veIl/ 
wedding ceremony I'wedIl) , ser~m~ni/ 
wedding reception l 'wedIl) rI,sepS~n! 
wedding ring/band I'wedIl) nI), brend/ 
white wedding /walt 'wedJl)/ 

BIRTH 

baptism/christening /'breptlz~m, 'knSllll)/ 
birth Ib3:81 
cot Ikoti 
expectant mother Irk,spekt~nt 'mAo~1 
labour I'leTb~1 
maternity clothes /111~'t3:ngti kl~uozl 

maternity ward Im~'t3:n~ti w:J:d! 
midwife I'rnrdwartl 
nappy /'nrepi/ 

FUNERAL 

bury I'beril 
coffin I'kof~nl 
cremation Ikn'l11eIS;;.n! 
funeral I'fju:n;Jr~1/ 
grave I grelv I 
headstone I'hedst~unl 
hearse Ih3:S/ 
mourn Im:J:n! 
mourning I'm:J:nil)1 
urn l3:nl 
wreath Iri:81 

OTHER CElEBRATIONS 

bless Iblesl 
Christmas Eve l,knsl11;Js 'i:vl 
Christmas carols I'knsm~s ,krer~lz/ 
engagement party /Il1'geJd3Il1~nt ,pa:til 
First Communion If3:St k;J'mju:nj;Jn! 
hen party/night I'hen ,pa:ti, naItl 
housewarming party j'hausw:J:l11ll) ,pa:til 
Midnight Mass I,mldnart 'mresl 
stag night/party/do /'streg nalt, ,pa:ti, du:1 

FRIENDS AND ACqUAINTANCES 

a handful of true friends /~ ,hrendful ;JV tfIT: 'frendzl 
acquaintance 1;J'kweI11t~ns/ 
circle of friends/acquaintances /,s3:k;Jl::lv 'frendz, ;J'kwernt~ntslz/ 
classmate/workmate/roommate/flatmate I'kla:sl11elt, 'w3:kmelt, 

'ru:m,l11elt, 'flret111eltI 
close friend Ikl~us 'frendl 
colleague I'koli:gl 
ex-schoolmate leks 'sku:lme[t/ 
fair-weather friend /,fe~ weo~ 'frend! 
friend of a friend Ift'end ~v ~ 'frend! 
friend of the family /frend ~v o~ 'frel11;J]iI 
mate/buddy/pal ImeIt, 'bAdi, prel/ 
mutual friend /,111jU:tSU~] 'frendl 
social networking sites l,s~uS~] 'netw3:krl) sartsl 
travelling companion /'trrev~lrl) b111,prenj~n/ 

RELATIONSHIPS 

a friend in need is a friend indeed I~ frend m 'ni:d 1Z ;J frend rn'di:d 
a love-hate relationship h IAV 'helt fI,leIS;JnSIp/ 
be at each other's throats !bi ~t i:tS ,AO~Z '8r~utsl 
be fond of sb !bi 'fond ;JV ,SA111bodil 
be on the same wavelength /bi on O;J seIm 'we1vlel)8/ 



- sick to death of sb/sth /bi srk tJ 'de8 ;:JV ,sAmbDdi, ,sArn8rl)1 
:lehave childishly Ibl,heIv 'tSarldlSliI 

ildish i'tSaildrS! 
:onfide in sb Ibn'fard In ,sAmbDdil 
::.ate sb I'delt ,sAmbodil 
:: mp sb i'dArnp ,sAmbodil 
- d it easy to make friends Ifamd It 'i:zi tJ merk 'frendzl 
:ate the sight of sb /helt og 'salt JV ,sAmbodil 

ve a crush on sb Ihaov J 'krAJ on ,sAmbDdil 
ve a lot in common Ihaov d lot m 'lmmdn! 

- ve a soft spot for sb Ihaov d SDft 'spot fd ,SAlllbndil 
-;aye an affair Ihaw;m d'fed/ 
...rep in touch with sb Iki:p In 'tAtS WIG ,sArnbodil 

ow sb by sight Imu ,SAlllbDdi bar 'sart! 
ve at first sight /l:w dt [3:St 'saltl 

- t have the heart to dump sb Inot haov Od ha:t td 'dAmp ,sAmbodil 
~Iate to sb In'lert td ,SAlTIbodil 
~pect sb's privacy In,spekt ,SAlllbDdiz 'pnvdsil 
~..ormy relationship I,st;):mi n'lelJdnJrpl 
-:0 e advantage of sth Itelk dd'va:ntld3 JV ,sAm8!!)1 
~e care of sb /terk 'kedr JV ,sAmbDdil 
~e part in /telk 'pa:t ml 
~e sb for granted iteJk ,sArnbDdi fJ 'gra:ntrdl 
;:ake turns /telk 't3:nz/ 

eat out li:t 'autl 
eisure j'le3J/ 

'Jut your feet up Iput jJ 'fl:t Ap/ 
stay up late ister Ni 'leItl 
~e up a hobby/a sport Itelk ,AP d 'hobi, g 'SP:l:tI 

row a party f8rJu g 'pa:til 

I PHRASAL VERBS 

ask sb out /a:sk ,sAmbDdi 'autl 
:>ring up /brJl) 'Apl 
care for sb I'keg fg ,sAmbDdil 

uck sth out /tSAk ,sAm81l) 'autl 
:fall for sb /'f;):1 fg ,sAmbodil 
fall out (with sb) /[;):1 'aut wIa ,sAmbDdil 
set on (with sb) /get 'on wra ,sAmbDdi/ 
set rid of sth !get 'nd dV ,sAmOnJI 
¥ow up /grgu 'Apl 

ok back on sth !Iuk 'baok 011 ,sAm8n]/ 
ok down on sb Iluk 'daull 011 ,sAlTIbodil 
ok up to sb Iluk 'AP tg ,sAmbodil 

':"i1ake up with sb ImeIk 'AP WIO ,sAmbodil 
--ely on sb In'lar 011 ,sAmbodil 
sort out (a problem) Is;):t ,aut d 'pmblgml 
spl it up (with sb) Ispht ',\P WIa ,sAmbodil 
stand by sb i'staond bar ,sAmbodil 
rake after sb j'terk ,a:fid ,sAmbodil 
~ll sb off Ite! ,sAl11bodi 'ofl 

• 

QUICK REVISION 

o Complete the sentences with words formed from 
the words in BLOCK CAPITALS. 

1 People who ADOPT a child become the child's 
____ parents. 

2 A woman who is EXPECTING a baby is called an 
____ mother 

3 A person you're ACQUAINTED with is an 

4 A parent who doesn't live with his or her child 
has to pay child to help MAINTAIN 
(i.e. support) the child. 

• Match the words to form names of relatives. 

1 great- a sister 
2 son- b to-be 
3 husband- c wife 
4 half- d uncle 

S ex- e in-law 

• Answer the questions. 

1 Your husband or wife is your 
a spouse. b sibling. c offspring. 

2 Which two people would you expect to see at 
a wedding? 
a registrar b groom c midwife 

3 Which two things do you need if you have 
a baby? 
a nappies b a cot c a veil 

4 Someone you are travelling with is your travelling ... 
a friend. b colleague. c companion. 

S Which preposition completes the sentence? 
He takes __ his mother: he looks quite similar 
to her. 
a after b up c out 

6 What should you do after you've fallen out with 
someone you care for? 
a tell him or her off 
b make up 
c split up 

7 Which preposition completes all three 
sentences? 

Relax, put your feet_! 
We stayed _late last night. 
He looks _ to his grandfather. 

8 Which preposition completes both sentences? 

He's asked me 
We've fallen ~ we're not speaking 
to each other. 

9 Which verb completes all three phrases? 

to care of someone 
to turns 
to _ _ it easy 
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1n genertLC VVt!j chltdren refuse to etLt tLn!jthlng 
thtLt htLsn't dtLnced on tetevlslon.' 
ERMA BOMBECK ( AME RICAN MAGAZ INE CO LU MN IST AND TV JOURNALIST, 1927 - 1996) 

u:mm o Sort the food into categories. 

asparagus aubergine blackcurrant broccoli eel 
herring lamb pear pork raspberry red pepper 
salmon tangerine trout turkey veal 

FRUIT 

VEGETABLES 

FISH 

MEAT 

• Match the words to make compound nouns. 

1 wholemeal a meat 
2 still / sparkling b chewing gum 
3 lean c bread 
4 decaffeinated d water 
5 sugar-free e flavour 
6 scrambled f coffee 
7 artific ial g eggs 

l~liiiiH4~·tj 

• Complete the leaflet with the names of nutrients 
from the box. 

calcium carbohydrates fibre protein saturated 
unsaturated 

Goins yese~arian 
Becoming a vegetarian is essentially good for 

you. You replace the 1 fats found 

in animal products with the 2 variety that comes 

from vegetable oil. Rice, pasta and fruit will provide you 

with 3 for energy. Vegetables and dark bread 

are an excellent source of 4 , which is essential 

for healthy digestion. However, as you're not eating meat, 

you'll have to get your 5 from other sources, 

such as beans and lentils, or milk and eggs, which are also 

the best source of 6 ----
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IQ;j ~ iZ";jl~[fll'I']'1 o Match sentences A-I to the drawings. 

Ingredients: 
spaghetti 
100 g sliced lean bacon 
3 egg yolks and 1 whole egg 
3 tbs cream 
Parmesan cheese 

A Add the cream to the eggs. 

B Beat the eggs. 

C Boil water in a large saucepan. 

D Chop the bacon. 

E Cook the spaghetti according to the 
instructions on the package. Stir occasionally, 
so it doesn't stick. 

F Drain the pasta. 

G Fry the bacon. 

H Grate some Parmesan cheese. 

Immediately mix the pasta with all the other 
ingredients in a large bowl. The heat from the 
pasta will thicken the eggs, cream and cheese 
into a thick sauce. Enjoy! 



TYPES 'Of SHOPS 

Complete the sentences with the names of shops. 
The first letter has been given. 

1 I'm going to the f to buy some smoked 
trout. 

2 I'm going to the 0 ____ to get some 
champagne for the party. 

3 I'm going to the g>--___ to buy some asparagus. 
4 I'm going to the d to get some of those 

expensive stuffed olives. 
5 I'm going to the s, ____ because I need a new 

notebook. 

AT THE CfI£CKOUT 

Complete the text with the words from the box. 

barcode belt cashier queue receipt till trolley 

SUPERMARKET CHECKOUT BLUES 
• 'llen you have to do 
:ome shopping in a hurry, 
:aere's always a 1 ___ _ 

~~ the checkout. The 
:'erson at the 2 ___ _ 

.- a new employee and 
~ working incredibly 
-- owly. The woman in 
:ront of you has got about 
"- hundred items in her 
____ .The 

l:t·1;trt·1I~fj 

____ is sticky with 
spilt raspberry juice. 
Finally, it's your turn. The 
scanner can't read the 
____ on one of the 

items. Then the 6 ___ _ 

has to change the roll 
of paper in the printer 
before he can print your 
7 •.. Or does this 

to me? 

Complete the crossword with words which fit the 
gaps to find out who says all ten sentences. 

10 I 
2 F 
3 R 
4 C 

sB 

6W 1 lE I 
7 F 
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1 There's a twenty per cent on everything. 
2 This jumper was price. 
3 The socks were on special ___ _ 

4 You get two for the of one. 
5 At £ 15 it was a fantastic ___ _ 
6 They were selling the sandals at the ___ _ 

price at which they buy from the manufacturer. 
7 Everything was forty per cent ___ _ 
8 There's a huge summer on at the mall. 
9 The coat was thirty per cent below the normal 

____ price. 

10 The boots were ____ from £90 to £45. 

HIGH PRICES 

• Complete the gapped words. 

1 They charged you £ 15 for breakfast? That was 
a cp-__ f! 

2 Our new audio system cost a C _ t __ e. 
3 It's a good restaurant, but the prices are 

a __ r ___ m ___ 1! 
4 We paid through the n __ e to have the car fixed, 

and it still doesn't run properly. 
5 They charge e ___ b ____ t prices just because 

the items have designer labels. 
6 Mike's new computer cost an a_m and a I_g. 

AnERYOUBUY 

o Complete the sentences with the words from 
the box. 

delivered giftwrap warranty/guarantee spare 

1 Would you like some batteries for it? 
2 Is it a present? Would you like me to it 

for you? 
3 Would you like to have it to your 

house? 
4 The TV comes with a five-year ___ _ 

~ Choose the correct word. 

1 I'm going to open a new bank account / counter. 
2 I'd like to collect / withdraw some money from my 

account. 
3 I would like to take out a loan / credit to buy a new 

car. 
4 What is the exchange rate / course for the Euro? 
5 What is the percentage / interest on this loan? 
6 We've finally paid off / out all our debts. 
7 An ATM, or Automated Teller Machine, is another 

word for a money / cash machine. 

PHRASES WITH PREPOSITIONS 

• Complete the phrases with prepositions. 

1 This yoghurt is of date. 
2 I'm afraid we haven't got the book you want 

____ stock. 

3 These shoes were thirty per cent the 
normal price. 

4 Did you see that man? He just paid for that sports 
car cash. 

5 Can I pay credit card here? 
6 You can pay for large purchases bank 

transfer. 
7 I paid for the washing machine monthly 

instalments. 
8 They want me to pay the whole sum _ __ _ 

advance. 
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MATCHING ~12 

o In pairs, write definitions of the word 'shopaholic'. 
Compare your definitions as a class. 

His sister's guest room, he thought, :vas not so .much 
a room as a walk-in wardrobe with a bed III the 

middle. Wardrobes lined the walls. They had no doors, 
which was just as well because there was no space to open 
them. Each one contained tightly compressed rows of 
dresses, tops, skirts and coats, and stacks of accessories. 
Under the window was a chest of drawers which seemed 
to swell with the clothes packed inside it. He knelt to slide 
his suitcase under the bed, but found himself confronted 
with ranks of carrier bags from fashion boutiques and 
chain stores. His sister, Tommy decided, had a problem. 

1 __ It looked like a jumble sale after a hurricane. 
And throughout the house was evidence of Sharon's 
addiction to collecting clothes: a drawer full of underwear 
in the kitchen; what resembled a storeroom for a shoe 
shop behind the sofa; the garden shed overflowing with 
black plastic bin-liners full of clothes. 

He brought the subject up that evening. 2 __ 

'You're not happy about something, are you?' he said. 

She sighed and rolled her eyes. Why were men so 
dim? She blew her nose and started talking. 'I spend all 
my free time in shopping centres, department stores and 
retail parks, she explained. 'When I see something I like, 
I just can't help myself. During the sales, it's terrible. I see 
the words 'special offer' or 'discount price' and I lose 
control. I sweep up everything I can get my hands on. 
I could change outfits every day of the year and never 
wear the same thing twice!' 
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• You are going to read a story about a man whose 
sister is a shopaholic. In pairs, list four things that 
might happen in such a story. Compare ideas as 
a class. 

A mesmerised look came over her. 'Do you know 
how good it feels when you find a bargain and try it on in 
the changing room and it fits just right? 3 __ And you 
take it to the cash desk and hear that perfect little beep of 
happiness as the machine reads the bar code?' 

'And now you're unhappy because you've no space for 
any more clothes?' 

Sharon lowered her gaze and nodded slowly. 'Well, 
yes, that's one reason .. : 

'You could always chuck some out or give them away 
to a charity shop; he suggested tentatively, 'Or if you've 
never worn them, return them and get a store credit?' 

'I've tried, but I can't. It's as if the clothes and the shoes 
talk to me and say "Not me! Not me! Look at my cut! Feel 
the quality! My colour matches your eyes!'" 

Tommy's attention drifted as he wondered if madness 
was genetic and if he might also one day find himself 
trapped in conversation with inanimate objects. 

4 __ 'I was a fully paid -up member of the consumer 
society. I lived my life on credit: She opened her purse 
and extracted two halves of a credit card. 

'They cut it up in front of me!' she wailed. 'The bank 
manager said I was incapable of restraint! 

She took a deep breath and closed her eyes. 'The thing 
is, he was right. I couldn't pay the bills any more: 

Tommy bit his lip and glanced upwards. The only 
thing he could think of was that his sister take up 
shoplifting. 5 __ Then, in a flash, it came to him. He 
knew exactly what to do. 
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examTASK 

• Five sentences have been removed from the text. 
Read it and complete gaps 1-5 with sentences 
A-F. There is one extra sentence that you do not 
need. 

A And it's a designer label! 
B But that probably wasn't a good idea. 
C But they didn't have it in stock. 
D Immediately, she burst into tears. 
E It was even worse in her own bedroom. 
F Sharon had moved on to the question of money. 

Discuss these questions in pairs. Then go to page 
160 to see if your ideas were right. 

• Why did Tommy not suggest Sharon take up 
shoplifting? 

• What do you think Tommy's great idea is? 

• Find six phrases or sentences in the text which 
emphasise the quantity of clothes Sharon bought. 
They contain the following words. Look up any of 
the words you do not know. 

1 accessories - Each one contained tightly 
compressed rows of dresses, 
tops and coats, and stacks of 
accessories. 

2 chest of drawers 
3 carrier bags 
4 storeroom 
5 sweep up 
6 change outfits 
7 bar code 

. The five highlighted phrases in the text tell us 
something about Sharon's and Tommy's feelings. 
What emotions does each phrase suggest? 

1 'She sighed and rolled her eyes' - she was 
frustrated that her brother asked such an 
obvious question. 

o In pairs, discuss your reactions to the following 
statements. 

• It's a myth that only women are shopaholics. Men 
are just as excited about shopping as women are . 

• Compulsive buying is a serious / dangerous 
addiction. 

• Advertisers are to blame for compulsive shopping, 
overspending, credit card debt and other aspects of 
the consumer culture. 

o , 
o , 
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MULTIPLE CHOICE ~ 10 

o You are going to listen to someone telling the story 
of how he had some shoddy building work done 
in his apartment. Look up these expressions and 
decide who could have done each of these things: 
the owner (0) or the builders (B). 

• pay up front 
• put the finishing touches 
• deny all responsibility 
• threaten sb with legal action 
• give a complete refund 
• do the job properly 

".i~iaii.iai~ CULTURE 

Consumer Direct is a government-funded telephone and 
online service offering information and advice on consumer 
issues in the UK. 

examTASK 

0'3+j.O You're going to hear a conversation about 
renovating a flat. Choose the correct answers. 

1 Max found out about AAA AII-in-One Services 
A from a local tradesman. 
B from the staff in a DIY store. 
C from an advertisement. 
D through a phone call. 

2 Max agreed to pay 
A in advance. 
B after the job had been finished. 
C a reduced rate. 
D in two instalments. 

3 As Max was cooking, 
A it turned out that some of the plumbing had 

been done badly. 
B a piece of furniture fell apart. 
C the doorbell malfunctioned. 
D it started raining in his bathroom. 

4 The heater exploded because 
A Max had put a wet shirt on it. 
B the electric installation was faulty. 
C the sprinkler system was activated. 
D gas was leaking . 

5 In the end, 
A Mr Osborne refused to refund Max's money. 
B Max took legal action. 
C Max received a refund with the help of 

Consumer Direct. 
D Mr Osborne paid another firm to do the job 

properly . 

• Discuss these questions in pairs. 

Have you ever complained about a faulty product or 
unsatisfactory service? Why? What was the result? 
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ROLE PLAY ~ 36 

examWORKOUT 

Phrases for negotiating 

o Read the exam task and the list of expressions 
below. In pairs, discuss the choice of food for the 
party as described in the task. Each of you must 
use at least six different expressions from the list. 
Tick the phrases off as you use them. 

Imagine the following situation. You want to organise 
a meal for your classmates to celebrate the end of 
school. You and a friend have to decide what food to 

have. Talk about which dishes would be most appealing 
and practical. Some ideas are given below but you can 
suggest others as well. 

barbecue salads 

~ _ anything else? 

There are several (good) ideas here. 
We could ... first, and then/next... 
How about ... ? 
Why not...? 
Shall we .. . ? 
Perhaps we should/could/might... 
I'm not sure/convinced. 
I don't think that's the best idea/solution. 
It depends .. . 
But what if ... ? 
This might (not) be the best idea. 
[They] may not like it. 
Absol utely /Right/ Perfect/Bri II iant! 
You're right. 

OK, let's do that. /Good idea! 

examTASK 

• Do the exam task below. 

Imagine the following situation. You have a foreign 
friend staying with you. He/She would like to buy some 
gifts for family and friends. Talk about the best place to 

go shopping. Some ideas are given below but you can 
suggest others as well. 

~: 

a tourist area with 
souvenir shops 
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SPEAKING ON A SET TOPIC ~ 36 

examWORKOUT 

Saying more 

o 13+1+"' Read the exam task below and listen to 
a student doing it. Does he include all the points? 
What is the problem with his answer? 

A Memorable Meal 
Talk for one minute about a memorable meal you've 
had. Talk about: 
• the circumstances 
• the food 
• what was special about the meal 

• What else could a person say on the topic of 
'a memorable meal'? Complete the spidergram 
below. 

o 
o 

o 
o 

o 
o 

o 

THE FOOD 

o 

o 
o 

THE CIRCUMSTANCES 
.------~-

-=~----------- o o 
00 

WHATWASSPE~ 

..... : - .. . .... . : .. . .. 
·~ o: ... 

o 0 

o 00 

someone's . 
.. ~~ 

o 
o 

the dishe: 
~ 

• Draw a similar spidergram for the task below. 

A Day Out Shopping 
Talk for one minute about a day when you spent a lot 
of time shopping. Talk about: 
• where you went 

• what you bought and what else you did 
o what was memorable about the day 

examTASK 

o Work in pairs. Student A, do the exam task 
in Exercise 1. Student S, do the exam task in 
Exercise 3. Say as much as you can. Time your 
partner while he or she is talking. 

:: 
o 
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ORD BUILDING .. 22 

- a m WORKOUT 

rd family sharing a common root 

Complete the spidergram with words formed from 
the verb 'satisfy'. 

~ ___ ©_ .. cus~ ~ .. /~ ___ serv~ 

~ © ---
~t~-p-re-s-~-. --~-_ 

'---------~----

~ ____ ®_c_u_s_~ 0 ---®-. ser~ 
to express 

dissatisfaction 
® 

Complete the sentences with the words from 
Exercise 1. 

1 This shop frequently ignores complaints from 
____ customers. 

2 I'm writing to express my with the 
service I received at your restaurant on Saturday 
the 5th of December. 

3 The service was more than ; we felt we 
were being spoilt. 

4 The hotel room was comfortable and everything 
was entirely to my ___ _ 

5 We guarantee that you will be with 
your purchase. 

6 The proposed solution was and we had 
to look for a better one. 

examTASK 

o Read the text and complete the gaps with the 
words formed from the words in capital letters. 

HOW ,.0 COMPLAIN 
Here are a few tips to bear in mind if you discover 
an item you've bought is 1 (FAULT). 

Contact the seller as soon as possible. Make sure you 
have some form of 2 (PROVE) of purchase -
usually that means the receipt. Explain clearly why you 
are 3 (SATISFY) with the item. Say what you 
want done to remedy the situation: whether you are 
asking for a repair, a 4 (REPLACE) or a refund. 

Be assertive, but never aggressive. If the response 
you receive is 5 (SATISFY), stay polite, even if 
you are quite angry. Put your 6 (COMPLAIN) 
in writing, addressing it to the manager or customer 
services department. 

OPINION ESSAY .. 29 

examWORKOUT 

Formal style 

• Read the exam task at the bottom of the page. 
Discuss your opinions in pairs. 

• Read the following extract from a student's essay. 
What is wrong with it? 

Kids watch all those stupid commercials on TV, 
in which trashy pink plastic toys look supercool 
and totally magical, and they believe what they 
see. They haven't a clue they're being used by 
great corporations to get their parents to 
spend their hard-earned money. 
What's more, when children start desiring the 
things they see in the ads, they can get really 
naughty . . . 

o In the extract above, identify at least two 
examples of each of the following: 

• contractions 
• words / phrases which produce an aggressive tone 
• colloquial uses of the verb get 
• strong intensifiers 
• other colloquial words or phrases 

• Rewrite the extract from Exercise 2 in a more 
formal style, using the following words and 
phrases where appropriate. Then check on 
page 160. 

children 
mass-produced 
attractive 
do not realise 

Please note: 

persuade 
advertisements 
become badly-behaved 

• Aggressive, judgmental words are best deleted or 
replaced with factual ones. 

• Strong, vivid intensifiers can be deleted or replaced 
with very or extremely (the latter if you are referring 
to something really extreme). 

examTASK 

'Advertisements aimed at children should be banned.' 
Write an essay in which you give your opinion on the 
topic. 
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GENERAL 

artificial flavour la:t~,fIS~1 'ftclv~1 
bagel l'bcIggll 
best-before date Ibcst bl'b: deltl 
crockery I'krokdril 
cutlery j'kAt\gril 
(French/Ita lian) cuisine IfrcntS, I , treli~n 

kWI'zi:nI 
GM food l,d3i: 'em fu:dl 
have a snack Ihrev Q 'snrek! 
helping I'hclpII]/ 
on an empty stomach Ion Qn ,empti 'stAmgk! 
o rganic food h:,gremk 'fu:dl 
past the sell-by date Ipa:st OQ 'sel bar dert! 
quench your thirst IkwentS jg '83:Sti 
ready-made/convenience food l,redi meld 

'fil:d, kgn'vi:ni::ll1s ,fu:d/ 
side dish I'sald dlSI 
spices j'sparslzl 
square meal IskweQ 'mi:ll 

FRUIT & VEGETABLES 

asparagus Ig'Spref;:,g;:,s/ 
aubergine l'::lUbg3i:n/ 
blackcurrant /,blrek'ICAT;:,nti 
broccoli j'brnblil 
pear Ipe;:,1 
raspberry /'ra:zbQril 
red pepper Ircd 'PCpg/ 
spinach I'spmldy 
(stuffed) olives Isudt 'ol lvzl 
tangerine l,trend3~'ri:nf 

MEAT & FISH 

bacon I'bclkdnf 
cod fkDdl 
eel Id/ 
herring I'hcnl)/ 
lamb Ilreml 
pork Ip:J:k! 
(smoked) salmon /sm:Jukt 'srem~nl 
tro ut Itrautl 
turkey l't3:kil 
veal Ivi:ll 

DAIRY AND EGGS 

cream Ikri:ml 
egg yolk /'cg j~ukl 
egg white I'cg wartl 
Parmesan cheese I,pa:mgzren 'tJi:zI 
scrambled eggs I,skrrembld 'egzl 

ADJECTIVES TO DESCRIBE FOOD 

decaf/decaffeinated coffee I'di:k<ef, 
di:,kref::lI1elt~d 'kofi/ 

home-made /h;)um 'meld/ 
mouth-watering /'mau8 ,w:J:t;ml)l 
pickled j'pJkdldl 
raw (meat) Ir:J: 'mi:t/ 
savoury /'selvgri/ 
sparkling/still water /,spa:klrl), std 'w:J:t~/ 
spicy /'sparsi/ 
sugar-free IS ugg 'fri:/ 
superb Isju:'p3:bl 
tasty /'telstil 
tempting /'temptll)/ 
tender/tough (meat) /,tcnd~, tAf 'mi:ti 
thick (sauce) 18lk 's:J:sl 
wholemeal/brown/stale bread !,h;)ulmi:l, 

da:k, stcrl 'brcd/ 

1~"ji ;Ji4~'tj 
calcium I'krelsi::m1l 
carbohydrates !,ka:b~l!'hardrcJtsl 
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fibre /' farbg! 
protein I'prguti:nl 
starch Ista:tJ! 
(un)saturated fats /(An),sretJ~rclt~d 'frets! 
vitamins I'vrt~mmzl 

PREPArUNC FOOD 

add lredl 
beat (eggs) /hi:t 'cgz/ 
boil Ib:Jlll 
bowl Ib::lUll 
chop ItSopl 
coaster l'kgust;)1 
drain (pasta) leIl-cm 'prest~/ 
fry Ifrar! 
grate I greIt/ 
ingredient Im'gri:dbnt! 
mix hmksl 
mug ImAgl 
saucepan l's;):sp~nJ 
slice IslaIsl 
stir ISt3:1 

CONTAINERS/QUANTITY 

can (AmE/BrE)/tin (BrE) Ikren, tml 
container Ibn'tem;;l/ 
tablespoon (tbs) I'tclb~lspu:nl 
tub /tAb/ 
tube Itju:b! 

GENERAL 

be able to afford sth /bi ,elb~l t~ ~'f:J:d 
,sAmElr!)( 

brand/make Ibrrend, mc!k! 
chain store l'tJcm std 
customer l'kAst;m1g! 
GDP (Gross Domestic Product) l,d3i: di: 'pi:, 
gr~us d~'mestlk ,pro(.lAktl 

give/receive a refund IgIv, n'si:v ;;l 'ri:fAnd! 
good range (of products) Igud rem(13 ~v 

'prodAkts! 
go on a shopping spree Ig;)u on ;;l 'SOPlI) 

spri:/ 
go window shopping Ig~u 'wmd<Ju Sop!!)1 
hard-earned money Iha:d ,3:nd 'mAnil 
in stock Im 'stok! 
mail order !'mell,:J:d;;l1 
mass-produced Imres pr~'dju:st! 
out-of-date laut ;;lV 'dCIt! 
out of stock /aut ~v 'stDk! 
shop till you drop IJop tll j~ 'drop! 
shopaholic /,Jop;)'holrk/ 
shoplifting I 'Sop,hftII]1 
staff Ista:fl 
tradesman l'trcldzmm1l 
treat yourself to sth I'tri:t j:J:,sclf t;) ,sAmElnJ! 
wide selection (of products) /wald 

s;),lckJ<Jn ~v 'prodAktsl 

TVPES OF SHOPS 

butcher's I'butJ~z! 
delicatessen/deli I,dehb'tcs~n, 'deW 
DIY shop !,di: ar 'war Jop/ 
fishmonger's I'fIJmAlJg~zl 
greengrocer's I'gri:n,gr~usgzl 

newsagent's I'nju:z,c1d3;)ntsl 
off-licence I'of ,larsgl1s1 
shopping mall !'JDPiIJ m::>:11 
stationer's I'stcIS~n;)zl 
vending machine I'vendII) m~,Ji:n/ 

AT THE CHECKOUT 

barcode I'ba: bud! 
cash ier Ikre 'S 1~1 
checkout I'tSekautJ 
conveyor belt Ibl1'vc!~ bcltl 
queue /kju:! 
receipt In'si:ti 
till 1(1]/ 

trolley I'trolil 

BARGAINS 

bargain I'ba:gml 
discount I'drskaontl 
free (of charge) Ifri: ~v 'tSa:d3! 
get a good deal Iget;:, gud 'ddl 
good value for money Igud ,vrelju: fg 'm.wil 
haggle l'hreg;)1! 
half price !ha:f 'pralsl 
40% off I,b:ti p~,sel1t 'ofl 
on special offer Ion ,speJ~1 'Df~1 
reasonable prices l,ri:z;)l1;)b~l 'prmslzl 
reduced/discounted Irr'dju:st, dJ'skauntrdl 
reduced rate In,dju:st 'rclt! 
reduction IrI'(:hkS~111 
rock-bottom prices lrok ,botgl11 'prms!z/ 
sale /seIl! 
two for the price of one Itu: fg 0;) praIs ~v 

'wAn/ 
wholesale/retail price I'h;)ulsc!l, 'ri:tCII 

praIS! 

HIGH PRICES 

astronomical (prices) Irestr~,nDI11Ik~1 
'prarslz/ 

change money ItJemd3 'mAnil 
cost a fortune Ikost;) 'j:::':tS~I1/ 
cost an arm and a leg Ikost <111 a:m ~nd ~ 

'lcgl 
exorbitant itg'z;):b;)t::lI1ti 
pay through the nose Ipc! 8m: O~ 'n~uz! 
rip-off /'np ofl 

PAVING 

advance l~d'va:nsl 
broke Ibr~uk/ 
charge (sb for sth) l't.fa:d3 ,sAmbodi fQ 

,sAmElIl)1 
cut back on sth IkAt 'brek on ,sAmElIl)/ 
give sb a quote IgIV ,sN11bodi ~ 'kw~ut/ 
make a deal /mclk ~ 'dEll 
owe /~ul 
pay by bank transfer IpCI bal 'breJ]k 

,trrensf3:1 
pay by credit card IpCI bar 'kred;)t ka:dl 
pay in advance/up front Ipc! rn ~d'va:ns, 

Ap 'trAntl 
pay in cash Ipei II1 'kreJI 
pay in full Ipcl 111 'full 
pay in instalments /pel III rn'st:J:lrn::mtsl 
pay the balance IpeI 6;) 'brel;:'llsl 
splash out on sth /splreJ 'aut nn ,Sf\mElII]/ 
spendthrift I'spend,8nft/ 

AFTER VOU BUY 
deliver Idl'lrv;)1 
giftwrap /'gIftrrep/ 
proof of purchase ipIU:f ~v 'p3 : tJ~S/ 
receipt !n'si:tI 
spare (batteries) Ispe;) 'bret<1rizl 
warranty/guarantee I'wor~nti, ,grer~n'ti:/ 

ATM (Automatic Teller Machine)/cash 
machine I,e! ti: 'cm, ,:J:t<1,mrenk 'tcl~ 
m~,Ji:n, 'kreJ l11;?,Ji:nJ 

bank account /'brelJk ~,kaunt! 



it money in your account Idl,pnz::lt ,l1lAl1i m j::l ::l'kaunt/ 
nge rate IIks'tSemd3 reItl 

~st on the loan i'mtr::lst 011 OQ lQunl 
draft I'JuvQdra:ft! 

. off (the debt/loan) IpeI ,nf OJ 'det, 'IJun/ 
- "out a loan Itelk ,aut;) '\;)unl 

draw money (from your account) Iw[o,dr:J: ,ffiAni frQffi j;) 
-3untl 

Ci! '"""Nldi 
. ~ all responsibility Idl,naJ ::>:1 n,spons;)'br\;)U! 
- satisfaction /(dI),SactJs'fackj'::m/ 
- satisfied customer I( dr),sact;)sfard 'kAstJffiJI 

- ry product /, f;):lti 'pmdAkt/ 
ds and services /gudz Jnd 'S3:VISIZI 
e a complaint/complain about sth /melk <> bm'piemt, 

~m plem Q,baut ,sAffi(Jn]l 
-.a1fu nction /macl'fAl)kSJrll 
:: __ your complaint in writing /put jQ kQm,plemt III 'rmtll]/ 
:gistered letter /,red3IstJd 'letQ/ 
_ edy the problem l,remQdi 0<> 'pmbl<>ffil 
:c"?lacement /n'pleISl11::lntl 
- ddy I'Sodil 

aten sb with legal action /'Oretn ,sAffibndi wIa ,li:gQl 'ackJQnl 
)satisfactory service /(An)sactQs,fackt::lri's3:v<>S/ 

QUICK REVISION 

o Give the antonyms of the words below . 

1 satisfaction- ----
2 satisfactory service - ____ service 
3 a satisfied customer - a customer 

• Match the words to form compound nouns . 

1 scrambled a machine 
2 still b rate 
3 wholesale c water 
4 cash 
5 exchange 

• Answer the questions. 

d eggs 
e price 

1 Which of these fruits is a similar colour 
to oranges? 
a raspberry 
b tangerine 
c blackcurrant 
d pear 

2 Which two of these are fish? 
a trout b lamb c veal 

3 Which two of these are sources of fibre? 
a broccoli 
b wholemeal bread 
c eggs 
d vegetable oil 

4 Which two of these are sources of protein? 

a fruit juice b turkey c beans d 

5 Which of these can you not do with eggs? 
a fry b beat c boil d 

d eel 

pasta 

mix 

6 At a supermarket checkout, do you put your 
shopping on the belt or on the till? 

7 What's the name of the piece of paper a cashier 
gives you in a shop? 
a receipt 
b recipe 
c reception 
d paragon 

8 Do these two sentences mean the same? 

It's half price. 
There's a fifty per cent discount on it. 

9 Do these two sentences mean the same? 

It was a rip-off. 
It was a bargain. 

10 What preposition completes all three phrases? 

____ advance 
pay ____ cash 

_ ___ instalments 
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100 oftert travel, trtstead of 0roaderttrtg th.e VVltrtd, 
VVlere~ lertgth.erts th.e cortversattort.' 
ELIZABETH D REW (AMERICA N JOURNALIST, B. 1935 ) 

Ij ;lM;·41~til :5;I·iliM;{·J.'·8itJl'J~i.i1t·1 o Match the lines (A-l) to the pictures (1-4). Put the lines in the correct order to make four stories. 

RAIL TRAVEL SEA TRAVEL 

A After a few hours, I stopped at a petrol station, 
filled up the tank and picked up a hitchhiker. 

S As soon as I got on board, I found my cabin, 
which turned out to be very comfortable. 

C As I went to the buffet car to have a little 
snack, we suddenly stopped in the middle of 
nowhere. There was snow on the track. 

D I queued at the check-in for an hour. Then, as 
I was going through security, they discovered 
a bottle of juice in my hand luggage and I had 
to throw it out. 

E I bought a ticket and found the right platform. 
F Finally I sat down in the departure lounge and 

watched gate 15 to see when we would start 
boarding. 

• Complete the sentences with the words from the 
box. 

youth hostel twin room tent suite cottage 
caravan B&B 

Kevin and Laura don't need accommodation -
they travel with a huge with an interior 
like a hotel room. 

2 It was already late when we found a campsite and 
putupour ___ _ 

3 We rented a lovely in the countryside 
last summer. It was quite idyllic. 

4 We couldn't afford a hotel, but the we 
stayed at had en suite bathrooms. 

5 Staying in a you can meet a lot of other 
young people who are keen on travelling. 

6 We'd like a , please, not a double. We're 
not a couple. 

7 Karen and George stayed in the honeymoon 
of a five-star hotel on Lake Windermere. ----
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ROAD TRAVEL AIR TRAVEL 

G As I left the city, there was a horrendous traffic 
jam on the ring road. Once I got out on the 
motorway, it got better. I overtook a coach 
that was holding me up and drove on. 

H When I got on, I found my compartment anc 
put my suitcase on the luggage rack. 
I stood for an hour on the quayside, waiting re 
board and chatting to my boyfriend. 
I nearly lost my boarding pass as I was 
shopping in the duty-free zone. 

K We had a rough crossing; there was quite 
a gale during the night. I even started 
wondering if they had enough lifeboats .. . 

l When I got off the motorway at junction 25 
and turned into a minor road, I felt I was near 
at home . 

• Complete the sentences with the words from the 
box. Which of them have to do with a) travelling 
by air, b) staying in a hotel? 

booked call delayed facilities unattended 
vacancies vacate 

1 Please don't leave your luggage ___ _ 
2 I'm sorry, we have no . We're fully 

_ _ __ . Try the Blue Anchor inn. 
3 Our flight was by twelve hours. 
4 This is the last for passengers flying to 

Liverpool. 
5 You should your room by 12.00. 
6 All our rooms have en suite _ __ _ 
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Label the parts of a bike with words from box A. 
Then complete the sentences with the verbs from 
box B. 

A Alien keys handlebar brake tyre pedal chain 
gears light saddle pump water bottle 
inner tube frame spoke 

B adjust fix oil patch pump up remove tighten 

BICYCLE MAINTENANCE 

If you cycle, you should know how to ... 

1 the tyres. 
1 the brakes. 
3 Clean and _ _ __ the chain. 

4 a wheel and put it back on. 
s a puncture by ing 

or replacing the inner tube. 
6 the gears. 

In what order would you do these things? 

STARTING A CAR 

Take the handbrake off and gradually release the 
clutch. 
Switch on the ignition and start the engine. 
Press the clutch and put the car in gear. 
Press the accelerator. 
Make sure the gear is in neutral. 

8 Drive safely! 
1 Check that your seat and headrest are in the right 

position. 
Adjust the mirrors and fasten your seatbelt. 

JOURNE¥S AND TRJPS 

Complete the sentences with the words from the box. 

excursion expedition journey trip tour voyage 

Mary's away on a business _ __ _ 
2 My sister and her husband went on a sightseeing 

_ _ __ of Europe for their honeymoon. 
3 Columbus's first to America lasted 

seventy days. 
4 Robert Scott's _ _ __ to the South Pole ended 

in a fiasco. 
S An to see the Pyramids is included in 

the price of the holiday. 
6 My to work takes sixty minutes. 

PHRASAl. VERBS 

• Complete the phrasal verbs with the prepositions 
from the box. 

down for in off (x2) out (x2) off/out over up (x3) 

8 6 6 New Message 

~3} 0 ~ ~ ~ Uj) tf39 
$.o!iJ4 .. . . CM! .. Atta<,:h Addrus .0"15 Coton ~ ~ DuJ! 

To{ e.NNA -~ 

:2 S,bj'" 'BAD LUCK' IS MY NEW NAME: ( _____ " " " _, _ __ " _____ , __ 

I was supposed to see 1 my friend Daniel, who was flying 
to the USA for a one-year scholarship. The flight was at 10 a.m., 
so I set 2 at 7.30. As I was pulling 3 of the 
drive of my own house, I scraped my neighbour's car. I left him 

a note, apologising and saying we'd settle everything in the evening, 
jumped in to the car and headed 4 the airport. As soon as 
I turned into the main street, I was held 5 in a massive 
traffic jam. After that, I was in a bit of a hurry. I hadn't gone very 

far when a police car overtook me and signalled for me to pull 
6 . They fined me for speeding. After that I was really 
running 7 of time, but I didn't dare drive faster. I pulled 

8 in front of the terminal at 9.00. Daniel had already 
checked 9 , but I was able to see him by the security 
gate and I waved to him. I watched his plane take 10 ___ _ 

and then on the way back my car broke 11 • I ended 
12 returning home on a bus. 

l!fl" ;j.I;11) i8.] 1~(fI o Complete the sentences with words formed from 
the words in brackets. 

1 I asked the flight (ATTEND) to bring me 
a glass of water. 

2 We rushed into the station as they were 
announcing the (DEPART) of our train. 

3 It was the most (LUXURY) hote l I'd ever 
stayed in. 

4 Three people were badly injured in a head-on 
_ __ (COLLIDE) on highway. 

S On (ARRIVE) we were greeted by 
a rep resentative of the travel agency. 

6 What I most want on ho liday is rest and ___ _ 
(RELAX). 
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MULTIPLE CHOICE ~ 14 

o Discuss the following questions in pairs: 0 1he numbers below refer to car travel in the USA. 

• How many people in your family can drive? Can you guess where they fit in the passage below? 

• How many car trips does your family make every 
day? Every week? 

1.9% 10 241m (million) 251m 1 billion 

• What forms of public transport do you use? Americans make over 1 trips a day and just 
How often? 

• What distance do you consider to be too far to 
walk? 

____ of them are by mass transit. There are 
____ people old enough for a driving licence 
but 4 ____ passenger vehicles. The average US 
family makes 5 car trips every day. 

Morning Style, Friday, 27 November, 2009 

'CITIES ARE FOR TRAFFIC!' A LOOK AT US CAR CULTUR 

THE WOMAN AT THE CAR RENTAL DESK 

COULDN'T UNDERSTAND THAT I WANTED 

TO HIRE A SMALL CAR. 'Are you sure you 
don't want an upgrade, honey?' she said. 
'The car you've booked is really small: 
She offered a bigger vehicle at the same 
price, perhaps thinking I was angling for 
a deal. I told her I didn't like big cars; 
that they were hard to park. In the end 
she let me have my way, but I think she 
was genUinely offended. 

All over the USA people struggle to 
grasp the simple fact that you may prefer 
a little car to a tank -like SUV". When you 
tell them it's true, they usually speak to you 
in a tone of voice that suggests you must 
be an escaped village idiot, or very poor. 
It's an example of Americans' fanatical 
relationship with their cars: an obsession 
which did not come about by chance, but 
by deliberate design. Or to put it another 
way: it did not have to be like this. 

In the 1920s and 30s many American 
cities had fully functioning electric 
tram systems that shuttled millions of 
commuters from their homes to their 
jobs without the need for a private car. 
American cities were more compact, 
more pedestrian-friendly with vibrant 
downtowns that were the ce~tre of urban 

life. Los Angeles had the largest mass 
transit system in the nation, including 
1,000 trains a day running on 760 miles 
of track. 

But take a drive through most US 
cities today and you see a different world. 
Downtowns lie abandoned to office blocks, 
multi-lane motorways have destroyed old 
urban neighbourhoods and the suburbs 
have invaded rural farmland. The figures 
tell the story: Americans make over one 
billion trips a day and just 1.9 per cent of 
them are by mass transit. There are 241m 
people old enough for a driving licence 
but 251m passenger vehicles. The average 
US family makes 10 car trips every day. 

This did not happen by accident. Big 
business and government planned it. 
Between 1936 and 1950 a company backed 
by General Motors, Firestone Tyres and 
Standard Oil bought 100 tram firms in 
forty-five American cities. They closed 
them down and replaced the trams with 
buses, which were more inefficient, and 
more likely to cause traffic congestion. 
Many of the bus lines starved of investment, 
then failed, leaving consumers with no 
choice but to buy cars. And this, of course, 
led . to bigger p'rofits for the 
responsible for the-Bocess~ . 

Urban planners also encouraged -
use. Their vision was a sprawling subur 
linked by huge expressways. One of -
most influential, Robert Moses, decl~=
'Cities are for traffic' and tried to b 
a freeway through Manhattan -
would have ruined SoHo and Greem 
Village. Some of the most culturally -
financially valuable real estate in the ,,- -
could have been destroyed just so 
owners could get across Manhattan IL 

quickly. Manhattan escaped Moses' 
but many other vibrant neighbourh 
across America were not so lucky. 

The focus on the car was a traged 
human planning. And it hasn't stoE 
The exurbs - the new suburbs be:
the suburbs - are so far from city ce
that public transport is useless and c..: 
necessity. However, times are chan_ 
the impending threat of climate ch - _ 
the economic crisis and the possE
that prices at the petrol pump CalL:' 
shooting up again at any momen: 
all conspiring to make car travel 
attractive. I must admit that whene 
see petrol prices rise, I cheer. Qui€
course. They already think I'm crar
just for liking small cars. 

* Sports Utilit\·-
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:xamTASK 

Read the text and choose the correct answers. 

The woman at the car rental was displeased 
because the customer 
A was angling for a deal. 
B had booked a small car. 
C had problems parking. 
o did not accept her suggestions. 

2 If you prefer small cars, people's reactions are often 
A patronising. 
B irritated. 
C sympathetic. 
D fanatical. 

3 The difference between American cities now 
and in the early 20th century is that 
A there used to be more commuters. 
B cities were centres of urban life. 
C public transport used to be better developed. 
D cities had the largest mass transit system. 

4 The change described in the article 

A was due to trams becoming inefficient. 
B involved building a freeway through Manhattan. 
C was brought about by tram companies. 
D was brought about intentionally. 

S The writer sees some hope in 
A the new suburbs. 
B current developments in public transport. 
C several factors that may discourage the use of cars. 
o a decrease in the price of petrol. 

o Find words and phrases in the text which mean 
the following: 

1 a place where you can hire a car: ___ _ 
2 a person who travels a long distance to work every 

day: _ _ 

3 convenient for people who are walking:_ 

4 a big road (three synonyms): ___ -' ___ ---' 

S traffic jams: ____ _ 

Discuss the following questions in pairs. Use some 
of the vocabulary from Exercise 4. 

• What is your reaction to the article? Do you agree 
with the writer's feelings? 

• Are there similar problems in your country? 
Describe some of them. 

• Do cars cause other problems in your country? 
In what ways? 

• What could be done to solve those problems? 

TRUE/FALSE/NO INFORMATION ... 8 

o Work in small groups. What do you know about 
public transport in London? 

examWORKOUT 

Predicting the content of the recording 

• 13+1+' Listen to a recording about safety on 
the London Underground. In statements (1-4) 
underline the bit of information which is likely to 
be different in the recording. Listen to check. 

1 There are @@ce offi~n the London 
Underground. 
The number of officers may be different. 
The number 7,000 may appear, but refer to 
something else. 

2 When you see unattended luggage, you should 
press the red button. 

3 If you want to find out how to get somewhere, 
you should press the blue button. 

4 The train will stop immediately when you press 
the passenger alarm. 

examTASK 

0'3+1'0 You are going to hear recorded 
information about the Oyster card, a type of 
travelcard used in London. Are the statements 
true (T), false (F) or is there no information (NI)? 

1 The normal fare for a single journey on the 
Underground is £1.60. 

2 It is more convenient to use an Oyster card 
than a one-day bus pass. 

3 It is illegal to let another person use your 
Oyster card. 

4 A visitor's Oyster card is more expensive to 
use than an ordinary one. 

S You don't lose money on unused credit 
when you leave London. 

o How many of your predictions in Exercise 2 were 
accurate? Which of them helped you do the exam 
task? 

o 13+JaO Listen again and note down any 
additional information about Oyster cards. 
Compare notes in pairs . 

• Prepare a one-minute presentation about public 
transport in your town for a group of foreign visitors. 
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TALKING ABOUT PHOTOS ~35 

o Student A, prepare to do the exam task on this 
page. Student B, prepare to do the exam task on 
page 161. Choose at least six words and phrases 
you want to use. Some of the words can go with 
both tasks. 

delayed flights 
air travel 
rucksack/backpack 
platform 
frustration 
stress 
exhaust fumes 

examTASK 

traffic congestion 
hill walking/trekking 
commuters 
overtake 
a sense of freedom 
carbon dioxide emiss ions 
jet lag 

Look at the two photos of people travelling in order 
to compare and contrast them. The following ideas 
may help you, but you can suggest others as wel l. 
• the setting 
• the people's feelings 
• comfort and speed 
• the impact on health and the environment 
• your preferences 
• anything else? 
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o Work in pairs. 
STUDENT A 

Do the exam task on this page. Student B asks the 
questions on page 161 . 

STUDENT B 

Do the exam task on page 161 . Studen.t A asks 
the questions on page 161. 



ENCE TRANSFORMATIONS .. 22 

WORKOUT 

- ditionals and sentences with wish 

~atch the sentence beginnings and endings. 

1 If we take a road atlas, 
2 If we always took a road atlas, 
3 If we had taken a road atlas, 
4 Unless we take a road atlas, 

a we wouldn't keep getting lost. 
b we wouldn't have got lost. 
c we won't get lost. 
cl we'll surely get lost. 

Complete the sentences with the correct forms of 
the verbs in brackets. 
1 I wish I (have) ___ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ 

a yacht. I'd love to sail around the Baltic. 
2 If we'd brought a spare wheel, we (not / spend) 

_ ______ ____ Iast night by the 

side of the road. 
3 If Nick (live) in the 

mountains, he'd go mountain biking every day. 
4 I wish I (not / leave) ___ _ ___ _ _ _ 

the compass at home. I need it now. 
5 If I inherited a lot of money, I (travel) 

_____ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ around the world. 

6 We'll never get there on time unless we (set off) 
____ _ _ ______ now. 

7 If the internal combustion engine (not / invent -
passive) , the world 
would be a very different place today. 

:xamTASK 

Rewrite the sentences so that the meaning is 
the same as in the original sentences. 

We missed our flight because Tricia forgot her 
passport. 
If Tricia _ _ _ _ _____ _ _ _ our flight. 

2 I regret not having set out earlier. 
I wish earlier. 

3 I went to the station to say goodbye to my cousin. 
I went to the station to 
_ ___ _ _ _ _____ off 

4 Tom can't go with us because his bike is broken. 
IfTom's bike _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ _ _ 
go with us. 

5 You, won't get a room if you don't book in advance. 
You won't get a room unless 
___ _________ in advance. 

STORy .. 25 

examWORKOUT 

Narrative tenses 

• Discuss the following questions in pairs. 

• Have you or a friend ever lost anything while 
travelling? What was it? 

• What were the consequences? 
• Can you imagine other, more dramatic or unusual 

consequences the incident could have had? 
• How else could you change the story to make it 

more interesting / exciting? 
• Are the stories you've told good material for 

writing? Why / why not? 

• Read the exam task at the bottom and outline the 
plot of your story. Make notes on the following: 

• who the main character is, 
• where and why he / she is travelling, 
• what he / she loses, 
• what the consequences are. 

• Read the following passage from a story written 
by a student in response to the exam task on this 
page. Put the verbs in the correct past tenses. 

It was a bright summer morning. The sun 1 _ __ _ 

(shine) on the mountain tops. Toe 2 (sit) by 
the path and 3 (admire) the view. 
He 4 (open) his backpack and 5 ___ _ 

(get out) his water bottle. He 6 (take) a long 
swig. Then he 7 (reach) for the excellent map 
that 8 (guide) him this far. It wasn't there. 

With a pang of horror, Joe 9 (realise) that he 
10 (lost) it. 

At that moment, thick fog 11 _ _ _ _ (begin) to rise 

from the valley behind him. 

o Complete the sentences with the correct forms of 
the verbs in brackets. Sometimes more than one 
form is possible. 

1 Not only (he / lose) the map, but his 
mobile phone (show) no signal. 

2 'If I (not lose) the map, 1 _ _ _ _ 
(never / discover) this place,' thought Joe as he 
stared into the blazing fire. 

3 He had no idea that many years later he ___ _ 
(tell) this story to his grandchildren. 

examTASK 

Write a story about a journey which ends in 
an unexpected way because the main hero loses 
something important. 
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TRAVELLING BY~1{OAD/ORlVING 

accelerate /;)k'sel:xeltJ 
adjust the mirrors /;),d3ASt 0;) 'mJ[;)z/ 
be fined for speeding /bi famd f;) 'spi:dll]/ 
be held up (in traffic) Ibi held ,AP ID 'tneflk/ 
brake IbreIkl 
car rental I'ku: ,rentll 
coach /butSJ 
do/make a U-turn /du:, melk ;) 'jn: t3:n/ 
expressway (AmE)/motorway (BrE)/highway (AmE)/freeway (AmE) 

hk'spresweI, 'm;)ut;)Wel, 'hmwel, 'fri:well 
fasten your seat belts l,fa:s;)n j;) 'si:t beltsl 
fill up the tank IfIl ,AP 08 'ta:lJk/ 
get off the motorway !get ,Df 0;) 'm;)ut;)Wel/ 
give way IgIV 'weI! 
head-on collision !,hed on b'1I3;)n/ 
hire/rent a car /hm;), rent;) 'ko:/ 
indicate /'md8keltJ 
junction I'd3AlJk.f;ml 
main/minor road /mem, ,mam;) '[;)ud! 
multi-lane motorway /,I11Alti lem 'l11;)ut;)WeI/ 
overtake 1,;)UV;)'telkl 
pick up a hitchhiker IPlk ,AP ;) 'hltS,hmbl 
press/release the clutch /pres, n,li:s 0;) 'klAt.fl 
put the car in gear/neutral !put 0;) ka: m 'gr;), 'nju:t[;)1/ 
ring road I'nt] [;)ud/ 
start the engine /sto:1 0;) 'end3;)n/ 
swerve ISW3:vl 
switch on the ignition /SWltS ,on Og 19'mSgn/ 
take the handbrake off /terk 0;) ,ha:ndbrelk 'ofl 
traffic jam /'tra:frk d3a:m/ 
vehicle i'vi:lbll 

CAR PARTS 

accelerator I;)k'sel;:.relt;:./ 
bonnet I'bon;:.t/ 
boot Ibu:t! 
brake !brelk/ 
bumper I'bAmp;:.! 
dashboard !'da:j'b,,:d! 
gearbox !'gl;)boks! 
handbrake I'ha:ndbrelkl 
headlights !'hedlmts! 
indicator I'lnd;)keli;)/ 
number/licence plate ('nAmb;), 'Iars;ms plelt/ 
rear-view mirror /,n;) vju: 'ml[8! 
seat belts I'si:t belts/ 
speedometer !spI'dol11;)t;)/ 
steering wheel /'stl;)fllJ wi:!/ 
tyre Itar;)/ 
windscreen I'wmdskri:n! 
wing mirror/side-view mirror I'WIlJ ,mlf;), ,smd vju: 'mlf;)/ 
wipers I'waIJ);)zl 

lit3Mid?i 
BIKE MAINTENANCE 

adjust the gears 1;),d3ASt 0;) 'gl;)zl 
basic maintenance !,berslk 'memt;)n;)ns! 
fix a puncture Iflks ;) 'pAlJktJ;)1 
oil the chain laIl 0;) 'tSem/ 
patch/replace the inner tube /pa:tS, n,piels 0;) ,ma 'tju:b! 
pump up the tyres IpAmp ,AP 0;) 'tm;)zl 
put the wheel back on Iput 0;) 'wi:1 ba:k ,on/ 
remove a wheel /n,mu:v;) 'wi:lI 
tighten the brakes /,tmtn 0;) 'brelksl 

BIKE PARTS 

Alien keys I'a:l;)n ,ki:z/ 
brake Ibrerkl 
frame /frerml 
gears/derailleurs Ig!;)z, dr'rerljn/ 
handlebar j'ha:ndlbo:1 
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inner tube I'm;) tju:bl 
lock Ilok/ 
pedal !'pedl! 
pump /pAmp/ 
saddle I'sa:dll 
shocks IJnks/ 
spanners !'spa:n:nl 
spare wheel /spe;) 'wi:l! 
spoke Isp;)uk! 
tyre Ita!;)/ 
valve Iva:lv/ 
water bottle I'W;):t;) ,botl! 

buffet car I'bufer ku:/ 
carriage/car I'ka:nd3, ko:/ 
compartment /kmn'pu:tm;)nt/ 
conductor Ibn'dAkt;)/ 
luggage rack l'lAgld3 ra:k/ 
platform I'pla:tfa:m/ 
sleeping car I'sli:pIl] ko:1 
track Itra:k/ 

arrivals h'rmv;)1z/ 
baggage reclaim I'ba:gld3 rI,klennl 
board the plane !b;):d 0;) 'pleml 
boarding pass l'b,,:dJl] po:s/ 
check-i n l'tSek ml 
connecting flight Ib,nektIl) 'JlaIll 
customs officer I'kAst8111Z ,of;)s;)1 
delayed Idr'leldl 
departure lounge Idr'pu:tJ;) lalJnd3/ 
departures Idr'pa:tS;)z/ 
domestic flight Id;)'mestlk JlaItl 
duty-free zone I,dju:ti 'fri : z;)un/ 
emergency landing iI,l113:d3;)l1si 'la:ndllJl 
flight attendant I'ftmt ;),tend;)l1t/ 
gate /9Clt/ 
go through customs/security Ig;)u eru: 'kAst~mz, sr'kju;)r;)ti/ 
hand luggage j'ha:l1d ,IA91d3/ 
last call llo:st 'b:1/ 
pay excess baggage Ipel rk,ses 'ba:9rd31 
window/aisle seat I'wmd;)u, 'all si:t/ 

cabin I'ka:b;)nl 
disembark I,drs;:.m'bu:kl 
ferry I'feril 
get on board /gct on 'ba:dl 
lifeboat !'laIfb;)utl 
liner l'lalI1;)1 
rough crossing IrAf 'kIDSllJl 
row/paddle /r;)o, 'pa:dl/ 
sail Iserl/ 
sailing boat I'serlll) b;)utl 
tall ship It;):1 'SIp/ 
vessel I'ves;)ll 
yacht IjDU 

JOURNEYS AND 'fRIeS 

arrival /;)'raIv;)ll 
business trip I'bIZll;)S tfIp! 
cruise Ikru:z/ 
day-trip I'del tfIp/ 
departure Idr'pa:tS;)1 
destination l,dest;) 'neIS;)n/ 
excursion IIk'sks:J;)nl 
expedition l,eksp;)'dlS;)n/ 
journey l'd33:nU 



.: tseeing tour /'sart,Si:Il] tU;)! 
_ '<lge " V:md3/ 

. . 
--cient monument !,emJ;)nt 'mnnj;)m;mt! 
- k a room (online) !,buk;) ru:m on'lalll! 
- d/know your way !famd, n;)u j;) \verl 
?t around the town/the city Iget ;),raund ch 'taun, 0;) 'srtil 

backpacking Ig;)u 'b<ek,p<ekll]1 
- OTic monument fhl,smnk 'monjum;)ntf 

~~:~~,I~~d~1~::~;re 1111 0;) ,mIdI ;)V 'n;)uwe;)1 

ve your luggage unattended !li:v j;) ,!Agld3 ,An;)'tend;)dl 
~ luggage office !Inst 'IAgld3 ,ofgsl 

ke a reservation/a booking !merk ;;) ,reZ;)'VeIJ;)11, ;;) 'buknJl 
_ the beaten track !or Od ,bi:tn 'tr<eki 

ckage holidays !,p<ekld3 'holddizl 
up a tent !put Ap d 'tent! 

axation l,ri:i<ek'serSdnl 
xe/admire the sights Isi:, dd,mm;;) Od 'smtsl 
- uristy places I,tu;)r;)sti 'pierslz/ 
:ravel broadens the mind I'tr<ev;)! ,br;):d;)11Z 0;) 'mamdl 
:ravel light I,tr<ev;)i 'laIt! 
:rekking holidays I'treku] ,hobdizl 

COMMODATIOill 

B (Bed & Breakfast) !bi:;m 'hi:, bed ;)11 'brekt';:)st/ 
- dget accommodation l,bAd3;)t dkomd'deIJ;)ni 
:ampsite I'k<empsart! 
caravan /'k<emv<en! 
ouble room l,dAb;)! 'ru:mI 

a1 suite facilities Ion ,swi:t fg'srlrtizl 
- e-star hotel /fmv sto: h;)u'tell 
":.dly booked /,fu1i 'bukt/ 
oneymoon suite /'!Lmimu:n swi:tl 

:win room Itwm 'ru:ml 
i'acancy I'velk;)11si/ 

cate a room IV;),kelt;) 'ru:mI 
. outh hostel l'ju:8 ,hDstl! 

sLle TRANSPORT 

commuter ik;)'mju:t;)/ 
deposit IdI'POZ;)t/ 
expire Irk'spal;)/ 
fare Ire;)1 
one-day bus pass /wAn del 'bAS po:s! 
on the underground !on oi ',md;)graund! 
Oyster card 1';)[5t;) ka:d/ 
pay-as-you-go !pe! ;)Z j;) 'g;)u/ 
si ngle journey /,5r1)9dl 'd33:niJ 
the Tube /0;) 'tju:b! 
ticket hall I'trbt h;):li 
top up the Oyster card Imp lAp oi ';)Ist;) ko:dl 
[:ravel card i'tr<ev;)lko:dl 

PHRASAt VERBS 

break down Ibrerk 'daun! 
check in ItJek 'm! 
check in/out ItJek 'rn, 'aut! 
get around (the) townlthe city /get ;),l'aund 0;) 'taun, 0;) 'sItil 
get on /get 'on! 
head for (<I place) I'hed b ;) pIers! 
pull out /pul 'aut/ 
pull over Ipu1 ';)uv;)1 
pull up fpui Apt 
sb runs out of (petrol) l,sAmbodi fAnz ,aut ;)V 'petT;)1/ 
see sb off Isi: ,s{\mbndi 'ofl 
set off/out Iset 'of, 'aut/ 
slow down /s];)u 'daun! 
speed up /spi:d 'Apl 
take off Iterk 'ofl 

QUICK REVISION 

o Complete the table with nouns . 

2 arrive 

3 collide 

4 relax 

• Match the words to form compound nouns. 

1 hand a facilities 
2 youth b congestion 
3 en suite c station 
4 traffic d luggage 
5 petrol e hostel 

o Answer the questions. 

1 Which of these would you not find at an airport? 
a departure lounge 
b platform 
c check-in 

2 Which of these would you not find on a train? 
a compartment b deck c buffet car 

3 Which of these is usually by sea? 
a expedition b journey c voyage 

4 Where would you wait for someone arriving by sea? 
a on the quayside 
b on a platform 
c in a terminal 

5 Which two of these are similar in meaning to 
'motorway'? 
a freeway b minor road c expressway 

6 Which two words fit the collocation: to 
a room? 
a vacate b depart c book 

7 Which two things can you adjust? 
a the gears b the rear-view mirror 
c a puncture 

8 Which of these people never knows when he/she 
will arrive at his/her destination? 
a hitchh iker 
b commuter 
c flight attendant 

9 Which preposition completes all three phrasal 
verbs? 

to see someone 
to set _ _ on a journey 
to take 

10 Which preposition completes all three sentences? 

We were held in traffic. 
I pulled _ in front of my house and got out of 
the car. 
They ended _ _ sleeping in a motel. 
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'A dasstc: sOWtetfltng tflat ever!jfood!j wants to flave read 
and nofood!j wants to read.' 
MARK TWAIN (AMERICAN WRITER, 1835- 1910) 

",ii;'·iii);ji o Complete the book review with the words from 
the box. 

chapter characters final narrator novel opening 
plot Prize 

The Blind Assassin 
by Margaret Atwood 

In the masterly 1 _ __ paragraph of The Blind 

Assassin the 2 , Iris, recounts the violent death, 
probably by suicide, of her sister Laura Chase. The 
first 3_ poses several tantalising questions about the 
history of the Chase family, which is full of painful 
secrets. It is difficult to put the book down until the 
last of those questions are resolved on the 4 __ _ 

pages. The 5 is intricate and sophisticated 
and the 6 so true-to-life that you may find 
yourself personally liking or hating some of them. 
The 7 fully deserves the Booker 8 __ _ 

it won in 2000. 

• Read the poem and label the marked elements with 
the words from the box. 

line rhyme verse/stanza hyperbole 
personification simile 

Daffodils 

by William Wordsworth 

e 
I wandered lonely as a cloud 
Thil-x. .BQ~~~ .. pnhighQ~ ~X . .Y~le.~ .. ~p.d .hWs., 
When all at once I saw a crowd, 
a host of golden daffodils -
Along the lake, beneath the trees, 
Fluttering and dancing in the breeze. 

Continuous as the stars that shine 
And twinkle on the milky way, 
They stretched in never-ending line 
Along the margin of a bay: 
Ten thousand saw I at a glance, e 
Tossing their heads in sprightly dance. 
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IlI!1:JI 
() Match the people to what they do. 

1 The director of 4 The cast 
photography S A stuntman 

2 The production designer 6 Extras 
and art director 7 The editor 

3 The screenwriter 

a appear in a film only as members of a crowd. 
b are all the actors in a film. 
c are responsible for the visual side, e.g. sets and 

costumes. 
d cuts and arranges the scenes after they have been 

filmed. 
e is responsible for all the camera work in the film. 
f performs dangerous acts in place of an actor. 
g writes the screenplay. 

o Complete the verbs in the following sentences. 

1 Revolutionary Road f __ t _ r _ sKate Winslet 
as April Wheeler. 

2 I don't like it when a film is e __ t _d like a video clip 
3 Slumdog Millionaire is s_t mainly in the slums of 

Mumbai. 
4 She a_ p __ rs briefly in the latest James Bond film. 
S We decided to s_o_ t the final scene in black and 

white . 
6 The sequel will be r_ l __ s_d in January of next year. 
7 Atonement is b __ _ d on a novel by lan McEwan. 

o Complete the sentences with the words from the 
box. Change the form of the word if necessary. 

bar concerto key pitch score symphony 

Among Beethoven's best-loved works are his nine 

2 Chopin wrote two piano __ , in E minor and i 
F minor. 

3 Chopin's 'Military' polonaise is in the ___ of 
A major. 

4 I can't read music. I don't understand a musical 
__ any more than I understand a text in an 
unknown alphabet. 

S She sat down at the piano, played the first three 
__ of the song and suddenly stopped. 

6 If someone's got absolute or perfect __ , they 
can name a single note on hearing it, or sing any 
note without the help of an instrument. 



e 
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VISUAL ARl"S: 

l abel the numbered objects in the picture with 
the words from the box. 

brushes canvas easel model sculpture sketch 
palette 

Match the words to their definitions. Which of the 
terms refer to techniques and which to subject 
matter? Mark them t and s. 

1 landscape 3 nude 
2 engraving 4 self-portrait 

5 watercolour 
6 still life 

a a picture made by cutting lines into metal, wood or 
another material, covering it in ink and printing it. 

b a portrait of the artist himself / herself 
c a picture showing e.g. a vase and some apples 
d a picture made with water-soluble paints 
e a picture of a naked person 
f a picture showing natural scenery 

1':lMi;)i 
label the numbered elements in the picture with 
the words from the box. 

orchestra pit stage curtain gallery stalls aisle 
opera glasses box 

• Complete the sentences with the words from the 
box. 

circulation channel column coverage editorial 
gossip quality strip tabloid 

1 The cartoon Garfield has been 
published continuously since 1978. 

2 The British newspaper The Sun has 
a reputation for sensation, scandal and reporting 
based on few facts. It also has a of 
2,986,000 copies a day. 

3 BBC Four is a digital TV with serious 
content. 

4 There's an in today's Guardian 
presenting the newspaper's opinion on the much
debated changes in criminallaw. 

5 Ben Goldacre is a doctor and journalist who 
runs a weekly in The Guardian, titled 
'Bad Science'. 

6 Miriam likes reading the column and 
finding out about the personal lives of celebrities. 

7 newspapers such as The Times and The 
Guardian used to be called broadsheets, but now 
many of them have stopped using the impractical 
broadsheet format, with pages 55 cm long or 
larger, and are printed in compact format instead. 

8 On 7 July, 2009, the live of Michael 
Jackson's funeral was watched by approximately 
one billion viewers. 

<rP Complete the sentences with names of artistic 
professions formed from the words in brackets. 

1 lan McEwan is a highly popular contemporary 
British (NOVEL). 

2 George Bernard Shaw was perhaps the best-
known English language (PLAY) after 
Shakespeare. 

3 Alexander Calder was an American ___ _ 
(SCULPT) most famous for inventing the mobile. 

4 The name of Matt Groening, the _ __ _ 
(CARTOON) who created the Simpsons and the 
Life in Hell series, is pronounced 'Gray-ning'. 

5 American (CINEMA) Gordon 
Willis is best known for his work as director of 
photography on F. F. Coppola's The Godfather and 
Woody Alien's Manhattan. 

6 Fred, Dennis, Greg and Gary Powell are the 
_ _ _ _ (STUNT) who have stood in for all of 
the James Bond actors except George Lazenby. 

7 Gillian Lynne is a British ___ _ 
(CHOREOGRAPHY) who created the dance scenes 
in the original productions of the musicals Cats 
and The Phantom of the Opera. 

8 In 1947 the Jewish-American (VIOLIN) 
Yehudi Menuhin played in Berlin with the German 
____ (CONDUCT) Wilhelm Furtwangler as 
an act of reconciliation, becoming the first Jewish 
___ (MUSIC) to do so after World War 11. 
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Discuss the following questions in pairs: 

• Which of the following art forms are you interested 
in? What do you like about them? 

poetry visual arts classical music film 

• When did you last attend a cultural event? What did 
you like / dislike about it? 

• Recall a cultural event that impressed you very 
much. Why was it memorable? 

• Have you ever been present as a work of art was 
being created? What did you see? 

exam TASK 

Read the text and match people A-D to sentences 
1-10. Some sentences may refer to more than one 
person. 

Who 
1 was inspired to think by something 

he / she did not find attractive? 
2 witnessed the creation of a work of art? 
3 was struck by the professional quality of 

someone's work? 

B 

4 mentions his / her political involvement? 
S says he / she often attends cultural events? 
6 saw a well-known artist in person? 
7 mentions someone's strong negative 

reaction to a work of art? 
8 wishes a particular artist good luck? 
9 mentions the connection between art 

and money? 
10 remem bers two versions of the same work? 

• Which ofthe four stories appeals to you most? 
Why? Discuss. 

O ln pairs, choose two of the following sets of 
questions and discuss them. Use examples of 
specific works wherever you can. 

1 Does political involvement make art more 
authentic and relevant? Or does it make it limited 
and short-lived? 

2 Does art have to be beautiful? What is the purpose 
of representing disturbing and shocking things in 
art? Can offending people's feelings be justified? 

3 'There is a long way from being talented and skilful 
to becoming a commercial success in the world 
of the arts.' To what extent is this true? Is it unfair? 
What factors other than talent influence an artist's 
success or lack of success? 

4 How important is attention to detail in a film? 
Does it matter if a film is not historically accurate? 

o Discuss these questions in pairs. 
• Do you know anyone who works in the performing 

arts? What do you know about his/her work and life? 
• What sort of things do aspiring actors have to learn? 
• What are the advantages and drawbacks of a young 

actor's life? 

examTASK 

0'3+1+j You're going to hear an interview with 
Anna who has just finished drama school. Choose 
the correct answers. 

1 Anna's opinion of her drama school is that 
A the teachers were cool. 
B all the subjects were great. 
C she enjoyed nearly everything. 
D there were too many subjects. 

2 When you put on a play as part of your course at 
drama school, 
A you don't perform in public. 
B your audience is critical of you. 
C critics don't think it's serious. 
D you only get friendly audiences. 

3 Anna's knowledge of languages comes from 
A growing up in France. 
B her family and the place where she lives. 
C her parents being English and French. 
D living in several countries. 

4 Which sentence best summarises Anna's opinion 
of the acting profession? 
A It's enjoyable and exciting, but there isn't much 

job security. 
B Being creative is a huge challenge . 
C There are great chances of success. 
o You can't succeed without great natural talent. 

S Anna wants to be a theatre actor because 
A she doesn't like acting in film or on TV. 
B she's never tried directing. 
C it is the kind of work she's got most experience of. 
o it involves doing a lot of auditions. 

O Ust the things Anna learned in drama school. 
Check the tapescript on page 169 to complete 
your list. Which of those things would you enjoyl 
not enjoy doing? Why? I Why not? 
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MULTIPLE CHOICE .. 20 

examWORKOUT 

Vocabulary used in film reviews 

o Which word fits which sentence in each pair? 

1 acting / performance 
a 'The Social Network' contains a lot of wel l-

written dia logue and some exce llent ___ _ 
b In the 1982 comedy 'Tootsie' Dustin Hoffman 

gave an unforgettable as the 
unemployed actor Michael Dorsey. 

2 violence / violent 
a The amount of and brutality in the 

film may put off some viewers. 
b The movie contains a number of ___ _ 

scenes. 

3 based / set 
a Christopher Nolan's 'Insomnia' is in 

Alaska. 
b 'GoodFellas' is number one on my list of films 

____ on true events. 

4 impressive / impressed 
a 'Inception' is visually very _ __ _ 
b I was by the director's seemingly 

unlimited imagination. 

S shocked / shocking 
a I found the gratuitous brutality of the film 

deeply ___ _ 
b I was by the reaction of the audience, 

who seemed to find the bloodshed entertaining. 

examTASK 

• Read the following review of a film. Choose the 
correct answers. 

The producers of the movie The Samoa Connection claim it is 
based 1 a true story. The action is 2 in New 
York and on the Pacific archipelago of Samoa, which has provided 
the opportunity for some terrific 3 of expensive yachts 
sailing in all sorts of weather. Catherine McGrath gives a brilliant 
____ as the cynical, double-dealing American spy Norma 

Wheeler. Action movie fans will no doubt be 5 by the 
spectacular special effects in the motorboat chase scenes. The 
story, however, feels far-fetched and 6 , despite the claim 
of authenticity. The 7 is wooden and full of cliches, and 
the very large number of 8 scenes does not seem to be 

justified by the plot. * * * * '* 
1 Aon Bin Cby D of 
2 A located B placed C set D based 
3 A photographs B images C shots D views 
4 A acting B play C ro le D performance 
S A shocked B impressed 

C impressive D shocking 
6 A untrue B unconvincing 

C imaginative D unattractive 
7 A conversation B talk C dialogue D line 
8 A violent B vio lence C brutality D blood 
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ROLE PLAY .. 36 

examWORKOUT 

Persuading 

o I3.rJ.t:J Read the exam task and listen to 
a student doing it. Answer the questions below. 

You would like to take a friend out to see a film. 
Suggest going to the cinema, tell your friend about 
a film you recommend and persuade him/her to 
see it. Agree a time and place to meet. 

a Note the following information about the film: 
Title: _______ _ 
Director: Stanley Kubrick 
Genre: _ ______ _ 
Main actor: _______ _ 

b What arguments does the student use to persuade 
the examiner to see the film? 

c Where and when do the speakers agree to meet? 
Time: _______ _ 
Place: ___ ____ _ 

• Prepare to do the exam task. 

Student A, you are going to do the task from 
Exercise 1. Choose a different film and prepare some 
information about it. 
Student B, you are going to do the exam task belovw. 
Prepare some information about a concert. 

examTASK 

o Work in pairs. 

STUDENT A 

Do the exam task from Exercise 1. Student B is the 
examinee 

STUDENT B 

Do the exam task below. Student A is the examiner. 

You would like to take a friend out to a concert. 
Phone your friend, tell him/her about a concert YOl .. 
recommend and persuade him/ her to go with you. 
Agree a time and place to meet. 



JEW .. 27 

:xamWORKOUT examTASK 

k review: content, structure, vocabulary 

Read the exam task and the review and do 
the exercises (a-d). 

1 Write a review of a book whose hero you found 
particularly likeable. 

2 Write a review of a film which touches on important 
ethical issues. 

Write a review of a book which impressed you 
because of the unusual imagination of the author. 

a Number these points in the order in which they 
" .i~iaii.ia,: CULTURE 

Ursula Kroeber le Guin was born in 1929 in California. Her 
father was the anthropologist Alfred Kroeber, and Le Guin's 
familiarity with cultural anthropology can be seen in the 
perfect construction of the imaginary societies in her books. 
Le Guin can be described as a serious writer who uses 

appear in the review. 
Brief plot outline. 
Basic information about the work. 
Recommendation. 
Analysis of the strong and/or weak points of 
the work. 

the popular genres of fantasy and 
science fiction. By portraying alien 

b What three basic facts are given about the book? 
or fantasy societies she expresses 
ideas about human society and 
relationships in general. Her most 
celebrated fantasy works are the 
Books of Earthsea, a series of 

2 

3 
novels which tell the story of the 
life and deeds of the wizard Ged. c Underline the verbs in the second paragraph. 

What tense is used to summarise the plot? 

d Highlight in different colours the sentences in 
which the reviewer discusses: 
• the author's imagination 

• the plot 
• the characters 
• the moral message of the book 

In the science fiction genre she's 
best known for the Ekumen cycle, 
launched in 1966 with Rocannon's 
World. The Left Hand of Darkness is 
perhaps the most ambitious of the 
novels in that series. She also writes 
poetry, essays and books for children. Le Guit1, U. (1994) The left Hand afDarkness, 

pub. Berkeley, an imprint of Penguin Books 

The Left Hand of Darkness by Ursula K. Le Guin is a sci-fi novel of unusual intellectual and moral complexity. The 

author's astounding imagination, supported by her knowledge of cultural anthropology, has created a reality that 

not only entertains us, but also makes us think. 

The story is set on Gethen, a distant planet with an extremely cold climate, whose inhabitants are the only race 

in the universe which is androgynous. A peaceful interstellar union known as the Ekumen sends a lone envoy 

to Gethen to establish contact with the planet. Although received at the royal court, he is mistrusted, regarded 

as a 'pervert: and eventually imprisoned. With his only Gethenian ally and friend he makes a daring escape, 

walking 800 miles over a glacier. 

The tale is gripping, the storytelling - superb. Le Guin has constructed a rich and consistent reality: she has peopled 

Gethen with two nations living under different political systems; she has given them complex social structures and 

religious beliefs, written their legends (included in the book as separate chapters), and created details of everyday 

life. The characters inhabiting this world are multi-dimensional and psychologically convincing. Most importantly, 

this extraordinary feat of imagination challenges us to reflect on our own world and our attitudes to people who are 

different from us. 

I recommend the novel not only to every science fiction fan, but also to anyone who simply enjoys good, serious 

prose. 
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GENERAL 

brutal scenes I,bru:tl 'si:nzl 
convey Ik;m'vell 
critical opinion l,kntIbJ <l'pmj;:ml 
cultural event /,kAltS;::'fJl r'ventl 
express IIk'spresl 
offend (people's feelings) l<l,fend ,pi:pJlz 

'ft:lrl)zl 
outsider's point of view laut'sardJz p:Jmt 

<lV,vju:/ 
performing arts IpJ'f:J:mu) a:tsl 
pose questions Ip,)l)z 'kwestSJnzl 
provoke Ipr<l'v<luk! 
work of art IW3:k;JV 'a:tl 

ADJECTIVES TO TALK ABOUT ART 

action-packed I'xkJ<ln pxktl 
avant-garde Ixvol)'ga:d/ 
complex I'kompleksl 
controversial l,kontfd'v3:J;Jl! 
disturbing Idr'st3:bnJl 
extraordinary IIk'stT:J:d;mJril 
far-fetched Ifa: 'fetStl 
highly recommended I,harli reb'mendJdl 
impressive hm'presrvl 
intricate I'rntrrk;Jtl 
intriguing Irn'tri:gllJl 
masterly I'ma:st::llil 
meaningful J'mi:ml)f;)l/ 
memorable I'memJr;)b::ll/ 
multi-dimensional 1,l11Alti dar'mentSJnJlI 
politically involved Ip;),lItrkli m'volvdl 
profound IprJ'faundl 
psychologically convincing J,sarbl,od31kli 

k;ll1'VIl1SII)I 
radical I'rxdrbll 
relevant l'rel::lvJnt! 
shocking I'Sokrl)1 
sophisticated /SJ'flstJkert::ldl 
spectacular /spek'txkjJl::l1 
spell-binding Ispel 'barndrl)/ 
subtle j'SAtlI 
superficial l,su:p::l'flJJI/ 
thought-provoking I,(ht pr::l'v::lukn)l 
tongue-in-cheek /tAlJ m 'tSi:kl 
true-to-life Itru: tJ 'hut! 
unconvincing I,AnkJn'vrnsrlJI 

PEOPLE'S REACTIONS TO ART 

bored out of one's mind /b:J:d aut ::lV WAnz 
'mamdl 

feel a thrill Ift:! ::l 'Sn ll 
feel uplifted Ift:l Ap'lrftJd/ 
get sb down Iget ,sAmbodi 'daun! 
impressed by sth Inn'prest bar ,SAl11SrlJI 
make you think Imerk j ::l '0rlJkl 
move to tears Imu:v tJ 'tmzl 
outraged !'autreld3dl 

blurb Ib13:bl 
Booker Prize I'bub pralzl 
chapter I'tJ xptJI 
character l'kxf::lkt;J/ 
engrossed in a book Im,grJust Il1 J 'buk/ 
final pages l,famJI 'peld3IzI 
flick/skim through a book /fllk, skIm Sm:::l 

'buk/ 
genre 1'30nrJI 
gripping tale I,gn pll) 'tell! 
hardback I'ha:dbxk! 
heroine I'herJum/ 
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hyperbole ihm'p3:b::lliJ 
it's dificult to put this book down 

Irts 'dItjkJlt tJ put ors buk 'daunl 
line Ilam/ 
metaphor l'metJfJI 
narrator InJ'rcltJI 
novel l'novJlI 
novelist I'nov::ll::lst! 
opening paragraph 1,,)l)pJIlJI) 'pxfJgro:fl 
paperback I'pcIpJbxkl 
personification /pJ,son;)f::l'kerSJn/ 
play !pICII 
playwright j'pleJraJU 
plot /plot! 
poet j'P::lUJtl 
poetry j'pJuJtril 
public reading /,pAblIk 'ri:dII]/ 
rhyme Irarml 
second-hand bookshop /,scbnd hxnd 

'bukJop/ 
simile I'SImJliI 
stanza l'stXI1ZJI 
verse IV3:s1 

advance screening IJd,vu:ns 'skri:ml)l 
appear in a film IJ !pIG I11 J 'fIlm! 
audition h:'dIJ:;!n/ 
based on a novel/a true story/real events 

berst 011 ::l 'novJ!, J tru: 'st:l:ri, [!::ll I!ventsl 
climax I'klmmxksl 
edit I'ed:;!tl 
end credits lend 'krCdItsl 
keep in suspense Iki:p I11 sJ'spel1s1 
on general release Ion ,d3en:;!rGi n'li:sl 
on location /JI1 l;'Ju'blSn/ 
release a movie In,li:s J 'mu:vi/ 
screenplay l'skri:npJerl 
set Iset/ 
shoot (a film) IJu:t :;! 'fIlml 
subtitles I'sAb,tmtl7J 
the film features 10J frlm 'ft:tJ;:')zl 
the film is set in 10::l frlm rz sct rnl 

KINDS OF FILMS 

all-time favourite h :l talm 'fCIV::lfJtI 
blockbuster I'blok,bAst::l/ 
box-office hit I'boks ,of:;!s lut! 
documentary l,dokj::l'mcntJri! 
low-budget movie IIJu ,bAd3;Jt 'mu:vil 
feature film 1'11:tj':;! fI lml 
rom-com I'rom k0l111 
series i'sI::lri :zl 
silent movie l,sarlJllt 'l11u:vil 
sequel I'si:kwJ]1 
tear-jerker I'tlJ ,d33:bl 
trailer l'trerlJ! 

PEOPLE IN THE FILM INDUSTRY 

cameraman I'kxmJr;)m;m/ 
cast Iko:st! 
cinematographer l,slIlJmJ'togr::lfJI 
(film) crew I'frlm krn:1 
director of photography Id::l,rektJ JV 

f;J'togr::l111 
editor l'edJtGI 
extra I' ekstrJI 
film critic I'frIm ,krrtrkJ 
male/female lead Imell, ,fi:merJ'ii:d/ 
production designer/art director 

Ipr::l'dAkJJn dr,zall1J, a:t d::l'rckt:;!1 
screenwriter I'skri:l1,rart;}/ 
stuntman /'stAlltmxnl 
usher I'AJJI 

ll!Atiti9 
absolute/perfect pitch l,xbs;J]u:t, ,p3:frkt 

'pItJ/ 
A major ICl 'mcld3JI 
A minor Icr 'malIlGI 
audience 1';J:diJl1s! 
bar ibn:1 
busker I'bASkJI 
bugle !'bju:gl/ 
bugle call I'bju:gl b :l/ 
concert hall I'kol1sJt h:l:l/ 
concerto /bn'tJ3:tJul 
conductor Ibn'd~,J.;:tJ/ 

gig /9r91 
haunting melody /,h::.:ntllJ 'mcl:;!dil 
high-pitched/low-pitched (sound) Ihm 

,PltJ\ l;:')u ,PItSt 'smmdl 
improvise I'rmpr;:')vmz! 
in tune Im 'tju:nl 
live music/performance IIarv 'mju:zrk, 

pJ'b:m::ll1s/ 
lyrics I'lrnksl 
massive hit l,mxsIv 'hltl 
musician !mju:'zIJ::lnl 
note InJotl 
opera house l'opJrG haosl 
out of tune laut::lv 'tjn:nl 
perform in public !PJ,b:m m 'pAblrkl 
performance IpG'f:J:mGnsl 
polonaise /,pob'ne1zl 
read music Iri :d 'miu:zlkl 
record label l 'rek'J:d ,lClbGI/ 
score Isk;):1 
symphony I'SImfJniJ 
tune an instrument /tju:l1::ln 'mstr;JI1lJ11t! 
violinist l,varG'lm;:')st! 
works of Beethoven IW3:ks GV 'berth::luvllI 

19t!'"ii.';'" 
brush IbrAJI 
canvas l'kxl1VGsI 
easel I'i:z"l/ 
engraving Im'grclvIlJl 
ink IrlJk/ 
installation l,mst::l'lelSGnl 
landscape I'lxndskclp/ 
model I'mndl/ 
nude /nju:dl 
palette l'pxlGtl 
portrait I'p:J:trJtl 
sculptor I'skAlptJI 
sculpture I'sbJptSJI 
self-portrait Isclf 'p:J:trJtl 
sketch I skctJ/ 
still life Istrl 'lalfl 
visual arts I,V13UJl 'u:tsl 
watercolour I'w:J:tG,kAiJI 

aisle larl/ 
balcony I'bxlbnil 
box /boksl 
box office I'boks ,obsl 
choreographer l,kori 'ogrJf::l/ 
curtain 1'1<3:tnl 
drama school I'dra:m::l 8ku:1I 
gallery I'gxi;)ril 
mime Imarml 
opera glasses l'0pJfJ gla:slzl 
orchestra pit !':J:bstrJ PIt! 
prompter l'prol11pt::l1 
put on a play Iput DI1 ::l 'plcll 



x t set! 
= ge /sterd3/ 
stall s /st:J:izl 
m eet performer /stri:t P<l 'f:J:111<l/ 

llB'S'!"'" 
oadsheet/quality paper I'br:J:dSi:t, 'kWDi<lti ,perp<l/ 

::artoonist /ka:'tu:n<lst! 
annel I' tSreni/ 

-rculation / ,s3:kj<l'ierS<ln/ 
:olumn /'kDi<llni 
:olumnist I'koi<lm<lst! 
::omic/cartoon strip I'kDmrk, ka:'tu:n strlp/ 
Mitorial / ,ed<l 't:J:ri<l1/ 
sossip column / 'gDS<lP ,kol<ll11/ 

ive) coverage /ialv 'kA V<lnd3/ 
blish / 'pAbhSJ 
blisher I'pAbIIS<l/ 

xrious content I,SI;)ri;)s 'kDntentl 
tab loid / 'trebbld/ 

violinist 

live music performance 

• 

• 

• 

QUICK REVISION 

o Complete the table with names of professions. 

o Match the names of works in the first column with 
the names of their parts in the second column. 

1 novel a act 
2 poem b scene 
3 play c chapter 
4 film d stanza 

• Answer the questions. 

1 Which two of these would you find both in 
a novel and in a film? 
a characters 
b extras 
c plot 
d cast 

2 Which of these people do you not normally see 
in a film? 
a the cast b the stuntmen c the editor 

3 If someone can recognise and sing any note, 
they've got perfect 
a pitch. b key. c score. 

4 Which two of these are pictures of people? 
a nude b self-portrait c still life 

5 Which of these cannot be an oil painting? 
a still life 

• b watercolour 
c landscape 

6 Are you higher up when sitting in the stalls or 
in the gallery? 

7 If you want to find sensational stories about 
celebrities, will your read a quality newspaper or 
a tabloid? 

8 If a newspaper prints and sells a lot of copies, 
it has a wide 
a circulation. b coverage. c editorial. 

9 Are MTV, TVP1 and BBC World TV programmes 
or TV channels? 

10 If you liked a film, which word would you not use 
to describe it? 
a convincing b far-fetched c spectacular 
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10 get l:?tick Wlfj fjouth I would do tiY'lfjthtY'lg tY'l the world, 
e><.cept ttike e><.erctse, get up etir~, or l:?e res pectti l:?le. , 
OSCAR WILDE ( I RISH WR ITER, 1854-1 900) 

I i il j = "J.~tj~l :t.] .tl o Match the parts of the body to the functions they 
are involved in. 

1 breathing a muscles, tendons, joints 
2 digestion b heart, veins, arteries 
3 movement c brain, spinal cord, neurons 
4 blood circulation d bronchi, lungs, nose 
S controlling all e stomach, small intestine, 

other functions large intestine 

SICKN~$ AND HEAl.TH 

• Complete the sentences with the verbs from the 
box in the correct form. 

cure heal injure recover treat wound 

US military casualties in the Vietnam War included 
58,209 killed and 153,452 __ _ 

2 My neighbour was ____ in a car accident last 
year. 

3 We worried about him, but he from the 
injuries faster than expected. 

4 One third of the patients have been entirely 
____ of the disease. 

S I've been my cold with various natural 
remedies, but I don't seem to be getting better. 

6 It's a very small cut; don't touch it and it'll 
____ by itself. 

lWiiJ;Jiij o Complete the text with the words from the box. 

stitches sling scar crutches cast bandage 

Poor Andy has had a bad 
skiing accident. He broke his 
leg; now he's got a plaster 
1 on it and he walks 
on 2 __ • He's also got 
four 3 _ _ in his forehead, 
covered with a 4 __ , 

because he cut himself rather 
badly when falling. And his 
right arm is in a 5 __ , so he 
cannot use it much! However, 
the doctor says he'll be fine; in 
two months, all you'll be able 
to see will be an attractive 
6 on his forehead. 
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o Choose the correct word. 

1 When you suffer from bronchitis, you cough / 
sneeze a lot. 

2 Otitis causes intense backache / earache. 
3 'Pink eye', or conjunctivitis, is an eye / ear 

infection. 
4 If you have appendicitis, your stomach / head 

hurts badly and you need surgery. 
S Pneumonia is an inflammation of the liver / lungs. 
6 Tuberculosis (TB) is a serious lung / heart disease, 

from which many poor people, including some 
famous artists, died in the 19th century. 

7 If you hit your elbow / head, you may suffer from 
concussion. 

8 Many types of cancer are caused by smoking / 
drinking. 

9 Chicken pox is a childhood disease which causes 
a rash / swelling on the whole body. 

10 Mumps is a childhood disease which makes your 
neck and face / arms and legs swell and hurt. 

'IJtt,j:1I4iil#;J o Match the sentence beginnings and endings. 

1 Amputees 
2 Hearing-impaired people 
3 Mentally handicapped / intellectually 

disabled people 
4 People who suffer from brain damage 
S Visually impaired people 

a can't hear well. 
b can't see, or can see very little. 
c have significantly below-average intellectual abil i 
d may lose the ability to speak or walk. 
e need prosthetic legs or wheelchairs. 

I; I f·, Si: 14,' hiM Q ;{.)4 it"' [.]~ t·, ,t 
• Match the people to the health care professionals 

1 Mrs Crawford has got problems with her hips. 
2 Luke doesn't like the shape of his nose. 
3 Tony thinks he's got the flu. 
4 Louise is going to have a baby and wants to 

prepare for childbirth. 
S Little Sammy can't pronounce's' very well. 
6 Virginia suffers from depression. 

a speech therapist 
b psychiatrist 
c physiotherapist 

d plastic surgeon 
e midwife 
f GP 
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Label the sports. 

0 ___ _ 
~ 

--~ 
I I ! 1 1 ! \ I \ \ I \) 1 ) ) \ f 
---=--

Three teenagers talk about their experiences 
connected with sports. Identify the sports they are 
talking about. 

a We were at a disadvantage from the start: our 
best striker had been injured two days before 
during practice, But we still could have made it if 
it hadn't been for that referee, When Nick scored, 
t he ref said it was offside, and then in the second 
half he awarded them a penalty for a foul that 
had never happened, , , and Jack didn't manage 
to defend it, We lost four-one, 

b It was a d ifficult match, They've got this point guard 
who's very good at three-point shots, and after 
the second quarter they were ten pOints ahead of 
us, Then the coach asked for time-out, told us off. 
substituted Tommy for Greg as forward, and you 
should have seen Tommy's slam dunks! And he's not 
even that tall! We finally won 74:68 in overtime, 

-..( 

c It was sheer pleasure to watch Laura play. In the 
first game she served three aces, Her opponent 
has a strong forehand and she managed to win the 
second game, but her backhands can't really compare 
with Laura's, When I heard the umpire say 'game, set, 
match to Miss Wood: I was on the verge of tears " 
I hope she does equally well in the doubles, 

SPORTS E UIPMENT 

o Match the sports to the equipment used to play 
them. 

1 ice hockey a racket, shuttlecock 
2 baseball b racket, balls 
3 golf c stick, puck 
4 snooker d bat, glove, ball 
5 tennis e club, balls 
6 badminton f cue, balls 

8 ___ _ 

G ___ _ 

8 ___ _ 

SPORTS UIZ 

~ Choose the two correct answers to each question. 

1 Which sports are played on a court? 
a tennis b basketball c baseball 

2 Which sports are played on a pitch? 
a football b volleyball c rugby 

3 Which sports are played with bats? 
a golf b cricket c table tennis 

4 Which sporting events take place on a track? 
a running b motorcycle racing c archery 

5 Which verbs fit this phrase: 'to ... a sporting event'? 
a hold b lead c organise 

6 Which are the correct collocations? Two athletes 
tested ... for performance-enhancing drugs. 
a well b positive c negative 

WORD BUILDING 

• Complete the sentences with words formed from 
the words in brackets. 

1 I can't go riding; I'm (ALLERGY) to 
horses. 

2 After the operation, she made a remarkably speedy 
___ (RECOVER). 

3 At the 2006 World Cup Michael Owen suffered 
an (INJURE) which took him a year to 
recover from. 

4 Jesse Owens was an African American ___ _ 
(ATHLETICS) who won four gold medals at the 
1936 Summer Olympics in Berlin. 

5 Most champion (SKI) come from 
montainous regions. 

6 Lance Armstrong is the only (CYCLE) 
to have won the Tour de France seven consecutive 
times. 

7 My cousin's school certificate lists all his sporting 
_ _ _ (ACHIEVE). 
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examWORKOUT 

Connections in a text: conjunctions and relative pronouns 

o Complete the sentences with the linking words 
from the box. 

after since thanks to which 

1 ___ there are twelve of us, we'll play in teams of 
five with one reserve player. 

2 He had to stop playing for a year __ he was 
injured. 

3 The Inter-school Badminton Tournament, __ _ 
was held for the first time this year, was the idea of 
two girls in my brother's class. 

4 We were able to organise the tournament __ _ 
the support of our parents 

• Cross out which or that wherever possible. 
1 At our university you can do almost any sport that 

you like. . 
2 The first sport wh ich I learned as a child was 

swimming. 
3 Football is among the sports that need most stamina. 
4 I didn't like any of the sports that were available at 

my school. 
S The first match that I played in was the first one 

that our team won that season. 

SEVENTEEN GOLD MEDALS, THREE SILVERS AND 

TWO BRONZES. Along with swimmer Michael 
Phelps, she's arguably the most successful 
Olympic athlete in history. And yet, you've 
probably never heard of her. She's Ragnhild 
Myklebust from Norway and she won 
her twenty-two medals in skiing, shooting 
and ice sledge racing in five consecutive 
Winter Olympics from 1988 to 2002 . The 
reason she's not better known? She was a 
Paralympian ; a victim of childhood polio 
who skied sitting down. 

• Four parts of sentences (A-D) have been removed 
from the text below. Match them to the gaps (1-4) . 

A after women competitors were admitted to the 
modern Olympics in the early 20th century 

B since men needed to be strong and fit in their role 
as warriors 

C they tend to choose 
D which were held every four years just as they are no\/, 

WOMEN IN THE OLYMPICS 
In ancient times, athletic competition was seen 

as a male affair, '_. In the ancient Olympics, 
2_, women were not allowed even as spectators . 
Even 3_, there were few of them and they were 

discouraged from taking part in the more physicall y 
intensive sports. Today, women compete successfull y 
in virtually all major areas of sport, and the 
sports disciplines 4_ depend on their individual 
predispositions rather than on any preconceived 
ideas about women's abilities . 

The Paralympics were born of war. The 
idea of using sport to help the rehabilitation 
of World War II soldiers with spinal cord 
injuries was devised by Dr. Ludwig Guttmann, 
a leading German neurosurgeon exiled in 
the UK. He believed that sport could help 
his patients regain the physical strength 
and self-confidence '_ . He had them play 
wheelchair polo and basketball and practise 
archery; and on the opening day ofthe 1948 
London Olympic Games, he organised the 
first competition for disabled soldiers with just 
two teams of paraplegic* archers. The event 
was repeated annually until 1960, when the 
first official Paralympics were held in Rome. 
No longer restricted to war veterans, the 
Games boasted 400 wheelchair athletes 
from twenty-three countries . 

this meaning is no longer appropriate. 
Today the name is said to derive from .the 
Greek word par6 meaning 'alongside', 
so Paralympics means 'Alongside the 
Olympics'. The first truly parallel Games 
took place in Seoul 1988, when for the first 
time many Paralympians and Olympians 
shared the same venues. 

Iyrppians are divided into six differ :;

disability groups, including wheelc~: 
athletes, the visually impaired, athle-:; 
with brain damage and amputees. 3_ 

the athletes' scores or times are adjus-:;_ 
to reflect their degree of disability. - -. 
focus, however, is not on disabilities, bu" : 
athletic achievements. The Paralymp':;
are athletes, not patients. In the wheelc~: 
marathon the top competitors comp:;
the course in eighty minutes, more ".: 
forty minutes faster than the able- boc '= 
world record; hand cycl ists ride at 30r: 
and some Paralympic powerlifte rs 
heavier weights than their able -boc '= 
counterparts do . 

The name Paralympics originally meant 
'Olympics for paraplegics' . However, 2 
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The twenty sports on the Summer 
Paralympic Games programme currently 
include track and field athletics, football, 
cycling, horse-riding, swimming, sailing , 
powerlifting, judo, rowing, volleyball and 
even wheelchair rugby. The winter sports 
include skiing, shooting, ice sledge hockey 
and curling. 
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examTASK 

o Six sentences have been removed from the text. 
Read it and complete gaps 1-6 with sentences 
A-G. There is one extra sentence that you do not 
need to use. 

A after it was revealed 
B before they gained widespread popularity 
C since the Games are not limited to paraplegics 

any more 
D thanks to an increase in media attention 
E they needed for a normal life 
F which give hope to disabled athletes 
G within each category 

o Read again and answer the following questions. 

. 

Which of the facts do you find surprising I 
unsurprising I impressive? Why? 

1 Why is Ragnhild Myklebust special? 
2 What was the origin of the Paralymipcs? 
3 Where does the name 'Paralympics' come from? 
4 What is striking about the achievements of 

disabled athletes described in paragraph five? 
5 Why was the category of intellectually disabled 

athletes suspended from the Paralympic games? 

Match the words to make collocations. 

1 gold a event 
2 physical b name 
3 banned c deal 
4 sponsorship d strength 
5 sporting e drugs 
6 household f medal 

Unfortunately, there is another similarity with the 
:)Iympics: cheats . There have been several cases of 
=:Jra lympians testing positive for banned drugs, but the 

orst scandal took place at the 2000 Summer Paralympics 
- Sydney. The Spanish team lost their Intellectual Disability 
::Jsketball gold medals 4_ that some of the players were 
-:)t intellectually disabled . The Spanish Federation for 
'entally Handicapped Sports had included them to raise 

--e profile of the Paralympic team in order to obtain more 
JCrative sponsorship deals. The category of intellectually 

::'sabled was subsequently suspended from the Games. 
In terms of participants the Paralympics are now the 

orl d's second largest sporting event after the Olympics . 
- Beiiing 2008 there were 4,200 athletes from 148 
::)untries. 5_ the Games and athletes are gaining steadily 
- popularity. Perhaps the next Ragnhild Myklebust will be 
:: household name. 

But even if the top Paralympians remain relatively 
_ 'lknown, it won't reduce the drama and excitement of 
--ese marvellous Games,6_, enabling them to achieve 
5::lOrting excellence and inspire spectators the world over. 
-1e Paralympic motto sums it up: 'spirit in motion' . 

, paraplegic - a disabled person unable to move the lower part of 
their body, including their legs 

", 
o 

° 
°L 1ST E N I N G 
° 

TRUE/FALSE/NO INFORMATION ~8 

o look at the picture. What are the girl and boy 
talking about? 

"I WENI P-oUNO 1"1\£ 'OVItSE IN TEN U/'IP EP
PAl'. IS HoLES IN ONLY b'2. S\-IO'fS!" 

examTASK 

o 13+j·ij You are going to hear a conversation 
about sports. Are the statements true (T), false (F) 
or is there no information (N!)? 

1 Jamie's forehand is very good. 
2 Jamie and Gwen both think the rules of 

baseball are incomprehensible. 
3 Jamie and Gwen also like winter sports . 
4 Gwen does the activities in an organised 

and systematic way. 
5 The man thinks Jamie and Gwen are typical 

of young people today. 

• Discuss the following questions in pairs: 

• Do you play computer sports games? 
Why / Why not? 

• If you do, which ones do you like best? 
• Do you think computer sports games are good 

for your health? In what ways? 

o In the following lines from the dialogue, which 
sports are being referred to? Match. 
1 When you get to such a high standard, your 

opponents are really good. They serve really fast; 
they put spin on the ball. 

2 Last weekend I went round the course in ten under 
par. Eighteen holes in only sixty-two shots. 

3 I prefer batting to bowli ng. 
4 It helps me concentrate and keeps me flexible. 
5 You can pull a muscle if you don't warm up properly. 

a baseball 
b golf 

c jogging 
d tenn is 

e yoga 

o In pairs, tell each other about a sport you like. 
Include the following information: 
• what you like about it, 
• your strong and weak points. 
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TALKING ABOUT PHOTOS ~35 

o Student A, prepare to do the exam task on this 
page. Student B, prepare to do the exam task on 
page 162. Choose at least five words and phrases 
you want to use. Some of the words can go with 
both tasks. 

outdoor/indoor activity 
work out 
overall fitness 
stamina 
accessi ble/ accessi bi I ity 
strong muscles 
visually impaired 
large print 

examTASK 

wheelchair 
assistive technology 
risk 
adrenalin 
rock climbing 
wheelchair ramp 
exercise machine 
spectacular views 

• Work in pairs. 
STUDENT A 

Do the exam task on this page. Student B asks the 
questions on page 162. 

STUDENT B 

Do the exam task on page 162. Student A asks the 
questions on page 162. 

Look at the two photos of disabled people using accessibility facilities. Compare and contrast the photos. 
The following ideas may help you, but you can suggest others as well. 
• the type of disabil ity 
• the problems faced by the people 
• the facilities available 
• help from other people 
• anyth ing else? 
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SENTENCE TRANSFORMATIONS ~ 22 

examWORKOUT 

ndirect speech 

Choose the correct form. 

1 The referee refused listening / to listen to us. 
2 The organisers explained postponing the game / 

that the game had been postponed. 
3 Sophie suggested to go / going swimming. 
4 The player den ied to touch / that he'd touched the 

ball with his hand. 
S The PE teacher reminded us to bring / that we 

bring our football kits. 

o Match the reporting verbs from the box to the 
patterns which can follow them. Some verbs can 
be followed by more than one pattern. 

claim deny encourage explain inform offer 
remind refuse suggest warn 

Verb + that + verb with tense change 
The surgeon said (that) the patient was out of danger. 
Other verbs: claim. ___ _ _ __ _ 

2 Verb + object + that + verb with tense change 
The coach told us (that) we must win. 
Other verbs: ___ _ _ __ _ 

3 Verb + to + infinitive 
The goalkeeper threatened to leave the team. 
Other verbs: _ ___ _ _ _ _ 

4 Verb + object + to + infinitive 
The doctor advised me to take up yoga. 
Other verbs: ___ ___ _ _ 

S Verb + ing 
The athlete denied using banned substances. 
Other verbs: _ _ ___ _ _ _ 

examTASK 

o Rewrite the sentences so that the meaning is the 
same as in the original sentences. 

1 'We lost the match because of unfair refereeing: 
said the captain. 
The captain claimed because 
of unfair refereeing. 

2 'I'll help you find the facilities you need: 
the support worker said to the student. 
The support worker offered _ ____ __ _ 
the facil ities she needed. 

3 'Do not start playing before your leg heals 
completely: the doctor said to the footballer. 
The doctor warned before his 
leg healed completely. 

4 'Flu vaccination is available at a special student 
rate: the nurse said to us. 
The nurse informed available 
at a special student rate. 

S 'Let's go to the match on Saturday,' said Mark. 
Mark suggested on Saturday. 

DESCRIPTION OF AN EVENT ~ 26 

examWORKOUT 

Details make the description come alive 

o Read a student's description of a sporting event. 
Underline examples of: 

• visual description 
• sounds 
• vocabulary related to sport 
• adjectives used to evaluate. 

Even though I was quite young at the time, I have 

vivid recollections of the 2004 Summer Olympics in 

Athens, which I followed enthusiastically on TV. They 

were considered especially important, because they 

were held in the country where the Olympic Games 

originated in antiquity. 

I was spellbound by the opening ceremony. There 

were spectacular fireworks, followed by a parade of 

characters from Greek mythology and people dressed 

as ancient statues, gliding and dancing through the 

stadium to evocative music. 

In the days that followed, we watched the sporting 

events with great excitement. I am keen on swimming, 

and in Athens two amazing swimmers competed 

for gold: the Australian lan Thorpe, nicknamed 

the Thorpedo, and the American Michael Phelps. 

Thorpe won the 200 metre freestyle, which some 

commentators called 'the race of the century', 

establishing a new Olympic record. But it was Phelps 

who went home with six gold medals, having broken 

his own world record in the 400 metre medley. 

I remember seeing both of them on the podium and 

wandering if I could ever achieve what they had 

achieved. 

The closing ceremony was another grand show, with 

performances of traditional dances from various 

regions of Greece. 

I enjoyed watching the games, and I was especially 

impressed by the careful, artistic preparation of the 

opening and closing ceremonies. I still believe that 

all sporting events could benefit from an elegant, 

imaginative setting. It might perhaps make them 

more civilised and closer to the spirit of ancient 

Greece. 

examTASK 

Describe a sporting event that made a great impression 
on you because of the atmosphere. 
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H E A L T H 

THE HUMAN BODY 

CIRCULATORY SYSTEM 

artery I'a:t;lri/ 
blood circulation l'blAd s3:kj;l,lerS;lnl 
blood vessels I'blAd ,veslzl 
circulatory system I,S3:kju'lelt;lri ,SrS(;l1111 
vein Iveml 

DIGESTIVE SYSTEM 

digestion Idm'd3estS;ln/ 
digestive system Idm'd3estIv ,SISt~1111 
liver I'hv;ll 
small/large intestine Ism:l:l, 10:d3 m'test;:,n/ 
stomach I'stAl11~kl 

LOCOMOTOR SYSTEM 

joints Id3:lmtsl 
ligament !'hg;ll11~l1tl 
locomotor system Il;luk::lu'm~ut~ ,SISt;ll11i 
muscle I'mAs;lV 
tendon I 'tend;ml 

NERVOUS SYSTEM 

brain Ibren1i 
nervous system I'n3:v;ls ,srst~n1I 
neurons I' nju~mnzl ' 
spinal cord I,spaml 'b:d! 

RESPIRATORY SYSTEM 

breathing I'bri:ol1)1 
bronchi I'bro1)karl 
lungs IIAl)zI 
respiratory system Irr'sprr~tri ,SISt~l11i 

SICKNESS AND HEALTH 

be allergic to sth Ibi ~'13:d3rk t~ ,sAm0IlJI 
catch a cold /ka"!tS ~ 'buldl 
come down with the flu lkAm ,daun wro 

O;l 'fiu:1 
contract an infectious disease Ik~n'tra"!kt ~n 

m,fekS;ls dr'zi:zl 
cure IkjU;l1 
have/undergo surgery Iha"!v, ,And~,g~u 

's3:d3;lril 
heal Ibi:l/ 
make a speedy recovery ImeTk ~ ,spi:di 

n'kAv;lril 
plastic surgery l ,pla"!stIk 's3:d3~ril 
recover (from sth) In'kAv~ fr~m ,sAl110r1)1 
recovery In'kAv;lril 
regain (physical) strength In'geIll ,fIZIbl 

stre1)81 
surgery I's3:d3;lriJ 
suffer (from) I'SAf~ fr~t111 
treat Itri:t! 
treatment I'tri:tl11;lnt! 

iWlI';iiti 
bandage I'ba"!ndIdy 
bruise Ibru:zI 
cut /kAt! 
in plaster (BrE)/in a plaster cast (AmE) 

IIll 'plo:st~, III ~ 'plo:st~ ka:st! 
injure (oneself) I'md3~ wAn,selfl 
injury I'rnd3;lril 
plaster (BrE)/Band-Aid (AmE) I'plo:st~, 

'ba"!nd eId! 
pull a muscle Ipul ~ 'l11AS~V 
scar Aka:1 
scratch Iskra"!tS! 
sling IsIllJ1 
sprain your wrist Isprem j~ 'nstl 
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stitches I 'StrtSIzI 
suffer minor injuries I'SAf;l ,mam~ 

'md3;lrizl 
twist an ankle Itwrst;)n 'a"!1)bl/ 
walk on crutches IW:l:k on 'krAtSrzl 
wound Iwu:nd! 

antibiotics I,a"!ntibar'otlksl 
flu vaccination I'ftu: va"!kS;) ,nCIS;)n/ 
have an injection Iha"!v:m m'd3CkS;)n/ 
lozenges l'lozrnd3lzl 
natural remedies l ,ua"!tS;:,ml 'rcm~dizl 
ointment l' :lmtll1;)nt! 
painkillers I'peIll,kIl~zl 
prescription drugs Ipn'skrIPS;ln dL\.gzl 
remedy l'rell1;)dil 
syringe Is;)'rmd31 
vaccine I'va"!ksi:nl 

backache I'ba"!kcrkl 
cough Ikofl 
cramp Ikra"!ll1pl 
earache l 'I;)relkl 
runny nose l ,fAlli 'n;)uzl 
sneeze Isni:zl 
stiff legs IstIf'legzl 

1,'t1,.\34) 
allergy l'a"!I;ld3i1 
appendicitis h,pend;)'salt~sl 
bronchitis Ibm1)'kalt;lsl 
cancer I' ka"!l1s~1 
chicken pox I'tSrbn poksl 
chronic disease I,kmmk dr'zi:zI 
concussion Ik;)n'kAS;)n/ 
conjunctivitis Ibn,d3AI)ktI'vmt;)sl 
diabetes I,dadbi:ti:zl 
heart disease I'ho:t dI,zi:zl 
hepatitis /,hep;:,'talt;lsl 
inflammation /,l11fi;)'meIS;ln/ 
jaundice I'd3:l:nd;lS/ 
mumps ImAmpsl 
otitis l;lu'tartIs/ 
pink eye /pIl)k 'arl 
pneumonia Inju:'m;)uni~/ 
polio I'p;)Uli;lUI 
the flu 10;) 'fiu:1 
tuberculosis (TB) Itju:,b3:kj;)'I~us~s, ,ti: 'bi:1 

1.",.,:" "11 il 
amputation 1,a"!l11pj~'teIJ~n/ 
amputee 1,a"!l11pj;)'ti:1 
brain damage I'brem ,da"!l11rd31 
deaf Idefl 
hard of hearing/hearing-impaired Iho:d ;lV 

'hr;)fll), 'hr;)TII) IID,pe;ld! 
intellectually disabled Imt;ll,ektju;lli 

dIS'CIb;)ld! 
mentally handicapped l,ment;)1i 

'ha"!ndika"!ptl 
mute Imju:tI 
paraplegic l,pa"!r;l'pli:d3IkI 
prosthetic leg Ipms,0etIk 'legl 
visually impaired person l,vr3u;lli Im,pe~d 
'p3:s~n/ 

wheelchair I'wi:ItSc;)1 

HEALTH CARE PROFESSIONALS 

cardiologist l,ko:di'ol;ld3;lSt! 

GP (general practitioner) l ,d3i: 'pi:, 
,d3emml pfa"!k'trS;lI1~1 

midwife I'mrdwarf! 
neurosurgeon I'nju~r;lu,s3:d3;)nl 
paediatrician l,pi:ddtnS;m! 
physiotherapist l,flzi::JU'8cr::Jp::Jst! 
plastic surgeon l,pla"!stIk 's3:d3;)11/ 
psychiatrist ISaI'kaI::Jtf;)St/ 
speech therapist I'spi:tS ,8cr~p~stl 

GENERAL 

banned drugs Iba"!nd 'drAgzl 
compete Ibm'pi:t! 
extratime/overtime l'ckstr::JtaIm, '~uv~tam: 
foul Ifaul/ 
lift weights 111ft 'wcltsl 
performance-enhancing drugs Ip;)'f:l:m;)n:; 

m ho:ntsll) ,drAgz/ , , 
physical strength l,frzrbl strel)01 
play in teams of five Ipkr m ti:mz ~v 'fan ' 
referee (ref) l,rcf~'ri:, fcfl 
stamina I' sta"!m::Jn~1 
sporting achievement I'sp:l:trl) ~,tSi:vl11~nt 
substitute I'SAbst::Jtju:tl 
track Itra"!k1 
warm up properly IW:l:m 'AP ,pmp~1iI 

archery l'O:tS;lril 
athletics/track and field (AmE) 1a"!0'letrks, 

tra"!k ;In 'fi:ld! 
car rally I 'ko: ,fa"!liI 
high jump I'har d3All1P/ 
javelin I'd3a"!v::JI;ln/ 
long jump 1'101) d3Ampl 
pole vault l 'p::Jul v:l:ltI 
powerlifting I'pau::Jf,lrftIl)1 
relay (race) I'ri:lcr rcrsl 
rowing I'f;lUI1)1 
ski-jumping I'ski: d3Al11PIl)! 
water polo I'W::J:t;l ,p;lul;lul 
weightlifting I'wclt,lrftrl)1 

football pitch l'futb::J:l PItS! 
goal Ig~uV 
goalkeeper I'g::Jul,]d:p::J1 
linesman I' Iamzm::Jnl 
offside I ,ofsardl 
own goal I~un 'g;lUl/ 
pass Ipo:sl 
penalty I'pcnltil 
score Isb:1 
striker I'strark~1 
the first/second half lo~ f3:St, ,sek~l1d 'ha: 
win in extratime/overtime Iwm m 
'ekstr~talm, '~uv~tarn1l 

winger l'wl1)~1 

hockey helmet ~ 



• i £1:jl.:£.,., 
ketball court I'ba:sbtb:l:l b:tl 

- rward I'hw;)di 
_ int guard /'p:lmt ga:d/ 
.uarter i'kw:l:t;)/ 
slam dunk i'sla:m dA1Jk/ 

ree-point shot IOri: p:lmt 'Sot! 
. e-out /tall11 'aut/ 

;:nubles l'dAblzl 
- rehand/backhand /'hha:nd, 'ba:kha:nd/ 
~me/set/match to ... Igelm, set, l11a:tJ t;)i 
;:lUt a spin on the ball /put d spm DI1 5;) 'b:l:l! 
serve an ace iS3:V ;)11 'els/ 
~nnis court i'ten;)s k:J:t/ 
.unpire /'Ampal;)/ 

RTS E tJJPMI5NT 

:>aseball bat i'beJsb::!:l ba:t/ 
cue /kju:/ 
golf club i'golf klAb/ 

ockey stick I'lmki stlki 
puck iPAkI 
racket /'ra:bti 
sh uttlecock I'JAtlkDk/ 
table tennis bat i'telb;)1 ,tems ba:tI 

PEOPLE IN SPORT 

ath lete /'a:8li:t! 
coach Ik;)utJi 
competitor /k;)l11'pet;)t::l/ 
cyclist /'smk!::lst/ 
opponent /;)'p;)uu;)ntl 
participant /pa:'tIs;)p;)nt/ 
reserve player in'Z3:V ,plc];)/ 
skier j'ski:;)i 

SPORTIII!(j EVENTS 

hold/organise a sporting event /h;)uld, ,J:g;)narz ::l 'Sp:):tl1) l,vcnt/ 
local tournament 1,I::lubl'tu;)n;)l11::lutl 
Paralympics I,pa:dhmplks/ 
cup /kAp/ 
the Olympic Games/the Olympics /5i ;),hmplk 'gCIl11Z, 

5i ;)'Innplks/ 
venue /'venju:/ 

table tennis racket/bat 

tennis ball 

• 

QUICK REVISION 

o Complete the table with nouns. 

1 recover 

2 i ure 

3 treat 

4 achieve 

• Match the health problems to the treatments. 

1 broken leg a speech therapy 
2 a bad cut b antibiotics 
3 backache c stitches 
4 pneumonia d plaster cast 
5 speech problems e physiotherapy 

4) Answer the questions. 

1 Which of these is not part of the digestive 
system? 
a stomach b lung c intestine 

2 Which illness causes earache? 
a otitis b bronchitis c appendicitis 

3 Which illness causes red spots to appear on the 
body? 
a mumps b tuberculosis c chicken pox 

4 For which two games do you use a bat? 
a baseball 
b table tenn is 
c badminton 

5 What game do all of these terms refer to: striker; 
referee, penalty, half-time? 

6 What game do all of these terms refer to: serve, 
doubles, forehand, set? 

7 Which of these games is not played on a court? 
a basketball 
b volleyball 
c rugby 

8 Which verb completes the collocation: 'to __ 
a sporting event'? 
a do b hold c make 

9 Which verb completes the collocation: 'to __ 
from injuries'? 
a cure b heal c recover 
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'1lorVVLttL peopLe 0eLteve thttt tt tt tttn't 0roke, don't tt>z tt. £ngtneer= 
0eUeve thttt tt tt tttn't 0roke, tt doesn't httve enough tetttures !jet.' 
SCOTT ADAMS (AMERICAN CARTOONIST, B. 1957) 

AREAS OF SCIENce o Match the words from the box to the areas of 
science they are mainly used in. Before checking 
the answers, try to do Exercise 2. 

cel l compound coordinate system element 
elementary particle equation gravity molecule 
orbit organ solar system species universe 
variable velocity 

I ASTRONOMY I I 

l_~I~L_O_~~_~ __ L-~--.-_._~. ======" .= ...... =---=~_~~ ______ ~ 
I CHEMISTRY I 
~~-.---.-""----------------- ._--- - ------------. --~! 

~"'-!--======--~ 
• Complete the sentences with the words from 

Exercise 1. Sometimes you need to use a plural 
form. 

ASTRONOMY 

1 The Sun and the planets orbiting it make up the 

2 The Moon makes one complete ___ _ 
around the Earth in approximately 27.3 days. 

3 It was discovered in the 20th century that the 
____ is expanding. 

':1['l!.tN' 

4 The smallest organisms consist of one ___ ~' 

5 There are approximately one million known 
____ of insects on earth. 

6 In the last Biology lesson, we had to draw and 
label various internal : the liver, kidneys 
and so on. 

7 Maria Sktodowska-Curie discovered the chemical 
____ polonium and radium. 

8 In 1785 Antoine Lavoisier demonstrated that 
water is a of hydrogen and oxygen. 

9 A of hydrochloric acid consists of one 
atom of hydrogen and one of chlorine. 

MATHEMATICS 

10 In secondary school we learned to solve 
quadratic - at least some of us did. 

11 In the expression ax2 + bx + c, a, band care 
coefficients and x is the ___ _ 

12 The Cartesian allows you to describe 
every point on a plane using a pair of numbers. 
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IQ:rl,tij 
13 is the force with which objects with 

mass attract one another, described by Newton. 
14 The of light is a constant; its value is 

299,792,458 metres per second. 
15 The electron is an with a negative 

charge. 

SCIENTISTS AI WORK 

• Read the text. For each gap decide whether the 
missing word is a verb or a noun. Then fill in the 
gaps with the words from the box below. Change 
the form of the word if necessary. 

Verbs: analyse collaborate confirm formulate 
investigate publish reject 
Nouns: evidence experiment factor group link 
records research 

281 The Science Journal 

I n the late 1940s, a young medical student 
called Ernst Wynder at Washington 

University became intrigued when carrying 
out an autopsy of a heavy smoker who had 
died from lung cancer. It was then that 
Wynder first 1 his hypothesis 
that smoking might be a risk 2 ___ _ 

for cancer. He started 3 case 
histories of heavy smokers. His 4 ___ _ 

brought him into contact with Dr Evarts A. 
Graham. Although he was skeptical about 
the idea at first, Graham allowed Wynder 
access to his 5 , and soon started 

with the young man on the 
ambitious project. Together, Wynder and 
Graham interviewed hundreds of patients. 
They 7 their findings statistically 
and used a control 8 • They 
carried out 9 on mice which further 
10 their hypothesis. They amassed 
a huge body of 11 linking smoking 
and cancer. In 1950 the Journal of the American 
Medical Association 12 their report 
~ the first major study to demonstrate the 
13 between smoking and cancer. 
After that, it was only tobacco companies 
that continued to 14 the idea that 
smoking and cancer are related. 
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TECHIIIOf.:OGY 

Match the inventions to the devices in which they 
have been used. 

1 the wheel a aeroplanes 
2 gunpowder b all electrical appliances 
3 the printing press c all small electronic 
4 lenses devices 
5 alternating current d books 
6 the steam engine e cars 
7 the internal f glasses and telescopes 

combustion engine g locomotives 
8 the jet engine h modern weapons 
9 the microchip most vehicles 

o label the objects in the picture. 

plug electric shaver adapter socket light bulb 
hairdryer 

• • .... 
""'" "-'" 

0 ____ _ 

0 ___ _ 0 ___ _ 

o 

~.I I~I 
- - - --- -

. Complete the leaflet with the words from Exercise 5. 

UK VISITORS - TRAVELLING GUIDE 

~ When travelling to the UK, it's worth 
remembering not only that the British drive 
on the left and that distances on motorway 
signs are given in miles, but also that the 
electric 1 are different from the 
ones on the continent. If you're taking your 
own 2 ___ or electric 3 , its 
4 will not fit unless you get a special 

~ Also, if you decide to buy yourself an Eng lish 
lamp to take home, check what kind of light 
___ it needs - you may have a problem 
replacing it. 

(il:OMPUTERS 

• Complete the sentences with the words from the box. 

shortcuts memory stick responding peripherals 
resolution responding inbox extension 

1 Printers, speakers, scanners and other devices you 
can attach to a computer are called ___ _ 

2 To get good picture quality, you need a good 
screen ___ _ 

3 The icons on your desktop provide to 

the programs and files you use most often. 
4 Picture files can have the .jpg or .bmp. 
5 When a program freezes up, it stops _ __ _ 
6 I haven't printed out my essay yet, but I've got it 

here on my ___ _ 
7 On the morning of my birthday I found fifty new 

emails in my ___ _ 

o What do these abbreviations stand for? 
Use the words below to help you . 
1 www - ______ _ 

DISC 
LOCAL 

2 http - ______ _ 
3 RAM - _ _ ____ _ 

WEB 
BUS 

4 DVD - ______ _ 
5 LCD - ___ ___ _ MEMORY 
6 LAN- ______ _ 
7 USB- ______ _ AREA 

DISPLAY 

ACCESS CRYSTAL DIGITAL 
HYPERTEXT 

PROTOCOL 
NETWORK LIQU ID 

RANDOM 
SERIAL 

VERSATILE WIDE 

UNIVERSAL 
TRANSFER WORLD 

WORD BUILDING 

• For each of the four basic arithmetic operations, 
write the verb and the noun. 

I OPERATION~ERB I NOUN I 
1 2+2 = 4 I ADD i i , "---r-- --"--t------! I: ;:~-~~-__t~~LT,;~;_---iSUBTI{~~~~---1 
L4 4+2=4--t=-=-_ I DIVI~ION_""._" _ 1 

~ Complete the sentences with words formed from 
the words in brackets. Practise pronouncing the 
words. 

1 Bertrand Russell was a British philosopher and 
___ (MATHEMATICS). 

2 The American (CHEMISTRY) Linus 
Pauling won two Nobel Prizes: in Chemistry in 
1954 and the Peace Prize in 1962. 

3 The German (PHYSICS) Max Planck is 
considered to be the founder of quantum theory. 

4 Arthur Evans was a British ___ _ 
(ARCHEOLOGY) who excavated the Knossos 
Palace in Crete. 

5 The German-American ___ _ (PSYCHOLOGY) 
Karen Horney wrote extensively about neurosis. 
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MATCHING ..-12 

o In pairs, discuss the good and bad effects of 
the following technologies on their users . 

• TV • the Internet 
• video games • mobile phones 

MIND-ALTERING MEDIA 
OUR BRAINS RESPOND TO OUR 

ENVIRONMENT. THE TOOLS WE USE 

CHANGE THE WAY WE THINK AND ACT. 

BUT IS TODAY'S TECHNOLOGY GOOD 

OR BAD FOR OUR MINDS? To FIND OUT 

WE INVESTIGATED FOUR ASPECTS OF 

MODERN TECHNOLOGY. 

ATV 
TV can be a source of education and 
enlightenment. You can learn a lot from 
documentaries and even from soaps or 
game shows. Indeed, IQ scores have been 
rising since TV s started invading our 
homes in the 1950s. However, watching 
too much TV has obvious drawbacks. 
Studies have shown a direct correlation 
between the time spent watching TV 

and falling educational standards. The 
more time children and teenagers spend 
gaping at the screen, the higher the risk 
they will suffer from insomnia, attention 
deficit disorders and learning difficulties. 
What's more, young TV addicts are 
much more likely to become physically 
and verbally aggressive. A study carried 
out over seventeen years at Columbia 
University found that fourteen-year-olds 
who watch over three hours of TV per 
day go on to commit five times as many 
violent acts as those who watch less than 
one hour a day. 

B VIDEO GAMES 

Unlike TV, video games offer an interactive 
experience: gamers not only observe acts 
of violence, they perform them. This 
often leads to claims that video games 
cause violence in real life. However, it 
remains unclear whether playing violent 
games makes you aggressive, or whether 
aggressive people are attracted to violent 
games. On one hand, were there a clear 
link between games and violence, the rate 
of violent crime in the USA should be 
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rising, while, in fact, it is falling. On the 
other hand, studies in Japan and the USA 
have shown that violent games increase the 
likelihood of children and teens becoming 
involved in fighting or bullying. 

On the plus side, playing video games 
improves our speed of reaction and our 
spatial awareness. Modern games have 
complex plots that require sophisticated 
problem-solving. As a result gamers can 
see things more quickly, assimilate more 
data, and multi-task more successfully. 

C THE INTERNET 

The effects the Internet may have on our 
minds are hard to measure because it is 
such a vast and varied resource. So much 
depends on how you use it. Curiously, 
although surfing the net is usually a 
solitary activity, many features of the 
Internet, like social networking sites, 
actually help us become more sociable. 
What's more, it has been found that 
using the Internet can keep you young, 
mentally at least. Older people who 
regularly search the web were found to 
be stimulating the parts of the brain that 
control decision-making and complex 

reasoning. Potentially, this could help 
slow down the physiological ageing of 
the brain. 

D MOBILE PHONES 

Some people claim that texting is leadi;:~ 
to a decline in literacy skills, while 
others argue that mobile phones, like 
the Internet, help people become more 
sociable and to communicate in new 
ways. 

However, whether mobiles affect our 
brains or not, they certainly appear to b:: 
changing our thumbs. Apparently, the 
digital natives who grow up with text 
messages and game pads are developin~ 
stronger, more dexterous thumbs and a::-~ 
using them, and not their index finger 
to ring door bells or to point. In Japan 
this generation is called: 'the thumb tri:::; 

There seems little doubt that modern 
technology does affect us. However, it 
would be simplistic to state categorical:: 
that the effects are entirely good or bac.. 
Like many things in life, it depends 
how you use it and clearly, it is better i::. 
moderation than in excess. 
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examTASK 

Read the text. Match paragraphs A-D to sentences 
1-9. Some sentences may refer to more than one 
paragraph. 

According to the article, which of the media 
described ... 
1 affects the users' hands? 
2 can enhance your reaction speed? 
3 encourages social interaction? 
4 may cause sleeplessness? 
5 has been blamed for causing violent 

behaviour? 
6 involves the user most? 
7 is said to affect the users ' reading and writing 

ability? 
8 might help people stay young? 
9 provides the most d iverse opportunities? 

Complete the following sentences from the 
text. What is your reaction to each of them? 
Give reasons. 

a I already knew th is. 
b I didn't know it, but it seems obvious. 
c I find it surprising. 
d I don't believe it's true. 

A Studies have shown a direct between 
the time spent watching TV and falling 
educational standards. 

B It remains whether playing violent 

D 

games makes you aggressive, or whether aggressive 
people are attracted to violent games. 

C What's more, it has been that using the 
Internet can keep you young, mentally at least. 

D Some people that texting is leading to 
a decl ine in literacy skills. 

o Discuss the following questions in pairs. 

1 Which of the technologies described in the article 
do you use frequently? 

2 Do they affect you in the ways described in the 
article? Give specific examples. 

3 Do you know anyone who uses any of the 
technologies too much? What effect does it have 
on that person? 

4 'The Internet: so much depends on how you use it: 
Discuss examples of: 
• a situation in which the Internet was a great help 

to someone in a serious situation, 
• the worst, most disgusting thing you've ever seen 

on the Internet. 
5 Should the content posted on the Internet be 

controlled or censored in some way? To what 
extent? Why? / Why not? 

MATCHING .cS 

o Match the following terms to the areas of science 
they are used in. 

gas tank light year nitric acid predator reaction 
red giant sexual reproduction jet engine 
the structure of DNA test tube white dwarf 

Biology: ________ _ _ _ _ 

Chemistry: _ _ __ _______ _ 

Astronomy: _ ______ ____ _ 

Engineering: _ ___ ___ _ 

exam TASK 

OI3.rj·a You're going to hear four people talking 
about the first time they came into contact with 
the sciences. Match speakers 1-4 to statements 
A-E. There is one extra statement that you do not 
need to use. 

A Conversations with my fr iend inspired me to study 
science. 

B I surprised one of my parents by acquiring 
knowledge from an unexpected source. 

C I surprised some people with the knowledge I had 
at an early age. 

D My interest in science was aroused by an 
unconventional lesson. 

E The Science lessons in my school were not very 
i nteresti ng. 

1 2 3 4 

• In pairs, discuss your early encounters with science. 
Use the following points and your own ideas. 

• The earliest encounter with science I remember. 
• An experience which discouraged me from learning 

about science. . 

• An experience which convinced me science is 
i nteresti ng. 
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MULTIPLE CHOICE ~ 20 

examWORKOUT 

The correct word or phrase in a given context 

o Complete the sentences with the words and 
phrases from the boxes. 

A aged / at the age / in the age / of age 

C disagreement / disappointment / disapproval / 
distaste 

1 Her decision to become a scientist met with her 

She became interested in science of six. parents' ____ ' 

2 In Korea you don't come until you're 2 He looked around the fi lthy lab in ___ _ 

twenty. 3 The failure of the experiment was a big _ __ _ 

3 Finding information is easy of the 
Internet. 

to us. 
4 There is considerable ____ over the method 

4 The prize was awarded to two brothers ___ _ to be used in the study. 

twelve and fourteen. 

B came up / found out / turned out / turned up 

1 It that we had been wrong. 
2 We that we had been wrong. 
3 New evidence . showing that we had 

been wrong. 
4 He with a brilliant new idea. 

My First Science Lesson 

from The Age of Wonder by Richard Holmes 

In my first Chemistry class, 1_ of fourteen, 

I successfully precipitated a single crystal of 
mineral salts. This elementary experiment 
2_ by heating a solution of copper sulphate 
(I think) over a Bunsen burner and leaving it to 
cool overnight. The next morning there it lay 
at the bottom of my carefully labelled test tube: 
a single beautiful crystal, the size of a flattened 

1 A in the age 
Baged 
C at the age 
D of age 
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2 A has done 
B was done 
C has been done 
D had done 

3A few 
B a few 
C little 
D a little 

examTASK 

• Read the text below and choose the correct 
answers. 

Glacier Mint, a miniature ziggurat with a faint 
blue opalescence, propped up against the inside 
of the glass (too big to lie flat), monumental 
and mysterious to my eyes. No one else's test 
tube held anything but 3_ feeble grains. I was 
triumphant, my scientific future assured. 
But it 4_ that the chemistry master did not 
believe me. The crystal was too big to be true. 
He said (not at all unkindly) that I 5_ it, and 

slipped a piece of coloured glass into the tube 
instead. It was quite a good joke. I implored 
him, 'Oh, test it, sir, just test it!' But he refused, 
and moved on to other matters. In that 
moment of helpless 6_ I think I first glimpsed 
exactly what real science should be. To add to 
it, years later I learned the motto of the Royal 
Society: Nullius in Verba - 'Nothing Upon 
Another's Word.' I have never forgotten this 
incident, and have often related it to scientific 
friends. They nod sympathetically, though 
they tend to add that I did not (as a matter of 
chemical fact) precipitate a crystal at all - what 
I did was to seed one, a rather different process. 

4 A found out 
B turned up 
C came up 
D turned out 

5 A had obviously faked 
B must obviously fake 
C have obviously faked 
D would obviously fake 

6 A disappointment 
B disagreement 
C disapproval 
D distaste 
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SPEAKING ON A SET TOPIC ..- 36 

examWORKOUT 

·upporting ideas with examples 

Read the following statement. In pairs, discuss 
your opinions on it, using specific examples to 
support your ideas. 

Whether the Internet is a good or a bad thing 
depends on how you use it. 
Do you agree? 

o l3+j·pi Listen to a student talking on this topic. 
Note down the specific examples she gives of the 
points below. Are any of the examples the same as 
yours? 

• Finding information online: 

• Communicating with the people you love 

• People getting organised 

• Free speech 

• Bad uses of the Internet 

examTASK 

o Choose one of the statements below. Prepare 
to present your opinion by listing the specific 
examples you are going to use. Present your 
opinions in pairs. 

Our scientific power has outrun our spiritual 
power. We have guided missiles and misguided 
men. How do you understand this statement by 
Martin Luther King and to what extent do you 
agree with it? 

2 Getting information off the Internet is like 
taking a drink from a fire hydrant. How do you 
understand this statement and to what extent 
do you agree with it? 

· 
STORy..-25 

examWORKOUT 

Details add variety to a story 

o Read the exam task at the bottom of the page. 
What two important elements must the story 
contain? 

The character lacks competence in handling modern 

The character brings ____ upon 
himself / herself . 

• Choose a time setting for your story. The technology 
used by the character will depend on it. 

a The present - the modern technology we use 
today. 

b The past - the technology that was considered 
modern a century or several centuries ago 
(the telephone? electricity? a gun?) 

c The future - technology of the imaginary science
fiction kind. 

• Details make the story come alive. Match the 
examples of details (a-f) to the categories (1-6). 

1 details of the scenery 
2 colours / sounds / smells / tastes 
3 the expressions on people's faces 
4 body language (gestures) 
5 a detail that emphasises the seriousness of 

the danger 
6 a line or two of dialogue 

a The heat from the rapidly spreading fire made it 
difficult to think. 

b Zoe covered her face with her hands. 
c 'I've got a bad feeling about this: said Peter. 
d The device was making a strange noise; a long, 

high-pitched wail. 
e It was an enormous room, so high that you could 

hardly see the ceiling. 
f They stared open-mouthed at the control panel. 

o Write your story, including a few appropriate 
details. 

examWORKOUT 

Write a story about how a hero's incompetence with 
new technologies puts him in danger. 
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AREAS OF SCIENCE 

ASTRONOMY 

astronomer 1;}'stron;llTI;}1 
black hole 11)lrek 'h;)u]1 
constellation l,koust;)'lcrS;)n/ 
eclipse h'klrpsl 
equinox !'i:kw~noksl 
expand Irk'spreudl 
galaxy I'grel;lksil 
light year l'lmt jI;)1 
orbit i':J:b;)t! 
orbit 1':J:b;lt! 
red giant Ired 'd3al~utl 
rotate !r;}u'teItl 
solar system I's;}ul;l ,SIst;)m! 
solstice I'solst;lsl 
supernova I,SU:P;) ' I1;)Uv~1 
universe I'ju:n~v3 :s1 
unit of distance/time I jU:I1;)t ;)V 'drst;ms, 'tarm! 
white dwarf Iwalt 'dw:J:fi' 

GEOGRAPHY 

equator iI'lGveIt;)1 
latitude 1'1ret;ltju:dI 
longitude 1']ond3;ltju:dI 
meridian IrTI;l'ndi;)n/ . 
northern/southern hemisphere 1,11:J:O;l11 ,SAO;)11 'hem;)sfI;)1 

BIOLOGY 

carnivore I'ko:n;lv:J:1 
cell Iscll 
genetic code Id3;),netlk 'budl 
genetics Id3;}'netIksl 
GM (genetically modified) l,d3i: 'em, d3;l,l1etrkli 'nmdrfmdl 
herbivore l'h3:b;lV:l:I 
internal organs Im,t3:nl ':J:g;lnzl 
predator i'pred;lt;ll 
sexual reproduction l,sekSu;l1 ,ri:pr;l'dAkS;ln/ 
species l'spi:Si:zl 
structure of DNA l,strAktSa av ,di: en 'erl 
tissue I'tlSu:1 

CHEMISTRY 

Bunsen burner I'bAnsal1 ,b3:n;}1 
chemical compound I,keffilbl 'kol11paundl 
chemical reaction I,kemrka\ ri'rekSanl 
chemist I'keffiast! 
chlorine i'kb:ri:n/ 
copper I'kopal 
crystal l'krIstl! 
element I'elaffiantl 
hydrochloric acid I,haldraklonk 'resldl 
hydrogen i'hardr;ld3;)n/ 
mineral salts 1'l11IDafal soltsl 
molecule l'mohkju:1/ 
nitric acid /,11artnk ',esrd/ 
nitrogen dioxide l,umtrad3an dar'oksatdl 
oxygen l'oksId3anl 
periodic table Ipl;lri,odlk 'telball 
precipitate Ipdslp;ltelt! 
solution Isa'lu:S;ml 
test tube I'test tju:bl 

MATHEMATICS 

add lredl 
addition la'dISanl 
arithmetic operation 1;),nH111atlk ,opa'reISanl 
coefficient l,bu;)'fIS;)nt! 
constant /'konst;;mt/ 
coordinate system /k;lU':l:d!l1at ,sIsta1111 
divide Id;l'vmdl 
division Ida'v l3an/ 
equation lr'kweI3;)n/ 
mathematician l,mreHa111a'tISanl 
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multiplication l,mAltapl;l'kerS;ln/ 
multiplication table l,mAltapla'keIS;)11 ,telbal/ 
mUltiply l'mAltaplarl 
quadratic equation Ikwnd,rretJk J'kWeI3;}n/ 
subtract /sab'trrektl 
subtraction Is;)b'trrekj'anl 
variable i've;)riabal! 

PHYSICS 
atom I'ret;)m! 
attract /~'trrektl 
electron II'lektron/ 
elementary particle lel;),ment;lri 'po:tlbll 
gravity I'grrev~til 
mass il11resI 
negative/positive charge l,negatlV, ,POZ;)tIV 'tSo:d31 
physicist l'frz;)s~stI 

quantum theory I'kwol1t;)I11 ,HIaril 
the speed of light 10;) spi:d av 'laTtI 
unit of distance/time I ju:nat ;)V 'dISt~I1S, 'taIm! 
velocity Iva'los;)til 

SCIENTISTS AT WORK 

allow sb access to sth 1;),lau ,sAillbodi 'rekses t;) ,sAI11HIJ)1 
archeologist l,o:ki'olad3Ist/ 
autopsy I';);topsi/ 
analyse findings l,ren;)laIZ 'farndu)zl 
(body of) evidence I,bodi ;)V 'evadans/ 
case history l'keIs ,hJst;}ril 
carry out an experiment I,kreri ,aut ;)11 lk'sper;)I11;)11t/ 
chemist I'kemlst! 
collaborate (with sb) on a project Ib'lreb~relt WIO ,sAillbodi on ;) 

'prod3ekt/ 
confirm/formulate a hypothesis Ik;m,f3:m, ,f:J:mj;)leIt a 

haT'poH;)sasl 
control group /k;)n'traul gru:pl 
correlation l,kora'lerSan/ 
demonstrate I'demanstrelt/ 
(do) research Idu: n'S3:tf! 
excavate I'eksbvelt! 
investigate IID'vest;)geltl 
link (between) 1'1II)k bl,twi:nl 
major study l,meld3a 'stAdil 
mathematician l,mreHma'tlj';)11/ 
publish a report/study l,pAblrf;) n'p:l:t, 'stAdil 
psychologist IsaI 'kolad3lstl 
physicist l'fJZISISt! 
records l'rek:J:dzi 
reject an idea /n,d3ekt ;)n ar'dl;)/ 
risk factor I'nsk ,frekt~1 

GENERAL 

adapter la' drept;)1 
apparatus I,rep;)'rert;)sl 
electric shaver Ir,lektrlk 'Selv::l1 
electrical appliance/device II,lektnbl ::l'plal;)ns, dI'varsl 
extension lead Irk'stenS;)n li:dI 
gas tank I'gres treI)k/ 
hairdryer l'he::l,draJ;)/ 
light bulb I' laIt bAlbl 
plug Ip lAgl 
socket I'sDbtl 
vehicle I'Vi:Ibl! 

INVENTIONS 

alternating current l'olt::lneltlI) ,kAr;lntl 
gunpowder i'gATI,pauda/ 
internal combustion engine Im,t3:nl bm'bAstS;)n ,end3;)nl 
jet engine l'd3et ,end3an/ 
lens /lenzl 
microchip I'markr::lu,tSlpl 
printing press I'pnntll) presl 



steam engine I'sti:m ,end3;mJ 
wheel Iwi :lf 

OBLEMS 

decline in literacy skills Idr,klam m 'lrt;)r;)si Skllz! 
gape at the screen Igerp;)t 6;) 'skri:nl 
·n excess fm rk'sesl 
in moderation Im ,mndg 'reIJgnJ 
Internet scam /'mt;)net ska:ml 
physical and verbal aggression l,flZlkgj gIld ,v3:bg! g'greJgnl 
suffer from insomnia I,SAfg frgm lI1'somnig/ 
TV addicts /,ti; 'vi; ,a:dlktsl 

3EN EFITS 

acquire knowledge 1;),kwaIg 'nnlId31 
assimilate data Ig,Slmglelt 'deltg! 
en hance reaction speed (m,hu:ns ri'a:kJ:m spi:dl 
free flow of information Ifri: fbu gV ,Illf;)'merj';)nl 
involve the user /m,vulv cid 'ju:Zg/ 
multi-task (,mAItI 'tu:skl 
provide diverse opportunities Ipr;),vard dar,v3:s ,Opg'tju:ngtizl 
slow down the ageing of the brain /slgu ,dautl 6i ,erd3l!] gV 6g 'brem! 
spatial awareness ('speIj'g] ;),wegngs/ 
stimulate /'stlmj;;,jeltl 

broad band i'br;):dba:ndl 
browser /'brauz;)1 
burn data to a CD Ib3:n ,deltg tg g ,si: 'di:1 
database l'delt;),beIs/ 
desktop /'desktop! 
down load /,daun'];)ud! 
drag the icon Idra:g 6;) 'aIknnJ 
drop-down menu /'dropdaun ,menju:/ 
file extension l'farI lk,stenj';)nl 
firewall I'fargw:J:l! 
freeze up 1 fri:z 'Ap/ 
http (hypertext transfer protocol) I,eltj' ti: ti: 'pi:, ,harp;)tekst 

'tra:nsf3: ,pr::lUt;)knl/ 
Internet access I'mt;)net ,a:kses/ 
inbox I'mbnksl 
l AN (local area network) Il<en, ,bubl 'egrig ,netw3:k! 
LCD (liquid crystal display) I,el si: 'di:, ,lrkw;)d ,knstl dI'spleII 
log on to the Internet lIng ,nn t;) 6;) 'mt::metl 
memory stick I'memgri stlk! 
peripherals Ip;)'nf;)r;)]zl 
RAM (Random Access Memory) /ra:m, ,ra:ncl;)m ,a:kses 'mem;)ril 
reboot I,ri:'bu:t/ 
screen resolution I'skri:n rez;),lu:j';)n/ 
scroll up/down /skrgu['Ap, 'claun/ 
stop responding /stop rr'spondn)l 
upload IAP'I;)ud/ 

QUICK REVISION 

o Complete the table with names of scientists. 
Dis€iPiJiNit~ ~ 1?j1",1k~'e ' ~~w I PERSON:ful:"*>rL~tt:*Wl:**C:~:';:**~W>E 'w* 

'% ~_ = ~ '"',; '"' _ "':; ~ _ ~ l~ _ _c< r;: 1 ~ _~_ 

1 mathematics 

2 physics 

3 chemistry 

4 psychology 

5 archeology 

o Match the words to form compound nouns. 

1 elementary a press 
2 risk b engine 
3 printing c stick 
4 steam d factor 

5 memory e particle 

o Answer the questions. 

1 The smallest amount of a chemical compound 
which retains its properties is called a(n) 
a atom. 
b molecule. 
c cel l. 

2 A more formal word for 'speed' is 
a velocity. 
b gravity. 
c variable. 

3 What word completes all three compound 
nouns? 

coordinate 
computer s' _ __ _ 
solar 

4 What word can be used with all three verbs? 

formulate 
reject a h ___ _ 
confirm 

5 What do you need to put a continental plug into 
an English socket? 

6 Which two of these are peripherals? 
a speakers 
b browser 
c printer 

7 A narrow glass vessel often used in laboratories 
is called a test 
a bottle 
b tube 
c jar 

8 You're usually not happy if your computer stops 
a answering. 
b replying. 
c responding. 
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1 realized that if I had to choose, 
I would rather have birds than airplanes.' 
CHARLES liNDBERGH (US AVIATOR, FIRST PILOT TO FLY NON-STOP ACROSS THE ATLANTIC, 1902-1974) 

• Complete the sentences with the words from the 
box. 

range peak peninsula cape bay gulf island 
coastline lake 

1 Italy lies on a shaped like a boot. 
2 The Alps are the largest mountain in 

Europe. The highest is Mont Blanc. 
3 The Caspian Sea is actually a very large ___ _ 

because it is not connected with any of the oceans. 
4 Britain's history was largely shaped by the fact that 

the country is an ___ _ 
5 Norway has the longest in Europe 

because of the fjords. Its length is approximately 
25,000 kilometres if you don't include the larger 
islands. 

6 The world's largest offshore oil fields are located in 
the Persian ___ _ 

7 The Golden Gate Bridge spans the opening of the 
San Francisco ___ _ 

8 The waters around Horn, the 
southern most tip of South America, are extremely 
dangerous to sailors due to strong winds, large 
waves, strong currents and icebergs. 

H~WEATHER 

• Put the words from the box into the table. 

breeze drizzle downpour gale heatwave 
hurricane mist overcast scorching 

FOG 

CLOUDY (SKY 

HOT (WEATHER) 

e ___ _ 
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I MILD I LIGHT I EXTREME 
1 

0 ___ _ 

o Complete the email with the words from the box . 

heavy light sleet snowstorm strong thick 

N~Mess.age 

6 Subject; HOME BUT NOT EXACTLY DRYl 
.---~----

Hi Kitty 

Just a quick email to tell you I arrived safely in Ed inburgh - even 
though I drove in the worst weather ever for ten hours. You saw 
the 1 fog when I set off in the morning - it was difficult 
to see anything. Wel l, as soon as the fog lifted, it started to rain. 
The 2 drizzle soon changed into a 3 downpour. 
On top of that, there was a 4 __ wind, which did its best to 
push the car off the road. As I got further north, the rain turned to 
___ , which made the road incred ibly slippery. Finally, whe 

I crossed the Scottish border, it became a proper 6 • Than 
you so much for nagging me to put on winter tyres! 

Much love, 

Pat 

li1Im o label the trees with the words from the box. 

birch horse chestnut maple oak pine spruce 

0 _ _ _ _ 8 _ _ _ _ 

0 _ _ _ _ 



Label the flowers with the words from the box. 
Which ones are your favourites? 

daffodil daisy forget-me-not heather 
lily of the valley pansy snowdrop tulip 

_ _ ~ e _ _ ~ 0 __ 

0 _ _ 

IllIl'mJ 
Label the birds with the words from the box. 
Which ones have you seen? 

great tit magpie raven seagull sparrow swan 

THJNl>$ ANIMALS PO 

• Complete the two short texts with the words from 
the boxes. 

breed hatch lay mating nests young 

THE BREEDING SEASON 
Most animals in the Northern Hemisphere 
___ in spring . You can hear their 2 __ _ 

calls in the forests and meadows. Birds build 
3 and the females 4 eggs . After 
the chicks 5 , the parents feed them and 
teach them to fly. It's important not to bother 
animals in any way when they have 6 __ _ 

migrate hibernate hunt graze feed 

SURVIVING WINTER 
Winter is a hard time for animals. It's difficult 
for them to 7 ___ . There's no vegetation, 
no grass to 8 on and not much prey 
to 9 . A lot of birds, such as storks, 
10 to warmer climates. Other animals, 
for example bears, 11 : they go into 
a deep sleep for several months. 

HREATS TO THE ENVIRONMENT 

• Match the sentence beginnings and endings. 
1 The burning of fossil fuels 
2 Greenhouse gas emissions 
3 The melting of glaciers and polar ice caps 
4 Soil erosion has a negative impact 
S Many animal species are endangered 
6 Some animals have become extinct 
7 Air pollution 

a are believed to cause global warming. 
b because of the degradation or disappearance of 

their habitats. . 
c may cause acid rain. 
d causes the sea level to rise. 
e in the wild, but survive in zoos. 
f on agriculture. 
g produces carbon dioxide. 

A(;TION FOR ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABIt:.lTY 

• Complete the suggestions with the words from 
the box. 

carbon conserve cycle logging plant recycling 
renewable vegetarian 

1 Sort your rubbish for ___ _ 
2 ___ _ water and energy at home. 
3 Adopt a ____ diet and lifestyle. 
4 Minimise your ____ footprint by using public 

transport. 
S Build more ____ paths. 
6 Oppose the of rainforests. 
7 trees. 
8 Invest in energy. 
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MATCHING +412 

examWORKOUT 

Content and grammar linkers: linking words 

• Three sentences (A-C) have been taken out of the 
text below. Match them to gaps (1-3). 

There are several reasons why the polar bear is an 
icon of the Arctic and its wildlife. ' _ The hunting 
of polar bears was restricted by international 
agreements more than thirty years ago. As a 

o Complete the sentences with the linking words 
from the box. 

otherwise because however 

1 You probably know that animals can become 
extinct as a result of hunting. , some 
species are endangered simply because of the 
destruction of their habitats caused by human 
activity. 

result, the polar bear is currently not classed as an 
endangered species. 2_ It's not enough to stop the 
hunting of polar bears; their arctic home must be 
protected from melting away. 3_ 

2 It's crucial to protect not only animals, but also 

A Otherwise, polar bears might become extinct 
within one century. 

B Because it's huge yet lovable-looking and 
because it's so impressively well-adapted to its 
environment. 

their living space. , many more species 
will be lost. 

3 The Amazon rainforest is probably the best-known 
threatened habitat, mainly it's home to 
so many different plant and animal species. 

C However, its unique habitat, the Arctic sea ice, 
is threatened by global warming. 

W E ALL LOVE PENGUINS. Well, I do, 
anyway. I slept with one for over 

ten years. OK, he was only a stuffed toy, 
but Percy the Penguin meant a lot to me. 
And now he means a lot to my daughter. 
Penguins are cute, they're funny when they 
walk, elegant when they swim, and they 
manage to survive in an environment so 
harsh we can hardly imagine what it's like. 
I remember crying when I saw the film 
March of the Penguins about how the adult 
emperor penguins walk huge distances 
inland from the sea; how the adult males 
balance the eggs precariously on their toes 
to protect them from the freezing cold of 
the ice; how the mothers return to the sea 
in search of food; all to make sure that their 
chicks hatch safely. There's no doubt in my 
mind, the world would be a sadder place 
without penguins. 

Nevertheless, I'm afraid we might have 
to prepare ourselves for a world like that. 
1_ Earlier studies had suggested that 

Antarctica's penguins were already suffering 
from warming temperatures. But now a 
group of researchers have combined what 
is known about emperor penguin ecology 
with forecasts from climate change models 
to predict the future of the species. 

2_ The models predict that, unless 
fossil fuels are phased out, there is more 
than a one-in-three chance that ninety-five 
per cent of the Adelie Land colony of eastern 
Antarctica - the best studied emperor 
penguin colony - will be gone by 2100. 

Penguins rely on floating sea ice to 
nest and feed. The way males incubate 
eggs, on the top of their feet, depends on 
having a level, smooth surface to shuffle 
over; and the krill they eat consume small 
organisms that live on the underside of sea 
ice. Unfortunately, in the late 1970s, warmer 
temperatures brought a decline in sea ice 
and the Adelie Land colony shrank by half. 
It has been more or less stable since, and has 

which 

Henri Weimerskirch, one of the authors of 
the study, says is probably due to a slight 
regional cooling in eastern Antarctica. 

3_ Moreover, as Weimerskirch says, 
"there is a tight link between temperatures 
and the species' survival': He adds that, 
regardless of some uncertainty in climate 
models, it is clear that by 2100 there will be 
much less sea ice in Antarctica. 4 __ 

Penguins are not alone in their struggle 
against the effects of global warming. 
According to some predictions, more than 
one third of all the animal and plant species 
on Earth could be extinct by 2050 if we do 
not bring greenhouse gas emissions under 
stricter control. This would be a disaster both 
for biodiversity and for human society. 

So, if you want to stop this, if you want 
your children to grow up in a world where 
emperor penguins still live in the wild, 
you'd better take some action to stop global 
warming. 5_ 

e 
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examTASK 

• Five sentences have been removed from the text. 
Read it and complete gaps 1-5 with sentences 
A-F. There is one extra sentence that you do not 
need to use. 

A And unfortunately, things are not looking good for 
our penguin pals. 

B However, there is no doubt at all that Antarctic 
temperatures are warming overall. 

C Otherwise, the only penguins your children will 
have the chance to see will be the stuffed ones like 
Percy. 

D On the other hand, there is no reason to think the 
Adelie Land penguins would be any worse affected 
than other colonies. 

E Because emperor penguins are likely to be melted 
out of house and home by climate change, 
according to a new study. 

F What causes even more concern is that there are 
no signs that emperor penguins are adapting to 
these changes in the climate. 

o Work in small groups. List at least five endangered 
animal species. Discuss: if you could only save two 
of them, which ones would you choose and why? 

o Look at the following list of things people might 
do to counter global warming. Which of them 
would you be prepared to do? Why? I Why not? 
Discuss in pairs. 

o Never own a car. Cycle or use public transport. 

\') Never travel by air, except in emergencies. 

\') At home, have the light on only in the room 
you're in. 

\') Reduce your consumption level in many 
areas. Buy less, throwaway less. 

o If you ever buy or build a house, install 
renewable energy in it even if it's expensive. 

\') Become a vegetarian. 

\') Take an interest in politics. Find out which 
politicians are taking concrete action on 
environmental issues and vote for them. 

o At home, read up on one endangered animal 
species and prepare a three to five-minute 
presentation about it. Bring a photo if you can. 
Include the following information: 

• the animal's habitat, 
• its lifestyle, 
• why it is threatened. 

• . 
:USE OF ENGLISH 

OPEN CLOZE ~ 21 

examWORKOUT 

What part of speech is missing? 

o Complete the sentences with one word in each gap. 

1 According recent forecasts by UK 
scientists, the global average temperature could 
rise by 4°C by 2060. 

2 Fifty-five million years ago, the area which is now 
the British Isles may had a tropical 
climate. 

3 The sailors explored the Pacific islands 
destroyed a number of endemic bird species. 

4 The dodo was large flightless bird which 
lived on Mauritius. 

5 The beaver shapes the landscape in which it lives 
____ than any other species except man. 

• Match the sentences in Exercise 1 to the categories 
of words you put in the gaps: 

a article d comparative or 
superlative form 

e relative pronoun 
b auxiliary verb 
c preposition 

exam TASK 

• Complete the text with one word in each gap. 

The beaver is officially back 1 the wild in 
Britain. This year, some two centuries after the species 
was hunted to extinction in the UK, three beaver 
families have 2 released into three lakes 
in a remote, wooded area in western Scotland. It is 
the 3 ambitious mammal reintroduction 
programme in Britain so far. 

The presence of beavers is of great value to the 
ecosystem. By felling trees, building dams and creating 
ponds, they create richer riverside and wetland habitats, 
4 are used by many other species. However, 
Scottish landowners and fishing authorities fear that 
if beavers spread across 5 countryside, they 
may cause a great deal of damage 6 farmland 
and commercial forestry as well as to salmon and trout 
flvers . 
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,; liS TEN I N G S 

MULTIPLE CHOICE ~ 10 

examWORKOUT 

The correct answer: the same meaning conveyed in 
different wordsi ruling out wrong answers 

o You are going to hear an extract from an interview 
with a young environmentalist, in which she 
describes some elements of her lifestyle. In pairs, 
list five things which you think she may mention 
doing. 

o 13+)'" listen and circle the best answer. 

1 The speaker thinks rail travel is 
A not especially good for the environment. 
B an opportunity to listen to music. 
C an opportunity to read and reflect. 
D sometimes a waste of time. 

2 With regard to shopping decisions, the speaker 
believes the best way to pollute less is to 
A choose environmentally friendly products. 
B buy locally grown food. 
C buy stationery made from recycled paper. 
D reduce your level of consumption. 

o 13+)i.' listen again and complete the following 
sentences. 
1 To me, sitting on a train ____ and ___ _ 

isnota ___ _ 
2 But the __ thing to do as far as shopping is 

concerned is just generally to and 

o look at the task in Exercise 2 again and find, among 
the wrong answers, examples of the following: 
1 Answers to question 1: 

• someone else's, not the speaker's, opinion. 
• something the speaker says about a different 

form of travel. 
2 Answers to question 2: 

• actions the speaker mentions, but not as the best 
way. 

"IT IS €IISJEIt AND LeSS COSTLy -r0 CHANGE: Tl-lE 
WAY t'EOPI-E THfNL< A80vr P-EAL(TY THA'" 

IT IS -ro c:.ti ANGE. ~ALIT\"'." 
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examTASK 

o 13+)0 You're going to hear an interview with 
an ecological activist. Choose the correct answers. 

1 The term 'greenwash' 
A describes environmentally friendly products. 
B is the name of a type of paint. 
C refers to certain advertising methods. 
D describes products which are harmful to the 

environment. 

2 Advertising products as 'green' 
A exploits feelings of guilt. 
B contributes to a consumerist lifestyle. 
C is avoided by companies which pollute the most. 
D encourages people to think about the future of 

the planet. 

3 According to the speaker, the company BP sells 
mainly 
A petroleum. 
B other fossil fuels. 
C solar panels. 
D wind turbines. 

4 Manchester airport's 'carbon neutral' plan involves 
A reducing CO

2 
emissions from planes. 

B increasing the number of flights. 
C the use of energy-saving lighting. 
D complicated calculations. 

5 When we buy products advertised as green, 
A it's less costly. 
B we feel obliged to adopt a greener lifestyle. 
C we feel better about ourselves. 
D we are making a radical change. 

• Do you buy any environmentally friendly 
products? Make a list. Compare your lists in small 
groups and discuss how green you believe those 
products really are. 

(I Match the words to make compounds. 
1 renewable a turbines 
2 carbon b panels 
3 wind c energies 
4 solar d neutral 

o The following sentences come from the recording. 
Match the beginnings to the endings. Do you agree 
with the statements? Discuss in pairs. 
1 A lot of us feel guilty 
2 Many people are willing to pay more 
3 If we believe the ads and buy these 

so-called 'green' products, 

a we don't feel obliged to make the radical changes 
that we should be making in our way of life. 

b for products that appear to be good for the 
environment. 

c about our consumerist lifestyles. 

5 
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_ EAKING ON A SET TOPIC +136 

::xamWORKOUT 

~reparing vocabulary for the exam task 

Read the exam task at the bottom of the page. 
Match the five vocabulary boxes below to the five 
topics in the task. 

A cereals potatoes vineyards olives fruit 

B landlocked mountains hills coastline lake 
river 

C large mammals rare birds fish alpine plants 
endangered species 

o national park wildlife sanctuary trail caves 

E temperate Mediterranean harsh mild 

o Choose the words or phrases from each box that 
refer to your country, and add at least one more. 

examTASK 

o Take turns to do the exam task in pairs. 

Describe the natural environment of your country 
to a foreign nature-lover who would like to come 
for a visit. The following ideas may help you. 

Geographical features 

Agriculture 

Wildlife 

Areas of outstanding natural beauty 

· 
DESCRIPTION OF A PLACE +I 26 

examWORKOUT 

Proofreading 

o Read the exam task at the bottom of the page and 
follow steps (a-d). 

a Think of an area you'd like to describe. Take 
notes under the following headings: 

• location • atmosphere 
• scenery 
• wildlife and vegetation 

• what nature-lovers 
can do there 

b Tell a partner about the area you chose. Take 
note of any information or words you'll need to 
check before you start writing. 

c Read the following extract from a student's 
description. It contains nine mistakes. How 
many can you find? 

One of the most beautifull places in Poland is Stowinski 
National Park. It is located in the north-west of the 
country, on the Baltic coast. I have very fond memories 
of that area, as I was going there every summer when 
I was a child. It's scenery is spectacular. There are dunes 
of incredibly pure, white sand, which give the landscape 
a fantastic look. 
There are lakes so close to the sea, that sea water gets 
into them whenever there is a storm. 
It is a perfect place for people which enjoy walking, 
takeing photos, and especially birdwatching. With over 
260 bird species, the area is a birdwatchers' paradise. 
You also can walk up Rowok6t hill, which is not very high, 
but there is a viewing tower on top of it from which you 
can see a panorama of the surrounding area. 
If you are also interested in man-made landscape 
elements, I recommend a walk to the old lighthouse in the 
small village of Czotpino. Several years ago it was closed 
for repairs, but since last summer it is open again. 

d Read the extract again. Identify mistakes belonging 
to the following categories and correct them. 

1 missing article (a I the) before a singular countable 
noun 

2 wrong relative pronoun (which used for a person) 
3 Present Simple used instead of Present Perfect 
4 Past Continuous used for a repeated activity 

(where used to would be appropriate) 
5 word order: the position of also 
6 spelling: adjectives ending in -ful 
7 spelling: a superfluous -e- in -ing verb forms 
8 punctuation: its (possessive) or it's (it is)? 
9 punctuation: a superfluous comma before that 

examTASK 

Describe a region of your country which you'd 
recommend to a tourist because of its nature. 
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bay /beJ/ 
canal /kg'mell 
cape Ikcrpl 
coastline /'kgustJam/ 
dense forest Idcns 'fur;)st! 
dunes Idju:nz! 
estuary ('cstSugril 
forest i'fOflst/ 
gulf IgAlti 
island /'mbnd( 
lake Ilelkl 
meadow I'mcd;)u/ 
mountain range I'mauntgn rcmd3/ 
open fields I,gup;m 'fi:ldzl 
peninsula Ipg'llmsj;)lgI 
peak /pi:kl 
pond /pund/ 
riverside i'nv;)sa.ldl 
unspoilt countryside ;'''Il,Spglld 'kAntrisard! 
wetland I'wctbndl 

":IiWi,SiU!;· 
air pressure I'cg ,preS;)1 
blizzard I'blrz;:ldl 
blow Ibl;)u/ 
breeze Ibri:zl 
cloudy I'klaudil 
downpour l'daunpg:1 
drizzle /'dnzgll 
dull Id All 
fog I[ogl 
freezing cold /,fri:zIl] 'kguld! 
frost Ifmstl 
gale/gale-force wind l~leTl. ,gell fG:s 'wmdl 
hail Ihcll! 
haze fhcd 
heatwave f'hi:t werv/ 
heavy snowfall I,hcvi 'sngub:lJ 
high humidity Ihm hju:'mrd;)ti/ 
hurricane I'hAfdk;)n/ 
it looks like rain lIt luks lark 'rem/ 
light shower 11art 'Jaudl 
mist Imrst/ 
overcast sky I;)uvg,ku:st'skml 
pour with rain/rain heavily Jp;); wro 'rem, 'rem ,hevG!i/ 
rainstorm I'remstg:m/ 
scorching l'sb;tj'llJI 
sleet Isli:tl 
snowstorm I'snGusb:mJ 
soaring temperatures I,sg:nl] 'tempr;)t.l;:lzl 
thick clouds lerk 'klaudzl 
thunderstorm /'8AUdgst;):ml 
torrential rain ItG,ren.lG\ 'reml 

avalanche j'revJ]u;ntJ! 
drought Idraotl 
earthquake /'3:0kwcrk/ 
famine I'fremJnl 
flood IfiMli 
gale-force wind I,gcrl f:J:s 'wmdl 
landslide I'lrendslard! 
tornado It::>:'ucrdGu/ 
typhoon I,tal'fu:n/ 
volcanic eruption Ivul,kreJ1Ik r'rApSJI1/ 

birch Ib3:t.fj 
horse chestnut Ihd:s 'tJesl1Atl 
maple I'meIpgl/ 

144 

oak !~ukl 
pine /palll! 
spruce Ispru:sl 

daffodil !'dret~dI!1 
daisy I'dcrzil 
forget-me-not /f;)'getminotl 
heather I'heo;)/ 
lily j'lrlil 
lily of the valley /,lIli ;)V 0;) 'vrelil 
pansy /'prenzi/ 
snowdrop I'sn;)udrop/ 
tulip I'tju:lgpl 

eagle l'i:gg1/ 
great tit IgrcIt tIt! 
magpie I'mregparl 
owl laul/ 
pigeon l'prd3gnl 
raven I'reIv::m! 
seagulI l'si:gA1I 
sparrow I'sprer~ul 
stork Ist):k/ 
swan /SWDn/ 

ANIMAt:S71'HU\IGS ANIMALS DO 

beaver /'bi:vdl 
breed (n) Ibri:dl 
breed (v) Ibri:dl 
chick ItSrk/ 
donkey /'dDJ)kil 
emperor penguin l'empGr~ ,pel)gwGnl 
feed m:d 
goat /gGut/ 
graze /grelzl 
hatch IhretJj 
have young Ihrev 
hibernate I'halbgnelt/ 
hunt IhAntl 
incubate eggs /,rl)kjJbclt 'egz/ 
krill Iknll 
lay eggs Iler 'egz/ 
mating call l'mertII] b:lI 
migrate Imal'greltl 
nest Inest! 
prey Iprer/ 
sheep IJi:pl 

GENERAL 

agriculture l'regn,kAltSG! 
biodiversity I, barJudal 'v3:SGtil 
ecosystem i'i:kGu,slstgml 
endemic species len,demIk 'spi:Ji:zl 
give off (oxygen) /grv ,of'Dksrd3Gn/ 
habitat I'hreb;:ltretl 
in the wild IIll Og 'wmld! 
polar ice cap l,pGu];) 'ars krepl 
sea level I'si: ,levJl! 
the ozone layer log 'JuzJun ,le!g/ 
vegetation l,ved3G'telSJnl 
well-adapted to the environment /wel J,dreptld t;) oi m'Varr;:lllIll;:lll 
wildlife I'warldlarfl 

THREATS TO THE ENVIRONMENT 

acid rain l,resJd 'rem! 
air pollution I'eg pG, lu:.lgnJ 
become extinct (bI,um rk'stll)ktf 
carbon dioxide /,ku:bJU dal'Dks31dl 

s 
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climate change I'klann:lt tSell1dy 
commercial forestry Ib,m3:J:l\ 'fomstril 
co nsumerist lifestyle Ibn'sju:m:lrIst ,laIfstaIlI 
contaminate /k:ln'trem:lneltl 
deforestation Idi:,fur:l'steIS:lnl 
degradation l,degr:l'deIS:lnl 
disposable containers Idl,sp;)uZJb:l] bn'temnl 
endangered species IIn,dell13:ld 'spi:Si:zl 
exhaust fumes hg'zJ:st fju:mz/ 
extinction hk'strl]kS;)n/ 
fell trees /fe1 'tri:zl 
fossil fuels I'fos:l\ fjU:l\z/ 
global warming l ,gl;lUb:l1 'wJ:mIl)/ 
greenhouse gas emissions I,gri:nhaus 'gres l,lmS:lnzl 
harmful to the environment l,ha:mfJI t:l oi m'vaJ[:lIlI11:lntl 
have a negative impact /hrev;) ,neg:ltlv 'rmprektl 
irreparable damage ir,fepJf:lbJ1 'dremrd31 
landfill I'lrendfW 
log rainforests /109 'remfoflsts/ 
melting of glaciers 1,ll1e\tIIJ :lV 'glresi:l7J 
oi l refinery I'Jrl rI,fall1;)ril 
oi l spill I';)rl SPIl/ 
oi l tanker 1' ;)1\ ,trel]b/ 
overpopulation / ,:lUV:lpopj:l'leIS:llll 
petrol I'petr;)l/ 
petroleum Ip:l'tr:luli:ln1i 
soil erosion I's;)11 I,r:lU3:ln/ 
th reat /8retl 
toxic waste /,tOkSIk 'weIst/ 
waste natural resources Iwelst ,nretS:lrJl n'z;):sIzl 

PROTECTING THE ENVIRONMENT 

alternative energy sources h:l,t3:n:ltlv 'en:ld3i S;):SIZ/ 
biodegradable /,baI;)udl'greldJbJli 
bring (sth) under stricter control / 'brIl] ,SAIll8lIJ ,AndJ ,stnktJ 

bn'tr;)ull 
cycle path I'sarbl pa:8/ 
carbon footprint / ,ka:b:ln 'fut ,prll1t/ 
carbon neutral I,ka:b;)n 'nju:tr;)l/ 
eco-friendly I'i:bu ,frendlil 
ecological activist /i:b,lod3Ik:l1 'rekt:lv;)stl 
energy-saving lighting /,en;)d3i ,servIIJ 'laItlIJI 
environmentally friendly IIl1,VaI;)[;)Il,ll1ellt:lli 'frendlil 
green products j'gri:n ,prodAktsl 
locally grown food l,l;)uk;)\i gr;)Ull 'fu:d/ 
organic food h:,grenrk 'fu:d/ 
phase (sth) out IfeIZ ,sAI11811] 'autl 
recycling lri:'salklrIJI 
redress the natural balance /n ,dres O:l ,nretS:lml 'bre1:lns/ 
reduce traffic congestion /n ,dju:s 'trreflk k;)Il,d3estS:ln/ 
renewable energy /rr,nju::lb:ll 'ell;)d3i/ 
un leaded petrol /,\ll,led:ld 'petr;)l/ 
wildlife reserve/sanctuary I'waIldlarf rJ,Z3:V, 'sreIJktSu;)[iI 
wind power I'wll1d ,pau;)/ 

ACTION FOR ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILlTY 

conserve water and energy Ihlll'S3:V WJ:t;) ;)n engd31/ 
consume less /k;)n,sju:m 'Iesl 

• 

QUICK REVISION 

o Match the sentence beginnings and endings. 

1 Glaciers are a being eroded. 
2 Sea levels are b melting. 
3 Soil is c becoming extinct. 
4 Habitats are d rising. 
S Animals are e being destroyed. 

• Answer the questions. 

1 Which of these is not a body of water? 
a lake b cape c bay d gulf 

2 Which is more than one mountain: a mountain 
range or a mountain peak? 

3 Which two of these are different kinds of wind? 
Which one is stronger? 
a drizzle b breeze c gale 

4 Which two of these trees have leaves? 

d sleet 

a oak b pine c birch d spruce 

S Which bird is larger, a sparrow or a swan? 

6 Which two of these flowers are white? 
a snowdrop 
b daffodil 
c forget-me-not 
d lily of the valley 

7 What do animals do in winter: mate or hibernate? 

8 What is used to capture the energy of the wind, 
panels or turbines? 

9 Which of these is environmentally friendly? 
a sorting rubbish 
b soil erosion 
c fossil fuels 
d global warming 

10 Which of these is not a threat to the environment? 
a acid rain 
b logging 
c exhaust fumes 
d renewable energy 

• Complete the words with one letter in each space. 

1 We were caught in a snow __ ___ on our way 
home. 

environmental sustainability Ill1varr;)n,mentl s:l,stell1g'brlgtil 
generate less pollution l ,d3en:lrelt les p:l'lu:S:ln/ 
lower/reduce CO2 emissions I,lgu:l, n,dju:s ,si: gU 'tu: r'mlS:lnzl 
minimise one's impact on the environment I,mrmmalz WAnz 

• 2 There was a huge down ____ and we all returned 

'rmprekt on oi Il1'Varr:lllm:lntl 
plant trees Iplo:nt 'tri:zI 
sort rubbish Is;):t 'rAblSI 
use public transport Iju:z ,pAblrk 'trrensp::J:t/ 

home completely wet. 
3 The sky was over __ _ ~ even at noon it was dark. 
4 Remember last summer's heac ___ ? The 

temperature was over 30 degrees. 
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''Poltttcttllttrtguttge tS desigrted to Mttke ltes sOUrtd truthful ttrtd MUrd6 
respecttt0le, ttrtd to gtve ttrt ttppetttt;trtce of soltdt'\0 to pure (/Jtrtd'. 
GEORGE ORWELL (ENGLISH WRITER, REAL NAME: ERIC BLAIR; 1903-1950) 

THE THREE BRANCHES OF GOVERNMENT o Complete the table with the words from the box. 

administer approve implement interpret pass 
represent resolve 

BRANCH BODY FUNCTIONS 

parliament / to ' __ oradopt 

LEGISLATIVE 
congress laws; to 2 ___ the 

country's annual 
budget 

president / to 3 
--- the 

prime minister, legislation passed by 
cabinet the parliament; to 

EXECUTIVE 4 __ (i.e. manage) 
the country; to 
S ___ the country 
abroad 

the courts to 6 __ andapply 

JUDICIARY 
the law; to provide 
a mechanism for 
7 ___ disputes 

CIVIL RIGHTS AND LIBERTIES 

• Complete each text with the words from the box 
above it. 

Fundamental human rights 

rights liberty happiness equal 

a The US Declaration of Independence sets out basic 
human rights in these words: 
'We hold these truths to be self-evident: that 
all men are created 1 , that they are 
endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable 
2 , that among these are life, 3 ___ _ 

and the pursuit of 4 ' 

Civil liberties 

assembly censorship conscience speech 

b Civil liberties include: 

146 

Freedom of S , which means the right to 
express opinions freely, without 6 ___ --' 

Freedom of 7 , which means the right to 
hold any moral or religious views; 
Freedom of 8 and association, which 
means the right to gather in public places 
(for example, in order to protest) and to form 
organisations. 

The rule of law 

judgment law process 

c The Magna Carta established the rule of law in 
England through Clause XXIX: 'No freeman shall be 
taken or imprisoned ( ... ) or be outlawed, or exiled, 
or any other wise destroyed ( ... ) but by lawful 
9 of his peers, or by the '0 _ __ _ 

of the land: 

The Fifth Amendment to the US Constitution 
guarantees that 'No person shall be ( ... ) deprived 
of life, liberty or property without due ,, _ __ _ 
of law.' 

The rights of the accused 

doubt guilty innocent proof 

d In criminal trials, the burden of 12 is 
on the prosecution. The accused is presumed 
13 until proven 14 • If members 
of a jury have reasonable lS about a 
person's guilt, they are obliged to deliver a verdict 
of 'not guilty'. 

counsel trial witness 

e A person accused of a crime has the right to 
a fair 16 . He cannot be forced to be 
a 17 against himself. He has the right to 
be represented by 18 (i.e. by a lawyer). 

".'~iali.ia'~ CULTURE 

Historic documents concerning civil rights in Britain and 
in the USA 
Magna Carta, or Magna Carta Libertatum (the Great 
Charter of Freedoms), originally issued in the year 1215 
(amended many times later) and signed by KingJohn of 
England, was the first document forced on an English king 
by a group of his subjects in order to limit his powers and 
guarantee their rights. 
The Declaration of Independence was the document 
in which in 1776 the British colonies in America declared 
themselves free and independent states, absolved 
from their earlier allegiance to the British Crown. The 
preamble contains the famous one-sentence statement of 
fundamental human rights. 
The Bill of Rights is a section of the Constitution of the 
United States. It contains the first ten amendments, which 
were passed by the first US Congress in 1789, the same year 
in which the Constitution came into force. The amendments 
guarantee basic civil liberties. 
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THE THREE BRANCHES OF GOVERNMENT o Complete the table with the words from the box. 

administer approve implement interpret pass 
represent resolve 

r BRANCH~=l BODY I FUNCTIONS _. ~ 

i to 1 _ __ or adopt I 

I

f i parl iament / 
congress 

LEGISLATIVE 
i laws; to 2 _ __ the . 

I country's annual 
i budget 

r president / 
prime minister, 

i cabinet 

I 

'I to 3 the 
. legislation passed by 

i 

I EXECUTIVE 

I the parliament; to 
14 _ __ (i.e. manage) 
I the country; to 

L i 5 _ _ _ the country i 

I abroad I 

1 to 6 _ _ and applyl I 
i 
I JUDICIARY 

1

1

' the law; to provide ' 
a mechanism for 

17 _ _ _ disputes , 
--- ------~~, 

CIVIL RIGHTS AND lI8ERTIES o Complete each text with the words from the box 
above it. 

Fundamental human rights 

rights liberty happiness equal 

a The US Declaration of Independence sets out basic 
human rights in these words: 
'We hold these truths to be self-evident: that 
all men are created 1 , that they are 
endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable 
___ ---', that among these are life, 3 ___ _ 

and the pursuit of 4 _ _ _ _ 

Civil liberties 

assembly censorship conscience speech 

b Civil liberties include: 
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Freedom of 5 , which means the right to 
express opinions freely, without 6 _ _ _ ---' 

Freedom of 7 , which means the right to 
hold any moral or religious views; 
Freedom of 8 and association, which 
means the right to gather in public places 
(for example, in order to protest) and to form 
organisations. 

The rule of law 

judgment law process 

c The Magna Carta established the rule of law in 
England through Clause XXIX: 'No freeman shall be 
taken or imprisoned ( ... ) or be outlawed, or exiled, 
or any other wise destroyed ( ... ) but by lawful 
9 of his peers, or by the 10 _ _ _ _ 

of the land.' 

The Fifth Amendment to the US Constitution 
guarantees that 'No person shall be ( ... ) deprived 
of life, liberty or property without due 11 ___ _ 

of law.' 

The rights of the accused 

doubt guilty innocent proof 

d In criminal trials, the burden of 12 is 
on the prosecution. The accused is presumed 
13 until proven 14 • If members 
of a jury have reasonable 15 about a 
person's guilt, they are obliged to deliver a verdict 
of 'not guilty'. 

counsel trial witness 

e A person accused of a crime has the right to 
a fair 16 • He cannot be forced to be 
a 17 against himself. He has the right to 
be represented by 18 (i.e. by a lawyer). 

LANGUAGE • .. CULTURE 

Historic documents concerning civil rights in Britain and 
in the USA 
Magna Carta, or Magna Carta Libertatum (the Great 
Charter ofFreedoms), originally issued in the year 1215 
(amended many times later) and signed by KingJohn of 
England, was the first document forced on an English king 
by a group of his subjects in order to limit his powers and 
guarantee their rights. 
The Declaration of Independence was the document 
in which in 1776 the British colonies in America declared 
themselves free and independent states, absolved 
from their earlier allegiance to the British Crown. The 
preamble contains the famous one-sentence statement of 
fundamental human rights. 
The Bill of Rights is a section of the Constitution of the 
United States. It contains the first ten amendments, which 
were passed by the first US Congress in 1789, the same year 
in which the Constitution came into force. The amendments 
guarantee basic civil liberties. 
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THE ECONOMY 

• Match contrasting pairs of words. 

1 export a loss 
2 supply b recession, downturn 
3 (to make a) profit c public 
4 (economic) boom d expenditure 
5 private (sector) e foreign 
6 income f import 
7 domestic (trade) g demand 

THE ECONOMY: WORD &UIL.OING 

o Complete the table with words formed from the 
word 'economy'. 

o Complete the sentences with the words from 
Exercise 4. 

1 We are facing a worldwide ensls. 
2 The country's is in the worst condition 

since the great depression. 
3 The Wealth of Nations is a classic book by the 

18th-century Scottish Adam Smith. 
4 This is not a very solution. It would cost 

a lot more than the alternatives. 
5 My sister intends to study at university. 
6 In the light of the current crisis, we'll have to 

____ . We can no longer afford this huge 
spending. 

ABBREVIATIONS 

• What do these abbreviations stand for? Use the 
, words in the box below to help you. 

destruction domestic gross mass member 
minister organisation parliament prime product 
trade weapons world 

1 PM 
2 MP 
3 GDP 

4 WMD 
5 WTO 

o Match two sentence endings to each religion. 

1 Christians 3 Jews 
2 Muslims 4 Buddhists 

a pray in a mosque. 
b believe the Gospels are the word of God. 
c pray in a synagogue. 
d go on pilgrimages to Mecca. 
e read the Torah in its original language, Hebrew. 
f believe in a cycle of rebirth. 
g pray in a temple. 
h go to church on Sunday. 

Ul.1m 
4) Match the headlines and extracts to the names of 

the crimes. 

1 THIEVES BREAK INTO TV CELEBRITY'S HOUSE 

2 Jeremy Smith, 15, was robbed at gunpoint in the 
street outside his school yesterday. 

3 MENTALLY UNSTABLE MAN SETS FIRE 
TO SUPERMARKET 

4 PLANE SEIZED BY TERRORISTS - 87 HOSTAGES 

5 The butler extorted £500,000 from his employer 
by threatening to reveal his love affairs. 

6 Apparently, the contract was awarded to GreenScam, 
Ine., in exchange for £1,000,000 in cash. 

7 INTERNATIONAL SPY GOES ON TRIAL FOR 
SELLING NUCLEAR SECRETS 

a arson e blackmail 
b burglary f bribery 
c mugging g treason 
d hijacking 

CRIME - PHRASES WITH PREPOSITIONS 

• Complete the sentences with prepositions. 

1 The man was arrested __ being drunken and 
disorderly in a public place. 

2 The assistant is suspected __ passing on 
confidential information to the competition. 

3 The student was accused __ plagiarism. 
4 The three men were charged __ armed 

robbery. 
5 The driver who caused the accident was 

found guilty __ manslaughter. He was also 
disqualified _ _ drivin'g. 

6 The bank robber was sentenced __ ten years' 
imprisonment ___ threatening the cashier with 
a shotgun. 

~ Complete the sentences with words formed from 
the words in brackets. 

1 He was arrested for the unauthorised ___ _ 
(POSSESS) of firearms. 

2 Capital (PUNISH) has been abolished 
in all EU countries. In many of them, it has been 
replaced with life (PRISON). 

3 There don't seem to be any easy solutions to the 
problem of (POOR) in developing 
countries. 

4 The city council has vouched to tackle the 
problem of (HOMELESS). 

5 (IMMIGRATE) are often willing to 

accept jobs which locals see as unattractive. 
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MULTIPLE CHOICE ... 14 

o In groups, try to remember some of the things you 
have learned about the arrival of European settlers 
in the Americas. 

• What did the colonists do on arrival at a new place? 
• What did they need to survive? 
• What problems did they encounter? 

THEDARlENSCHEME: 
ScOTLAND'S PlSASTER 

• Match the followings words to their definitions. 

1 merchant 4 settler 
2 entrepreneur 
3 proprietor 

a owner 

5 investor 

b someone who goes to live in a new place and 
builds a village or town that wasn't there before 

c someone who puts money into a business 
undertaking in the hope of gaining a profit 

d someone who starts a business venture 
e trader, someone who buys and sells large 

quantities of goods 

Seldom have financial speculation and an economic crisis so quickly destroyed 
a nations independence. But that is what happened with Darien. 

SCOTLAND, 1695: A SMALL NATION ON THE NORTH-WESTERN 
FRINGE OF EUROPE WITH LITTLE INDUSTRY, NO FOREIGN 
COLONIES AND A TINY NAVY. On its southern border lies 
England: larger, richer and with one of the world's most 
powerful navies. Since 1603 the two countries, although 
politically independent, each with its own Parliament, have 
shared the same monarchy. Despite this, the English, fearful of 
competition, refuse to let Scottish merchants trade freely abroad, 
blocking the routes to England's colonial markets. In Scotland, 
the political and economic elite are desperate for the wealth that 
foreign commerce would bring. 

Onto this stage stepped James Paterson, entrepreneur, 
marketing genius and the Scotsman responsible for founding the 
Bank of England. For years, he had been nurturing an ambitious 
money-making plan: the Darien Scheme. Darien, on the east 
coast of Central America, near where today the Panama Canal 
joins the Atlantic with the Pacific, was, according to Paterson, 
the "door of the seas and the key of the universe" . He was 
convinced a colony there would "enable its proprietors to give 
laws to both oceans". 

Paterson had already sought government support for his 
scheme in England, Holland, Prussia and the Holy Roman 
Empire, but with no success. Now, at last, in his homeland, he 
found a country ready to finance his venture. The Scots were so 
keen to invest in Darien that hundreds of thousands of pounds 
were raised, perhaps as much as half of all the money circulating 
in the country at that time. 

On 14 July 1698 five ships with nearly 1,300 settlers on 
board, including Paterson and his wife, left Scotland. They 
were carrying the hopes - and money - of a nation. In October 
they landed on the coast of Darien and set about building 
'New Edinburgh'. They built a fort, a harbour and houses, 
and planted crops. Paterson's dream seemed about to become 
a reality. 

But Darien was no dream: it was a nightmare. The climate · 
was hot and humid, the crops failed, insects brought disease and 
the settlers suffered from malnutrition. In June 1699, only eight 
months after landing, the colony was abandoned. On . the way 
home, hundreds more died and only one ship with 300 people 

made it safely back to Scotland. Paterson was among them, bu: 
his wife was not. 

The tragedy was not over. Two more expeditions had 
already set sail for Darien with 1,600 colonists expecting to fin.: 
a flourishing settlement there. However, they found it deserted 
and overgrown. Five hundred of them bravely chose to remain 
to rebuild the fort and to try to save Darien. But illness and 
starvation weakened them, and in March 1700 they surrendere_ 
to the Spanish. Seventy-one per cent of the men, women and 
children who sailed to Darien died. Eleven of the fourteen shir 
were lost. The dream of Darien was dead. 

The consequences for the Scottish economy were 
devastating. However, it was at this point that England came 
to the rescue by offering £398,085 to the Darien investors. 
This represented an equivalent of all the money lost in the 
Darien scheme, with interest. There was just one condition: 
that Scotland surrender its independence by signing the Act oi 
Union with England. So, in 1707 the Scottish Parliament vote.:. 
itself out of existence and Scotland became a part of the Unitec 
Kingdom. Scottish finances were in such a desperate state that 
the Scots may have had no choice other than to accept the 
English offer, but the dissolution of the Scottish Parliament w,,
not popular: there were riots on the streets of Edinburgh. Poe~ 

Robert Burns summed up the mood We are bought and sold 
for English gold, such a parcel of rogues in a nation.' 

".i~ia"·ia,~ CULTURE 

Scotland and England: a timeline 
9th_10th century: The Kingdom of the Picts, north of Hadrian's 
Wall, becomes the Kingdom of Alba, or Scotland. 
13th _14th century: The Wars of Scottish Independence. 
1603 james VI Stuart of Scotland becomes King lames I of 
England. England and Scotland enter a period of personal union. 
1707 The Acts of Union join the two kingdoms into a single 
United Kingdom of Great Britain. The two Parliaments merge to 
form the Parl iament of Great Britain, based in London. 
1998 Following a referendum in Scotland, a Scottish Parliament 
is established. Foreign policy and defence remain in the 
competence of the UK Parliament. 
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examTASK 

o Read the text and choose the correct answers. 

1 At the end of the 17th century, Scotland 
A had no industry. 
B had a powerful navy. 
e experienced problems in foreign trade. 
D was entirely independent of England. 

2 James Paterson's plan 
A involved funding from the Bank of England. 
B proposed new laws in ocean trade. 
e gained the support of several governments. 
D was taken up enthusiastically by the Scots. 

3 Which of the following is not mentioned as 
a cause of the failure of the Darien colony? 
A lack of government support 
B an inhospitable climate 
e lack of food 
D health problems 

4 The second wave of settlers 
A came to a flourishing settlement. 
B all decided to stay and rebuild the fort. 
e suffered hunger and disease. 
D fought against the Spanish. 

5 The Scottish Parliament accepted the Act of 
Union because 
A the idea was popular because of the financial 

problems. 
B Robert Burns recommended it. 
e there were riots in Edinburgh. 
D the economic situation was desperate. 

o What do you think of the Scottish Parliament's 
decision to sign the Act of Union? Why? Discuss 
your views in groups. 

o Read the text again. In your notebook, take notes 
under the following headings: 

• Scotland's situation in late 17th century 
not much industry 

• Paterson's plan 
• The difficulties encountered in Darien 
• The effects of the Darien disaster 

• Work in groups. Discuss your views on the 
following topics, using specific examples. 

• The influence of the economy on political events. 
• The loss of national independence is always a bad 

thing. Do you agree? 

~ . 
:L 1ST E NI N G f 

MATCHING ~9 

o Work in pairs. Think of three words you might 
hear in a news item about: 
• a country's internal politics; 
• international politics; 
• a robbery; 
• a car crash. 

examTASK 

o 13 +1 f.J You're going to hear four radio messages. 
Match messages 1-4 to headings A-E. There is one 
extra heading that you do not need to use. 

A A curious crime 
B A sense of injustice 
e Time for a change 
D Trouble in sight 
E Signs of hope 

2 
3 
4 

o '3 +.J FI Listen to the first two items again and 
match the words to make collocations. 

1 come a poll 
2 landslide b talks / process / treaty 
3 corruption c to power 
4 opinion d ceasefire 
5 peace e election victory 
6 provisional f a plan 
7 outline g scandal 

o In pairs, explain the difference between: 

• a landslide victory and a closely fought contest. 
• a ceasefire and a peace treaty. 

o '3+.JG' Listen to the last two items again and 
complete the sentences. 
1 O'Connell had been driving _ __ _ 
2 He was from driving. 
3 He'll be for parole in little more than 

three years. 
4 Terrence Laphroaig demanded that the bar owner 
___ _ over the cash. 

5 The police are considering charging the teenage 
_ ___ with evidence. 

6 Mr Laphroaig has been charged with ___ _ 
armed robbery. 

• Write a short news item about a recent event and 
prepare to read it aloud. 
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TALKING ABOUT PHOTOS ~35 

examWORKOUT 

Assessing each other 

• Student A, prepare to do the exam task on this 
page. Student S, prepare to do the exam task on 
page 163. 

• In turns, take on the roles of candidate and 
examiner. When acting as examiner, assess your 
partner's use of language. Using the checklist on 
the right, circle the phrases that best describe 
your partner's performance. Try to note down 
specific examples. 

>- I u z 
'" :l ... 
u.. 

>- i Cl: 
« ... 
:l = 

J: « 
UU _ 0 
01::> 

ell 
U Cl: 
- 0 
ell Cl: « Cl: 
ell", 

EXCElLENT OK 
IN NEED OF 

EXAMPLES 
IMPROVEMENT 

fluent 
some 

hesitant 
hesitation 

alot some little 

few or 
some many 

none 

• Share and discuss your assessment of each other's 
performance. 

examTASK 

Task 1 
Look at the photos of people protesting. Compare and contrast them. 
The following ideas may help you, but you can suggest others as well. 
• the cause 
• the form of protest 
• the people's feelings 
• your response 
• anything else? 

Task 2 
Express and justify your opinion on the statement below: 
War is never the right solution. 
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SENTENCE TRANSFORMATIONS +122 

examWORKOUT 

Inversion 

o Put the following jumbled sentences in order. 
The first one has been done for you. 

1 economic / been / conditions / favourable / more / 
have 
Never have economic conditions been more 
favourable. 

2 I / seen / a well-organised society / have / such 
Rarely ______________ _ 

3 invest / must / in / any / this / money / venture / 
we 
Onnoaccount ___________ _ 

4 the company / use child labour / but / 
next to farms / does / dumps / toxic waste / it 
Not only as well. 

5 planning / what / they / realise / did / we / were 
Little ______________ _ 

6 had / announced / been / the news / than / riots 
No sooner broke 
out in the city. 

7 he / did / say / about 
Notaword ______________ _ 

the proposed redundancies. 

examTASK 

o Rewrite the sentences using the words given 
so that the meaning is the same as in the original 
sentences. Do not change the words given in 
anyway. 

1 The undertaking involves significant risk, and the 
possible profits are also very doubtful. 
Not only the 
possible profits are very doubtful as well. (BUT) 

2 You shouldn't believe what they print in that 
newspaper. 
On what they 
print in that newspaper. (ACCOUNT) 

3 I haven't made any of the statements attributed 
to me in the article. 
Never attributed 
to me in the article. (HAVE) 

4 They didn't know they would be fired two days 
later. 
Little fired two 
days later. (DID) 

5 As soon as the protest march started, the police 
attacked the demonstrators. 
Nosooner _________ ~--
attacked the demonstrators. (THAN) 

· , 

• 

ARTICLE +132 

examWORKOUT 

Developing your article 

o Read the exam task. Discuss your opinions in pairs. 

You have found the following information in 
a newspaper: 

Privacy campaign groups have expressed concern 
about the number of CCTV cameras in the UK 
- four million by some estimates - which are 
turning the country into a 'surveillance state: 
Government ministers see CCTV as an important 
tool in fighting crime, and local councils point out 
that residents frequently ask to have more cameras 
installed as it makes them feel safer. 

Write an article of 200-250 words in which you give 
your opinion. Include the following: 
• whether you think CCTV cameras are useful in 

protecting people from crime 
• whether you think the state has the right to watch 

citizens in this way 
• what else could be done to reduce crime 
This is the title of your article: Is this the way to go? 

o Match the following extracts from articles to 
appropriate bullet points in the exam task. 

123 

a Car theft and vandalism in car parks fall drastically 
wherever CCTV cameras are installed. 

b Constant surveillance of innocent citizens goes 
against the tradition of privacy and individual 
freedom which are a vital part of democracy. 

c Good street lighting is a cheaper and very effective 
way to reduce crime and l11ake people feel safer. 

d It would be reassuring to see more police patrolling 
the streets. 

e Only a very small percentage of crimes are solved 
thanks to CCTV material. 

f The objections seem exaggerated. The presence 
of the cameras does not interfere with ordinary, 
law-abiding people in any way. 

• Choose the opening and closing sentences from 
the following. Why are the other sentences 
inappropriate? 

a Hopefully, a compromise can be found which allows 
us to be safe without living in a 'Big Brother' state. 

b The whole idea of controlling everything with CCTV 
cameras is very stupid. 

c There are too many CCTV cameras in our country. 
d The large number of CCTV cameras in the UK worries 

privacy campaign groups. 

examTASK 

o Write your article. 
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THE THREE BRANCHES OF GOVERNMENT 

LEGISLATIVE 

approve a/the budget IJ,pru:v J, OJ 'bAd3Jtl 
bill !bIlI 
constitution l,kDllstJ'tju:S;m! 
Congress (USA) I'lmlJgresl 
dissolution (of the parliament) !dISJ,lu:SJn JV OJ 'po:IJmJntl 
left/right wing lie ft, raIt 'wII)1 
legislative I'led3JsIJtlvI 
Member of Parliament (MP) l,membJ JV 'po:IJmJnt ,em 'pi:! 
National Assembly l,nreSJnJI J'semblil 
pass/adopt a law Ipa:s, J,dopt J 'b:1 
senate I'senJtl 
town councillor I'taun ,kaUllSJIJI 

EXECUTIVE 

administer the country IJd,mrnJstJ OJ 'kAntril 
executive /Ig'zekjJtrvl 
implement legislation 1,lmpiJI11ent ,led3J'slerSJnl 
mayor ImeJI 
Prime Minister (PM) Iprann 'mrnJst:;" ,pi: 'eml 
president I'prez:;,d:;,ntl 
represent the country abroad IreprI,zent OJ ,kAntri J'brJ:dl 
the Cabinet 10J 'krebJnJtI 
town/city council I'taun, '51ti ,kaunsJV 
vice-president Ivars 'prezJdJntl 

JUDICIARY 

court !b:t/ 
court of appeal /b:t JV J'pi:l! 
interpret/apply the law Im,t3:pmt, ,wlar 0:;' 'b:1 
judiciary Id3u:'drSJril 
jury I'd3u:;,ril 
resolve disputes In,zolv dr'spju:tsl 
Supreme Court Isup,ri:m 'b:tI 

CIVIL RIGHTS AND LIBERTIES 

be a witness against yourself Ibi J ,wltnJS J,gellst jJ:'selfl 
be judged by your peers Ibi d3Ad3d bar jJ 'plJzI 
burden of proof l,b3:dll :;,v 'pru:fl 
censorship l'sensJSlpl 
civil liberties I,SIVJI 'hbJtizl 
counsel l'kaunsJI! 
deliver a verdict Idl,lrv:;, J 'v3:dlktl 
due process of law Idju: ,prJuses JV 'b:1 
freedom of assembly l,fri:dJm JV J'sembli! 
freedom of association l,fri:d:;'I11 JV J,sJUSi'eISJnI 
freedom of conscience l,fri:dJm JV 'kon S Jnsl 
freedom of speech l,fri:dJm:;,v 'spi:tSl 
human rights l,hju:mJll 'raItsl 
presume sb innocent IprI,zju:m ,sAmbodi 'mJsJlltl 
pursuit of happiness Ip:;',sju:t :;,v 'hrepillJsl 
reasonable doubt l,ri:zJllJbJI 'dautl 
the rule of law 10:;' ru:1 JV 'b:1 
unalienable rights IAll,erliJllJbl 'rartsl 

IR"4"t41 
closely fought contest l,kiJusli ,fJ:t 'lmntestl 
come to power I'kAI11 tJ 'pauJI 
corruption scandal I'kJ'rAPSJn ,skrendll 
general election l,d3emrJi I'iekj'JnI 
internal politics Im,t3:nl 'polJtlksl 
landslide election victory 1,Irendsiald r'lekSJn ,vrktJril 
leader ofthe governing party l'li:dJ JV OJ ,gAVJl1II) 'po:til 
loss of public confidence in Parliament 110s JV ,pAblIk ,konfJdJllS m 

'pa:lJmJlltl 
major parties l,merd3J 'po:tizl 
opinion poll IJ'pmjJn pJul! 
opposition leader I,OpJ'ZISJn 'li:dJI 
political events IpJ,lItIbl l'ventsl 
resign /rr'zaml 
the forthcoming elections /OJ fJ:8,umrI) I'lekSJnzl 
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(business) venture I'bIzn:;,s ,ventS:;,1 
demand IdI'ma:ndl 
domestic trade IdJ,I11estJk 'treIdI 
economic l,ekJ'n0I111kl 
economic boom lekJ,uomlk 'bu:ml 
economic crisis lekJ,nomIk 'kraISJs/ 
economic downturn/recession /ekJ,UOI11lk n'seSJu, 'daunt3:n/ 
economical /,ekJ'nOI11lkJI/ 
economics /,ekJ'nOmlksl 
economist lr'lmnJI11Jstl 
economise h'konJI11aIzl 
entrepreneur l,outr:;,prJ'm:1 
expenditure Irk'speudrtSJI 
export l'ekspJ:tI 
foreign trade l,forJn 'trerdl 
found (a bank) Ifaund J 'breI)kl 
funding I'fAl1ChI)1 
gross domestic product Igr:;,us dJ,I11estlk 'prodAktl 
import I'ImpJ:tI 
income l'rI)b.l111 
investor Im'vestJI 
loss 11051 
merchant l'I113:tSJntl 
private/public sector I,prarv:;,t, ,pAblrk 'sektJI 
profit I'profJtI 
proprietor/owner Ipdpral:;,t:;" 'Jun:;,1 
raise money/funds Irelz 'I11Al1i, 'fAl1dzl 
settler I'setbl 
supply ISJ'plaI! 
trader l'treldJI 
worldwide crisis I,W3:ldwaId 'krals:;,s/ 
World Trade, Organisation (WTO) IW3:ld 'trerd J:gJnar,zerSJn, 

,dtt.blJu: tI: Jul 

(Eastern) Orthodox l,i:stJU 'J:8:;,doksl 
a cycle of rebirth IJ ,saIbl :;,v ,ri:'b3:81 
Buddhist I'budlstl 
Catholic I'kre():;,lrkl 
Christian l'knstJJn/ 
Gospel I'gOSPJI/ 
go to church IgJU t:;, 'tJ3:tSI 
Hebrew I'hi :bru:1 
Jew Id3U:1 
mosque Imoskl 
Muslim I'muzlJml 
pilgrimage I'prlgrJl11ldy 
pray Iprell 
synagogue I'sll1:;,gDgl 
temple I'teI11pJI/ 
Torah l'tJ:rJI 

lt11IiiJ 
COURTS AND JUSTICE 

abolish 1:;,'bolISI 
capital punishment I,krep:;,ti 'pAl1ISm<lntl 
criminal trial l,krrl11<l1l::l1 'traI<lV 
eligible for parole l,elrd3<lb:;,1 fJ p:;,'r:;,ull 
exile I'eksarl! 
guilt 19r1tl 
imprison lun'prrz:;,ul 
jury l'd3UJril 
the law of the land 10J b: JV OJ 'lrendl 
lawful l'b:fJ]/ 
lenient sentence I,li:ni;'mt 'sent:;'llsl 
life imprisonment IlaIf nn'pnzJIUTIJntl 
outlaw l'autb:1 
prosecution l,pmsI'kju:SJn/ 
sense of injustice Isens :;,v m'd3AstJsI 
(ten years') imprisonment Iten jIn rm'pnzJnmJntl 

c 
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Ufi 

CRII 

aa 
an 
fi ll 
ch. 
diSi 
sen 
sus 

aid 
brir 
cea! 
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inde 
justi 
Mid 
outfi 
peac 
read 
surf! 
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discri 
discri 
home 
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pover 
social 



CRIME AND CRIMINALS 

armed robbery /a:md 'mb;:)ri/ 
arson /'o:s;:)n/ 
attempt /;:)'tcmpt/ 
blackmail l'blrekmeIll 
break into I'brclk ,mt;:)1 
bribe Ibralbl 
bribery I'brarb;:)ril 
burglary l'b3:g1;:)ri/ 
commit a crime l,k;:)111It;:) 'krannl 
demand ransom IdI,mo:nd 'rrens;)mi 
extort Ilk'stJ:ti 
hijacking I'hald3reku)i 
hostage l'hostld3/ 
manslaughter I'mrel1,sht;)1 
mugging l'mAglf)1 
reveal confidential information In,vi:! kOl1f;),dcnSgl,mfg'meIS;)u/ 
riots I'rargtsl 
rob at gunpoint 1mb gt 'gAl1pJmtl 
set fire to sth /set 'fal;) t;) ,SAmOI1)1 
teenage delinquent l,ti:uCld3 dI'lr1)kw;:,ntl 
thief IOi:f1 
treason l'tri :zgl11 
unauthorised possession of firearms 

IAn,J:8drarzd pg,zeSgl1 dV 'faldro:mzl 

CRIME - PHRASES WITH PREPOSITIONS 

accuse sb of sth /g'kju:z ,sAmbodi gV ,5A11181l]/ 
arrest sb for sth h'rcst ,sAmbodi f;:, ,SAmOIl)/ 
find sb guilty of /famd ,sAmbodi 'gllti 'Jv/ 
charge sb with sth /'tSo:d3 ,sAmbodi WIO ,SAmOlf)1 
disqualify from (driving) IdIS,kwolgfar fi-gm 'dralvJl)1 
sentence to ... for ... I'scntgl1s tg, t';JI 
suspect sb of sth /sg'spckt ,sAmbodi gV ,sAm81t]/ 

FOREIGN AFFAIRS 

aid /cld/ 
bring an end to violence Ibnl] ;m cnd tg 'val;)I'Jl1s/ 
ceasefire I'si:sfar;)/ 
developing countries Idl,veigpl1) 'kAntriz/ 
independence /,md;)'pcnd;)l1s/ 
justified use of force l ,d3Astgfard ju:z ;)V '[:):sl 
Middle East peace talks I,mldl i:5t 'pi:s t::1:k5/ 
outline a plan /,autlam::1 'plrenl 
peace talks/process/treaty /'pi:s tJ:ks, ,prduscs, ,tri:til 
reach a long-lasting agreement Iri:tS;) ID1) ,10:5tlf) ;)'gri:m'Jntl 
surrender (to sb) iSd' rend;) t;) ,sAmbodi/ 
weapons of mass destruction (WMD) I,wep;mz gV mres 

dr'strAkSgu, ,dAbglju: cm 'di:1 

li·t3f.iit\ji)¥) 
discriminate against sb Idl'skrnngnclt d,gcnst ,sAmbodil 
discrimination idl,sknmd'neISdl11 
homelessness I'hdumbsl1;)sl 
immigrant I'nn;)gr;)nti 
poverty /'pov;)til 
social inequality I,S;)USdinu'kwDi;)til 

QUICK REVISION 

o Complete the table with abstract nouns. 
.-. . o - ;;;"'-W~ ~~"t4 ~~j~ 0:L.t7 

N~ItB . :'7~. :.;! .'.::.~ _. _. ~ •... 
'" K __ 

NOUN.- - . Y"'_I 
• I 

1 possess 

2 imprison 

3 punish 

4 poor 

5 homeless 

6 burgle 

• Answer the questions. 

1 Which of these does the legislative branch of 
government do? 
a pass laws b implement legislation 
c interpret and apply the law 

2 If a government forbids citizens to gather in 
public places, it violates freedom of 
a conscience. b assembly. c speech. 

3 If a government forbids a religious group to 
practise their religion, it violates freedom of 
a association. b assembly. c conscience. 

. 

4 Which word fits the sentence? People should not 
be imprisoned without due __ of law. 
a punishment b process c procedure 

5 Which phrase can be completed with the 
adjective economic, and which with economical? 
a _ __ growth b an car 

6 Which sentence can be completed with the noun 
economy, and which with economics? 
a He studies _ _ _ 
b What's good for the is bad for the 

environment. 

7 The abbreviation GDP stands for Gross Domestic 
a Product. b Profit. c Possession. 

S The crime of deliberately setting fire to 
something is called 
a bribery. b arson. c treason. 

9 Which preposition fits all three phrases? 

suspected 
accused 
found guilty 

____ a crime 

10 Which verb completes the sentence? Capital 
punishment has been __ in all EU countries. 
a abolished b disqualified c approved 

11 Someone who starts a new business venture is 
called a(n) 
a proprietor. b settler. c entrepreneur. 

12 What noun fits all three phrases? 

talks 
process 
treaty 
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READING 

Work in pairs. Can you guess what these 
expressions mean? Choose the correct option. 

1 If you send someone packing, you 
a remind them to pack for a trip. 
b tell them firmly to go away. 

2 To wear your heart upon your sleeve means to 
a express your personality through your 

clothes. 
b show your emotions openly. 

3 The phrase your own flesh and blood refers to 
a your family. 
b your body. 

4 If someone or something is a sorry sight, it 
a looks unpleasant or shocking. 
b makes you feel sad. 

5 All the expressions above 
a have gone out of use. 
b were created by the same writer. 

Read the text to find out if you were right. 

Find four of Shakespeare's achievements 
mentioned in the text. WhiCh one does the 
Writer consider to be the most unusual? 

Choose one of the phrases discussed in the 
text. In pairs, think of a situation in which you 
might use it. Write and act out a short dialogue 
containing the phrase. 

Match these Shakespearean idioms to their 
meanings. 

1 

2 
3 

the four corners 
of the world 
cold comfort 
at one fell 

6 to laugh yourself 
into stitches 

7 The game is up. 
S It's Greek to me. 

swoop 9 Good riddance! 
4 salad days 
5 to make a virtue 

of necessity 

a all at once 
b all parts of the world 
c Everything's been discovered, there's no point 

in pretending any more. 
d I can't understand it at all. 
e It's good we've got rid of him/her/it. 
f laugh very much (literally, so much that your 

stomach hurts) 
h something that's not really comforting 

the time of a person's youth 
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to accept as desirable something that you have 
to do anyway 

OS" a foregone conclusio'I'U 

OS" a sorry sight 

OS" too much of a good thing 

OS" as good luck would have it 

OS" it's qreek to m0 

OS" the game is up 

QyOTfNG 

Y OU can't find your pendrive. Searching through your 
things, you mutter to yourself: 'Where is it? It can't 
have vanished into thin air!' You've just quoted 

Shakespeare: the magician Prospero in The Tempest explains 
to amazed onlookers that the strange creatures they saw 
'were spirits and are melted into thin air'. Or perhaps your 
best friend thinks your boyfriend is no good for you, and 
she advises you to 'send him packing'. She's quoting Sir John 
Falstaff, the comic fat knight in Henry IV Part 1, who sends 
away an unwelcome messenger. 

Shakespeare was extraordinary in many ways. He knew how 
to tell a good story. He created memorable characters. He wao 
brilliant at portraying emotions. He knew how to construct 
a play that would hold an audience's attention. But what 
makes him unique is that he created an enormous number 0: 
words and expressions that have entered the English langua§~ 
so that today we often use them without realiSing they are 
quotations. 

When rago, the deceitful villain in athelia, explains his life 
philosophy, he says to show what he is really thinking would :.~ 
to 'wear his heart upon his sleeve: Today we use that expressic::
to mean 'show emotions openlY: The moneylender Shylock ir. 
The Merchant afVenice is shocked that his daughter, 'his oV\-n 
flesh and blood: could have stolen from him. Nowadays peoF~:: 
still emphasise the strength of family bonds by referring to 
their children as 'their own flesh and blood: 

If your favourite football team is going to play against much 
stronger opponents, you may fear the result is 'a foregone 
conclusion, meaning there's no doubt about it. That's what 
Othello thought of the accusation that his wife was unfaith:'-_ 
to him. (He was wrong, though, so perhaps the result of the 
match is not so certain either.) 

:. 
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Seeing something truly impressive or astonishing, we feel it 
'beggars all description': no description can make it sound 
as wonderful as it really is. It was Cleopatra in Antony and 
Cleopatra who first made such an impression on a Roman 
soldier. On the other hand, when your younger brother comes 
home all muddy after playing outside on a rainy day, you 
might think he's 'a sorry sight' (as Macbeth says, looking at his 
bloody hands after he's murdered king Duncan). And if your 
friends want to go clubbing for the fourth night in a row, that 
could simply be 'too much of a good thing' (to use the words 
of Rosalind, the heroine of As You Like It). 

Apart from creating these vivid expressions, Shakespeare was 
also exceptionally inventive in coining new words. Countless, 
laughable, accommodation and premeditated are amongst 
many words which were first recorded in Shakespeare's 
works - either created by him or brought by him into general 
circulation. 

Having praised Shakespeare's rare talent with words, let's 
admit that he was also fortunate. As good luck would have itl, 
he was born less than a century after the first printing press 
was established in England. Because his plays were printed, 
his words and phrases reached a wide audience, leading to 
a lasting enrichment of English. • 

deceitful /dl'si:tfl/ 
moneylender /' n1Aui'lendo/ 
to coin a word/phrase /to bm 0 w3:d, freIZ/ 

villain /'vlloul 

1 a phrase from The Merry Wives of Windsor 

look at the photo of the reconstructed Globe 
theatre in london. Find: 

• the stage, 
• two columns supporting the roof above the 

stage, 
• the audience standing, 
• the audience sitting in a wooden gallery. 

Iii-.ollllii:. listen to an interview about 
Shakespeare's theatre and answer the 
questions. 

1 What do you learn about each of the places 
you identified in exercise 1? 

2 HoW did Shakespeare manage to show battle 
scenes with armies and horses in Henry V? 

3 Who played the role of Cleopatra? 
4 What was special about the costumes? 

Imagine you have the opportunity to watch 
a performance at an Elisabethan theatre. 
Which aspects of it do you think you would 
enjoy? Which ones would you not enjoy? 

Work in pairs. Think of a book or film you like. 
Imagine you are writing a version ofthe story 
to be shown as a play in a sixteenth-century 
theatre. Write a short prologue explaining to 
the audience what they have to imagine. 
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• 'My Mama always said life was like a box of 
chocolates; you never know what you're gonna 
get: Tom Hanks as Forrest Gump in Forrest Gump 

• 'Gentlemen, you can't fight in here! This is the 
War Room: Peter Sellers as Or Strangelove in 
Or Strange/ove 

• 'I'm gonna make him an offer he can't refuse: 
Marlon Brando as Don Vito Corleone in The 
Godfather 

• 'Toto, I've a feeling we're not in Kansas anymore: 
Judy Garland as Dorothy in The Wizard of Oz 

• 'Go ahead, make my day: Clint Eastwood as Dirty 
Harry Callahan in Sudden Impact 

• 'Kid, the next time I say, ,Let's go someplace 
like Bolivia: let's go someplace like Bolivia: Paul 
Newman as Butch Cassidy in Butch Cassidy and the 
Sundance Kid 

• 'I'm the king of the world!' Leonardo di Caprio as 
Jack Dawson in Titanic 

• 'They may take our lives, but they'll never take 
our freedom!' Mel Gibson as William Wallace in 

CLASSIC LINES 
Oscar night is just around the corner and to celebrate we'v 
come up with some of our favourite classic lines from films 

'I have a very bad feeling about this: 
(Mark Hamill as Luke Skywalker in Star Wars Episode IV) 
Our hero Luke is flying in the Millennium Falcon with Obi-Wan 
Kenobi and Han Solo when they see a space station as big as 
a moon, the Death Star. They don't know what it is but Luke feels 
pretty sure it's not good news. This line was used in other Star 
Wars films and has become a catchphrase in real life too. 

'What have the Romans done for us?' 
(John Cleese as Reg, an anti -Roman revolutionary in Life of Brim; 
Reg asks his fellow revolutionaries what the Romans have ever 
given the Palestinians. They produce a long list: aqueducts, 
sanitation, roads, irrigation, medicine, education, health, wine. 
baths and public order. Then, annoyed, he says, 'All right, 
but... what have the Romans done for us?' And someone says, 
'Brought peace!' 

'If that plane leaves the ground and you're not with him, 
you'll regret it. Maybe not today, maybe not tomorrow, but 
soon, and for the rest of your life: 
(Humphrey Bogart as Rick in Casablanca) 
Casablanca is full of memorable lines, particularly when Rick 
persuades Ilsa, the woman he loves, to leave with Victor, the 
resistance leader to continue fighting the Nazis. When she 
replies, 'What about us?' he replies, 'We'll always have Paris' an.:. 
then goes on to say 'I'm no good at being noble, but it doesn't 
take much to see that the problems of three little people don't 
amount to a hill of beans in this crazy world. Someday you'll 
understand that... Here's looking at you, kid: 

'A four-year-old child could understand this report. Run out 
and find me a four-year-old child. I can't make head or tail of i 
(Groucho Marx as Rufus T. Firefly in Duck Soup) 
The Marx Brothers films are full of witty lines. Here's one of 
Groucho's best. 

'In Italy for thirty years under the Borgias they had warfare. 
terror, murder, bloodshed - they produced Michelangelo, 
Leonardo da Vinci and the Renaissance. In Switzerland the, 
had brotherly love, five hundred years of democracy and 
peace and what did that produce ... ? The cuckoo clock: 
(Orson Welles as Harry Lime in The Third Man) 
Orson Welles was not the director of The Third Man; it was 
Carol Reed. Nor did he write the screenplay; Graham Greene 
did that. But Welles was superb in the role of the mysterious 
and cynical racketeer Harry Lime and the speech he makes or: 
the Ferris Wheel in Prater Park defending his criminal activi .: 
in post-war Vienna is unforgettable. 



it.: 

'I'll be back!' 
(Arnold Schwarzenegger as Terminator in Terminator) 
A police officer tells the Terminator he can't go in to see Sarah 
Connor. He tells him 'I'll be back' and in a few seconds he 
returns driving a police car and smashes his way into the police 
station. Later, Schwarzenegger used this catch phrase in other 
films and in public appearances. 

'You talkin' to me? Well, I'm the only one here: 
(Robert de Niro as Travis Bickle in Taxi Driver) 
Robert de Niro's scary psychotic taxi driver talks to himself in 
the mirror while practising talking tough. 

'Well, nobody's perfect!' 
Ooe E. Brown as Osgood Fielding III in Some Like It Hot) 
Two musicians on the run from Chicago gangsters disguise 
themselves as women. In Florida, a millionaire falls in love with 
one of them (Gerry/Geraldine) and asks her to marry him. 
He won't accept any of her reasons why they can't get married 
so finally, Geraldine takes off her wig and says, 'You don't 
understand, Osgood. I'm a man: His reply is one of the most 
famous lines in cinema, 'Well, nobody's perfect!'. _ 

bloodshed I'blAdSecV 
catchphrase /'k<etSfrelzl 
cuckoo clock Ikuku: kInk! 
I can't make head or tail of something 

/ar ka:nt merk hed 3: terl :lV 'SAm811J1 

memorable I'mem:lf:lbV 
on the run /:In O:l rAni 
racketeer Ir<eb'tI:lI 
warfare I'w:J:fegl 



Oliver Twist (1837-39) & 

A Christmas Carol (1843) 

Alice's Adventures in 
Wonderland (1865) 

The Adventures of Sherlock 
Holmes (1892) 

The Spy Who Loved Me 
(James Bond) (1962) 

Bridget jones's Diary (1996) 

Harry Potter and the 
Philosopher's Stone (1997) 

FAMOUS NAMES FROM FICTION 

T hey are famous. Some are so realistic that many people 
believe they actually existed. Others are characters who 

represent a distinct personality type. They are from the world 
of fiction, but they seem larger than life. 

Robin Hood 

We know a lot about Robin Hood. He lived in Sherwood 
Forest with his band of 'merry men'. A brilliant archer and 
swordsman, he robbed the rich and gave to the poor. His 
sweetheart was Maid Marian; his arch-enemy the Sheriff of 
Nottingham. He supported King Richard the Lionheart agains
his evil brother Prince John. Yes, we know a lot about Robin 
Hood .. . even though he probably never lived. He is a creation 
of ballads and stories dating from as long ago as the fourteenth 
century. In some he's a common man; in others an aristocrat. 
In some he's from Nottinghamshire; in others from Yorkshire. 
In some he fights for the Anglo-Saxons against the Normans, 
who conquered England in 1066; in others he's nothing more 
than an outlaw. However, one thing is sure. In every story or 
film about him Robin Hood is a hero. 

Sherlock Holmes 

He is an honorary fellow of the prestigious Royal Society of 
Chemistry. His work inspired techniques that are used by 
forensic scientists today. Many people have written to him 
requesting help in solving crimes. You can even visit his house 
at 221B Baker Street. However, Sherlock Holmes never walked 
the streets of London. He is a fictional character created by Sir 
Arthur Conan Doyle in 1887. Without doubt the most famous 
detective in literature, Holmes uses science and logic, meticulolL 
observations and the power of deduction to find answers to the 
most puzzling criminal cases. As he says in A Study in Scarlet 
'When you have eliminated the impossible, whatever remains, 
however improbable, must be the truth'. Holmes features in 
four novels and fifty-six short stories and has been portrayed by 
seventy-five actors in over two hundred films. 



Alice 

No one could imagine 
that Lewis Carroll's 
Alice is a real person. Her Adventures in Wonderland (1865) 
and Through the Looking Glass (1871) are far too strange for 
anyone to believe they really happened. After all characters like 
a worried white rabbit with a watch, a Mad Hatter enjoying 
a permanent tea party, and a Queen who thinks the answer 
to every problem is to cut off someone's head are not part of 
our everyday lives, fortunately. And yet the curious little girl 
who can't resist poking her nose in where it doesn't belong 
seems so familiar we feel we know her personally. Perhaps it is 
because Alice may have been inspired by a real person, Alice 
Liddell, the daughter of some friends of Carroll's. Or perhaps 
it's because it is simply a wonderfully accurate description of 
a typical little girl. 

Bridget Jones 

Literature still continues to create people that we all recognise 
or even identify with. A recent example is Bridget Tones, who 
was created by writer Helen Fielding in a newspaper column 
in 1995. She features in two best-selling novels, Bridget 
loness Diary and Bridget lones, the Edge of Reason which 
were both made into hugely successful films starring Renee 
Zellweger, Hugh Grant and Colin Firth. Bridget is the typical 
thirty-something single woman trying to cope with life and 
desperately looking for love. In her diary she writes her New 
Year resolutions: to eat and drink less and to stop smoking. She 
breaks them one by one, has problems at work, and falls in and 
out of love. Why is she so popular? Perhaps it's just because she 
is imperfect and seems so real, so like people we know in our 
own lives . • 

forensic scientist If;)'renslk 'SaT;)ntlst/ 
meticulous /IllI'tlkjul;)s/ 
outlaw /'autb:! 
swordsman /sJ:dzm;)n/ 



EXTRA MATERIALS FOR THE THEMATIC PART 

UNIT 6 . FOOD / SHOPPING AND SERVICES 

READING· page 101 . Exercise 4 

Sharon spent the next week up north working on a film set in the Scottish Highlands. On the way back, she worked out 
how much she'd earned. Make-up artists weren't paid as well as actors, but if she had more jobs like that, she'd be able to 
afford a few fun-filled shopping sprees. 

The smile on Tom my's face told a story, but she couldn't figure out what it was until she went inside. The house was so 
tidy! No shoe boxes behind the sofa, no knickers in the kitchen and in the guest room all the wardrobes were empty. 

Tommy stood there holding out an envelope as if it was a magic shield. It was stuffed full of cash. His lips were moving 
and she heard the word 'eBay'. But her thoughts were elsewhere in a world of bright lights and colours, fabrics, fun and 
fashion. And the beautiful beep of bar codes. 

UNIT 6 . FOOD / SHOPPING AND SERVICES 

WRITI NG . page 103 . Exercise 4 

SAMPLE ANSWER: 

Children watch TV commercials in which mass-produced pink plastic toys look attractive and magical, and they believe 
what they see. They do not realise they are being used by great corporations to persuade their parents to spend their 
hard-earned money. What is more, when children start desiring the things they see in advertisements, they can become 
badly-behaved and demanding ... 

TALKING ABOUT PHOTOS 

•• 
SPEAKING, TALKING ABOUT PHOTOS, PAGE 86 

examTASK 

Look at the photos, which show people doing different 
creative jobs. Compare and contrast them. 
Include the following points. 
• the skills and personal qualities needed 
• what may be difficult about the job 
• what may be enjoyable about the job 
• the pay 
• your preferences 
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UNIT 7 . TRAVELLING AND TOURISM 

SPEAKING, TALKING ABOUT PHOTOS, PAGE 110 

examTASK 

Look at the two photos of people travelling to work. 
Compare and contrast them. The following ideas may help you, 
but you can suggest others as well. 
• the means of transport 
• the people's feelings 
• comfort and speed 
• impact on the environment 
• your preferences 
• anything else? 

QUESTIONS ABOUT THE PHOTOS ON THIS PAGE 

1 What can be done to reduce traffic congestion in big 
cities? 

2 What way of travelling to school or work do you prefer? 
Why? 

QUESTIONS ABOUT THE PHOTOS ON PAGE 110 

1 What can people do to protect the environment 
while on holiday? 

2 What are your favourite ways of travelling and why? 
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UNIT 9 . HEALTH I SPORT 

SPEAKING, TALKING ABOUT PHOTOS, PAGE 126 

examTASK 

Look at the two photos of people doing 
sports. Compare and contrast the photos. 
The following ideas may help you, 
but you can suggest others as well. 
• the sports 
• the place 
• impact on health 
• the qualities needed 
• your preferences 
• anything else? 

UESTIONS ABOUT THE PHOTOS ON THIS PAGE 

1 Why do you think people choose to do dangerous 
sports? 

2 How important are the surroundings in which you 
do a sport? 
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UESTIONS ABOUT THE PHOTOS ON PAGE 126 

! 1 In what ways can a disability make a person's life difficult? 
2 Do you think there is sufficient support for disabled people 

in your country? 

6 
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UNIT 12 • STATE AND SOCIETY 

SPEAKING, TALKING ABOUT PHOTOS, PAGE 150 

examTASK 

Task 1 
Look at the photos of people in need of help. 
Compare and contrast them. The following ideas 
may help you, but you can suggest others as well. 
• the place 
• the situation 
• the help available 
• the people's feelings 
• your response 
• anything else? 

Task 2 
Express and justify your opinion on the statement below: 
We should help the poor in our own country before taking care of those in other countries. 
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TAPESCRIPT 

CD 1.02 

REFERENCE PART, WRITTEN EXAM, LISTENING 

COMPREHENSION, TRUE I FALSE I NO 

INFORMATION, EXERCISE 1 

PRESENTER: Hello, welcome to Culture Vulture, your 
guide to cultural events in our town, and here's great news 
of a fascinating new event that might one day become 
our number one attraction. As you know, our town has 
several vibrant ethnic communities, and the university 
in particular now boasts students from more than forty 
countries. Well, this summer the Town Council and the 
European Students Forum have decided to organise our 
first ever Multicultural Festival. With me in the studio is 
the president of the EsF, steve Lund. Hello, steve. 
STEVE: Hello. 
PRESENTER: steve, can you tell us more about this idea? 
STEVE: Well, the idea originated at the University, really. 
When you've got people of a dozen nationalities in your 
class, you can learn so much from them, and it's such 
fun, and we thought it's a shame that the rest of the 
community isn't able to share in some of that experience. 
PRESENTER: So what will the festival involve? 
STEVE: We're still at the planning stage, but we'd definitely 
like to have several concerts, an arts and crafts fair where 
people would be able to learn to make things like Origami 
paper toys or Raku pottery, and also a multiethnic fashion 
show, where you'd be able to see what national costumes 
such as a Korean hambok or a Vietnamese Ao Dai look 
like. And, on a more serious note perhaps, we might have 
several lectures and panel discussions'on topics to do with 
multicultural Europe. 
PRESENTER: It sounds fascinating - and what about food? 
STEVE: Absolutely, there'll definitely be food from all the 
countries involved, and drinks as well, including Czech 
beer and Hungarian wine. And we hope that with the 
generous funding from the Town Council and from EU 
funds, the food will be the only thing you have to pay for. 
PRESENTER: That sounds very promising. And I 
understand you've got an announcement to make .. 
STEVE: Yes, an appeal in fact. As I said, we're still at the 
planning stage, and I'd like to invite anyone or any group of 
people who'd like to contribute to the festival to contact 
us with their ideas. You can do that through the festival 
website, or you can just drop into our office next to the 
university library; you'll be very, very welcome indeed. 
PRESENTER: steve Lund, thank you very much. And 
watch the website for the programme of events! 

CD 1.03 
REFERENCE PART, LISTENING COMPREHENSION, 

MATCHING, EXERCISE 1 

PRESENTER: The Erasmus programme is an EU exchange 
programme for university students. Today four students 
from different countries who've met in Nancy, France, talk 
about their Erasmus experience. 
1 Hi, I'm Laura and I come from Spain. I'd really encourage 
everybody to live this amazing experience. For me, it's 
been a great opportunity to become familiar with another 
language, culture and climate and to meet a lot of people 
from all over the world. The only problem is the amount 
of money you spend, but there are always student grants 
to help you with that. I won't forget these three months 
in Nancy because I've met a lot of fantastic people here 
and I've seen the importance of travelling if you wish to 
be an open-minded person and to understand how other 
countries work. 
2 My name's Tomek and I'm from Poland. The cliche 
view of Erasmus is that it involves partying and drinking 
in international company and hardly anything else, and 
I suppose that's what some people do, but it's certainly 
not a complete image. If you're looking for more than 
parties and superficial contacts, you should find it easily. 
I've enjoyed the opportunity to experience the everyday 
aspects of French culture: conversations in cafes, going to 
local events such as Sunday football matches, horse races 
and flea markets. I think I've learned something about the 
French mentality ... if such a thing exists. And of course my 
French has improved a lot. 
3 Hi, I'm sara from Sweden. One has to make a real effort 
to feel at home in a new place. To me, it's not something 
that comes automatically. There are differences that take 
getting used to. For example, the equality of men and 
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women is something I take for granted in my own country, 
but in France I notice that I'm treated differently. There is 
also a definite hierarchy between teachers and students, 
and students here are not invited to question what they 
learn as much as they are in Sweden. I've noticed I'm much 
more 'Swedish' than I thought and that I tend to evaluate 
my experiences by comparison with how things are in 
Sweden. 
4 My name's Sapphire and I come from England. I love being 
an Erasmus student! I've never met so many wonderful, 
interesting people from so many different countries. I feel 
I've been given a spy-hole into other European cultures. 
The entire experience has been formative and incredibly 
positive. Ironically, the only aspect of the Erasmus year 
that I've not enjoyed is my studies. For most of the first 
term I couldn't go to lessons because the students were 
on strike! But it has in no way ruined my year - in fact I'm 
now doing a project on the student strike and the French 
university autonomy law for my home university. 

CD 1.04 

REFERENCE PART, WRITTEN EXAM, LISTENING 

COMPREHENSION, MULTIPLE CHOICE - SHORT 

RECORDINGS, EXERCISE 1 

1 Woman: So how are we going to travel to England? 
Man: Well, the drive's long and tiring, and petrol's 
expensive. Flying with one of those cheap airlines would 
probably cost less. 
Woman: You mean flying to London? 
Man: Erm, yes, I suppose so. 
Woman: But we'd still have to get from London to 
Stratford, wouldn't we? So we'd have to buy train tickets, 
and they're terribly expensive. They might actually cost 
more than the air fare. 
Man: Yeah, I suppose you're right. So let's just take the car, 
then. It'll be convenient to be able to travel around in it. 
2 Woman: So why did you decide to go and work in 
Jamaica? 
Man: That's a good question. Why did I do it? The salary 
was better, but only slightly. A lot of people might move 
there because of the climate, but I don't really like hot 
weather that much. I guess I just wanted something really 
new, really different in my life. And it was certainly that! 
3 Apart from the director, I think he's the one who works 
hardest. On a film set, there's work before you shoot 
a scene, while you're shooting, and in the breaks, right? 
If you're a set designer or a make-up artist like me, you 
work hard at the beginning, but then you can relax. The 
actors of course work extremely hard during the takes, 
they have to give everything ... but between takes they get 
to lie down and unwind. But Jim works non-stop all the 
time: first he has to set up the lights and the cameras, then 
he's shooting, and during each break he adjusts the lights, 
moves the cameras, looks at the footage with the director. 
Sometimes he never sits down during the entire day. 
4 Hi Peter, this is Jack Robinson. I was supposed to call 
to confirm the time of the meeting on Thursday, but I'm 
afraid something unexpected has come up ... Theresa has 
to fly to Budapest this week, and there's really no point in 
having the meeting without her. Would next Thursday, the 
fifteenth, be OK for you? At 10 or 11 a.m.? Erm ... please 
call back and let me know, would you? Thanks, and erm ... 
sorry about the bother. Catch you later, then. Cheers. 
5 Girl 1: I really love these watercolours. There's so much 
light in them. 
Girl 2: Yes, they're beautiful. I wish I could paint like this. 
Girl 1: In your dreams .. . I just wish I had a book like 
this. I'd sit at home on winter evenings and look at these 
landscapes. 
Girl 2: Mmm ... These big art books are thirty pounds each 
at the bookshop. 
librarian: Shush, girls. Can you please be quiet? 
Girl 1 : I'm sorry. Can I borrow this one, please? 
librarian: Yes, certainly. 

CD 1.05 

REFERENCE PART, WRITTEN EXAM, LISTENING 

COMPREHENSION, MULTIPLE CHOICE, EXERCISE 1 

PRESENTER: Welcome to Travel Stories. My guest today 
is Chris, who finds hitchhiking a great way of travelling 
long distances. He's hitchhiked 25,000 kilometres around 
Europe and the Middle East. Last month he broke his 

own record by hitching 2,500 kilometres fro m Warsaw to 
Barcelona in thirty-four hours. 
CHRIS: It's no big deal really, some people have hitchhiked 
around the world ... 
PRESENTER: Chris, I think one question many people 
would like to ask is - isn't it dangerous? 
CHRIS: Well ... If you choose to hitchhike, you make 
a decision to rely on other people's goodwill. So far, the 
worst that's happened to me was hitchhiking a lift with 
a reckless driver. I feel quite safe hitchhiking in Europe 
and the Middle East. I probably wouldn't do it in the USA, 
but perhaps that's only because of all the bad things that 
happen to hitchhikers in American films ... And I suppose 
a male hitchhiker has less to fear than a girl. 
PRESENTER: What's the best place to hitch a lift? 

CHRIS: You should stand somewhere where the driver can 
see you from a long way off and where they can stop safely. 
On motorways hitchhiking isn't allowed, but standing at 
the exit of a petrol station is a good idea. If you don't get 
a lift, then at least you've got somewhere to rest, to have 
a bite to eat, to hide from the rain; and with a bit of luck, 
you can be picked up even at night, because the light fro m 
the filling station allows drivers to take a good look at yo u 
and decide you're not a criminal. 

PRESENTER: What do you like about hitchhiking? 
CHRIS: It's a great way to travel, because you never know 
what's going to happen, and even a short trip can turn into 
an adventure. Also, if you're broke, it's nice to be able to 
get really far on no money at all. But the best thing for 
me is meeting incredible people, people I'd never have met 
otherwise. A musician from Mozambique. An Albanian 
construction worker who talked to me about Albanian 
novelists. A French Foreign Legion soldier. Some Gypsi es 
who bought me a coffee and drove me through Serbian 
countryside in a decrepit pickup at thirty kilometres an 
hour. 
PRESENTER: Are people generally kind? 
CHRIS: I've received so much disinterested help I could 
write an uplifting book about human kindness. I remember 
how in Hungary a man with a little boy bought me dinner 
in a restaurant, even though we could only communicate 
using gestures and the names of footballers. Once, just 
outside Paris, which incidentally is not a good place for 
hitchhikers, a Turkish guy drove fifty kilometres out of 
his way to get me to the first Metro station, because, he 
said, it was against his religion to leave me by the road a( 
nightfall. Truck drivers have called their colleagues on the 
radio to ask if any of them are going my way ... I could go 
on forever ... Oh, and I really like this one: I've got this li ft 
with a big truck and the driver offers me the peach he has 
on the dashboard. I say, 'But what about you, it's the last 
one; and he says, 'Eat up, son, there's twenty more tons 
in the back: 
PRESENTER: Chris, thank you very much. 

CD 1.06 

REFERENCE PART, WRITTEN EXAM, LISTENING 

COMPREHENSION, MULTIPLE CHOICE, EXERCISE 1 

GREG: Our next guest is Megan Grant, the organiser of 
a new exhibition at the Science Museum. It's called T he 
Wonder of Butterflies' and it's open from tomorrow, June 
3'd until June 17'h from 10 to 8 every day. Hi, Megan, it's 
nice to have you here in the studio. 
MEGAN: Thanks, Greg. 
GREG: I believe you have some surprises in store for us. 
MEGAN: Well butterflies are surprising creatures, for 
example, did you know there are about twenty-four 
thousand species of butterflies? 
GREG: No, I .. 

MEGAN: They come in a huge range of colours ane 
sizes. The smallest butterflies are tiny, about a third 0' 

a centimetre across, whi le the biggest ones are about 
thirty centimetres across, almost a hundred times bigger. 
GREG: Tell us about some of the species on show. 
MEGAN: Well, we have one of the world's large" 
butterflies, the Common Birdwing, which as the name 
indicates is as bigas some birds. The female has a wingspan 
of up to 18cm! 
GREG: Impressive. 
MEGAN: Most of the butterflies in the exhibition are 
tropical, from Central America, Africa and Asia. Wher 
they get here they're still in the form of a chrysalis and ... 
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GREG: Sorry, Megan, a chrysalis is a butterfly before it 
becomes a butterfly, right? 

MEGAN: That's right. Now what we do is very carefully 
take each chrysalis and stick it to a branch so that visitors 
can watch the butterflies emerge, slowly spread their 
wings and fly away. It's the wonder of metamorphosis from 
caterpillar to butterfly! 

GREG: Wonderful! 

MEGAN: You can also see the Monarch butterfly, which 
is a great traveller. Every year it migrates from the Great 
Lakes of Canada to the Gulf of Mexico, that's well over 
three thousand kilometres! 

GREG: What do butterflies eat? 

MEGAN: Most butterflies eat nectar from flowers and 
some eat pollen or fruit, but there's one extremely unusual 
species, Dryas iu/ia, that drinks the tears of caimans' 

GREG: It drinks crocodile tears! 

MEGAN: No, not crocodiles, caimans are like alligators, 
from South America. This butterfly lands on the eye of 
a caiman, pokes it with its proboscis, and .. 

GREG: The proboscis, that's the nose, isn't it? 

MEGAN: Not really, it's a kind of tube mouth, actually. It 
pokes its proboscis into the caiman's eye to make it cry so 
that it can drink the tears. 

GREG: Amazing' 

MEGAN: And did you know that butterflies taste with 
their feet? 

GREG: Their feet? 

MEGAN: Yes, they taste leaves with their feet to find 
a good place to lay their eggs. Another amazing fact 
about butterflies is that they can see more colours than 
any other animal. 

GREG: And what activities are there for children? 

MEGAN: Well, we have lots of .. 

CD 1.07 

REFERENCE PART, WRITTEN EXAM, LISTENING 

COMPREHENSION, SHORT ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS, 

EXERCISE 1 

PRESENTER: It's just gone four o'clock so it's time for 
Speak Your Mind. Today's speaker is Bill Harrison from 
York. 

Bill: A friend of mine has a daughter. Her name is 
Mandy Fox and she's twenty-four years old. Mandy is 
an exemplary student. She always has been. She's gone 
through the entire English educational system doing 
absolutely everything she was supposed to do, and doing 
it well. At the age of three she started nursery school. Her 
first teacher, Mrs Judy Ballard, happens to be my sister-in
law. Judy remembers how mature Mandy was even when 
she was a toddler. She never cried, and she was always very 
kind and helpful with the other kids. 

Mandy spent six years at Newbiggins Primary school 
where she first showed an interest in science. I was the 
head teacher there at the time and I remember that 
Mandy loved doing experiments. She did them really well 
and even used to make up her own experiments! 

When she got to secondary school, she won prizes for 
Maths and Science and worked very hard to improve her 
weaker subjects: art and literature. She got sixteen GCSEs, 
the best results of any student in her year. Mandy's best 
friend Tina left school after year 11 to do a part-time 
course in media studies at a day release college. But even 
though Mandy's family could have used an extra salary at 
home, her parents were determined she should stay on at 
school. Two years later she passed six A-levels including 
difficult subjects like maths, chemistry and physics. 

She got a place at Manchester University to study 
chemistry. And after graduating with a first-class degree, 
she did a Master of Science degree in Advanced Organic 
Chemistry. 

Mandy Fox has done everything right. She has a great 
educational record. But now eight months after leaving 
university she's still unemployed. She's been offered 
a scholarship to do some postgraduate research, but 
the grant is so small she can't live on it. Meanwhile, her 
best friend Tina has a good job in advertising and drives 
a company car! Mandy earns a little money giving private 
classes, but she feels she deserves a real job. The thing is, 
there aren't any. The government claims it's investing in 
education. But what's the point if there are no jobs for the 
graduates we produce? I think the prime minister owes 
Mandy Fox an explanation. 

CD 1.08 

REFERENCE PART, ORAL EXAM, DISCUSSION, 

EXERCISE 2 

EXAMINER: So, would you like to start? What do you 
think of the idea that everybody should try living and 
working abroad at least for some time? 

CANDIDATE: Oh, I definitely agree. Living abroad can be 
fantastically enriching. You have a real opportunity to get 
to know another culture - much better than you would 
as a tourist. A tourist only sees hotels and restaurants, but 
when you work or study in a country you gain a real insight 
into its life. You interact with local people every day; you 
learn their language, you are invited to their homes, you 
make friends. You get to know the country's customs 
and institutions, and this makes you understand that the 
customs you're used to are not the only ones in the world. 
It's a chance to become a wiser and more open-minded 
person. 

EXAMINER: Well, yes, you're right about those things, but 
what about family and friends? When you go to another 
country, you leave behind your parents, your brothers and 
sisters, your old friends - the most important people in 
your life. I don't know about you, but I'd miss my family 
and friends terribly. And you may find yourself in situations 
when you want their support and they're miles away. Or 
maybe they need your help and you're not there to give it. 

CANDIDATE: Yes, you're right, situations ike that could be 
painful. But the world is small nowadays. It only takes a few 
hours to fly, say, from London to Budapest. You can visit 
your family and friends at Christmas and during holidays, 
and in an emergency you can return home quickly. 

EXAMINER: But do you really think seeing your family and 
friends during holidays is enough? I don't think so. You'd 
stop being as close as you were before. 

CANDIDATE: You have a point there. For a year or two, 
I think it would be OK, but in the long run, no. I think 
the, erm, the bonds would gradually become weaker. So 
I suppose that's something to bear in mind when you 
decide how long you're going to stay abroad. 

EXAMINER: Yes, I can certainly agree about that. Erm ... we 
haven't said anything about national identity yet. I think I'd 
worry about the possible loss of national identity through 
living abroad, sort of forgetting my roots. Wouldn't you? 

CANDIDATE: That's a good question.. No, in fact, 
I wouldn't. I find I actually appreciate my national identity 
much more thanks to contacts with foreigners. Foreign 
friends sometimes ask me about the culture or history 
of my country, and if I don't know something, I check it, 
because I'd be ashamed if they thought I know nothing 
about my own roots. Sometimes I learn really interesting 
things! 

EXAMINER: OK, you've convinced me about this one. 
In fact, I'd also like to have the experience of living and 
working abroad. But I'd always want to have a place I could 
come back to in my own country; a place I could call home. 

CANDIDATE: Yes, me too. In the end, I think everyone has 
to make their own choice based on their priorities. 

EXAMINER: Absolutely. Well, thank you for an interesting 
discussion. 

CD 1.09 

REFERENCE PART, ORAL EXAM, TALKING ABOUT 

PHOTOS, EXERCISE 2 

CANDIDATE: OK, so... both photos show people 
spending time with their pets. But the people, the pets 
and the activities are all different. In the photo on the 
left an elderly man is walking his dog. He's probably 
retired, so he's got a lot of time for walks. And the place 
looks like a village or small town, so there may be some 
nice green areas to walk in. In the other photo a young 
woman is sitting on a sofa with her cat. She's got a mug 
of tea or coffee ... or some other hot drink, and a laptop. 
We can imagine she's come home from work and now 
she's relaxing in this way. Or perhaps it's Sunday and she's 
resting after a busy week. If she's got a job that keeps her 
busy for many hours, then a cat is probably a better choice 
of a pet for her, as it can look after itself and doesn't have 
to be taken for walks. In contrast, a dog may be good 
for a retired person, to keep them active and give them 
a reason to get out of the house. 

The atmosphere in both photos seems pleasant and 
relaxed. It looks as if the people enjoy the company of their 
pets. The woman is smiling and stroking her cat, and the 
man is looking at his dog, perhaps he's saying something 

to it. The pets may be very important to them, especially 
if they live alone. For example, if the man is a widower, 
or if the woman is single, the pets may be their only 
companions. But even if they've got family and friends, it's 
still nice to have a pet. 

I personally am a cat-lover. I like cats because they are 
independent and a bit mysterious. And I like the way they 
look and behave ... they're so graceful and elegant, and 
quiet, too, they don't bark or yap. I'm not saying anything 
against dogs here, I know they're faithful and everything ... 
but I really love cats and prefer them. 

CD 1.10 

REFERENCE PART, ORAL EXAM, TALKING ABOUT 

PHOTOS, EXERCISE 3 

EXAMINER: Thank you. Now could you tell me ... What is 
the emotional role of pets in people's lives? 

CANDIDATE: Well, a pet can be your friend. It shows that 
it likes you, you can have fun with it, you can hug it when 
you're sad. Erm ... It's especially important to people who 
are lonely. If you have no one else, a pet's affection is really 
important. Also, when children grow up with a pet, they 
learn to look after a living being, to be responsible for it. 

EXAMINER: Do you agree that an animal can be a better 
friend than a human being? 

CANDIDATE: No, not really. Pets are nice, they're always 
affectionate, but in my opinion they can never replace 
contact with a human being. A human friend is your equal: 
you can exchange thoughts, you can discuss things, you 
really understand each other's feelings. Some people say 
a pet never criticises you, but that's not necessarily a good 
thing, is it? A good friend should tell you when you're 
doing something wrong, I think. 

CD 1.11 

REFERENCE PART, ORAL EXAM, ROLE PLAY, EXAM 

TASK 1, EXERCISE 2 

EXAMINER: I want to ask your opinion about something. 
My granddad's turning seventy-five in a few months' time 
and we're wondering what we could do for him that 
would be really nice and memorable. What do you think 
would be a good idea? 

CANDIDATE: Well, a party is the usual thing to do on 
such occasions, isn't it... so I think it would be appropriate 
to have one. Not necessarily in a restaurant though; you 
could organise it at home. 

EXAMINER: It depends if you've got enough family 
members who are willing to work at the preparations, 
doesn't it? But on the whole I agree, I think we want to 
have a party. What about gifts? 

CANDIDATE: Well, there are several good ideas here. An 
expensive presen't could be good if it was well-chosen. 
A trip would be great if your granddad is in good health 
and still enjoys doing new things. But I think these two 
personal gifts are the really brilliant ones. The film would 
be a sort of a tribute, to show your granddad how much 
he's appreciated; and also he could later watch it and see 
the different family members and hear their voices when 
they're away. The book would show that the family are 
interested in him and his life, and it would be a lovely 
memento not only for him, but also for the whole family, 
especially the younger members who may not know all the 
stories - even for your children in the future. 

EXAMINER: I agree, I also like these ideas. Do you think 
we should do both? 

CANDIDATE: Oh, I'm not sure, I think both might be too 
much work. Maybe it'd be better to choose just one of 
these and do it really well. The one which you have the 
skills for. 

EXAMINER: Right. I'll discuss it with my family and we'll 
decide. 

CANDIDATE: So, we've chosen a party and one of the 
personal gifts, either a film or a book. We need one more 
thing. 

EXAMINER: The expensive gift perhaps? A gold watch or 
something? 

CANDIDATE: Well, I don't know what your granddad 
likes, but it seems to me the trip is more interesting than 
an expensive object. Your grand dad has probably got 
a watch already, and will it make him so much happier 
that the new one is gold or Swiss or whatever? But a trip 
is exciting, it's an adventure, it's something to remember. If 
he's healthy enough to travel, that is. 
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EXAMINER: Oh yes, he can travel all right. 

CANDIDATE: And do you know a place he'd like to visit? 

EXAMINER: Maybe Scotland. He's always wanted to go 
there. 

CANDIDATE: So what about a trip to Scotland for 
granddad and grandma together? 

EXAMINER: Perhaps ... I'm not sure yet. I don't think we 
can do that as a surprise; we'd have to ask whether they'd 
like it. 

CANDIDATE: Yes, you're right. Erm ... I'm thinking of one 
more thing you could do. 

EXAMINER: What's that? 

CANDIDATE: If there's a charity or a non-profit 
organisation that he cares about, you could collect money 
in the whole family and give it to that organisation on his 
behalf. 

EXAMINER: That's a clever idea too. I like it. 

CANDIDATE: OK, so we've agreed on a party, either in 
a restaurant or at home, one of the two creative personal 
gifts - a book or a film, and either a trip to Scotland or 
a large charitable donation, depending on which he prefers. 

EXAMINER: Brilliant. Thank you very much. 

CD 1.12 
REFERENCE PART, ORAL EXAM, ROLE PLAY, EXAM 

TASK 2, EXERCISE 2 

EXAMINER: Hello? 

CANDIDATE: Hello, erm ... Julia, is that you? 

EXAMINER: Yes, Julia speaking. 

CANDIDATE: Hi Julia, Adam here. Listen, it's about the 
cycling trip on Saturday. 

EXAMINER: Yes, what about it? 

CANDIDATE: Well, er m, I'm really, really sorry to have to 
tell you this, but I'm afraid I can't go. 

EXAMINER: Oh dear. Why not? Has something happened? 

CANDIDATE: Well, yes. I seem to have sprained my ankle 
quite badly playing basketball yesterday. The doctor says 
I'm not allowed to cycle for three weeks. I'm really sorry to 
let you down like that. 

EXAMINER: Don't be silly, it's not your fault, is it? I'm sorry 
to hear you've been injured. So no basketball for a while 
either, right? 

CANDIDATE: No, I'm afraid not. 

EXAMINER: Oh, poor you. 

CANDIDATE: Thank you. Listen, I was thinking perhaps we 
could meet anyway and do something else, could we? Not 
on Saturday, though, because I have to stay in bed till the 
end of the week. 

EXAMINER: When will you be able to go out? 

CANDIDATE: Tuesday or Wednesday should be OK. How 
about going to a concert? 

EXAMINER: Yes, why not? What concert did you have in 
mind? 

CANDIDATE: The Mechanised Octopus are playing at the 
Riverside Club on Wednesday, Would you like to go? 

EXAMINER: Yes, since you recommend it. 

CANDIDATE: So ... shall we meet at seven outside the 
club? 

EXAMINER: Fine. But listen, if you can't go out on 
Saturday, perhaps you'd like me to come and visit you? We 
could watch a video or something. 

CANDIDATE: Would you really do that? Thanks, that'd be 
great. 

EXAMINER: Sure. I could pop in about five p.m., would 
that be OK? 

CANDIDATE: Perfect. 

EXAMINER: See you then. Take care. Bye! 

CANDIDATE: Bye, Julia. 

CD 1.13 

REFERENCE PART, ORAL EXAM, SPEAKING ON A SET 

TOPIC, PRESENTING YOUR OPINION, EXERCISE 2 

CANDIDATE: The statement is quite radical, so perhaps 
I should say I agree that people should tell the truth in 
almost all circumstances. There are a few exceptions, but 
in my opinion they are fewer than many people tend to 
think. So first I'd like t o talk about the idea of the 'white lie: 
and why I think it's wrong; and then I'm going to mention 
the real exceptions. 

'White lies' are lies which are told with supposedly good 
intentions. For example: you've just met your friend's new 
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girlfriend and he asks you how you like her. You think she's 
awful, but you say she's 'very nice'. Why? You could say 
'I didn't like her that much, but I don't really know her, I've 
only just met her'; or 'She's not exactly my type, but then 
she's your girlfriend, not mine'; or a dozen other things 
which are not lies, but aren't hurtful or offensive either. 
I mean, how can you be friends with someone and lie to 
them? Here's another example: you haven't done your 
homework, so you tell the teacher that your computer 
broke down, or that you had the work on a USB drive 
which you lost, or that your pet rabbit ate it, or some such 
story. This is a lack of respect both for the teacher and for 
yourself. And it's so cowardly. Why not just say 'I'm sorry, 
I haven't done it'? You won't be expelled from school, and 
you may gain some respect for giving a straightforward 
and honest answer. 

So, should people tell the truth in all circumstances? 
Well, I think tnere are some situations that can be seen 
as exceptions, but they are really rare and extreme. Those 
are situations when someone wants to harm you or 
others, I mean seriously harm, and lying is the only defence 
you've got. For example, during a war, or if you live under 
a totalitarian regime and the police are trying to catch 
a political dissident, then it's reasonable to give them false 
information. 

But on the whole, I think lying is really harmful, it destroys 
trust and shows a lack of respect for other people and for 
yourself. In my opinion, the truth is better in all but the 
most extreme circumstances. Thank you. 

CD 1.14 
REFERENCE PART, ORAL EXAM, SPEAKING ON A SET 

TOPIC, NARRATING OR DESCRIBING, EXERCISE 2 

CANDIDATE: OK, so I'm going to talk about my tenth 
birthday. My birthday is in July, so I celebrate it during 
the holidays. And when I was a child, this meant we were 
always on holiday somewhere and my birthday party 
would usually take place outdoors. 

And that summer, when I turned ten, we were in the 
countryside with my aunt and uncle and my three cousins. 
We were staying in a house with a large garden, and there 
was a forest nearby, and a lake. My birthday was a beautiful 
day and my parents organized an outdoor party for us. 
We had strawberries and cherries and ice-cream and 
lots of fruit juice, and then there was a treasure hunt in 
the garden and the forest. It worked like this: my mother 
gave us a letter, written in code, which we had to break; 
and the letter contained instructions on how to find the 
next letter, which was hidden somewhere in the garden; 
and that one gave us instructions on how to find the next 
one, and so on, and so on. In total there were eight letters, 
hidden in the garden and the forest, and we spent over 
an hour looking for them. The last one told us where the 
treasure was. It was a big box of chocolates ... obviously. 
After we'd eaten them, we were quite dirty, so we went 
swimming in the lake. Finally, we had a bonfire and baked 
potatoes in the fire. 

I still remember that day so clearly. We had so much fun 
with the treasure hunt and all the other outdoor games 
we played, and the day seemed to last forever. You know, 
it was the beginning of July, when the days are really long, 
so it didn't get dark until, I don't know, something like 
nine p.m. maybe. It was a long, long day filled entirely with 
fun. And the weather was so lovely. I can still remember 
the sun shining on the grass. I don't know if I've ever had 
a better time! 

CD 1.15 
UNIT 1 PEOPLE, LISTENING, EXERCISE 2 

DANA: ... and that's why I wrote the book. 

ALEX: So, what is emotional intelligence, Dana? 

DANA: It's the ability to understand your own feelings 
and the emotions of other people and to use this 
understanding to change the way you behave and how 
you deal with others. 

ALEX: And how can that help us? 

DANA: Well, if you're good at judging your moods, more 
aware of when you're elated or apprehensive or depressed, 
you can make better choices about what to do and when 
to do it, so you're more likely to choose the right moment 
to do that unpleasant task you've been putting off, like 
mowing the lawn or tidying your room or doing your 
homework. 

ALEX: Is there a right moment for chores like those? 

DANA: Well, there are certainly times when they don't 
seem so bad. For example, if you've been sitting in front of 
your computer for hours, you might well be in the mood 
to mow the lawn. And emotional intelligence allows you 
to recognise that. 

ALEX: Right. 

DANA: Emotional intelligence also allows you to perceive 
other people's emotions more easily. It makes it a lot easier 
to decide how to react to them in order to get what you 
want and not to rub them up the wrong way; because if 
you do that, if you annoy people, it can just make things 
worse. 

ALEX: Can you give us an example? 

DANA: Well, there's one story that comes to mind. Last 
summer there was a young man who used to drive past my 
building late at night blasting out loud techno music. And 
one evening my downstairs neighbour lost his head and 
ran outside to confront him. He was absolutely furiou s, 
and he started shouting at the driver, saying he should be 
ashamed of himself, that he was an egotistical maniac who 
didn't care about other people, that it wasn't proper music 
he was listening to, just noise. That people like him should 
be banned from driving. And that young people today just 
don't have respect for anyone' 

ALEX: And how did he react? 

DANA: He was totally bewildered; didn't know what was 
going on. Then he realised that this madman was attacking 
two things he really cared about, his taste in music an d 
his driving; and criticising another thing he couldn't do 
anything about, his age. 

ALEX: So, did he turn down the volume? 

DANA: No, he reacted aggressively and turned it up! 

ALEX:Oh! 

DANA: Anyway, about a week later, I was coming home 
when the guy parked his car opposite my building. The 
music was blaring out. Boom, boom, boom. So, I smiled at 
him and said 'that's some sound system you've got there" 
Now, it was obvious he was really proud of his car, so 
I complimented him on the way he'd done it up, and asked 
him lots of questions about it. Then we started talking 
about music and he explained why he thought techno was 
the best music for driving. And then, once I'd gained his 
confidence, I mentioned that my elderly neigh bour is very 
ill and that she gets quite distraught whenever she hears 
loud music, especially in the summer when the windows 
are open. And I explained that I've got a little baby who 
goes to bed at eight and that sometimes his music wakes 
her up and makes her cry. And he looked embarrassed and 
said he hadn't realised and he offered to turn down the 
music and close his car windows so as not to disturb us. 

ALEX: Is emotional intelligence ... ? 

CD 1.16 
UNIT 2 HOME, LISTENING, EXERCISE 3 

And to finish today's programme here's a curious story 
from the USA. A few days ago a landlady, Laurie Raye, 
went to check the mail at a house she owns in Tacoma, 
Washington. The property, which Ms Raye habitually lets 
out to tenants, had been empty for a week. But when sh e 
got to her house, she found to her dismay that it had been 
vandalised and almost all the contents had been stolen. 
Before cleaning up the mess, she called the local police 
and reported what had happened. A police officer saw 
the report and connected it with an ad that he had seen 
on the popular website, Craigslist. The ad had given the 
address of Laurie Raye's house and said: 'Come and take 
what you want. Everything is free. Please help yourself to 
anything on the property" 

Although the ad only remained on the site for a couple of 
hours, it was long enough for lots of people to see it and 
to come to the house looking for something for nothing. 
The house was unfurnished, so there wasn't much in t he 
way of furniture but that didn't deter the bargain hunters: 
they took the fittings instead. They unscrewed the light 
fixtures, the mirrors and the cabinets. They dismantled the 
skirting boards from the base of the walls. They unbolted 
the hot water heater and the kitchen sink. They even tore 
out a window and made off with the front door. Once they 
had finished, the house was nothing but an empty shel l. 
The neighbours did, apparently, notice the unusual activity 
at the house, but amazingly no one thought there was 
anything suspicious about it. It's not clear who posted the 
hoax ad on the website and staff at Craigslist say they can 
only reveal the name of the culprit if ordered to by a judge. 
However, there is a suspect: the tenant that Laurie Raye 
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£old to leave a week before the ad was posted. And the 
most curious part of this curious story is that the tenant 
that Laurie evicted was her own sister, Lisa. The sisters have 
never got on well: they have a long history of domestic 
disputes and they fell out once again while Lisa was renting 
rhe house. Lisa denies all involvement and curiously, her 
sister Laurie agrees, saying that Lisa is simply not clever 
enough to have thought up such a cunning plan. 

CD 1.17 
UNIT 2 HOME, SPEAKING, ROLE PLAY, EXERCISE 2 

EXAMINER: So, we're going to look at some fiats soon, but 
perhaps we should first discuss what kind of fiat we want, 
which criteria are most important. 

CANDIDATE: Oh, I think definitely the rent and the size. 
We can't afford to pay more than we've got, and we need 
at least two rooms, ideally three. 

EXAMINER: Right, I see ... erm ... I see your point, but what 
about other criteria, such as location? 

CANDIDATE: I don't think they're that important. If we 
can't have a room each, or if we can't pay the rent, then 
there's no point even asking about the location. 

EXAMINER: Right, I see. 

CD 1.18 
UNIT 2 HOME, SPEAKING, ROLE PLAY, EXERCISE 3 

EXAMINER: So, we're going to look at some fiats soon, but 
perhaps we should first discuss what kind of fiat we want, 
which criteria are most important. 

CANDIDATE: Well, we'll have to look at the size and the 
rent, and also where the fiat is located, and the condition 
it's in, and whether it's furnished ... but I think for us poor 
students the rent is probably most important. We can't 
afford to spend more than we've got, can we? 

EXAMINER: Certainly. 

CANDIDATE: And then the size ... We need a two
bedroom fiat, don't we? A room for you and a room for 
me, and ideally a shared living room ... or a big kitchen. 

EXAMINER: Yes, that'd be perfect. How about the other 
criteria, location and so on? 

CANDIDATE: They're also worth thinking about. Where 
would you like to live? 

EXAMINER: I was thinking, somewhere not far from the 
university, but not too noisy. 

CANDIDATE: I agree that would be ideal, but a fiat in the 
centre might be very expensive. Let's see what's on offer and 
we'll try to get one as close to the university as we can afford. 
The condition , .. I think that's not so important. If it needs 
decorating we can paint it ourselves. 

EXAMINER: Well. .. as long as it's not a complete ruin. We 
want a functioning bathroom and kitchen, don't we? 

CANDIDATE: Good point. So a fiat in decent condition .. 
does it need to be furnished? 

EXAMINER: Well, if it's completely empty, we'll have to 
spend money on furniture. 

CANDIDATE: I'm not sure we'd need to spend very 
much. You can buy second-hand stuff very cheaply, and 
sometimes people give things away for free. Let's look on 
the Internet. 

EXAMINER: OK, let's do that. 

CANDIDATE: But I think one more thing is essential. 

EXAMINER: What's that? 

CANDIDATE: A reliable, cheap Internet connection. I can't 
function without one. Can you? 

EXAMINER: No, I can't. You're absolutely right. 

CANDIDATE: So, we've decided that our key criteria are 
rent, si,ze and an Internet connection. And the fiat must 
be in reasonable condition, and we'll also see what kind of 
location we can afford. Is that right? 

EXAMINER: Absolutely. Thank you. 

CD1.19 
UNIT 2 HOME, SPEAKING, SPEAKING ON A SET 

TOPIC, EXERCISE 2 

CANDIDATE: OK, well .. I'd like to live in a detached house 
with a large garden, because I like being outdoors and also 
because I hope to have a large family. My dream house would 
be white or cream-coloured, with a slanting roof of red tiles. 
It would have a ground fioor, a first fioor with a terrace and 
an attic. Inside, I'd like to have a mixture of modern and old
fashioned furniture: for example, in the dining room there'd 

be an old, heavy wooden table and chairs, because that's 
the kind of atmosphere I like to eat in; but the bathroom 
would be ultra-modern, with a power shower and modern 
fittings. And I know exactly what I want my bedroom to be 
like. It 's going to be minimalist: there'lI be a king-size bed, 
a bedside table, a built-in wardrobe with a large mirror, 
some tropical plants and nothing else. No clutter, so I can 
really relax. And in the attic - this is my dream - I'd like 
to have a home cinema large enough for ten people, with 
a proper screen and a pro sound system. I would be able 
to watch films in really good quality at home, and to invite 
friends round to do it together. 

CD 1.20 
UNIT 3 SCHOOL, LISTENING, EXERCISE 3 

PRESENTER: All around the country thousands of 
students are waiting nervously for their exam results -
GCSEs, A-levels, university exams and so on. But it isn't the 
end of the world if you fiunk your exams. There are lots 
of successful people who didn't make the grade at school. 
Call in and tell us of any famous academic failures you 
know about and say why you think they made a mess of 
their exams. The number is 1122778899 ... 

PRESENTER: And our first speaker today is ... 

NATAlIE: Hi, my name's Natalie ... I've been doing some 
research on the Internet and I've ... eh ... found lotsoffamous 
people in history who were not exactly academically 
gifted. For example, Louis Pasteur the scientist, when he 
was an undergraduate - he did a Chemistry degree at 
university - he was fifteenth in a class of twenty-two but 
he went on to win the Nobel Prize' And Thomas Edison, 
the inventor. .. one of his teachers said he was too stupid 
to learn anything! And eh ... Tolstoy, the author of War and 
Peace, dropped out of college and eh ... 

PRESENTER: Fascinating! Thanks .. 

NATAlIE: ... the French novelist Emile Zola got a zero 
in his literature exam! The list goes on and on and I was 
wondering ... 

PRESENTER: Yes? 

NATAlIE: I was wondering if gifted people get poor exam 
results because they're bored by what's in the syllabus. 

PRESENTER: I think the last caller has got a point. But let's 
listen to our next caller. Hello, what's your name? 

OllVER: Oliver, hello. I've got a newspaper article here 
about teachers who wrote bad report cards for students 
who later became very successful. For example, did you 
know that one of Albert Einstein's teachers wrote that 
he would never amount to anything? And one of John 
Lennon's report cards read where is it? Here it is ... Oh! 
'Hopeless ... a clown in class ... just wasting other pupils' 
time .. . on the road to failure: And as for actor Peter 
Ustinov, his teacher wrote 'Peter tends to set himself very 
low targets, which he then fails to achieve: 

PRESENTER: Very good. 

OllVER: I think the problem is that most exams only 
measure the ability to memorise ... to memorise and repeat 
information and they don't suit people with original ideas. 

MANDY: Hello? 

PRESENTER: Hi. And you are ... ? 

MANDY: Eh, Mandy ... Hi. Right ... em ... my favourite singer 
is Joss Stone and she left school when she was sixteen with 
only three GCSEs, but she's not stupid. The thing is she's 
a little bit dyslexic and so am I. And ... and ... and dyslexia 
makes it difficult for you to see and to remember words 
and so, naturally, it's more difficult for people like us to do 
well in exams. I've been getting remedial classes in dyslexia 
therapy and it's helping a lot, but some of the exams they 
set are unfair to dyslexics, for example, multiple-choice 
tests are really hard for us. They shouldn't be allowed. 

PRESENTER: Finally, we've got Julia on the phone. 

JUlIA: Hello. I'd just like to point out that the last caller is 
absolutely right. A lot of people with learning difficulties, 
including a lot of famous people such as the actor Tom 
Cruise and the businessman Richard Branson, suffer from 
dyslexia. But dyslexia is not the only learning disability; 
there's also ADHD which is ... 

PRESENTER: ADHD? 

JUlIA: Yes, Attention-Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder. It's 
a behavioural problem that makes it hard for people, boys 
more than girls, to pay attention. Now, there are ways of 
treating these disorders, but in order to give students more 
personal attention, and so identify the ones with learning 
difficulties, we need smaller class sizes. It's essential to 
invest more resources in education. And another thing .. 

CD 1.21 
UNIT 4 WORK, LISTENING, EXERCISE 4 

Thank yo u ... I'm here today to help you make the right 
decisions about your future careers. The labour market 
is always changing. Your great-grandparents may have 
worked in agriculture, in the days before mechanised 
farming cleared them from the land. Your grandparents 
probably worked in industry: coalmines, shipyards, steel 
mills and factories with thousands of manual workers 
running assembly lines, and actually making things. 

Your parents are more likely to be employed in air
conditioned offices with faxes and computers and fiat 
screens; creating spreadsheets, sending emails and taking 
part in video conferences. In this, the computer age, the 
factories are as deserted as the fields in the country. 

Robots and machines control the assembly lines and 
the army of blue-collar workers has been replaced by 
a handful of white-coated technicians pushing buttons 
and checking monitors. 

But today's information economy is not immune to 
change. Machines are replacing white-collar workers 
much as tractors replaced farmers, and robots replaced 
factory workers. How many bank cashiers have lost their 
jobs to automatic telling machines? When's the last 
time you got straight through to a human telephone 
operator? How long will travel agents survive in the High 
Street now that the Internet has made it so easy to book 
online? Accountants, secretaries, personnel managers, 
customer service advisors: all sorts of administrative staff 
are being replaced by machines. And this is only the start. 
The computers that we need today may not need us 
tomorrow. So, in a world where employers use technology 
to increase efficiency and cut costs, what are your career 
prospects? Which jobs are safe bets? Well, the good news 
is that software programmes and machines can't do every 
job. For example, jobs which require great creativity: 
writers, fashion designers, musicians, actors, inventors, 
games designers and people working in marketing or 
research and development. It's true that not everyone has 
the skill or ingenuity to work in those fields. 

But that doesn't mean you 're condemned to 
unemployment if you're not blessed with a creative 
temperament. In the future there will be jobs for you: 
jobs which require emotional skills; where people work 
at being people. The information economy of today is 
going to make way for the care economy of tomorrow. 
Machines don't care. Machines can't care. So they can't 
replace people in professions where care is what counts: 
in the health service, for example. Doctors and nurses will 
always find work because they possess the interpersonal 
skills needed in the care economy. They have to listen; 
they have to make their patients feel good; they have to 
care; they have to be human. Or jobs in personal services: 
hairdressers, for example. Hairdressers don't just cut hair; 
they also listen to their clients, offer advice and discuss the 
latest news and gossip over a nice cup of tea. 

I can't imagine having a machine cut my hair, can you? 
And there are many more professions: teachers, beauty 
therapists, dentists, psychologists, gardeners, fitness 
coaches etc, whose skills are beyond the ability of 
machines and which offer rewarding careers. 

In the future, fiexibility will be vital and lifelong learning 
a reality. You may need to retrain for new jobs throughout 
your working life, so don't throw out your pencil 
sharpeners just yet. Now, let's look at more jobs in the care 
economy. 

CD 1.22 
UNIT 5 FAMILY AND SOCIAL LIFE, LISTENING, 

EXERCISE 1 AND 2 

PRESENTER: Is it true that the more friends you have, 
the happier you are? What is the ideal number of friends? 
We've been out and about asking what you think. 

1 I've got over 700 Facebook friends and I've actually met 
most of them - at least 550; maybe they're work colleagues 
or ex-schoolmates or they're family ... The others are just 
acquaintances or friends of friends. I'm a sociable type, 
the kind of person who finds it easy to make friends, but 
I must admit it is a lot of work keeping up with so many. 
That's the beauty of social networking sites like Facebook, 
though: with one message you can instantly tell all your 
friends what you've been up to. 

2 I haven't got a wide circle of friends. I'd say I've got twelve 
good friends but, to be honest, I only really confide in four 
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of them. Let's face it, it's natural when you reach a certain 
age to stop trying so hard to make new friends and start 
relying on your old ones, the ones you know will always 
be there for you, the ones who greet you with open arms 
at any time of day or night, no matter what. Your closest 
friends are those who you love for themselves because of 
something in their character. It doesn't matter what you're 
doing, you're happy just sitting in a room with them. 
Because, you know, you're on the same wavelength. 

3 I have three categories of friends. Firstly the inner circle: 
my nine closest friends. I try to see them every few weeks 
and call them up at least once a fortnight. The next group 
has about twenty pals who I probably see every couple of 
months, and then there are over 100 people on the outer 
circle. And there are two people who, to be perfectly 
frank, I don't really want to stay friends with but I just 
don't have the heart to dump them. It's not like we fell out 
or anything, it's just that we don't really have anything in 
common any more. 

CO 1.23 

UNIT 5 FAMILY AND SOCIAL LIFE, LISTENING, 

EXERCISE 4 

PRESENTER: Is it true that the more friends you have, the 
happier you are? What is the ideal number of friends? We've 
been out and about asking what you think. 

1 I read an article in the paper about this fashion designer 
who threw a party for 800 friends. I think that's ridiculous. 
I don't believe anyone can have more than a handful of 
true friends - I certainly don't have more than three 
or four. If you say you have hundreds, I don't think you 
know what friendship really is. It isn't the quantity of your 
friendships that counts, it's the quality. Good friends are 
hard to come by. They say that a friend in need is a friend 
indeed, and I couldn't agree more. A real friend is someone 
who stands by you when times are hard. Someone once 
said a friend was someone you'd eaten salt with, and 
I know just what that means. 

2 It all depends what you mean by 'friend'. I mean if 
you're talking about really really close friends, then the 
ideal number, well at least a realistic number is no more 
than half a dozen. But I'm quite an open outgoing sort of 
person and so I've got dozens of people I consider to be 
friends who I see quite a lot. I suppose the difference is 
that I wouldn't tell those friends my deepest thoughts and 
feelings and worries. They're just people I like that I can 
have a good time with. 

3 The ideal number offriends? Two, a dog and a computer. 
I don't really like people very much. I think they're 
overrated. Making friends is more trouble than it's worth. 
I've never had a friend as loyal as my dog. I'm talking about 
total trust here, right? I know a lot of people but I wouldn't 
trust any of them as far as I can spit. 

4 How many friends? The more, the better. I'm a very 
conscientious sort of person, so I try to keep in touch with 
all my friends. I reckon I've got two or three hundred names 
in the address book in my phone, and in the calendar I've 
got the birthdays of more than one hundred friends and 
every year I send every single one of them a card and give 
them a call on their birthdays. I've got friends I've known 
since kindergarten, friends in more than twenty countries. 
I couldn't live without my friends. 

CO 1.24 

UNIT 5 FAM ILY AND SOC IAL LIFE, SPEAK ING, 

EXERCISE 2 

BOY: ... and that's why I'm convinced it's better to start 
living on your own as soon as you can. 

GIRL: But don't you think that if you continue living with 
your parents, you can concentrate on your studies and 
achieve better results? 

BOY: I think that's less important. 

GIRL: And don't you think perhaps the independence is 
an illusion if you're still supported by your parents even 
though you don't live with them? 

BOY: No. You have to start somewhere. 

CO 1.25 

U NIT 5 FAMILY AND SOCIAL LIFE, SPEAKING, 

EXERCISE 3 

BOY: ... and that's why I'm convinced that it's better to 
start living on your own as soon as you can. 
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GIRL: But don't you think that if you continue living with 
your parents, you can concentrate on your studies and 
achieve better results? 

BOY: I see your point, and I agree that if you don't have to 
worry about paying the rent and running a house, you can 
focus more on your studies and probably achieve more. 
But I just think that at this stage in life the other things 
I talked about - becoming independent, learning to take 
care of yourself - are more important. 

GIRL: And don't you think perhaps the independence is 
an illusion if you're still supported by your parents even 
though you don't live with them? 

BOY: Well, if someone just happily continues living off 
their parents, then you're right, it's not true independence. 
But it doesn't have to be like that. I have a friend who's in 
his third year at university and he still receives small sums 
from his mother occasionally, but most of his income 
is money he earns himself. Becoming independent is 
a process, and perhaps you're not completely independent 
at first, but you have to start somewhere. 

CO 2.01 

UNIT 6 FOOD/SHOPP ING AND SERVICES, 

LISTENING, EXERCISE 2 

EVE: And welcome back to 'Consumer Calls' - the show 
where you can call in to complain about any unsatisfactory 
goods and services you've received and our first caller 
today is Max Reeves from Norwich. Hi Max, what's your 
complaint? 
MAX: Hi Eve, well, I bought a flat recently. 

EVE: Nice. 

MAX: Yeah, well. .. it was an old flat that needed doing up, 
but I couldn't afford the local tradesmen's rates. Then I saw 
an ad on the notice board in the DIY superstore. AAA AII
in-One Services. It said they could do everything, painting, 
carpentry, kitchen installations, electricity, plumbing ... So 
I called up and spoke to the boss, a Mr Osborne. The quote 
he gave me was about half of what the other tradesmen 
were charging! He said his team could start the very next 
day, so I agreed to pay them fifty per cent up front and the 
rest when they'd finished the job. 

EVE: And? 

MAX: I went away for a fortnight and when I came back, 
I was really impressed. The flat looked wonderful. The 
kitchen was installed. The lights were working. The toilet 
flushed. The walls were all painted the right colours. Mr 
Osborne was there putting the finishing touches to a job, 
so I paid him the balance I owed him ... in cash. 

EVE: Oh dear! 

MAX: Yeah, I know ... To celebrate I invited some friends 
round for dinner. I was busy cooking when suddenly the 
handle fell off the new kitchen cupboard and landed in my 
spaghetti sauce! I was covered in meat and tomato! There 
were twenty minutes until my guests were due to arrive, so 
I went for a shower. The next thing I know there's someone 
shouting, banging on the door and ringing the doorbell. 
So I get out of the shower and answer the door. It's the 
neighbour from downstairs, standing there holding an 
umbrella! She says it's raining in her bathroom! 

EVE: No! 

MAX: The shower was leaki ng! 

EVE: Oh! 

MAX: But that's not all. .. 

EVE: Go on! 

MAX: I washed my shirt and put it in front of an electric 
heater to dry. Suddenly there was a loud bang and the 
heater burst into flames! The electricity hadn't been 
connected right' I put out the fires, but then the smoke set 
off the sprinkler system. 

EVE: They'd installed a sprinkler system? 

MAX: Yeah, and it worked really well. In fact. it worked so 
well, it washed the new paint off the walls! I don't know 
what kind of paint it was, but... 

EVE: Not very good, obviously. 

MAX: And then the doorbell rang again. It was my guests 
and right behind them was the neighbour with her 
umbrella. 

MAX: You've got to laugh ... The next morning I called 
Mr Osborne and after spending half an hour on hold 
listening to awful recorded music, I got through. But he 
denied all responsibility for the shoddy work and refused 
to do anything about it. Then I sent him a registered letter 
threatening him with legal action, but he didn't even reply! 

EVE: So, what did you do? 

MAX: I called Consumer Direct and within a week they'd 
got Mr Osborne to give me a complete refund. Eventually, 
I paid the professionals to do the job properly. It cost a bit, 
but it was worth it. 
EVE: So, all's well that ends well? 

MAX: Not really, because I took my friends to a restaurant 
to celebrate and had the worst meal ever. 

EVE: No! 

MAX: The service was awful, the meat was raw, the bread 
was stale, the chips were burnt, and ... 

CO 2.02 

UN IT 6 FOOD/SHOPPING AND SERVICES, SPEAKING, 

SPEAKING ON A SET TOP IC, EXERCISE 1 

STUDENT: So ... it was my mother's birthday and my 
brother and I decided to cook lunch for the whole fam il y. 
We made a pasta dish called penne 0110 siziliana and a fruit 
salad. It was memorable because it was the first meal we'd 
cooked without help. 

CO 2.03 

UNIT 7 TRAVELLING AND TOURISM, LISTEN ING, 

EXERCISE 2 

Transport for London is making every effort to ensure t hat 
London Underground is a safe way to travel. Over 13,000 
CCTV cameras have been placed in stations and on trains, 
and more than 700 British Transport Police officers patrol 
the Underground network. There are also facilities wh ich 
enable passengers to call for assistance. In every station. 
there are help points, located in ticket hall areas and on 
platforms. They have a red fire alarm, a green emergenC} 
button and a blue information button. Use the green 
button to report disturbances or suspicious packages 
and to summon help in emergency situations. Pressi ng 
the green button will connect you directly to the station 
control room or to the police. The blue information 
button can be used to get up-to-date travel informatio n 
- not only about the tube. On trains, there are passenger 
alarms, located at eye-level in carriages near the double 
doors. Please only use the passenger alarm in a rea 
emergency, for example, if someone collapses on the train. 
If any part of the train is at the platform, the train will stop. 
If the train is between stations, the driver will continue to 
the next station where assistance will be available. 

CO 2.04 

UN IT 7 TRAVELLING AND TOURISM, LISTENING, 

EXERCISE 3 AND 5 

SPEAKER 1: Welcome to Budget London: the helpline that 
helps you enjoy London without spending a fortune. For 
all the latest on free cultural events, press 1. To discover 
eateries and bars that won't break the bank, press 2. For 
the cheapest options for getting around town, press 3. For 
information on sp .. 

SPEAKER 1: You have reached our section on transport 
in London. 

SPEAKER 2: London's a big city and getting around can 
cost a fortune, but there are ways to make big savings. If 
you're resident in London, you should consider getting an 
Oyster card: the smart travel card that allows you to bu} 
from £5 to £90 of credit to travel on buses, trams, the tube 
and some train services like the Docklands Light Railway. 
The most flexible option is to get an Oyster pay-as-you
go card which you can use on single journeys and wh ich 
offers the cheapest single fares available. For exam ple. 
the usual fare for a zone 1 tube journey is £4; but with an 
Oyster card it's only £1 .60. If you have to travel around 
a lot in one day, don't worry: with the Oyster daily price 
cap you can travel as many times as you need to from fo ur 
thirty in the morning for a period of twenty-four hours. 
and know that you will never pay more than you would 
with a one day travelcard or bus pass. In fact, it can be even 
cheaper! The Oyster daily price cap for buses and tram s in 
zones 1 and 2 is £3.30, which is SOp cheaper than the one 
day bus pass! That means you could spend all day go ing 
round London on a double decker bus for the price of onl} 
two cups of coffee! You can even lend your Oyster card 
to a friend if you're not using it. And if you get auto to p
up, your credit will be automatically renewed whenever 
you have less than £5 left on your card. You have to pa~ 
a deposit of £3 for your card, but it is refundable. You 
can also use Oyster to get discounted weekly, monthly or 
annual travel cards or bus passes. If you're only spend ing 
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a short time in London, you can get a special Oyster card 
for visitors. The cards cost £2 each, so that means you need 
to spend £12 to get £10 credit on your Oyster card. The 
card can be used as soon as you get it and it never expires: 
the credit stays on your card until you're ready to use it 
again. At the end of your stay you can get a full refund 
for any unused credit under £5 or you can just keep the 
card until the next time you come to London. You can get 
Oyster cards at tube station ticket offices, railway stations 
and Oyster Ticket Stops right across London, or online at 
Oyster online. Call 0845 3309876 for further information. 
That's 0845 330 9876. 

C02.0S 

UNIT 8 CULTURE, LISTENING, EXERCISE 2 

INTERVIEWER: When did you first know that you wanted 
to be an actor? 

ANNA: Well, I always liked theatre at school, and with my 
brother David when we were small, we used to put on little 
plays for our parents when they had friends for dinner or 
whatever. But there was no particular day when I suddenly 
decided, 'that's it! I want to be an actor!' It was more of 
a gradual process. 

INTERVIEWER: What did you like or dislike about your 
course at Drama School? 

ANNA: I liked everything, and disliked nothing, well, 
hardly anything, some teachers were kind of annoying 
but most of the subjects were really cool and my fellow 
students were great. 

INTERVIEWER: What subjects did you do? 

ANNA: Acting, Fencing, Acrobatics, Literature, Art history, 
Music, Singing, Dancing, Mime, em ... lots of stuff 

INTERVIEWER: What acting experience have you had so 
far? 

ANNA: We've done lots of public performances of different 
plays at school, but the thing is that the audience is usually 
made up of classmates, friends and family, so that's a bit 
limited because you don't really get an outsider's point of 
view, you know, a critical opinion. 

INTERVIEWER: You speak three languages. How come? 

ANNA: I live in Spain, so I speak Spanish. My dad's Scottish 
and my mum's Spanish but she grew up in France, so 
they've always spoken English and French to me. It's handy 
because if you speak several languages, you can work in 
more places, so I could work in Britain, Spain or France or 
anywhere where those languages are spoken. 

INTERVIEWER: What are the pros and cons of working as 
an actor? 

ANNA: On the plus side, it's lots of fun. It's challenging 
and creative, every day is different and you feel such a thrill 
when you're on stage. The main drawback is it can be really 
difficult to find work. You can boost your chances if you 
study in an Acting School - at least, I hope so - or if you've 
got great natural talent, or even better, both things at once. 

INTERVIEWER: How does an actor go about getting work? 

ANNA: You've got to get an agent, do lots of auditions, get 
to know lots of people and it really helps if you're lucky. 

INTERVIEWER: What kind of acting career are you most 
interested in? 

ANNA: I want to be a theatre actor, because ... well, 
because it's the only thing I've actually done. Maybe I'd 
like film and TV if I tried them. But I know for sure that 
I really love theatre acting. Directing, I'm not so sure 
about. I directed one play and it was a good experience, 
but I prefer acting. 

INTERVIEWER: What are your immediate plans? 

ANNA: I'm going to Madrid to look for work. I'll be doing 
lots of auditions and some specialised courses too. I'm 
thinking of doing a course in stunt performing. 

INTERVIEWER: Stunt performing? 

ANNA: Yes, you know, doing all the dangerous bits in films, 
jumping out of aeroplanes and so on .. . My parents don't 
seem too keen on it for some reason. I can't imagine why. 

CO 2.06 

UNIT 8 CULTURE, SPEAKING, EXERCISE 1 

CANDIDATE: Hey, would you like to go and see a film with 
me? 

EXAMINER: Yeah, why not? Have you got something 
specific in mind? 

CANDIDATE: Yes, I have, actually. There's a Stanley 
Kubrick retrospective at the culture centre. Have you seen 

The Shining? 

EXAMINER: No, I haven't. What sort of film is it? 

CANDIDATE: Well, it's a horror, and it's an absolute classic. 
If you haven't seen it I think you should. 

EXAMINER: But I can't stand violence! 

CANDIDATE: There isn't much actual violence in the film. 
It's just that the tension builds up, and the place and the 
atmosphere are so weird and mysterious. It'll keep you on 
the edge of your seat for two hours, I promise. 

EXAMINER: Hmm ... Are there any actors in it that I know? 

CANDIDATE: Jack Nicholson, aged 37. He gives 
a magnificent performance. Wouldn't you like to see that? 

EXAMINER: OK, you've convinced me. When is it on? 

CANDIDATE: On Tuesday at six p.m. and then again on 
Thursday at five. Is either of these times OK for you? 

EXAMINER: I'm busy on Tuesday, but Thursday's fine. 

CANDIDATE: Shall I pick you up at four thirty then? I'll get 
the tickets earlier. 

EXAMINER: I won't be going from home, so it'd be better 
to meet in town . 

CANDIDATE: How about in the entrance hall at 4.50 then? 

EXAMINER: You mean the entrance hall of the culture 
centre? 

CANDIDATE: Yes. By the big poster that says 'Stanley 
Kubrick retrospective: 

EXAMINER: Great. See you there. I'm looking forward to 

it. 

CO 2.07 

UNIT 9 HEALTH/SPORT, LISTENING, EXERCISE 2 

GWEN: That's a bad cough you've got. You're not coming 
down with the 'Ru' or something, are you, Jamie? 

JAMIE: No, Gwen. I'm fine... Have you done your 
homework? 

GWEN: Yeah, I had a free hour. 

JAMIE: Do you fancy coming round for a game of table 
tennis or something? 

GWEN: I can't. I sprained my wrist the other day. 

JAMIE: How did you do that? 

GWEN: Playing tennis. I've been practising a lot recently. 
I'm a professional now! 

JAMIE:Wow' 

GWEN: The thing is when you get to such a high standard, 
your opponents are really good. They serve really fast; they 
put spin on the ball. It's not easy. 

JAMIE: I'm pretty good at tennis too. Well, I'm getting 
better, but the problem is I just can't hit the ball with my 
backhand. I'm nowhere near professional standard. I'm 
much better at golf. Last weekend I went round the course 
in ten under par. Eighteen holes in only sixty-two shots. 
Not bad, eh? 

GWEN: Not bad! It's brilliant! .. It was a lot of fun the other 
day at Tammi's, wasn't it? 

JAMIE: Yeah ... I'd never really understood the rules of 
baseball, but it's not really that complex, is it? 

GWEN: No, it's not in the least complicated when you get 
used to it ... I prefer batting to bowling, though. 

JAMIE: Me too. 

GWEN: You know what Josh is into nowadays? 

JAMIE: No, what? 

GWEN: Winter sports: downhill skiing, snowboarding, ice
skating, even ski jumping. 

JAMIE: With any luck he'll break his leg or twist an ankle. 

GWEN: Or catch a cold' 

JAMIE: Yeah. You know what I'd like to try? Swimming 
with Mario and Sonic. 

GWEN: Yeah, me too. I think I'll go jogging when I get 
home. I did ten kilometres last night, and I'm ready to go 
all the way round the island now. 

JAMIE: Oh, that's cool. I've done that a few times. It's 
totally exhausting though. 

GWEN: Yeah, I know. You have to warm up properly and 
also do some exercises at the end to warm down or else 
you can get stiff legs or even pull a muscle. 

JAMIE: Are you still doing yoga? 

GWEN: Every day. 

JAMIE: Yeah? 

GWEN: Hmm, it helps me concentrate and keeps me 
Rexible. It's very good for you. 

JAMIE: I know, but I just can't stand some of the yoga 
trainers. The way they talk to you. 

GWEN: I know what you mean. What are you going to do 

then? 

JAMIE: Well, I think I'll start off with a 5k run, and then I'll 
see if my brother wants to play football, and then I think 
I might try the ten pin bowling. 

GWEN: Sounds like a plan. I'm going to do yoga, go 
running and then maybe some aerobics and step dancing. 

MAN: Excuse me, I just wanted to say how impressed 
I am with you two young people. I mean, I couldn't help 
overhearing your conversation, and I think it's admirable 
that you're both so interested in sport. It seems to me that 
far too many young people are lazy nowadays and spend 
all their time sitting in front of computer screens. But you 
two are different. I mean, being so good at golf at your age! 
And being so keen on yoga and keeping fit as you are, and 
a professional tennis player, too! Well' All I want to say is 
'well done'. 

GWEN: Thank you very much. 

JAMIE: Yeah, thanks. 

JAMIE: What was that about? 

GWEN: I've no idea. 

JAMIE: Anyway, who do you reckon makes the best 
games? Nintendo, Sony or Microsoft? 

GWEN: Well, I think the new ... 

CO 2.08 

UNIT 10, SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, LISTENING, 

EXERCISE 2 

1 My father is a biologist and biology was part of my life 
throughout my childhood. When I was really small, my 
favourite bedtime story was about the life of a gorilla 
family. An indispensable part of that tale was a very loud 
demonstration of Father Gorilla defending his babies from 
predators.. Dad would beat his chest and roar, and I'd 
squeal in delight. I also knew all about sexual reproduction 
from the age of four, and I once shocked everyone on 
a crowded bus by saying loudly 'Look, Daddy, these 
Ries are copulating!' As I got older, the bedtime stories 
developed to include things like the structure of DNA .. 
You may think it was boring, but for me it was terrific fun. 

2 I still remember my first Science lesson in grammar 
school. I was eleven years old. The teacher stood in front of 
us casually holding a test tube in his hand as he explained 
some organisational details ... Gradually we noticed a thick 
brown gas issuing from the test tube, crawling along his arm, 
Rowing down towards the Roor. We gaped, spellbound, 
while he continued to talk as if nothing had happened. 
What he'd done was put copper shavings in the tube and 
pour concentrated nitric acid over them, starting a reaction 
in which nitrogen dioxide is produced. Today such 
a demonstration would probably not be allowed on safety 
grounds, but it immediately convinced me that Science was 

s~'TIething I simply had to study. 

3 Frankly, I hated Science lessons at school. We were taught 
in "[very uninspiring way: no practical experiments and lots 
of terminology to memorise, like the names of dozens of 
boriJ;s in a frog 's body. But I had a friend who was interested 
in astronomy and she told me fascinating stories about the 
life of stars, how they become red giants and then white 
dwarfs, or explode as supernovas and then collapse into 
black holes. It was from her that I found out a light year 
is a unit of distance, not of time. After school, she went on 
to study Physics and I chose Classics, but thanks to her I've 
always retained an interest in science and a respect for it. 

4 I was never a big fan of Science lessons, or any 
lessons for that matter. I loved watching the Discovery 
Channel, though. One of my favourite programmes was 
Mythbusters, you know, the one where they take various 
popular myths and test them. For example, does toast 
always fall the buttered side down? Or: will a car explode if 
you fire a bullet into the petrol tank, the way it happens in 
movies? To carry out the tests, they sometimes build the 
most incredible apparatus from cheap everyday objects, 
for example a jet engine made of vacuum cleaner parts. 
It's great fun. My mum used to tell me off for wasting 
time in front of the TV, but then I'd come out with some 
impressive bit of knowledge and she'd say, 'Where d'you 
know that from?' And I'd say, 'I saw it on Discovery'. 

CD 2.09 

UNIT 10, SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, SPEAKING, 

EXERCISE 2 

So, on the plus side, the Internet has certainly made life 
a lot easier. There are so many things you can find out 
without leaving your house. For instance, if you want to 
know the entrance requirements of a university you're 
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interested in. Or how to get a passport. Or whether a book 
you need is available and where. In the past, you would 
have had to go to three different places and ask, or at least 
make phone calls to lines that would probably have been 
engaged. 
Another situation is communicating with the people you 
love when they're far away. In the past, if your boyfriend 
or girlfriend went to another country for a year, the only 
means of communication you had were letters, which 
took ages to arrive, and long-distance phone calls, which 
were expensive. Now you have a choice of email, chat or 
video calls, all of them free. 
Perhaps most importantly, people can get organised using 
the Internet. Supposing a member of your family has 
a rare illness and you want to get in touch with people 
who've got the same problem: you can join a support 
group even though its members live in different cities, 
or even on different continents. After natural disasters, 
help for victims can be organised and money can be 
raised. And finally, the Internet is a great place for free 
speech. Governments can no longer stop people sharing 
information or expressing their views. However, we all 
know this wonderful free flow of information also contains 
some pretty disgusting things. The most noticeable are 
perhaps the opinions some people post on websites. They 
can be really sick: rude, aggressive, racist, homophobic, 
showing no sensitivity to other people's feelings. If they 
target a specific person, they can be very hurtful. And then 
there's worse. There are lots of illegal activities going on 
the Web. There are scams, such as when you get an email 
informing you you've won one million dollars and all you 
have to do to claim it is give your full name, address and 
bank account details. There's pornography, including child 
pornography. There's advice on how to build bombs. And 
if people with good intentions can get organised online, so 
can other people, for example terrorists. But in my opinion 
those abuses, horrible though they are .. 

C02.10 
UNIT 1 1 NATURE AND THE ENVIRONMENT, 

LI ST EN ING, EXERCISE 2 AND 3 

INTERVIEWER: Eva, you have an exceptionally 
environmentally-friendly lifestyle. For example, you never 
travel by plane. Why did you make such a choice? 
EVA: It's not just about being kind to the environment. 
Of course, taking a train produces lower carbon emissions 
than flying. But it also means a slower lifestyle. People ask 
me: 'Don't you value your time?' and I say, yes I do, I do 
value my time and this is how I choose to spend it. To me, 
sitting on a train with a book and thinking is not a waste of 
time. The same is true about cycling. When I cycle, I listen 
to my iPod and do a lot of thinking. That's not to say t~at 
protecting the planet is irrelevant - it's perhaps the ni'ost 
relevant challenge of our times. -
INTERVIEWER: And what else do you do to minimise 
your impact on the environment? Do you for example buy 
a lot of green products? 
EVA: I have my doubts about that. I'm not sure how 'green' 
some of those products are. I do go for stationery made 
from recycled paper, and I buy locally grown food at the 
market, rather than food which has been ftown in from 
South America or wherever, transported thousands of 
miles by air. But the best thing to do as far as shopping 
is concerned is just generally to buy less and consume 
less. Then you can be quite sure you are generating less 
pollution. 

CO 2.11 
UNIT 1 1 NATURE AND THE ENVIRONMENT, 

LISTENING, EXERCISE 5 

SUE: Maurice Bell is an ecological activist and author of 
the book Greenwash: Selling a Lie. Good morning, Maurice. 
MAURICE: Hi Sue. 
SUE: What is greenwash? 
MAURICE: Well, imagine your house has filthy walls, but 
you can't be bothered painting it properly, so you just 
throw on some whitewash, some thin white paint. Your 
house looks clean, but under the surface it's as dirty as 
ever. That's what businesses do with greenwash. In their 
adverts, they give their products a thin coating of green 
to make them look ecologically friendly. But it's only 
superficial, their products aren't so eco-friendly, in fact, 
often, they're actually harmful to the environment. 
SUE: Why do they do it? 
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MAURICE: Because green values sell. A lot of us feel guilty 
about our consumerist lifestyles, how we're messing up 
the planet for future generations. We're worried about 
global warming, rising sea levels, the extinction of wildlife, 
air pollution ... So businesses know that many people are 
willing to pay more for products that appear to be good 
for the environment. 
SUE: Can you give us an example? 
MAURICE: It's ironic, but the industries which try hardest 
to give their products a coat of greenwash are those 
that pollute the most: airlines, oil companies and car 
manufacturers. There's a famous advertising poster for one 
petrol company which shows flowers coming out of the 
chimneys of an oil refinery. It's priceless. 
MAURICE: Another example is BP. BP stands for 'British 
Petroleum', right? 
SUE: Hmm. 
MAURICE: But a few years ago someone dreamt up the 
slogan 'Beyond Petroleum' and that creates the idea that 
BP is beyond petroleum, you know that they actually 
generate more power from renewable energies, solar 
panels wind turbines etcetera, than they do from fossil 
fuels. 
SUE: Don't they? 
MAURICE: Well, no, I don't think so. I mean, it's true that 
BP invest in renewables, perhaps more than other petrol 
companies do, but their main product is petrol, and 
filling up your car with petrol will not reduce your carbon 
footprint. 
SUE: Right. 
MAURICE: When it comes to car adverts, well, some of 
them are just ridiculous! They want us to believe that it's 
green to drive! OK, some cars are slightly less polluting 
than others, but there's no such thing as an ecological car. 
And as for air travel, well' Manchester airport is advertising 
a plan to be carbon neutral by 2015, using more low energy 
light bulbs and so on! Wonderful' The only thing is that in 
their calculations they don't count CO

2 
emissions from 

flights! The airport would on ly be carbon neutral if no 
planes ever landed there, but they're planning to increase 
the number of flights by fifty per cent! 
SUE: If green values sell, why don't businesses produce 
truly ecological products? 
MAURICE: Because it's cheaper and easier to produce 
a green advert than a green product. As someone once 
said, "It is easier and less costly to change the way people 
think about reality than it is to change reality". The danger 
with greenwash is that if we believe the ads and buy these 
so-called 'green' products, then our consciences are clear 
and we don't feel obliged to make the radical changes that 
we should be making in our way of life. We keep on driving 
our kids to school, flying abroad three or four times a year 
and overheating our homes. The problem is ... 

CO 2.12 
UNIT 12 STATE AND SOCIETY, LI STENING, 

EXERCISE 2 

ANNOU NCER: It's four o'clock: time for the news with 
Sally Adebayo. 
1 The Prime Minister of Southland, David Green, has 
resigned and called a General Election for the 17,h of 
June. Opposition leader, Wendy Campbell, welcomed 
the decision, saying it was time for the country to 
choose a new direction. Mr Green, who came to power 
in a landslide election victory only two years ago, has had 
a difficult time in office. In the last six months there has 
been a series of corruption scandals, the most damaging of 
which recently caused Home Secretary, Tom Rice to resign 
from the cabinet after being accused of accepting a bribe 
from arms manufacturers, BSA. The Finance Minister, 
lan Deere, is expected to become the new leader of the 
governing party. 
Opinion polls predict a closely fought contest between 
the two major parties in the forthcoming elections, as 
well as a possible increase in abstention due to the loss 
of public confidence in Parliament following the MPs' 
expenses scandal. 
2 The Secretary General of rhe United Nations has 
welcomed the progress being made in the Middle 
East peace talks, which are taking place this week in 
the southern Spanish city of Cordoba. Diplomatic 
representatives of the six countries involved in the 
conflict have agreed a provisional cease-fire and are said 
to have outlined a plan which could at last bring an end to 
violence in the region. A source close to rhe peace process 

has revealed that there is cautious optimism that the talks 
will lead to the signing of a peace treaty, but warned that 
there is still much work to be done before any meaningfu l 
and long-lasting agreement could be reached. 
3 A professional footballer has been jailed for six years 
for killing a child in a car crash. Former Liverpool centre 
forward Sean O'Connell, 28, admitted driving with excess 
alcohol and causing the death of five-year-old Leah Cook 
in a crash on the M62 in Yorkshire on 31 December. 
Bradford Crown Court heard that after leaving a weddi ng 
O'Connell had been driving recklessly at almost 100mph 
and had ignored a friend's plea to pull over at services. 
O'Connell, who had more than double the legal limit of 
alcohol in his blood when arrested, was subsequently 
disqualified from driving for two years for dangerous 
driving. The girl 's parents said they were devastated at 
what they called 'a lenient sentence', saying that O'Connell 
would be eligible for parole in little more than three years. 
4 And finally, a robber in the US has found a novel way to get 
rid of the weapon he used when trying to commit a crime. 
Claiming he had a gun hidden under his T-shirt, nineteen
year-old Terrence Laphroaig from California demanded 
that bar owner, Mr Bill Fixx, hand over the cash. Instead, 
Mr Fixx overpowered him and called the police. Before 
they got there, however, the would-be thief took out his 
weapon and ate it! He had been trying to hold up the bar 
with a banana' Police officers took photos of the banana 
skin and said they were considering charging the teenage 
delinquent with destroying evidence. 'If he'd really had 
a gun, he would've shot me' said Mr Fixx, 'but fortunate ly, 
he only had a banana.' Mr Laphroaig has been charged with 
attempted armed robbery. 

CD 2.13 
UNIT 12 STATE AND SOCIETY, LISTENING, 

EXERCISE 3 

1 The Prime Minister of South land, David Green, has 
resigned and called a General Election for the 17,h of 
June. Opposition leader, Wendy Campbell, welcomed 
the decision, saying it was time for the country to 
choose a new direction. Mr Green, who came to power 
in a landslide election victory only two years ago, has had 
a difficult time in office. In the last six months there has 
been a series of corruption scandals, the most damaging of 
which recently caused Home Secretary, Tom Rice to res ign 
from the cabinet after being accused of accepting a bri be 
from arms manufacturers, BSA. The Finance Minister, 
lan Deere, is expected to become the new leader of the 
governing party. 
Opinion polls predict a closely fought contest between 
the two major parties in the forthcoming elections, as 
well as a possible increase in abstention due to the loss 
of public confidence in Parliament following the MPs' 
expenses scandal. 
2 The Secretary General of the United Nations has 
welcomed the progress being made in the Middle 
East peace talks, which are taking place this week in 
the southern Spanish city of Cordoba. Diplomatic 
representatives of the six countries involved in the 
conflict have agreed a provisional cease-fire and are said 
to have outlined a plan which could at last bring an end to 
violence in the region. A source close to the peace process 
has revealed that there is cautious optimism that the talks 
will lead to the signing of a peace treaty, but warned that 
there is still much work to be done before any meaningful 
and long-lasting agreement could be reached. 

C02.14 
UNIT 12 STATE AND SOCIETY, LISTEN ING, 

EXERCISE 5 

3 A professional footballer has been jailed for six years 
for killing a child in a car crash. Former Liverpool centre 
forward Sean O'Connell, 28, admitted driving with excess 
alcohol and causing the death of five-year-old Leah Cook 
in a crash on the M62 in Yorkshire on 31 December. 
Bradford Crown Court heard that after leaving a wedding 
O'Connell had been driving recklessly at almost 100mph 
and had ignored a friend's plea to pull over at services. 
O'Connell, who had more than double the legal limit of 
alcohol in his blood when arrested, was subsequently 
disqualified from driving for two years for dangerous 
driving. The girl's parents said they were devastated at 
what they called 'a lenient sentence', saying that O'Connell 
would be eligible for parole in little more than three years. 
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4 And finally, a robber in the US has found a novel way 
to get rid of the weapon he used when trying to commit 
a crime. Claiming he had a gun hidden under his T-shirt, 
nineteen-year·old Terrence Laphroaig from California 
demanded that bar owner, Mr Bill Fixx, hand over the cash. 
Instead, Mr Fixx overpowered him and called the police. 
Before they got there, however, the would·be thief took out 
his weapon and ate it! He had been trying to hold up the 
bar with a banana! Police officers took photos of the banana 
skin and said they were considering charging the teenage 
delinquent with destroying evidence. 'If he'd really had 
a gun, he would've shot me' said Mr Fixx, 'but fortunately, 
he only had a banana: Mr Laphroaig has been charged with 
attempted armed robbery. 

CD2.1S 

ENGLISH AND THE ARTS, QUOTING SHAKESPEARE, 

EXERCISE 7 

ANNOUNCER: Now here's Simon Borrowdale with the 
third programme on William Shakespeare and his times. 

SIMON: Hello. Today we take a look at Shakespearean 
theatre. With me to talk about it is Professor Owen Evans 
from the Shakespeare Institute. 

OWEN EVANS: Hello. 

SIMON: Professor Evans, what would it have been like to go 
and see a play in London in Shakespeare's time? 

OWEN EVANS: Well, you'd go to the theatre - the Swan 
or the Globe or the Rose - in the early afternoon. You'd 
pay a penny for admission and you'd stand in a space a bit 
like an arena, partly surrounding the stage, with no roof 
above. If you could afford three pence you'd sit in a wooden 
gallery. But, you know, you wouldn't say you were going to 
see a play. The phrase used at the time was to hear a play. 

SIMON: Why was that? 

OWEN EVANS: Well, the visual elements were limited and 
consequently the words were a lot more important. All 
the things that were not there to see had to be created 
by the playwright's words and imagined by the audience. 

SIMON: So what would a typical set look like? 

OWEN EVANS: The stage was almost bare. There were 
doors at the back through which actors entered and 
exited. There were two columns supporting the roof 
above the stage, and those were useful if a character was 
to hide and, for example, overhear a conversation. There 
might be a chair or bench. There was a trapdoor through 
which ghosts, for example the ghost of Hamlet's father, 
could emerge. Above the stage was a gallery which could 
be used by musicians or by a character who was supposed 
to appear on a balcony, like luliet in Romeo and juJiet. And 
that was about it. 

SIMON: So the audience had to imagine the whole 
setting? 

OWEN EVANS: Yes, but it was the playwright's job to 
help them. Consider Henry V, a play about a war between 
France and England. In the Prologue, an actor comes onto 
this empty wooden stage, which is about 13 metres wide, 
and tells the audience to imagine that this space contains 
two kingdoms and the sea that separates them. He tells 
them [0 divide each actor into a thousand men to create 
an imaginary army. 'When we talk of horses; he says, 'think 
that you see them: imagine you hear the sound of their 
hoofs hitting the earth. And apparently the audience 
did just that, they constructed those settings in their 
imagination. 

SIMON: Amazing. 

OWEN EVANS: And of course you had men playing the 
roles of women. So Cleopatra, the most beautiful woman 
in the world, was actually a boy wearing a wig. But you 
were told she was an absolute beauty, and you believed it; 
you actually saw it 'in your mind's eye'. However, funnily 
enough, one visual element was more spectacular in 
Elizabethan theatre than even in today's most expensive 
Hollywood productions. 

SIMON: What was that? 

OWEN EVANS: The costumes. The thing is, they were 
real. When rich people died, they often left their clothes 
to their servants. But the servants couldn't wear them, 
because such expensive clothes were not considered 
appropriate for their class, and they sold them on to 
theatre companies. And so when you saw a king or queen 
on an Elizabethan stage, they'd be wearing clothes that 
were real silk and velvet, with gold thread and what you 

like. Maybe that made it easier to imagine everything else. 

CD 2.16 

ENGLISH AND THE ARTS, FAMOUS FILM QUOTES, 

EXERCISE 3 AND 4 

lAMES: And with me in the studio [Od ay is film critic 
Felicity McNeil1. Hi Felicity. 

FELICITY: Hi lames. 

lAMES: Now before we start reviewing the films that are 
coming out this week, I believe you've written an article 
which is appearing in the next edition of MovieGlobe 
magazine. 

FELICITY: That's right. It's about misquotations; you know 
famous lines from films which we usually get wrong. 

lAMES: Like what? 

FELICITY: Well, for example, everyone thinks that when 
Tarzan meets lane for the first time he says, 'Me Tarzan, 
you lane'. 

lAMES: Doesn't he? 

FELICITY: No, Tarzan never actually says that. In Tarzan 
the Ape Man from 1932 they meet and lane points to 
herself and says, 'lane'. Then Tarzan points at her and 
repeats, 'lane'. Then lane points at him and says 'And 
you?' and he hits himself on his muscular chest and says, 
'Tarzan!' She repeats 'Tarzan' and then he points back and 
forward saying, 'lane. Tarzan. jane. Tarzan: 

lAMES: OK. 

FELICITY: Another example, the typical gangster in films 
from the 1930s was played by lames Cagney, right? 

lAMES: Yeah? 

FELICITY: 'And everyone thinks he said, 'You dirty rat!' 
But he never said exactly that. The closest he came to it 
was in the 1931 film Blonde Crazy when he said, 'That dirty, 
double·crossing rat'. 

lAMES: Right. 

FELICITY: Then there's classic comedy duo Laurel and 
Hardy. What do you think Oliver Hardy typically says to 
Stan Laurel whenever they're in trouble? 

lAMES: 'Here's another fine mess you've gotten me into!'? 

FELICITY: That's what everyone thinks, but in fact it's not 
quite right. In Sons of the Desert from 1933 he says, 'Well, 
here's another nice mess you've gotten me into!' 

lAMES: That's almost the same! 

FELICITY: Yes, but not exactly ... Then sometimes the 
catch phrase is right, but people think that the wrong 
person said it. 

lAMES: For example? 

FELICITY: Well, 'May the Force be with you!' 

lAMES: Star Wars. 

FELICITY: Right, but who said it? 

lAMES: That's easy. It was Obi Wan Kenobi speaking to his 
pupil Luke Skywalker. 

FELICITY: Oh no it wasn't! Obi Wan Kenobi said, 'The 
Force will be with you' or 'Use the Force, Luke: But it was 
actually the rebel general who plans the attack on the 
Death Star who says, 'Man your ships. And may the Force 
be with you'. 

lAMES: Really? 

FELICITY: Yeah. One of the most famous mistakes is from 
Casablanca. Everyone thinks Humphrey Bogart says to 
pianist Dooley Wilson, 'Play it again, Sam' when he wants 
[0 hear the song 'As Time Goes By'. But what he really says 
is, 'You played it for her, you can play it for me. If she can 
stand it, I can. Play it!' Earlier in the film Ingrid Bergman 
says, 'Play it once, Sam for old times' sake. Play it, Sam. Play 
As Time Goes By'. 
lAMES: I didn't know that. 

FELICITY: Not many people do. 

lAMES: Well, it sounds like your article is well worth 
reading so .. 

CD 2.17 
ENGLISH AND THE ARTS, FICTIONAL LITERARY 

CHARACTERS, EXERCISE 5 AND 6 

PRESENTER: Welcome back. In a recent survey of three 
thousand British teenagers fifty-eight percent said they 
thought that Sherlock Holmes was a real historical 
character and not the product of a writer's imagination. So 
the question we're asking today is which characters from 
fiction seem most real to you. The lines are open and the 
number as always is 01632 23610. 

CALLER 1: In my opinion, the greatest writer of fiction of 
all time is Charles Dickens. His novels are so entertaining 
and the characters he created are unforgettable. I mean, 

think of Oliver Twist, he's the perfect image of the poor 

little orphan boy who fights through poverty and misery 
and an enforced life of crime to find happiness and 
a peaceful life in the country. Or what about Ebeneezer 

Scrooge from A Christmas Carol? He's so realistic that 

we use his name to describe people who hate spending 
money. And then, of course, there's Mr Pickwick .... 

CALLER 2: I know they're supposed to be for kids and not 

adults, but I really love the Harry Potter books. Maybe it's 

because I went to boarding school when I was a kid and 
I really loved it there so the books remind me of a happy 

time in my life. All the characters are great: Harry, Ron, 

Hagrid, Dumbledore ... but the one I really identify with 
is Hermione. I feel I have a lot in common with her. Did 

you know thatl.K. Rowling, the author of the Harry Potter 
books, says that she was like Hermione when she was at 

school? Well, so was I. I was a really serious student, a bit of 
a swot to be honest, but I was also ... 

CAllER 3: If you ask my wife which fictional character 
I resemble, she'd tell you it's Peter Pan. No, seriously. 

She says I'm just a wee boy who doesn't want to grow 
up. I think she's right. I think there are a lot of people, 

especially men, who identify with Peter Pan. OK, we know 
he isn't real. I mean, we all grow old and although I've 

never actually tried, I don't think I can fly. But wouldn't it 

be great if we could fly and if we could stay young forever? 
I first saw Peter Pan at the theatre when I was just a wee 
boy and it obviously made a great impression on me. 

CAllER 4: My favourite author is lane Austen. I love all 
her books, but if I had to pick one that's really special to 
me, it would be Pride and Prejudice. Elizabeth Bennet is 
such an attractive character, so witty and intelligent and 

so modern for a twenty-year-old girl at the beginning of 

the nineteenth century. I was so impressed by her the first 

time I read the book that I actually started copying her 
manner of speech, you know, the language she uses. My 

friends thought I was going crazy, but she seemed so real 
to me. And then there's Mr Darcy, the man she falls in love 

with' He seems so proud and arrogant but turns out [0 

be so good. When I saw the BBC series I couldn't believe 

it. It was even better than the book! It's incredible really ... 

CALLER 5: If I could be anybody in the world of fiction, 
it would be lames Bond. I know he's not real, of course, 

but I think he's fantastic, so cool, always in control, never 
panics. I wish I was more like him. To be honest, I don't 

know any of the novels, but I've seen all the films; most 

of them more than once. My favourite Bond was Sean 
Connery, of course, 'Hello, Miss Moneypenny!' But the new 

guy's not bad. When I was a kid, I got a lames Bond case 
for Christmas, you know with a gun, a fake passport, a pen 

with invisible ink and so on. Maybe I should have become 
a spy. Maybe it's nqt too late. 
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ANSWER KEY' REFERENCE PART 

WRITTEN EXAM 
LISTENING COMPREHENSION 

TRUE/FALSE/NO INFORMATION 

1 Exam task 
1 F 2 T 3F 4 NI 5 T 6 NI 

2 Task analysis 
1 attraction The Multicultural Festival may one day 

become the town's main attraction. 
3 costumes Steve mentions an event at which 

participants will be able to see what traditional 
costumes look like. 

3 
2 The idea originated at the University, really. When 

you've got people of a dozen nationalities in your 
class, you can learn so much from them, and it's 
such fun.. 

5 ... with the generous fundingfrom the Town Council 
4 
a 6 b 4 

MATCHING 

1 Exam task 
lD2E3A4B 

2 Task analysis 
A The equality of men and women, the hierarchy at 

university. 
B She couldn't go to lessons because of a student 

strike; she's doing a project on it. 
C Lifelong friends are not mentioned at all. 
D The amount of money you spend; student grants. 
E The stereotype: Being an Erasmus student involves 

partying and drinking in international company 
and hardly anything else. Tomek's view: If you're 
looking for more than parties and superficial 
contacts, you should find it easily. 

MULTIPLE CHOICE - SHORT RECORDINGS 

1 Exam task 
lA2C3B4C5B 

2 Task analysis 
1 .. . Iet's just take the car, then. 
2 I just wanted something really new, really different 

in my life. 
3 .. . he has to set up the lights and the cameras, then 

he's shooting, and during each break he adjusts the 
lights, moves the cameras, looks at the footage with 
the director. 

4 Would next Thursday, the fifteenth, be OKfor you? 
S Can you please be quiet? Can I borrow this one, 

please? 

3 
train tickets (option C) - very expensive, would 
cost more than the air fare 

2 salary (option A) - The salary was better, but 
only slightly.; climate (option B) - Other people 
might have moved there because of the climate; he 
doesn't really like hot weather that much. 

3 make-up artist (option A) - the speaker is 
a make-up artist; actor (option C) - actors work 
very hard, but not as hard as Jim 

4 confirm (option A) - He was supposed to confirm 
the time of a meeting, but something has come up 

5 bookshop - At the bookshop these big art books 
cost thirty pounds. 

MULTIPLE CHOICE 

1 Exam task 
lA2D3B4B5C 

2 Task analysis 

a 
1 he broke his own record by hitching 2,500 kilometres 

from Warsaw to Barcelona in thirty-four hours 
2 If you choose to hitchhike, you make a decision to 

rely on people's goodwill. 
3 you've got somewhere [. .. ] to have a bite to eat, to 

hide from the rain ... 
4 ... the best thing for me is meeting incredible 

people ... 
... he said it was against his religion to leave me by 
the road at nightfall. 
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b 

ANSWER TYPE OF MISTAKE 

lD c 

2A a 

3C d 

4A b 

5B c 

ONE OR TWO CORRECT ANSWERS 

1 Exam task 
1 A 2 B 3 B 4 A and B 5 A and B 6 B 7 A 
8 A and B 

2 Task analysis 
1 B The exhibition is open from 10.00 to flgb1 every 

day. 
2 A The largest butterAies can be about thirty 

centimetres. 
3 A The Common Birdwing is as large as some birds. 
6 A The butterAy Dryas iulia pokes a caiman's eye to 

make it cry, but doesn't damage the eye. 
7 B The interviewer thinks the proboscis is the 

butterAy's nose, but Megan corrects him. 

SHORT ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS 

1 Exam task 

three 7 six 
2 kind and helpful 8 Manchester 
3 science 9 eight months 
4 her own experiments 10 a scholarship 
5 art and literature 11 she gives private 
6 media studies classes/lessons 

2 Task analysis 
1 The word mature is not correct because Bill says 

Mandy was mature as a toddler, and the question 
asks about her behaviour in nursery school. 

2 make up 
3 Tina has a job in advertising; Mandy was only 

offered a scholarship. 

READING COMPREHENSION 

MATCHING 

1 Exam task 
lD2A3E4FSC 

2 Task analysis 

GAPS CONTEXT AND GRAMMAR LINKS 

1 a (topic - Immigrants dying at the border) 
d (lose their lives - die, drown. are killed) 

2 a (topic - songs) 
c, d (ballads - such songs - they) 

3 c (they - Abelardo and his cousin) 
e (after many hours ... ; later) 

4 c (this fact) 

5 b (The decrease could be due to ... ) 
d (drop - decrease) 

MULTIPLE CHOICE 

1 Exam task 
lA2D3B405C 

2 Task analysis 

a 
1 ... a murmur of approval ... 
2 ... huge trained birds that roar in anger as they 

carry people in their bellies around the world .. 
3 It is a land of riddles: a land of great ingenuity 

but little wisdom; a land with many possessions, 
but little happiness; a land of unspeakable wealth 
amidst desperate poverty. 

4 'I don't believe you l (. •. ) If you heat gold, it changes 
slowly from solid to liquid, first it's thick, then it 
becomes thinner. That's how things change: 

5 This is a question about gist; the answer can been 
inferred from the whole text. 

b 
Sample incorrect answers: 
2 A - canyons 
3 C - happiness 
3 0 - the old / the young 

SHORT TEXTS WITH MULTIPLE CHOICE 

QUESTIONS 

1 Exam task 
10 2A 3D 4A 

2 Task analysis 
Taking me back down the vista of years; Betrays me 
back; the old Sunday evenings at home 

3 
B - grindstone 
C - sails 
D - vertical shaft 

4 
A She says women are "school teachers, from 

whom many of these men learn all they know of 
citizenship and patriotism". 

B Women. 
C To show that refusing women the right to vote is 

"taxation without representation" and therefore 
a form oftyranny. 

5 
Question a: too delicate; on show. 

TRUE/FALSE/NO INFORMATION 

1 Exam task 
lF 2T 3NI 4T SF 6NI 7N1 

2 Task analysis 
1 At the beginning of the story, Nathan remembers 

how his grandmother explained to him how to fry 
a steak. 

5 Nathan likes the smell of the steak. 

3 
2 'Eat your meat before they make it illegal!' And 

then he'd laughed, they'd all laughed. 
4 He felt anxious. 

4 
3c 6a 7b 

GAP-FILLING 

1 Exam task 

1 wasted S before 
2 his own 
3 Byron 

6 Acropolis Museum 
7 free 

4 (much) more 8 40% 

2 Task analysis 
lc 2d 3a 4e Se 6a 7a 8b 

USE OF ENGLISH 

MULTIPLE CHOICE 

1 Exam task 
lB 2C 3D 4B SA 6A 

2 Task analysis 
1 ... that can cause you to become il l ... / that can 

cause an illness 
2 .. . where they prepare food. 
3 a comma - we do not use a comma before that; 

some of them could be used in the following way: 
A variety of bacteria were found. Some of them 
could cause dangerous infectious diseases. 

4 This sentence is grammatically correct, but it 
doesn't fit the text because used to means that it 
was true in the past, but isn't so any more. 
to contract a disease 

6 a Answer B is incorrect because the text talks 
about any toilet. 

b In all public toilets ... (plural) 

OPEN CLOZE 

1 Exam task 

1 a 2 to 

2 Task analysis 

1 Exam tip 6 
2 Exam tip 2 
3 Exam tip 3b 

3 soon 4 have 

4 Exam tip 3a 
S Exam tip S 

WORD BUILDING 

1 Exam task 

1 unacceptable 
2 effectively 

3 terrifying 
4 performance 

5 of 

S weight 

2 

c 

3 

R 

2 
a 
TI 
do 
11 
u 
b 
c( 

a 



0' 

Ms 
:=n, 

at it 

;m 

2 Task analysis 

1 Exam t ip 4 3 Exam tip 3 Exam tip 3 
2 Exam tip 2 4 Exam tip 5 

SENTENCE TRANSFORMATIONS 

1 Exam task 
1 up with 
2 have I heard 
3 are reported to be hiding 
4 was made to apologise 
5 older he gets / grows, the happier he seems to 

2 Exam task 
1 to have her ears pierced 
2 had been less 
3 have run out of 
4 are not old enough 

must have seen 

3 Task analysis 
Exam task 1 - sentence 5 (It seems he becomes 
happier as he grows older). 
Structure 1: The o lder he gets, the happier ... 
Structure 2: ... he seems to become. 
Exam task 2 - sentence 1 (Li ly d idn't let anyone else 
pierce her ears for her. She did it herse lf.) 
Structure 1: refuse to + infinitive 
Structure 2: to have her ears pierced 

ERROR CORRECTION 

1 Exam task 

1 been 6 himself 11 correct 
2 correct 7 it 12 the 
3 a 8 on 13 correct 
4 correct 9 being 14 correct 

correct 10 has 15 to 

2 Task analysis 
a been, being, has b a, the c on, to d it e himse lf 

WRITING 

STORY 

2 Task analysis 

a 

b 

Past Simple: came, slammed on, swerved, skidded, 
soared, hit, laughed, walked 
Past Continuous: was raining, were no longer 
coping, were driving 
Past Perfect: had left 
would + infinitive: would come (and tell), would 
have to go 

the windscreen wipers were no longer coping; hit the 
soft ground; a terrible noise of shattering glass and 
breaking steel 

DESCRIPTION (OF A PLACE, PERSON OR EVENT) 

2 Task analysis 
a primitive, macho, arrogant 
b intelligent and well-read - talking to his friend 

about a little-known poet, outstanding academic 
results, serious ly into literature and cinema 
modest - doesn't talk about his successes 
gentle, considerate - always carefu l not to hurt 
anyone's feelings 
tact and mediating skills - very few confl icts in the 
football team. 

c I couldn't have been more wrong; ... 1 assumed, until 
I heard him mention ... ; That's how Ifound out... I've 
learned that my first impression of him was entirely 
mistaken 

3 b 

REVIEW 

2 Task analysis 
a interesting action: 
The director guides us through a maze of confusing 
clues to a surprise ending. 
The film is exciting. with fast action and many 
unexpected twists and turns. 
b an element of the culture of an English-speaking 
country: 
a wealth of cultural background; a picture of life in 
New York; a real sense of both the tensions and the 
richness of life in the most cosmopolitan city on Earth; 
an insight into life in multicultural New York 

3 
the plot: exciting. fast action, unexpected twists and 
turns, a maze of confusing clues, a surprise ending 
the acting: gives a spectacular performance, the 
supporting cast 
the cinematography: beautiful shots of Manhattan. 
the educational value: the viewer sees a gallery of 
minor characters of many races, nationalities and 
languages. Their interactions, whether marked by 
prejudice, resentment, tolerance, or friendship, give 
a real sense of both the tensions and the richness of 
life in the most cosmopolitan city on Earth. 

'FOR AND AGAINST' ESSAY 

2 Task analysis 
What are the advantages and disadvantages - What 
are the benefits and drawbacks 
The main benefit - One advantage / The main 
advantage 
Moreover - In addition, What is more, Furthermore 
Not only that, but - What is more, In addition 
On the other hand - However, 
... has its drawbacks - ... has its disadvantages 
In addition - Furthermore, Moreover 
Finally - Last but not least 
In conclusion, - To sum up, On balance 
In my opinion, - To my mind, 

OPINION ESSAY 

2 Task analysis 
Students' own answers. 

FORMAL AND SEMI-FORMAL LETTERS 

2 Task analysis 
Dear Sir or Madam, 
1 I am writing to ask your help in finding a good home 
for a dog I found while staying here in Worth ing. 
2 It is a small black poodle. She was very thin when 
I found her, but apart from that she seems in good 
health, and she is also very well-behaved. 
3 I will be returning to my country soon and cannot 
take her with me. Unfortunately, I don't know 
anyone who could look after her here, and I certainly 
wouldn't like to leave her in an animal shelter. 
, I was wondering if you could help me place her with 
someone who would really care for her. 
Thank you for your help. 
With best wishes, 
Daniel Wagner 

3 
- polite and friendly: I was wondering if you could 

help me, thank you for your help; 
- most of the language is neutral: neither colloquial 

nor very official language; 
- ending: 'With best wishes' 

INFORMAL LETTER 

2 Task analysis 
Dear Sally, 
Thanks a lot for inviting me, and for all the info about 
the museums. I wish I could see them all, but I don't 
think we'll have enough time. 
2 There's no sea where I live, so I the Maritime 
Museum seems really interesting. exotic and romantic. 
And of course 2 itd be fascinating to see real objects 
from the Titanic. J Can you tell me more about it? For 
example, is there a real historic ship that you can visit? 
Thatd be brilliant. 
I I'm also interested in the Slavery Museum - 2 it 
sounds like a unique place; I've never visited one before. 
J What sort of objects can you see there? It looks as if 
the Beatles may have to wait till my next visit. 
What about you? Which museum would you 
recommend? It'd be nice to do something we both enjoy. 
Thanks again, and see you very soon. 
Love, 
Andrea 

3 
Colloquial language: Thanks a lot, info 
Contractions: I don't, we'll have, there's, itd be 
Ending: Love, 

ARTICLE 

2 Task analysis 
children in the street who are munching on crisps or 
chocolate bars; 
families having lunch in the nearest hamburger 
place on a Saturday. 

3 
Not displaying sweets by supermarket checkouts 
at a child's eye level, 
health ier meals in schools, 
more opportunities for chi ldren to do sports. 

4 
a return to the idea from the introduction: this 
advertising ban 
restating the writer's opinion: this advertising ban 
is a sensible move 
a reference to the future: Let's hope it helps us bring 
up slimmer, healthier future generations. 

ORAL EXAM 
DISCUSSION 

2 Task analysis 
Answers depend on the arguments listed by the 
students. 

3 
I definitely agree 
... but what about (family and friends)? 
Yes, you're right 
But do you really think ... 
You have a point there 
I can certainly agree about that 
That's a good question 
OK, you've convinced me 
Absolutely 

TALKING ABOUT PHOTOS 

2 Task analysis 

The photos show .. . We can imagine ... 
In contrast .. In the photo on the left ... 

In the other photo .. 
He's probably .. 

The atmosphere in both 
photos ... 

The (person/place) looks 
like ... 

3 
Students' own answers. 

ROLE PLAY 

2 Task analysis 

It looks as if 
Personally ... 

The candidate chooses a party (in a restaurant or at 
home), either the 'book or the film, and the trip to 
Scotland. He also suggests a donation to a charity the 
grandfather cares about. 

4 
Introduce himself on the phone: Adam here. 
Say what he is calling about: It's about ... 
Apologise: I'm really sorry (to have to tell you this). 
I'm afraid ... , I'm really sorry to let you down. 
Make suggestions: How about...', Would you like 
to ... ?, Shall we ... ?, Perhaps we should/could/might ... 

SPEAKING ON A SET TOPIC 

PRESENTING YOUR OPINION 

2 Task analysis 
1 State his opinion 

Say what he's going to talk about 
Define 'white lies' 

4 Give examples of 'white lies' 
I ntroduce the idea of extreme situations 

6 Give examples of extreme situations 
7 Make a general conclusion about lying and truth 

NARRATING OR DESCRIBING 

2 Task analysis 
What the occasion was: his tenth birthday 
How it was celebrated: outdoor party, treasure hunt, 
swimming. bonfire 
What made it memorable: a lot of fUn, the day 
seemed to last forever, lovely weather 
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ANSWER KEY· LEXICAL-GRAMMATICAL PART 

MULTIPLE CHOICE 

1 Test yourself! 

2 A; tenses and modal verbs 4 D; linking words 
3 A; phrasal verbs 5 C; prepositions 

TENSES (GRAMMATICAL TENSES, REPORTED 

SPEECH, THE PASSIVE) 

2 

has / 's been learning 
2 will / '11 be sunbathing 
3 had / 'd hit 
4 finishes / has finished 

3 
lA2D3C4D 

will have started 
6 knew 
7 was being chased / 

was chased 

MODAL AND AUXILIARY VERBS 

4 
lA2B3C4BSB 

DETERMINERS AND QUANTIFIERS 

S 
The woman sitting in front of the fireplace is 
a singer who can also play the piano quite well. 

2 I can't understand why some children are afraid of 
dogs, while others can play with them for hours 
without a sign of fear. 

3 We started our tour in Samoens (which is 
a beautiful mountain village in the French Alps) 
and finished in Amsterdam, the capital city of the 
Netherlands. 

4 Have you got any idea how much rubbish your 
family produces in a day? 

S There were a few people waiting when we got to 
the airport, but none of them knew why the plane 
was delayed. 

6 
lC2B3B4D 

PREPOSITIONS 

7 

for --> on 3 with --> of 
2 from --> at 4 of --> from 

8 
lB2A3B4D 

LINKING WORDS 

9 

5 by - , for 

The lecture was postponed due to the illness of 
the speaker. 

2 I need to get a password so that I can access the 
online periodical databases. 

3 Take a raincoat with you in case it rains. 
4 The visibility is quite good although it's quite dark. 
5 Small firms are thriving despite the recession. 
6 I'll probably go to Tom's party since I've been 

invited. 

10 
lC2A3B4C 

SYNONYMS 

11 
lB2C3B4A 

COLLOCATIONS 

12 
lB2A3D4C 

PHRASES AND EXPRESSIONS 

13 
ld2a3c4bSe 

14 
lC2A3A4B 

PHRASAL VERBS 

lS 

1 made up 3 lets down takes 
2 looked down on 4 Getting over after 

16 
lD2C3A4D 

174 

Exam task 1 

17 
lB2C3C4ASD6A7B8C 

Exam task 2 

18 
lC2D3A4CSB6B7C 

SENTENCE TRANSFORMATIONS 

1 Test yourself! 
2 phrasal verb; doesn't take after 
3 verb pattern; apologise for losing 
4 conditional clause; were you, I would find 
5 structure if only; only I hadn't told 
6 inversion; no circumstances will I ever lend 

REPORTED SPEECH 

2 
how much we had spent on our 

2 me of breaking her 
3 the class not to leave the classroom 
4 for staining my 

THE PASSIVE AND HAVE/GET SOMETHING DONE 

3 
1 not be forgotten 
2 will be wiped out / will have been wiped out 
3 have been reported 
4 being told 
5 was not taught / hadn't been taught 

4 
were not / weren't given sufficient information 

2 believed to have committed 
3 are having our house 
4 probably have his tooth taken 

CONDITIONALS 

S 
If Tom had some money, he would give you a loan. 

2 If my girlfriend wasn't absent-minded, she 
wouldn't have forgotten about our date yesterday. 

3 I wouldn't have been late for work / I would have 
been on time for work if I hadn't missed the bus. 

4 If it rains heavily tomorrow, we might not / 
probably won't go for a walk. 

S Fiona would have a well-paid job now if she hadn't 
dropped out of studies. 

6 
had known who to turn to, he would have 
complained 

2 know how it works unless you read 
3 had enough money, he would go 
4 hadn't missed many classes, the teacher would / 

might let me off 
S a high mark for your essay as long as you don't 

make 

GRAMMATICAL TENSES 

7 
've / have been painting 

2 will have gone 
3 are becoming 

8 
since I drove 

4 was doing 
5 reaches / has 

reached 

2 several thousand tourists will have visited 
3 have you been learning 
4 other guests arrived, we had eaten 
5 hasn't / haven't overthrown the government 
6 had introduced my girlfriend to my parents 

INVERSION 

9 

Only once 
2 Should 

10 

3 Little 5 Hardly 
4 On no account 

did I realise that I had left my passport 
2 had I stopped thinking about Dave than I bumped 
3 time was Peter aware that 
4 ever do I speak English. 
S you told me the truth, I wouldn't have 

STRUCTURES I WISH AND IF ONLY, WISHES, 

ADVICE AND SUGGESTIONS 

11 
I wish / If only I was / were tall. 

2 I wish / If only Mark would stop talking about 
himself. 
I wish / If only I hadn't eaten so much chocolate 
yesterday. 

4 I wish / If only I didn't have to go to work 
tomorrow. 
I wish / If only I hadn't been impatient with my 
daughter the other day. 

6 I wish / If only my sister wouldn't borrow my 
clothes without permission. 

7 I wish / If only I had enough time to read 
a newspaper every day. 

12 
I hadn't told my parents 

2 Dorothy wouldn't ask such 
3 collected your stuff and left 
4 you didn't wait for me 

you won the lottery 
6 I had kept you company 
7 she had gone in 

LINKING WORDS 

13 
the fact that the head teacher takes special 
measures 

2 were red because she hadn't been 
3 won't start baking a cake until 
4 he was qualified and intelligent 

MODAL VERBS (REFERRING TO THE PAST) 

14 
la2b3a4a 

lS 
must have been following us 

2 needn't have taken 
3 to have anticipated some difficulties 
4 can't have been introduced 
5 might not have meant 

VERB PATTERNS 

16 
had better apologise 

2 regret to tell you that 
3 suggest reminding them 
4 don't fancy going out 

succeeded in meeting 

PHRASAL VERBS 

17 
1 gave 
2 turn 

18 

3 Look 
4 passed 

1 turned / showed up for 
2 can't put up with 

Exam task 1 

19 
1 have never got on with 

5 took 7 go 
6 brought 

3 set off very early 
4 ever fell out 

2 was given a very warm welcome during his 
3 in order not to 
4 the first time I have driven 
S wasn't / weren't very conceited, Fiona wouldn't 

have broken up 

Exam task 2 

20 
should you disclose 

2 not allowed to go 
3 Robert wouldn't tell stupid jokes / Roberr would 

stop telling stupid jokes 
4 to cheating / that she had cheated 
S out of playing 

OPEN CLOZE 

1 Test yourself! 

2 auxiliary verb; been 5 collocation; in 
3 preposition; of 6 phrasal verb; carry 
4 linking word; When 7 expression; carries 

~ 

3 
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13 
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MODAL AND AUXILlARV VERBS 

2 
won't --> didn't 

2 bei ng --> been 
3 must --> should 
4 would --> had 
5 ought not do --> ought not to do I should not do 

3 
1 didn't 2 can't 3 have 4 being 5 will 

ARTICLES 

4 
1 the 2 the 3 - 4 a 5 the 

5 
1 a 2 an 3 the 4 a 5 the 

PREPOSITIONS 

6 
lC2B3A4A5D 

7 
1 against 2 to 3 to 4 with 5 in 

VARIOUS STRUCTURES 

8 
1 who 2 There 3 anywhere 4 yours 5 few 

9 
1 every 2 to 3 as 4 neither 5 than 

LINKING WORDS 

10 
ld Peter moved to a bigger city so (that) he could 

get a better job. 
2a She refused to marry John even though / 

although he proposed several times. 
3e He decided to go sailing despite / in spite of 

adverse weather conditions. 
4c We won't start eating until/till he comes back 

home. 
Sb Robert's keen on judo while / whereas his brother 

prefers karate. 

11 
1 even 2 so 3 Despite 4 unless 5 However 

COLLOCATIONS 

12 
ld2b3g4f5a6h7e8c 

13 
1 make 2 tears 3 came 4 conclusion 5 earn 

IDIOMS 

14 
1 cut 2 fall 3 break 4 call 5 Get 6 keep 

15 
1 time 2 pain 3 over 4 caught 5 down 

PHRASES AND EXPRESSIONS 

16 

from my point of view 
2 in the long run 

4 it's up to you 

3 on the other hand 
5 on the spur of the 

moment 

17 
1 at 2 far 3 all 4 on 5 sight 

PHRASAL VERBS 

18 
ld 2g 3b 4a 5f6e 7h 8c 

19 
1 to 2 up 3 looking 4 comes 5 off 

Exam task 1 

20 
some 5 amounts I quantities 

2 took 6 the 

3 seen 7 most 
4 with 8 know 

Exam task 2 

21 

Once 4 did 6 anything 
2 far 5 nearly I almost / 7 is 

3 came just 8 while 

WORD BUILDING 

1 Test yourself! 

2 adjective; exceptional 
3 verb; discourage 
4 adjective; irresistible 

2 

adverb; 
suspiciously 

6 nouns; boredom 

2 broaden; deepen, widen, brighten, sharpen, 
tighten, weaken, flatten 

3 impatient; immoral, impossible, immature, 
impolite, impersonal, improper 

4 inheritance; avoidance, performance, assistance, 
disturbance, resemblance 

5 meaningful; colourful, useful, purposeful, 
successful, careful 

6 gracefully; gratefully, beautifully, carefully, 
hopefully, awfully 

PREFIXES THAT MAKE WORDS OPPOSITE 

3 
1 illogical 2 irregular 3 unload 4 disapprove 
5 uncomfortable 6 insecure 7 dishonest 

4 
1 incapable 2 unbutton 3 unfamiliar 
4 disobeyed 5 irresistible 

PREFIXES THAT CHANGE THE MEANING OF 

WORDS 

5 
le 2g 3a 4b 5h 6d 7f8c 

6 
1 underprivileged 2 co-educational 3 overworked 
4 transplant 5 semi-detached 6 ex-wife 

SUFFIXES (-ER, -OR, -AR, -EE, -1ST, -IAN) 

7 

-ER -OR -AR -EE 

trainer visitor liar trainee 
murderer collector burglar employee 
swimmer sailor beggar interviewee 
manager competitor 
employer actor 
interviewer 
supplier 

8 

musician 4 communist 
2 journalist 5 librarian 
3 e lectrician 6 Italian 

9 
1 Politicians 4 admirers 
2 comedian 5 survivors 
3 payee 6 historian 

7 ecologist 
8 artist 

7 scientists 
8 robber 

SUFFIXES (-ENCE, -ANCE, -AL, -AGE, -MENT, 

-SION, -TION, -ION, -ATION, -V, -SIS, -UREj 

-ITV, -TV, -V, -CV, -NESS, -INESS, -HOOD) 

10 

-ENCE -AL -AGE -M ENT 

difference arrival marriage arrangement 
existence approval I passage encouragement 

-sION -ATION -y -515 

revision education delivery diagnosis 
conclusion accusation injury analysis 

11 
2 childhood; brotherhood, motherhood, adulthood 
3 silence; innocence, intelligence, violence 
4 vacancy; fluency, efficiency, frequency 
5 kindness; sadness, rudeness, forgiveness 
6 equality; popularity, similarity, punctuality 

12 
abbreviation 

2 rehearsal 

3 inconvenience 
4 motherhood 
5 seriousness 
6 entertainment 
7 expiry (British English) expiration (American 

English) 

SUFFIXES (-V, -VLV, -OUS, -IC, -ICAL;

-IVE, -EO, -ING) 

13 
2 climate 6 protect 
3 adjust 7 salt 
4 courage 8 psychology 
5 annoy 

14 
3 interested --> interesting 
4 correct 
5 confusing --> confused 
6 disgusting --> disgusted 
7 amused --> amusing 

15 

weekly 6 alphabetical 
2 alcoholic 7 suspicious 
3 curable 8 advisable 
4 appreciative 9 Creative 
5 disastrous 

SUFFIXES THAT CHANGE ADJECTIVES INTO 

VERBS (-EN, -(I)FV) 

16 

1 worsen 5 brighten 
2 purify 6 intensify 

3 deafen 7 ripen 
4 lessen 8 clarify 

Exam task 1 

17 

invitation 4 appearance 
2 jointly 5 traditional 

3 increasingly 6 overtaken 

Exam task 2 

18 

actress 4 liberation 
2 underestimate 5 colourful 

3 advertisement 6 buyers 
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